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Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit der Geometrie und den effektiven physikalischen Theorien Abel-
scher Eichgruppen in F-Theorie-Kompaktifizierungen.
Um passende Calabi-Yau Mannigfaltigkeiten mit Torus-Faserung zu konstruieren, nutzen
wir Methoden der torischen Geometrie. Wir bestimmen Komponenten dieser Calabi-Yau-
Mannigfaltigkeiten, die dazu geeignet sind, unabhängig voneinander untersucht zu werden.
Dies erlaubt die Entwicklung von Methoden zur Konstruktion großer Zahlen von Mannigfal-
tigkeiten, die zu gegebenen Eichgruppen führen. In dem selben Rahmen erreichen wir eine
teilweise Klassifizierung torischer Eichgruppen. Wir zeigen, dass der Feldinhalt der gewöhnlich
betrachteten F-Theorie-Modelle starken Einschränkungen unterliegt. Um diese Begrenzungen
zu umgehen, entwickeln wir einen Algorithmus mittels dessen wir Torus-Faserungen, die als
“complete intersections” definiert sind, untersuchen können. Unter Benutzung dieses Algo-
rithmus entdecken wir mehrere neuartige F-Theorie-Kompaktifizierungen. Zuletzt zeigen wir,
wie Torus-Faserungen ohne Schnitt durch ein Netzwerk sukzessiver geometrischer Übergänge
mit Faserungen mit mehreren Schnitten verbunden werden können.
Um die effektive Physik solcher Kompaktifizierungen bei niedrigen Energien zu untersu-
chen, nutzen wir die Dualität zwischen M-Theorie und F-Theorie. Nach der Bestimmung der
effektiven Wirkung von F-Theorie mit Abelschen Eichgruppen in sechs Dimensionen verglei-
chen wir die quantenkorrigierten Chern-Simons-Kopplungen mit topologischen Größen der
Kompaktifizierungsmannigfaltigkeit. Dies erlaubt es uns, den Materieinhalt der Theorien zu
bestimmen. Unter bestimmten Bedingungen beweisen wir, dass gravitative und gemischte
Anomalien in F-Theorie automatisch abwesend sind. Weiterhin berechnen wir die effektive
Wirkung von F-Theorie-Kompaktifizierungen ohne Schnitt und schlagen vor, dass die Abwe-
senheit eines solchen Schnitts die Präsenz eines zusätzlichen massiven Eichfeldes zur Folge hat.
Zuletzt zeigen wir durch Ausweitung unserer Analyse auf vier Dimensionen, dass Überbleibsel
dieses massiven Eichfeldes sich in diskreten Symmetrien und entsprechenden Auswahlregeln
für die Yukawa-Kopplungen der effektiven Theorie auswirken.

Abstract
In this thesis we study the geometry and the low-energy effective physics associated with
Abelian gauge groups in F-theory compactifications.
To construct suitable torus-fibered Calabi-Yau manifolds, we employ the framework of
toric geometry. By identifying appropriate building blocks of Calabi-Yau manifolds that
can be studied independently, we devise a method to engineer large numbers of manifolds
that give rise to a specified gauge group and achieve a partial classification of toric gauge
groups. Extending our analysis from gauge groups to matter spectra, we prove that the
matter content of the most commonly studied F-theory set-ups is rather constrained. To
circumvent such limitations, we introduce an algorithm to analyze torus-fibrations defined as
complete intersections and present several novel kinds of F-theory compactifications. Finally,
we show how torus-fibrations without section are linked to fibrations with multiple sections
through a network of successive geometric transitions.
In order to investigate the low-energy effective physics resulting from our compactifica-
tions, we apply M- to F-theory duality. After determining the effective action of F-theory
with Abelian gauge groups in six dimensions, we compare the loop-corrected Chern-Simons
terms to topological quantities of the compactification manifold to read off the massless mat-
ter content. Under certain assumptions, we show that all gravitational and mixed anomalies
are automatically canceled in F-theory. Furthermore, we compute the low-energy effective
action of F-theory compactifications without section and suggest that the absence of a sec-
tion signals the presence of an additional massive Abelian gauge field. Adjusting our analysis
to four dimensions, we show that remnants of this massive gauge field survive as discrete
symmetries that impose selection rules on the Yukawa couplings of the effective theory.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Throughout the history of science, physical theories have always been approximate descrip-
tions of nature, valid only within a certain range of parameters and limited to a subset of
physical interactions. Over time, progress in the field of physics has usually come either
in the form of deepening the understanding of an existing theory by extracting and testing
new theoretical predictions or by developing a new and more powerful physical theory. The
latter kind of development has often been triggered by experiments probing regimes beyond
the scope of the established theories. For such a novel physical theory to establish itself, it
must correctly reproduce past experimental results and, as a necessary consequence, reduce
to the theory it seeks to replace in some area of its parameter space, as for instance Einstein’s
general relativity contains Newton’s classical mechanics.
Repeatedly, new theories have not only enlarged their predecessors’ ranges of validity, but
completely replaced the notion of the fundamental degrees of freedom governing our world.
The advent of atomic physics brought with it for the first time a quantitative notion of atoms,
the building blocks of matter. Subsequently, through the development of quantum mechanics
these were shown to be comprised of more fundamental objects, namely nucleons and elec-
trons. Finally, according to the theory of Quantum Chromodynamics, nucleons themselves
possess a substructure, as they are described by bound states of quarks.
Another, and surprisingly often related form of progress in physics has been the unifi-
cation of formerly distinct physical phenomena as manifestations of one and the same fun-
damental interaction under the tenets of a new theory. A prime example of such a unifying
theory is Maxwell’s electrodynamics, describing simultaneously magnetic and electric forces
and showing that one can be converted into the other by a simple change of reference frame.
Remarkably, these more general theories are typically “simpler” than the sum of their limiting
cases, as their form is constrained by an underlying symmetry. One may thus entertain the
hope that eventually a “theory of everything could be found — a theory unifying all funda-
mental interactions, reproducing all established physical theories in certain limits, and thus
9
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describing at least in principle all physical phenomena. And in fact, owed perhaps to hubris
stemming from the limits of both our intellectual and our current experimental capabilities,
it seems that such a theory could possibly be in reach. After all, there are currently two fun-
damental theoretical frameworks left that appear to describe nature surprisingly well, albeit
in different regimes: The ΛCDM model of standard cosmology and the Standard Model of
particle physics supplemented by neutrino masses.
The former theory contains as its integral part Einstein’s theory of General Relativity,
which describes the gravitational interactions between all matter. Perhaps unmatched in the
simplicity of its guiding principles and in its formal aesthetic appeal, the theory of General
Relativity describes gravity accurately at macroscopic distances and has led to a variety of
theoretical predictions that have been confirmed experimentally, such as the gravitational
redshift or gravitational lensing. The Standard Model, on the other side, provides a quantum
theory of the electroweak force and the strong force, which — at the energy scales currently
accessible to us — are the only relevant contributions to phenomena taking place at micro-
scopic length scales. Over the past decades, the Standard Model has arguably been tested
more thoroughly than any other past theory and continues to resist all attempts at falsifi-
cation. Only recently, its last missing ingredient, the Higgs-boson, has likely been detected
by experiments at the Large Hadron Collider [1]. While precision measurements of this new
particle may require the development of new particle colliders such as the International Lin-
ear Collider whose construction could possibly soon be initiated in Japan, it currently seems
unlikely that the Standard Model would have to be adjusted substantially.
Despite their tremendous successes, both the ΛCDM model and the Standard Model
have clear deficiencies that one would wish to see addressed eventually. The most glaring
shortcoming may possibly be our failure to understand the basic constituents of our universe:
It is known from cosmological experiments that “dark matter” and “dark energy” respectively
account for 27% and 68% of the energy content of the universe, while the particles that are
so effectively described by the Standard Model, only contribute 5%. Even though many
cosmological questions can be answered without a detailed knowledge of the microscopical
properties of dark matter and dark energy, from a theoretical point of view it is clearly
unsatisfactory not to know their origin. Of similar importance is that the contributions from
dark matter and dark energy are not the only parameters that enter the ΛCDM model. In
total, the ΛCDM model has six free parameters and the Standard Model contains another 20,
all of which must be determined experimentally. Crucially, some of these parameters require
a high degree of fine-tuning and are thus vulnerable to small changes. Despite the fact that
certain anthropic arguments have been invoked to justify seemingly artificial tunings, there
remains the hope that eventually a more powerful theoretical framework could both reduce
the number of free parameters and make them less sensitive to small perturbations.
Finally, the most theoretical and yet arguably the most profound deficiency is the lack
of a “quantum” description of gravity. While the Standard Model is formulated as a Quan-
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tum Field Theory (QFT) and, after a hypothetical completion into a Grand Unified Theory
(GUT)1 can be extrapolated to arbitrarily high energies, attempting to treat General Relativ-
ity in the same fashion is doomed to fail: Its coupling constant has positive energy dimension,
thereby rendering the theory of General Relativity non-renormalizable.
In view of these numerous challenges, it seems unreasonable to expect their complete res-
olution anytime soon. While it would certainly be desirable to solve these problems by simply
extending the Quantum Field Theory corresponding to the Standard Model, the problems
associated with a quantum theory of gravity make such a hope appear unreasonable. In the
next section, we thus recall the concepts of renormalization and effective quantum field theo-
ries in order to suggest that the renormalizability of the theory of General Relativity can be
understood as an indication that it is simply the low-energy limit of an ultra-violet complete
theory. Next, we very briefly present in section 1.2 the key idea underlying superstring theory,
the theory proposed to unify General Relativity with Quantum Field Theory. In section 1.3
we explain that there exist only five distinct such superstring theories and that all of them
are believed to be limits of another, yet more general theory dubbed M-theory. We proceed
in section 1.4 with a short summary of the landscape problem of string theory and finally,
give an outline of this thesis in section 1.5.
1.1 Effective Theories
As stated above, progress in developing physical theories has frequently meant enlarging
a theory’s range of validity, and has regularly proceeded by replacing (or explaining) the
formerly fundamental degrees of freedom by a more microscopic version. In Quantum Field
Theory, there exists a beautiful formalism implementing a general notion of “coarse-graining”,
that is moving in the opposite direction, which is called Wilson’s Renormalization Group [2, 3].
In very rough terms, it can be understood as follows: Given a QFT T valid up to an energy
scale Λ, one can ask what the QFT T ′ is that governs processes only up to an energy scale
Λ′ < Λ. The effective theory T ′ is obtained from T by decomposing the fields of T in an
energy basis and integrating out all degrees of freedom with energies E satisfying
Λ′ < E < Λ . (1.1.1)
In order for T ′ to take into account the loop effects of the high-energy modes that are no longer
part of its spectrum, this process of integrating out must correct the couplings of T . Crucially,
it will also lead to non-renormalizable corrections with coupling constant proportional to 1Λ′
that were previously absent. One thus notes that perturbation theory for T ′ breaks down at
energies E ≈ Λ′ and, unsurprisingly, the QFT T ′ has a cut-off at Λ′.
1The Standard Model is a renormalizable gauge theory and can be applied at all energies that can be reached
by current accelerators. Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that the hypercharge part of the Standard Model
gauge group has a positive β-function and is therefore inflicted with a Landau pole that may prevent it from
being extrapolated to arbitrarily high energy scales. In practice, as discussed in the next section, this is entirely
irrelevant — even if it is exists, the relevant scale is larger than the Planck scale.
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Turning this argument around, we are led to interpret non-renormalizable theories as
effective theories with an inherent cut-off scale. Only for energies below the cut-off, we can
expect the theory to make reasonable predictions. Renormalizable theories, on the other
hand, may in principle be extrapolated to arbitrarily high energies. In practice, another
complication must be taken into account. Unless the theory has a conformal symmetry, the
coupling constant g is not independent of the energy scale — instead, it is renormalized
according to
∂g
∂ log Λ
= β(g) , (1.1.2)
with β called the β-function of the Quantum Field Theory. If β(g) > 0, as is the case
for Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), then the coupling constant g becomes larger as the
energy scale increases. In the absence of a non-trivial fixed point at high energies (i.e. in the
UV ), g will become infinite at an energy scale ΛLandau and is said to have a Landau pole.
2
Theories with β(g) < 0, on the other hand, do not suffer from this particular problem: Here
g → 0 as one increases the energy scale and the theory is said to be asymptotically free.
Interestingly, this is the case for the Yang-Mills theories of the Standard Model and their
putative completions into a GUT.
One particularly well-known example of an effective theory is Fermi theory, suggested as
a description for beta decay. Fermi theory contains parity violating four-fermion interactions,
which are non-renormalizable in four dimensions. Nevertheless, it describes the weak interac-
tion remarkably well up to energies of ≈ 100 GeV and in fact, together with QED, it can be
considered as the low-energy effective theory of the electroweak interaction [4]. Weak inter-
actions are mediated by W and Z bosons, which are made massive by the Higgs mechanism.
After integrating out these massive gauge bosons, the renormalizable three-point interaction
of the electroweak interaction is replaced by the effective four-point interaction. Naturally,
one expects this effective description to break down at energies near the gauge boson masses.
More puzzling is the relation between the other constituent of the Standard Model, QCD,
and the various candidates for its low-energy effective theories. QCD is a renormalizable and
asymptotically free Yang-Mills theory with gauge group SU(3). Its fundamental degrees of
freedom are gluons, the analogues of the photon of QED or the W and Z bosons of the weak
interaction. However, at low energies the QCD coupling constant becomes large and bound
states of gluons, called baryons and mesons, form the relevant degrees of freedom. Since QCD
is strongly coupled at low energies, our well-developed perturbative methods can no longer
be relied on and as a result, we still lack a proper understanding of how the confinement of
gluons works. Nevertheless, there is an important lesson to be learned: The fundamental
degrees of freedom governing a low-energy effective theory can differ drastically from the
2It is important to point out that the β-function is normally calculated in perturbation theory and is
therefore likely to receive important corrections for g ≥ 1. Even if that is not the case, ΛLandau may be far
larger than the Planck scale and therefore irrelevant for all practical purposes.
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degrees of freedom of its ultraviolet completion. Indeed, it is conceivable that the ultraviolet
theory may no longer be a QFT.
Before we proceed by suggesting that this is precisely what happens in the case of Gen-
eral Relativity, let us pause for a moment and consider the scales that are involved. The
fundamental scale of gravity is set by the Planck mass
mPlanck =
√
~c
G
, (1.1.3)
leading to a Planck scale of ΛPlanck ≈ 1019 GeV. For all energy scales that are currently
accessible to us, one can therefore safely use General Relativity. However, hope remains that
cosmological experiments will eventually allow us to probe Planck scale physics.
1.2 From Points to Strings
The key concept of string theory is easily conveyed: Instead of assuming that the fundamental
degrees of freedom are point-like objects in spacetime whose Lagrangian action is obtained by
integrating the proper time over the particle’s worldline, one postulates that the fundamental
degrees of freedom are spatially extended objects, so-called strings. The concept of the
worldline is then replaced by a two-dimensional worldsheet and the mass of the string is given
by multiplying its length with the string tension
T =
1
2πα′
. (1.2.1)
The quantity α′ is called the universal Regge-slope and its origin stems from early attempts
to describe the strong interaction in terms of strings.
Considering how straightforward this proposal may seem, postulating that the funda-
mental objects of a theory are strings has astonishingly many implications. First however,
note that the classical motion of a string can be decomposed into the motion of its center of
mass and its oscillations around said center. Only if one probes lengths of the order of
√
α′,
the extended nature of the string becomes apparent — at lower scales, the string appears to
be an ordinary point-like particle.
These oscillatory modes, called higher string modes, do nevertheless play a central role
in the quantization of the string. When performing loop calculations in quantum field theory,
it is customary to encounter UV-divergences, which can consistently be removed as long
as the theory at hand is renormalizable. These divergences originate from integrating over
arbitrarily high momenta running in a loop or, put differently, from probing arbitrarily small
lengths with virtual particles. Remarkably, these divergences are absent in string theory.
Heuristically, one can imagine the string “smoothing out” the formerly localized interaction
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points and denying access to regimes smaller than the string scale.3 Surprisingly, quantizing
string theory imposes constraints on the spacetime in which the strings propagate. In order
to quantize string theory, one quantizes the two-dimensional worldsheet theory of the string,
which can be shown to have a conformal symmetry. Demanding that this conformal symmetry
be also a quantum symmetry and assuming a d-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, one finds
that d = 26 for the bosonic string and d = 10 for the superstring.4
If one accepts the dimension of space-time as a necessary constraint that the consistency of
the theory imposes, then one can compute the spectrum of a string in flat spacetime. Notably,
a string can have two different sets of topologies, or, equivalently, satisfy two different kinds
of boundary conditions. If the string is topologically a circle, then we call it a closed string.
Strings that have the topology of an interval are open strings. While closed strings have no
endpoints and propagate through all of spacetime, open strings must end on a subvariety of
spacetime, a so-called brane. As it turns out, the bosonic string has tachyonic modes and
therefore we disregard it. It is an essential property of string theory that one of the massless
oscillation modes of the closed string has spin two and can thus be interpreted as a graviton,
while the oscillation modes of the open string contain a spin-one field, i.e. a field with all the
properties of the ordinary gauge fields in QFT.
It is in this sense that string theory unifies gravity with the type of QFT present in the
Standard Model. As one would expect from any reasonable candidate for a unified theory, it
reduces to a quantum field theory in its low-energy limit and, in particular, its gravitational
interactions are described by General Relativity. Only at energies near the string scale the
contributions of the higher string modes become relevant and seem to provide a consistent
UV-completion of gravity. Whether string theory is in fact the “theory of everything”, is
a completely different question, but its properties are enticing enough in order to merit a
detailed study. In the next chapter, we tentatively discuss the low-energy theory governing the
massless modes of the superstring in ten spacetime dimensions and find again that demanding
the absence of anomalies provides stringent restrictions on the set of allowed superstring
theories.
1.3 The Web of String Theories
For a superstring theory to be consistent, its low-energy effective theory must be as well. At
energies much below the string scale, superstring theory is described by a supergravity theory,
as can be shown be matching string scattering amplitudes with the amplitudes obtained in
3While there seems to be consensus that the extended nature of the string generally removes UV divergences,
this has so far not been proven rigorously. We refer to [5, 6] for a proof of up two loops and some general
evidence for why UV-divergences should be absent in string theory.
4Bosonic string theory and superstring theory differ with respect to the fields of the worldsheet theory:
The former consists solely of bosonic fields, while the latter includes also a pair of Majorana-Weyl spinors of
opposite chirality for every bosonic field.
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Figure 1.1: The so-called “M-theory star”, illustrating that each of the five superstring
theories is the limit of another putative theory called M-theory in some area of
its moduli space. The different superstring theories are connected to each other
by duality transformations or certain limits.
supergravity. In the case at hand, we are hence concerned with the consistency conditions
that a ten-dimensional supergravity theory must satisfy. One such necessary condition is
the absence of both gauge and gravitational anomalies. As it turns out, the requirement of
anomaly freedom places severe constraints on the set of allowed theories [7] and leaves only
five superstring theories:
• Two theories with 32 supercharges, called Type IIA and Type IIB superstring theory.
• Three theories with 16 supercharges, namely Type I superstring theory and Heterotic
superstring theory with gauge group SO(32) or E8 × E8.
While it is rather remarkable that self-consistency alone has so drastically reduced the set of
all possible superstring theories, the big picture underlying these different theories remained
a mystery for about a decade.
With the advent of the second string revolution, a more unified description began to
emerge. As illustrated in figure 1.1, the five different superstring theories can be connected
to each other by certain duality transformations. More importantly, there is evidence for the
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existence of a more general theory dubbed M-theory, whose fundamental degrees of freedom
are two-dimensional branes called M2 branes. Type IIA string theory and Heterotic E8×E8
can be obtained from M-theory by compactifying on either a circle [8] or an interval [9].
These two theories can in turn be related to the remaining superstring theories, leading to
the conjecture that the five superstring theories are simply the limits of a unique eleven-
dimensional theory in different corners of the moduli space. Although there exists solid
evidence for this conjecture, one has much less computational control over M-theory. While
there is a microscopic description of string theory in terms of its worldsheet theory, no such
picture of M-theory has been found. As a consequence, one can currently not compute M-
theory corrections to eleven-dimensional supergravity directly, but must lift ten-dimensional
string corrections to eleven dimensions.
1.4 String Vacua and the Landscape
In view of the dualities between the different five superstring theories and their conjectured
connection to M-theory, one may prematurely be led to declare victory in the search for a
theory of everything. After all, M-theory has only a single parameter — its fundamental
length lM . Unfortunately, one could not be further from the truth. The glaring problem
that still needs to be addressed is the discrepancy between the ten and eleven spacetime
dimensions in which superstring theories and M-theory are respectively defined, and the four
(at least approximately) flat spacetime directions that we so clearly observe.
The most common solution to this problem is based on an idea outlined almost a century
ago [10, 11] and proposes to endow the superfluous extradimensions with a compact topology
and a size that is too small to be detectable by current experiments. The original paper
describes a five-dimensional spacetime that is topologically a R4×S1. Decomposing the five-
dimensional metric yields a metric, a gauge field (the Kaluza-Klein vector field) and a scalar
field in four dimensions. An additional Fourier expansion along the circle coordinate splits
these fields into towers of fields with masses n ·mKK , n ∈ Z that depend solely on the four
spacetime dimensions. The Kaluza-Klein mass is proportional to the inverse circle radius such
that small circle radii can lead to arbitrarily high masses for the massive Kaluza-Klein modes.
Originally intended to unify gravity with the theory of electromagnetism, Kaluza-Klein theory
was never an experimental success. However, despite its shortcomings, its key idea has lived
on: One may try to interpret a complicated spectrum in four spacetime dimensions as an
effective theory obtained from compactifying a higher-dimensional spacetime on a compact
space of adequately small size.
To implement this approach for a superstring theory, one must compactify six dimensions.
Unfortunately, however, no mechanism has been found that dynamically selects a geometry
for these extradimensions — instead, their topology is currently treated as input into the
theory. Whereas there is a very limited set of topologies for a single extradimension, namely
either a circle or an interval, there are infinitely many different six-dimensional topologies.
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In the absence of a vacuum selection mechanism or powerful self-consistency conditions, one
must therefore constrain the compactification geometry further. One common but possibly
unnecessary assumption is that the extradimensions should preserve minimal supersymmetry
in four dimensions.5 In this case there appears to be evidence that this landscape of string
vacua [14] may in fact be finite [15]. Compared to the situation one faces in Quantum
Field Theory, this is tremendous progress: Instead of continuous parameters, one now has
discrete parameters that can only take finitely many different values. In practice, however,
this advantage is largely philosophical, as the number of vacua has been estimated to reach
O(10500) [16, 17], eliminating any hope for a straightforward scan of all possibilities.
Nonetheless, not all is lost. Due to the more complicated nature of higher-dimensional
compactification manifolds, computing the effective theory of a general compactification is a
much more intricate problem than the circle reduction. First off, one can no longer perform
a simple Fourier expansion, but must rather decompose the fields in terms of eigenfunctions
of a suitable differential operator defined on the compact space. In first approximation, this
is usually the Laplace operator, whose zero modes can elegantly be counted using index the-
orems and the cohomology of the compact space. For massive modes or in the presence of
higher-order corrections, things quickly become far more complicated. Additional complica-
tions such as these prevent us from fully understanding the set of theories one obtains from
string theory compactifications. In fact, it appears that certain effective theories may be very
hard to obtain from string theory, potentially eliminating large areas of the landscape. Inves-
tigating such general string theory constraints is an active area of research, but two examples
worth mentioning are the struggle to obtain deSitter vacua from string theory and to realize
inflationary models with large tensor to scalar ratio [18, 19].
1.5 Outline of the Thesis
This thesis is concerned with the study of Abelian gauge theories in a certain class of Type
IIB vacua and is split into clearly separated parts. The second chapter of Part I gives a
technical introduction to these vacua via a formalism called F-theory and its definition via
the duality with M-theory. It assumes familiarity with the basic concepts of string theory,
supergravity and field theory. Meant to be a concise review of the concepts relevant to the
latter parts of the thesis, it contains no original work.
In Part II, we develop the geometrical methods to construct torus-fibered Calabi-Yau
compactification manifolds that are essential to this thesis. This construction is split into
three parts: The study of the torus fiber by itself, engineering and resolving singularities of
5Obviously, that does not imply that the resulting effective theory should be supersymmetric, since our
observed universe clearly is not. Instead, it means that the supersymmetry of the superstring should not be
entirely broken at energy scales near the Kaluza-Klein scale of the compactification, but a remnant of the
original symmetry should survive up to lower energy scales, where it is then broken by a different mechanism.
For an introduction to such supersymmetry breaking mechanisms we refer to [12, 13].
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the fiber, and completions into globally well-defined torus fibrations. Since most information
about the Abelian gauge theories that we are interested in is contained solely in the fiber
geometry, chapter 3 is the longest and contains several of the key technical insights of this
work. With the intention of presenting in a unified manner the various advances made during
the last three years, we describe how to construct tori, i.e. genus-one curves, as complete
intersections in various types of ambient spaces. Next, we discuss the geometrical quantities
of the fiber relevant to the study of F-theory vacua, namely the discriminant and the Mordell-
Weil group. After presenting a novel algorithm to compute the discriminant for a general
class of complete intersection manifolds, we employ it to classify the toric Mordell-Weil group
of all elliptic curves (that is, genus-one curves with a marked rational point) embedded inside
Gorenstein Fano varieties of dimensions two and three. Finally, we explain the construction of
genus-one curves without marked rational points and elaborate on the transitions taking them
to an elliptic curve. Chapter 4 deals with engineering singularities of genus-one fibrations by
embedding them into reducible ambient spaces. Such ambient spaces can be studied by toric
methods, leading us to introduce the concept of tops and explain how to read off constraints on
the Abelian matter charges of the resulting low-energy effective theory. Finally, we explore
in chapter 5 how to combine the fibers and their singularities with a given base manifold
and present an algorithm to explicitly enumerate all possible fibrations. Globally defined
fibrations must have constant fiber dimension in order to give rise to an appropriate effective
field theory with only finitely many fields, which we rephrase into combinatorial conditions
on the data of the ambient space geometry.
Equipped with this framework to construct and analyze wide ranges of torus-fibered
Calabi-Yau manifolds, we proceed in Part III by studying the low-energy effective physics
that these compactifications give rise to. The vast majority of our efforts is focused on six-
dimensional string vacua. We thus derive in chapter 6 and chapter 7 the low-energy effective
theory of a six-dimensional F-theory compactification with Abelian gauge factors and study
the conditions for anomaly cancelation. In this context, we discover that for certain types
of compactification geometries, namely those with non-holomorphic sections, Kaluza-Klein
modes can become lighter than the zero modes and contribute non-trivially to ensure that
anomalies are automatically canceled. These results are extended in chapter 8 to cover genus-
one fibrations without section, where we show that the absence of a section implies the
presence of a massive Abelian gauge field in the low-energy effective theory. Several example
compactifications are presented in chapter 9, in which we also discuss the transition from
an F-theory model without section to another model with multiple sections in terms of a
conifold transition. Chapter 10 forms the final part of this thesis and investigates further
consequences of compactifications with massive Abelian gauge fields. We show that in these
cases a discrete symmetry remains massless, which imposes selection rules on the Yukawa
couplings in F-theory compactifications to four dimensions.
In addition to the concluding remarks made in Part IV, this thesis is accompanied by
a number of appendices, which are collected in Part V. In particular, Appendix A deserves
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to be mentioned, as it contains an introduction to toric geometry that is tailored towards
the topics that are most relevant to this work. The remaining appendices provide proofs or
detailed derivations of various statements made in the main text of this thesis.
This dissertation is based on the following publications:
• V. Braun, T. W. Grimm, and J. Keitel, New Global F-theory GUTs with U(1) symme-
tries, JHEP 1309 (2013) 154, [arXiv:1302.1854].
• V. Braun, T. W. Grimm, and J. Keitel, Geometric Engineering in Toric F-Theory and
GUTs with U(1) Gauge Factors, JHEP 1312 (2013) 069, [arXiv:1306.0577].
• V. Braun, T. W. Grimm, and J. Keitel, Complete Intersection Fibers in F-Theory,
JHEP 1503 (2015) 125, [arXiv:1411.2615].
• T. W. Grimm, A. Kapfer, and J. Keitel, Effective action of 6D F-Theory with U(1)
factors: Rational sections make Chern-Simons terms jump, JHEP 1307 (2013) 115,
[arXiv:1305.1929].
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compactifications without section, JHEP 1412 (2014) 156, [arXiv:1406.5180].
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Chapter 2
A Lightning Review of F-Theory
This second and final chapter of the introductory part of this thesis is concerned with review-
ing some of the background material necessary for the understanding of what follows in the
two core parts of this work.
Intended to be a concise introduction to F-theory, the chapter is structured as follows: We
begin in section 2.1 by recalling the massless field content of Type IIB string theory, the ten-
dimensional supergravity theory obtained as its low-energy limit and the branes sourcing the
various massless gauge fields and their generalizations. Particular emphasis is put on seven-
branes, codimension-two objects in Type IIB string theory. Next, we summarize the field
content and the action of eleven-dimensional supergravity, which is believed to constitute the
low-energy limit of M-theory. After explaining how Type IIB string theory can be obtained by
considering M-theory compactified on a torus of vanishing volume in section 2.2, we define F-
theory in various dimensions as M-theory compactified on a torus-fibered manifold after taking
the limit of sending the torus volume to zero. Having introduced F-theory in this manner,
we describe how it allows us to study rather involved Type IIB vacua, and in particular
complicated seven-brane configurations, by analyzing the compactification geometry. Indeed,
it is the dictionary between geometric quantities on the one side and physical observables on
the other that is the underlying reason for much of the usefulness of F-theory. We illustrate
in section 2.3 how the non-Abelian gauge group of the low-energy limit of F-theory is encoded
in singularities of the torus-fibration. Abelian gauge groups are a bit more subtle to detect,
but since they form the central topic of this thesis, we explain their origin in section 2.4.
Having briefly discussed the geometric origin of the gauge theories in F-theory, we dedicate
section 2.5 to a more detailed description of how to actually perform the M-/F-theory limit
to compute the low-energy effective action of F-theory. This is followed by section 2.6, where
we recall some of the key features of GUTs and comment on the properties that F-theory
vacua would need to have in order to be suitable for GUT model building. Finally, we close
in section 2.7 with a summary of other areas of F-theory that are under intense investigation,
but that we have not had time to discuss here.
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Field Degrees of Freedom Name
gµν 35 Graviton
φ 1 Dilaton
B2 28 NS-NS two-form
C0 1 R-R zero-form
C2 28 R-R two-form
C4 35 R-R four-form
Table 2.1: The world-volume fields corresponding to the bosonic massless modes of the Type
IIB superstring. The first three fields are from the NS-NS sector, while the latter
three are part of the Ramond-Ramond sector of the superstring.
Due to the constraints of time and space, we do not attempt to review the foundations
of string theory. Fortunately, there exists a number of excellent books on string theory,
such as [20–25], for example, and we refer the interested reader to these. Since F-theory is
still very much under investigation, there is considerably less introductory material than on
string theory in general, in particular with respect to anything beyond non-Abelian gauge
groups in F-theory or any of the other more recent topics of research. Nevertheless, two good
introductions to F-theory have been written [17, 26]. In particular, both these lecture notes
and the further reviews [27, 28] contain considerably more detail with regard to model building
in F-theory than we cover here. Last, but not least, let us also mention the dissertation [29],
which has an outstanding introduction to the duality between M-theory and F-theory.
2.1 Type IIB Superstring Theory and its Low-Energy Limit
Let us now turn to Type IIB superstring theory and its low energy limit. The massless modes
of the Type IIB superstring have 256 degrees of freedom. Due to supersymmetry, precisely
half of these are bosonic and the other half is fermionic. In table 2.1 we summarize the ten-
dimensional world-volume fields that they give rise to. The fermionic field content consists of
two spin-1/2-fields of the same chirality called dilatini and two spin-3/2-fields, the gravitini,
that also have the same chirality. As a consequence, Type IIB superstring theory is, unlike
Type IIA, a chiral theory.
In the next step, we are interested in the low-energy limit of the Type IIB superstring,
i.e. the theory governing the dynamics of these massless modes in a ten-dimensional spacetime.
We limit ourselves to the action of the bosonic sector. After defining the field strengths
F1 = dC0 , F3 = dC2 − C0dB2 , F5 = dC4 −
1
2
C2 ∧ dB2 +
1
2
B2 ∧ dC2 , (2.1.1)
we introduce the complex fields
τ = C0 + ie
−φ , G3 = F3 − ie−φH3 = dC2 − τdB2 . (2.1.2)
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The low-energy limit of the Type IIB superstring is given by N = (2, 0) supergravity in ten
dimensions. In terms of the fields that we have just defined and the ten-dimensional Ricci
scalar R, the bosonic part of the supergravity action reads
SIIB =
2π
l8s
∫
M10
[
R ∗ 1− 1
2
dτ ∧ ∗dτ̄
(Im τ)2
− 1
2
G3 ∧ ∗Ḡ3
Im τ
− 1
4
F5 ∧ ∗F5 −
i
4 Im τ
C4 ∧G3 ∧ Ḡ3
]
,
(2.1.3)
where M10 is the ten-dimensional spacetime manifold, ls is the fundamental string length and
we have chosen to work in the Einstein frame. To be precise, Equation 2.1.3 defines only a
pseudo-action. The equations of motion for the fields derived by varying the action must be
supplemented by the self-duality condition for the five-form field strength given by
F5 = ∗F5 . (2.1.4)
A crucial feature of this action (and the reason for performing the field redefinitions of
Equation 2.1.2) is that it exhibits an SL(2,R) symmetry. Under the action
τ 7→ aτ + b
cτ + d
,
(
C2
B2
)
7→
(
a b
c d
)(
C2
B2
)
, where ad− bc = 1 , (2.1.5)
and trivial transformations for the remaining fields, one easily checks that Im τ and G3 trans-
form according to
Im τ 7→ Im τ
|cτ + d|2
, G3 7→
1
cτ + d
G3 . (2.1.6)
Using these transformations, one immediately sees that the Type IIB action of Equation 2.1.3
has an SL(2,R) symmetry. After quantizing the theory, not all of SL(2,R) survives — in
fact, only the subgroup SL(2,Z) leaves the path-integral measure invariant. This subgroup,
however, is believed to be a symmetry group of the full superstring and not only its low-energy
limit. To grasp the importance of this symmetry, consider the element
S =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
∈ SL(2,Z) . (2.1.7)
Under this transformation the axio-dilaton field τ is mapped to − 1τ . If we assume for sim-
plicity that our background satisfies C0 = 0 and recall that the vacuum expectation value
of the dilaton field φ is related to the string coupling via gs = e
〈φ〉, we find that the above
transformation acts on gs as
gs 7→
1
gs
. (2.1.8)
The above symmetry therefore maps strong string coupling to weak string coupling and vice
versa.
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Field Electric Source Magnetic Source
B2 Fundamental String NS5 brane
C0 D(-1) brane D7 brane
C2 D1 brane D5 brane
C4 D3 brane D3 brane
Table 2.2: The form fields of Type IIB supergravity and their sources.
2.1.1 Branes in Type IIB
Next, we turn to studying the form fields B2 and Ci, i = 0, 2, 4, which are generalizations
of the usual gauge field (a one-form) that one is familiar with from field theory. Just as
ordinary gauge fields have electric and magnetic sources, their generalizations do as well. To
obtain an intuitive understanding of the nature of these sources, we recall Maxwell’s equations
generalized to d dimensions and to include magnetic charges:
d ∗d F2 = j
(d−1)
el , d ∗d F
′
d−2 = j
(3)
mag , F
′
d−2 = ∗dF2 (2.1.9)
For point charges, the currents take the form
j
(d−1)
el ∼ δ
(d−1) , j(3)mag ∼ δ(3) , (2.1.10)
and we thus see that the electric charges of a one-form field are point-like particles regardless
of the spacetime dimension. On the other hand, the dimension of the magnetic charges
depends on the spacetime, as it is their codimension that is always three.
In the Abelian case, Equations (2.1.9) and (2.1.10) are easily generalized to form fields
of degree p. Assuming again a d-dimensional spacetime, they read
d ∗d Fp+1 = j
(d−p)
el , d ∗d F
′
d−p−1 = j
(p+2)
mag , F
′
d−p−1 = ∗dFp+1 , (2.1.11)
j
(d−p)
el ∼ δ
(d−p) , j(p+2)mag ∼ δ(p+2) . (2.1.12)
From these equations we learn that the electric sources of a p-form field (which has a (p+ 1)-
form field strength) are (p−1)-branes, while the magnetic sources are objects of codimension
p + 2, i.e. (d − p − 3)-branes. In summary, we find that form fields are sourced by objects
whose dimension depends on the degree of the form and we list in table 2.2 the electric and
magnetic sources of the fields of Type IIB supergravity.
To get a better understanding of the properties of these different branes and their cor-
responding supergravity solutions, let us look at the equations of motion more closely. For
simplicity, let us disregard the directions along which the branes are extended and focus on the
d− p− 1 dimensions transversal to a p-brane. In this transversal space, that we furthermore
take to be flat, the field must fulfill the Laplace equation. Since the branes are point-particles
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in the transversal dimensions, the solution is the Green’s function of the Laplace operator
acting solely on the transversal space. In Rd>2, this Green’s function is simply given by
G(r) ∼ 1
rd−2
, (2.1.13)
where r is a radial coordinate, while in two dimensions it reads
G(r) ∼ log(r) . (2.1.14)
From the above equation, we see that codimension-two branes are special. For their lower-
dimensional counterparts one can always find a region in spacetime where their contribution
becomes negligible. In codimension two, that is for seven-branes in ten spacetime dimensions,
this no longer holds: No matter how far one moves away from their location, their impact
can still be felt and thus their backreaction on the geometry cannot be neglected.
Seven-Branes in Type IIB
Since seven-branes play such a special role in Type IIB, we are thus led to take a more careful
look at them. Let us take the transversal space of a D7 brane to be C, parametrized by a
single complex coordinate z. In the vicinity of the brane, the solution for the axio-dilaton
behaves as
τ(z) =
1
2πi
log
( z
λ
)
, (2.1.15)
where λ is a complex parameter. Since τ(z) has a monodromy
τ 7→ τ + 1 (2.1.16)
represented by the SL(2,Z) matrix
T =
(
1 1
0 1
)
(2.1.17)
as one circles the origin, we find that∫
D
dτ =
∮
∂D
τ = 1 , (2.1.18)
where D is a disk containing the origin and therefore there is indeed a D7 brane located at
z = 0.
Globally, we do not expect τ(z) to be a good solution. Certainly, specifying τ(z) explicitly
as we have just done is not necessarily the most convenient description — after all, τ(z)
transforms under the SL(2,Z) symmetry of Type IIB, whereas one would expect the right-
hand side of Equation 2.1.15 to remain invariant. To obtain an SL(2,Z)-invariant equation
determining τ , one needs to reformulate Equation 2.1.15 in terms of a function of τ that is
invariant under the transformation (2.1.5). Such a function is called a modular function of
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weight zero and it turns out that every function of this kind can be written as a rational
function of Klein’s j-invariant. Klein’s j-invariant has the asymptotic expansion
j(q) =
1
q
+ 744 +O(q) (2.1.19)
in terms of q ≡ e2πiτ . Matching this expansion with Equation 2.1.15, one arrives at
j(τ(z)) =
λ
z
. (2.1.20)
Crucially, the inverse map j(τ) 7→ τ has further monodromies apart from the one at j(τ =
i∞) =∞, namely
τ 7→ −1
τ
at j(τ = i) = 1728 , (2.1.21)
τ 7→ −1
τ
+ 1 at j(τ = e
iπ
3 ) = 0 . (2.1.22)
The first monodromy is just the strong-weak coupling transformation S introduced earlier,
while the second transformation can be written as TS. Together, S and T generate all of
SL(2,Z). Since i∞, i and e
iπ
3 are the only fixed points of the fundamental domain of SL(2,Z),
these are all monodromies for this solution for τ .
Given such an explicit solution for τ , let us now examine the behavior of the imaginary
part of τ , i.e. the dilaton, near the monodromies. At z = 0, the location of the D7 brane, we
find that
1
gs
= e−〈φ〉 = 〈Im τ〉 ≈ − 1
2π
log
( z
λ
)
(2.1.23)
and gs → 0 as one approaches the D7 brane. For |z|  |λ| one can hence expect string
perturbation theory to be reliable. Crucially, this is no longer true near the other two fixed
points of τ , where gs ∼ O(1). In fact, this should be rather unsurprising — after all, the
monodromy around i maps weak coupling to strong coupling.
Indeed, even in this simple set-up, more than one brane is present. More importantly,
while the brane at z = 0 is a D7 brane, the brane at z =∞ is not: It is a (0, 1)-brane. More
generally, one can have (p, q)-branes, around which there is the SL(2,Z) monodromy(
1 + pq p2
−q2 1− pq
)
. (2.1.24)
While one can always employ the global SL(2,Z) symmetry of Type IIB to rotate a single
(p, q)-brane into a D7 brane, this does not generally work for arrays of different types of
seven-branes. In these cases, one can choose a certain brane to be a D7 brane (and thus the
string coupling to be small in its vicinity), but there is no transformation to a frame in which
all branes are of that type. Such set-ups are said to include mutually non-local strings and
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Field Degrees of Freedom Name
ĝµν 44 Graviton
Ĉ3 84 M-theory three-form
ψµ 128 Gravitino
Table 2.3: The field content of eleven-dimensional supergravity.
while they provide for rich physics, they cannot reliably treated using perturbative methods
in Type IIB.
One could go into further detail and analyze such brane set-ups more closely in Type IIB
or try to describe them using the language of string junctions [30–32], but we shall not attempt
to do so here. Instead, the intention behind this section was to demonstrate that the inclusion
of seven-branes in Type IIB superstring theory will generally lead to backgrounds with varying
string coupling that can no longer be treated perturbatively, as it is impossible to neglect
the backreaction of the branes. Further difficulties arise as soon as one considers compact
transversal spaces, where all seven-brane charge must cancel, or if one analyses the deficit
angle induced by the seven-brane geometry [33–35]. Many of these already subtle questions
become largely inaccessible as soon as one studies compactifications to lower dimensions. At
this point F-theory comes to the rescue by providing a convenient framework that translates
these complicated issues into much more tractable geometrical problems.
2.2 Type IIB and F-theory from M-Theory
Unlike in the case of string theory, no microscopic description of the fundamental degrees
of M-theory has been discovered so far. The closest attempt to achieving a microscopic
formulation of M-theory has possibly been the BFSS matrix model, formulated in terms of
D0 branes in the infinite momentum frame [36]. Nevertheless, if M-theory exists, then we
know what its low-energy limit must be, since there is a unique supergravity theory in eleven
dimensions.1
In table 2.3 we display the field content of eleven-dimensional supergravity. Apart from
the graviton and its superpartner, there is only a single additional field, the M-theory three-
form. Its field strength Ĝ4 = dĈ3 has M2 branes as electric sources and M5 branes as their
magnetic counterparts. The bosonic part of the eleven-dimensional action is given by
SM =
2π
l9M
∫
M11
[
R̂ ∗ 1− 1
2
Ĝ4 ∧ ∗̂Ĝ4 −
1
6
Ĉ3 ∧ Ĝ4 ∧ Ĝ4
]
, (2.2.1)
with lM the fundamental M-theory length and, as in the Type IIB case, the fermionic part
follows in principle from demanding that the action be supersymmetric.
1In fact, if one requires only a single time direction and no fields with spin larger than two, then this theory
is the maximal-dimensional supergravity.
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To connect M-theory to Type IIB superstring theory, one must employ two duality trans-
formations. First, one compactifies M-theory on a circle. In the limit of small circle radius,
M-theory becomes Type IIA superstring theory, where the Type IIA spacetime is made up
by the remaining ten M-theory dimensions. The second step consists of compactifying the
Type IIA theory on yet another circle, which is T-dual to Type IIB on a circle of inverse
radius. As the radius of the Type IIA circle is shrunk to zero, the circle direction of Type IIB
decompactifies. Since the product of the two circles is topologically a two-torus T 2 = S1×S1,
we thus arrive at the conclusion that M-theory on a torus becomes Type IIB string theory in
the limit in which the torus volume approaches zero.
Let us now carry out the duality for the supergravity fields explicitly. We must therefore
assume that our eleven-dimensional metric can be decomposed as M11 = M9×T 2 and denote
by x and y the two cycle coordinates of the T 2. For the remainder of this section, we denote by
sub- and superscripts whether we are dealing with M-theory quantities or Type IIB quantities
whenever there might be ambiguities. Calling the complex structure of the torus τM and its
volume v0M measured in units of lM , the eleven-dimensional line element splits up according
to
dŝ211 = (ds
M
9 )
2 +
v0M l
2
M
Im τM
|dx− τMdy|2 (2.2.2)
and we can decompose the M-theory three-form as2
Ĉ3 = C
M
3 +B
M
2 ∧ lMdx+ CM2 ∧ lMdy +A0M ∧ lMdx ∧ lMdy . (2.2.3)
Similarly, we decompose the Type IIB spacetime as M10 = M9 × S1 and denote the circle
coordinate by u. The radius of the S1 is denoted by rIIB. Then the Type IIB fields decompose
as
ds210 = (ds
IIB
9 )
2 + (rIIB)2(du+ l−1s A
0
IIB)
2 , B2 = B
IIB
2 +B
IIB
1 ∧ lsdu , (2.2.4)
C2 = C
IIB
2 + C
IIB
1 ∧ lsdu , C4 = CIIB4 + CIIB3 ∧ lsdu . (2.2.5)
Now one can identify the x-circle with the one reducing M-theory to Type IIA and use the
Buscher rules (reviewed for instance in [37–39]) to map the Type IIA fields to their Type IIB
counterparts. Performing the calculations, one finds the following expressions for the Type
IIB field content in terms of M-theory data:
C0 = Re τ
M , e−φ = Im τM , (2.2.6a)
l−2s B
IIB
2 = l
−2
M B
M
2 , l
−2
s C
IIB
2 = l
−2
M C
M
2 , (2.2.6b)
l−3s C
IIB
3 = l
−3
M C
M
3 , l
−1
s A
0
IIB = l
−1
M A
0
M , (2.2.6c)
l−2s (ds
IIB
9 )
2 =
√
v0M
l2M
(dsM9 )
2 , l−1s r
IIB = (v0M )
− 3
4 . (2.2.6d)
2Here we denote the one-form in the expansion by A0M , since it is mapped to the Kaluza-Klein vector of
the circle compactification of the Type IIB theory.
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M-theory brane Torus cycle wrapped Type IIB brane
M2 brane none D3 brane
M2 brane (p, q) (p, q)-string
M5 brane none Kaluza-Klein monopole
M5 brane (p, q) (p, q)-five-brane
M5 brane T 2 D3 brane
Kaluza-Klein monopole (p, q) (p, q)-seven-brane
Kaluza-Klein mode (0, 1) D(-1) brane
Table 2.4: The M-theoretic origin of the different seven-branes of Type IIB depending on
whether they wrap no cycle, a (p, q)-cycle or all of the torus.
Finally, we are allowed to choose the dimensionless proportionality constant between the
string length and the fundamental F-theory length. Setting
ls =
lM
4
√
v0M
(2.2.7)
such that (dsIIB9 )
2 = (dsM9 )
2 implies that the distances measured in M-theory and in our
Type IIB frame are the same. From now on, we will omit lengths, knowing that they can
always be restored by dimensional analysis. One key insight from this duality is that the
complex structure modulus τM of the M-theory torus is mapped to the Type IIB axio-dilaton
τ . Regarded from this point of view, the SL(2,Z) symmetry of Type IIB is self-evident, as it
nothing but the modular group acting on the M-theory two-torus.
Under this duality between M-theory and Type IIB superstring theory, the M2 brane and
the M5 brane are mapped to different branes in Type IIB depending on the torus cycles that
they wrap. A summary of how the different branes in Type IIB are obtained from M-theory
objects is given in table 2.4
2.2.1 Fiberwise Duality and F-Theory
Until now, we have solely considered the duality between M-theory and Type IIB, which
by itself is of little use to our aim of understanding D7 brane set-ups. However, it takes
surprisingly little effort to generalize the duality such that it becomes F-theory. Instead of
assuming that the eleven-dimensional spacetime is a direct product M11 = M9 × T 2, one can
take it to be a non-trivial torus fibration
T2 →M11
π−→M9 . (2.2.8)
As long as the fibration is an elliptic fibration, i.e. it has a global section3, one can still split
up the eleven-dimensional metric according to Equation 2.2.2. The only modification is that
3That is, there exists a map s : M9 →M11 such that π ◦ s is the identity on M9
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the complex structure τ will now depend on the base M9. In fact, even in the absence of such
a global section, one can make sense of the duality between M-theory and Type IIB, as we
discuss in detail in chapter 8.
Typically, one considers eleven-dimensional spacetimes of the form R1,10−2n × Yn, where
Yn is a torus fibration (or genus-one fibration in more formal terms). Requiring that Yn is
Kähler and has a vanishing first Chern-class c1(Yn) = 0 guarantees the existence of a Ricci-
flat metric, such that compactifying on Yn and applying the duality between M-theory and
Type IIB superstring theory leads to a (12 − 2n)-dimensional Type IIB background with
minimal supersymmetry. The principal benefit of this construction is that for a non-trivial
fibration, the complex structure τ of the fiber and thus the axio-dilaton of the resulting string
theory vacuum varies over the base manifold. In particular, a non-trivial fibration will have
a codimension-one locus in the base manifold over which τ diverges, signaling the presence
of seven-branes. Geometrically, the location of these branes has a clear interpretation as the
base locus over which a torus-cycle degenerates. If a (p, q)-cycle of the fiber shrinks to zero
volume along a base cycle Σ, then there exists a (p, q)-brane wrapping Σ and extending along
the non-compact dimensions of the resulting Type IIB vacuum.
To detect singularities of the elliptic fiber, one can compute the discriminant ∆ of the
genus-one fiber curve. The condition that Yn is a Calabi-Yau manifold implies that ∆ must
be a section of a certain line bundle on the base, namely
∆ ∈ Γ(B,K−12B ) , (2.2.9)
where KB is the canonical bundle of the complex base manifold B. Given ∆, one can simply
find all loci along which at least one of the torus cycles shrinks by solving
∆ = 0 . (2.2.10)
Remarkably, by starting with a genus-one fibered Calabi-Yau manifold we have thus
obtained a description of a Type IIB vacuum with seven-branes and varying string coupling.
In particular, as we will suggest in the following section, one can apply this framework to
construct vacua with mutually non-local seven-branes that give rise to exceptional gauge
symmetries. This approach to constructing Type IIB vacua is called F-theory. In the original
paper [40] it was speculated that the torus that we used to compactify M-theory on was to be
understood as a torus on which a twelve-dimensional theory, F-theory, had been compactified
on. Although there is some evidence in favor of this hypothesis, there also exist convincing
arguments against it, such as the absence of the Kähler modulus determining the fiber volume
or the fact that there exists no supergravity theory with only a single timelike direction in
twelve dimensions. As a consequence, we define F-theory as M-theory on a torus-fibered
Calabi-Yau manifold in the limit of taking the fiber volume to zero and disregard the notion
of a twelve-dimensional origin. From now on, when we talk about F-theory, we refer to
studying strongly-coupled Type IIB vacua via the M-/F-theory limit.
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Last, but not least, let us point out that taking the M-/F-theory limit can be vastly more
subtle than one might at first think. As we will see in the next section, the fiber geometry
becomes more complicated if non-Abelian gauge groups are present in the low-energy effective
theory and there are in fact competing limits to be performed. For a more detailed discussion
of such matters, we refer to [41].
2.3 Non-Abelian Gauge Theories
As hinted at above, one of the motivations to study F-theory is the elegance with which it
allows the construction of exceptional gauge groups in Type IIB. Unlike weakly-coupled Type
IIB brane set-ups, which permit only the construction of the classical A, B, C and D gauge
algebras, F-theory vacua feature mutually non-local seven-branes, thus allowing exceptional
gauge algebras as well. In this section, we give a brief summary of how non-Abelian gauge
symmetries can be detected in the M-theory geometry.
In the previous section, we mentioned that seven-branes wrap cycles in the base manifold
defined by the vanishing locus of the discriminant, i.e. ∆ = 0. To differentiate between a single
seven-brane and the stacks of seven-branes that give rise to a non-Abelian gauge theory on
the brane world-volume, we expand ∆ along a normal coordinate w to the vanishing locus:
∆ =
∑
i=0
∆(i)wi (2.3.1)
A necessary criterion for a non-Abelian gauge theory to exist is that ∆(0) = ∆(1) = 0, that
is, ∆ must vanish at least quadratically with respect to w. Compared to the case where ∆
vanishes only linearly, there is an important difference. In the case that ∆ = O(w) near a
singularity, the fiber of Yn degenerates, but the total space of the fibration remains smooth.
However, if ∆ vanishes at least quadratically and induces a non-Abelian gauge theory, then
Yn itself becomes singular.
In this case, it is helpful to resolve4 the singularity. Performing the resolution leads
to a set of exceptional divisors consisting of a two-sphere fibered over the base locus of
the former singularity. In this fashion, the torus fiber is replaced by a set of two-spheres
intersecting each other in a certain pattern. It is a beautiful property of F-theory that these
two-spheres intersect as the nodes of the affine Dynkin diagram of the gauge algebra they give
rise to. Fortunately for physicists, singularities of elliptic surfaces were classified by Kodaira
4Alternatively, one can deform the singularity [42, 43]. Physically, the difference between a resolution and
a deformation is that the former corresponds to moving to the Coulomb branch of the resulting low-energy
effective theory, while the latter corresponds to Higgsing the gauge group. Note that here we are talking about
the odd-dimensional supergravity theory before applying T-duality and sending the radius of the T-duality
circle to zero.
A different approach to singular spaces was taken in [44, 45], where the authors attempt to understand the
singular geometry directly.
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Figure 2.1: A schematic representation of the generic fiber and the reducible fiber after
resolving an A4 ' su(5) singularity. If the fibration has a global section, then
one section must be chosen as the zero section determining the “origin” on the
elliptic fiber. One can take the node intersected by the zero section as the affine
node of the Dynkin diagram.
[46] and one can use his classification to precisely identify the type of singularity that the
compactification manifold has. We will recall the full classification in chapter 3 and explain
in detail how to read off the singularity type.
Importantly, it takes precisely rank g exceptional divisors to resolve a singularity whose
low-energy effective gauge algebra is g. As we will see in detail in Part III of this thesis, the
two-forms dual to these exceptional divisors are those whose expansion coefficients become the
generators of the Cartan subalgebra, i.e. those gauge fields that commute with all generators
of the gauge algebra. For this reason, we will occasionally refer to the exceptional divisors
as Cartan divisors and to singularities that give rise to non-Abelian gauge symmetries as
non-Abelian singularities.
2.3.1 Matter and Yukawa Couplings
Just as one can relate the (non-Abelian) gauge fields of the resulting low-energy effective
theory to singularities of the compactification manifold that occur at codimension one in the
base, it is also possible to find a geometric description for matter fields and their Yukawa
couplings.
From intersecting brane scenarios, reviewed for instance in [47, 48], we expect matter
fields to be located at the intersection of two branes and similarly, the Yukawa couplings at a
triple brane intersection. In the compactification geometry, such brane intersections manifest
themselves in singularity enhancements. At certain codimension-two loci in the base, the
rank of the non-Abelian singularity will generically increase by one. Such enhancements will
generically lead to matter states and their representations can be obtained from the branching
rule of the adjoint representation of the enhanced gauge algebra genh. to g. Two examples that
we will repeatedly encounter in this thesis are two rank-one enhancements of su(5), namely
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so(10): 10
so(10
): 10
su
(6
):
5
so(12): 5× 5× 10
e6: 5× 10× 10
su(5)
Figure 2.2: A pictorial description of how matter fields and Yukawa couplings arise at the
intersection of multiple branes that occur in higher codimensions in the base
manifold. The big gray blob symbolizes an SU(5) GUT divisor.
those to so(10) and su(6). One finds that
su(6) : 35→ 24 + 5 + 5 + 1
so(10) : 45→ 24 + 10 + 10 + 1 ,
(2.3.2)
and thus the fundamental and the antisymmetric representations of su(5) can be associated
with singularity enhancements to su(6) and so(10).
Similarly, one can create a dictionary between the enhanced gauge algebra and the re-
sulting Yukawa coupling. In the case of SU(5) one finds the following map:
su(7) : 5× 5× 1 so(12) : 5× 5× 10 e6 : 10× 10× 5 (2.3.3)
For GUT model building, it is essential to point out that the last coupling is associated with
an enhancement to an exceptional gauge algebra that cannot occur in weakly-coupled models.
In F-theory, on the other hand, areas of strong coupling with mutually non-local seven-branes
can lead to exceptional symmetries.
2.4 Abelian Gauge Theories
Compared to non-Abelian gauge symmetries, Abelian gauge groups are encoded in a slightly
more subtle geometric quantity: The Mordell-Weil group of the elliptic fibration. In chapter 3
we explain this group in far more detail, but roughly speaking, it is generated by the homology
classes of global sections of the fibration modulo the homology in the base manifold.
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Regardless of the details, it is easy to compute the Abelian rank of an F-theory model of
an elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau manifold Y :
rankU(1) = h
1,1(Y )− h1,1(B)− 1−
∑
i
rank gi (2.4.1)
Here B is the base manifold of B and gi are the gauge algebras of the non-Abelian singularities.
As we will see in detail, the Abelian gauge fields are obtained by expanding the M-theory
three-form in these (1, 1)-forms.
It is remarkable that even though the Mordell-Weil group was related to the Abelian
gauge symmetry already in the early papers [49, 50], it took fifteen years until a systematic
study of Abelian gauge symmetries was begun [51, 52]. Since their systematic study and
construction is the main topic of this dissertation, we postpone a more detailed treatment of
their geometry to Part II and their physics to Part III of this thesis.
2.5 F-Theory Effective Actions
While F-theory allows one to read off many of the properties of the resulting low-energy theory
directly from the M-theory geometry, studying the supergravity theories involved in the M-
/F-theory limit and performing the duality carefully is essential. In this section we therefore
give a concise summary of how to obtain an effective action for F-theory by elaborating on
the discussion of section 2.2. Let us also note that such computations were first performed in
[53, 54] and that they form an essential part of Part III of this thesis.
The first part of determining the effective action of F-theory on a possibly singular Calabi-
Yau n-fold Ysing is to resolve the singularities, yielding a smooth Calabi-Yau manifold Y .
Next, one compactifies M-theory on Y to obtain a supergravity theory in 11−2n dimensions.
Instead of trying of perform the limit of sending the fiber volume to zero explicitly, one now
approaches the duality from the Type IIB side. After reading off the gauge group from the
geometry of Y , one takes a general (12− 2n)-dimensional supergravity theory with arbitrary
matter and reduces it on a circle. In the third and final step, the two (11− 2n)-dimensional
theories that one has thus obtained have to be matched. While this is immediately possible
for a subsector of the (11− 2n)-dimensional supergravity theory (called the classical sector),
it cannot be done in general. Key to understanding the underlying reason for this apparent
mismatch is to recognize that the M-theory reduction is a theory of only the massless nodes
— all contributions from massive fields have “automatically” been integrated out in the
reduction. In particular, this includes the W-bosons of the gauge theory and all particles
with non-zero charge under any of the gauge fields, as resolving the non-Abelian singularities
implies giving a non-zero vacuum expectation value to the scalars in the vector multiplets of
the theory. Only after also integrating out the massive modes of the circle reduced theory,
one can therefore expect the two theories to be the same. This approach is summarized and
illustrated in figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Summary of how to compute the low-energy effective action of F-theory in a
given dimension.
2.6 Model Building and GUTs
Since its conception [40] almost twenty years ago, F-theory has attracted considerable atten-
tion. However, work on F-theory can largely be divided into two phases: After a burst of
activity in the first years after its formulation, interest abated until the field was revived by
the two independent but strongly related works of [55] and [56, 57] which suggested using
F-theory for GUT model building. Here we give a short overview of the properties of F-theory
that make it attractive for studying GUT models. For more details we refer the reader to
[28, 48].
As mentioned already in the first chapter, there are arguments favoring a unification of
the electroweak force with the strong force and the running of gauge couplings indicates that
this may occur at ΛGUT ≈ 1016 GeV. The simple gauge group of lowest rank that contains
the Standard Model gauge group SU(3)× SU(2)×U(1) is SU(5), leading to the proposal of
Georgi and Glashow [58] of an SU(5) GUT model. There the hypercharge generator of the
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Standard Model U(1) is identified with the Cartan element
T =

2
2
2
−3
−3
 (2.6.1)
of SU(5). Furthermore, the Standard Model matter representations can be nicely packaged
into representations of SU(5) according to
10 = (QL, u
C
R, e
C
R) , 1 = (ν
C
R ) (2.6.2)
5̄M = (d
C
R, L) , 5H = (Tu, Hu) , 5̄H = (Td, Hd) , (2.6.3)
where the superscript C denotes charge conjugation and there is a set of 10, 5̄M and 1
representations for every family of the Standard Model. The only additional fields not present
in the Standard Model are the Higgs triplets Tu and Td and the twelve extra gauge boson
degrees of freedom from the breaking SU(5) → SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1). Furthermore, the
Yukawa couplings can be rewritten into Yukawa couplings of the SU(5) gauge theory as in
10× 10× 5H : QLuCRHu (2.6.4)
10× 5̄M × 5̄H : LeCRHd +QLdCRHd . (2.6.5)
The fact that the Standard Model representations can so easily be accommodated into SU(5)
representations was initially considered as theoretical evidence for the existence of such an
SU(5) GUT.
However, subsequent experiments showed that at least the most naive version of such an
SU(5) GUT is not a correct description of nature. Arguably the most pressing problem of
simple SU(5) GUTs is the prediction of proton decay. Couplings of the type
10× 5̄M × 5̄M : QLdCRL+ uCRdCRdCR + LLeCR (2.6.6)
and similarly for 10 × 5̄H × 5̄H lead to proton decay, a tightly constrained experimental
quantity, and in the absence of a further symmetry that could impose additional selection
rules, there is no good reason for why they should be absent.
If one were to realize GUT scenarios in string theory, one option would thus be to study
SU(5) GUT theories with additional symmetries, either in the form of Abelian gauge groups
or discrete symmetry groups. To construct such an SU(5) GUT, one may be tempted to use
a weakly-coupled brane set-up in Type II superstring theory.5 Unfortunately, there is one
5There is a vast number of factors one must pay attention to when trying to construct halfway realistic
string compactifications, which we largely neglect here. We refer to [47] for a comprehensive review of model
buildings with branes and fluxes.
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major problem with that: In such intersecting brane scenarios Yukawa couplings originate
from local enhancements of the gauge group and can be read off by branching the adjoint
representation of the enhanced gauge group down to SU(5). One finds that
48
su(7)→su(5)−−−−−−−→ 24 + (5 + 5̄ + 1 + c.c.) + 2× 1 (2.6.7a)
66
so(12)→su(5)−−−−−−−−→ 24 + (10 + 5̄ + 5̄ + c.c.) + 2× 1 (2.6.7b)
78
e6→su(5)−−−−−→ 24 + (10 + 10 + 5 + c.c.) + 4× 1 , (2.6.7c)
which connects the 10×10×5 Yukawa coupling to a local enhancement to E6, as we already
stated in Equation 2.3.3. Exceptional gauge groups, however, can not be obtained using
weakly coupled methods. Nevertheless, this Yukawa coupling is responsible for the top mass
as can be seen from Equation 2.6.4 and generating it purely from non-perturbative instanton
corrections requires a large amount of fine-tuning.
2.6.1 GUT Breaking Mechanisms
In order to solve this problem, it is necessary to consider string theory vacua with exceptional
gauge groups. The most obvious candidate is the Heterotic String with gauge group E8×E8,
but as discussed previously, they can also be obtained from F-theory. Regardless of their
origin, any GUT group must eventually be broken to the gauge group of the Standard Model
and there exist various mechanisms to do this.
Possibly the most straightforward mechanism to achieve GUT breaking is to include a
Higgs field in the adjoint representation of the GUT group. Geometrically, such a Higgs field
would correspond to a deformation modulus of the brane on which the GUT is defined and
would be counted by the sections of the canonical bundle of the GUT divisor S, that is they
are elements of H0(S,KS).
Furthermore, there are two more stringy GUT breaking mechanisms, that one would not
ordinarily consider in field theory. The first such mechanism uses Wilson lines to break the
GUT group. These also correspond to fields transforming in the adjoint representation of the
GUT group and are obtained from elements of H1(S). Wilson lines are usually used to break
the gauge group of the Heterotic String. The second stringy mechanism uses hypercharge
flux, i.e. flux in the direction of the Cartan generator T defined in Equation 2.6.1, depends
on no strong-coupling effects and can equally well be used in perturbative set-ups.
Recently, hypercharge has been investigated in the context of the Heterotic String. How-
ever, under a certain set of assumptions, the authors of [59] proof a no-go theorem, showing
one can not obtain Standard Model physics from Heterotic String Theory using hypercharge
flux. In F-theory, on the other hand, no such constraint is believed to exist and realizing
viable models with hypercharge breaking remains an active area of research [60–63].
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2.6.2 Further Issues and an F-Theory Wish List
The combination of exceptional gauge symmetries, hypercharge flux and the connection to
well-controlled IIB mechanisms make F-theory an attractive candidate for GUT building. For
this reason, let us now identify a few key F-theory model configurations that could potentially
be of interest for serious GUT phenomenology. The most obvious quantity one needs to control
is the non-Abelian gauge group, which is most often assumed to be either SU(5) or SO(10).
As mentioned above, it is important to ensure that the gauge symmetry is enhanced to E6
at certain points in the base.
Next, to address proton decay, one would like to construct F-theory models with dis-
tinguishable 5-representations to accommodate 5H and 5M . For two representations to be
distinguishable, i.e. to obey different rules in field theory, they must carry different charges
under an additional symmetry. This symmetry can either be continuous (in the simplest case
a U(1)) or discrete. Geometrically, such a symmetry would force the 5-curve to split into
different irreducible components. Naively, one might think that the presence of two 5-curves
and a 10-curve will be enough in order to forbid couplings to the type given in Equation 2.6.6,
but this is not true. If one also attempts to generate the correct number of generations, use
hypercharge flux to break the GUT group and satisfy four-dimensional anomaly cancelation,
one needs either two additional 5-curves or further 10-curves, as was elegantly shown in [64].
In summary, the most straightforward models one could hope for have an SU(5)×U(1)k×Zn
gauge groups, where either k > 0 or n > 0. Furthermore, they should have a total of at least
five different 5 and 10 representations, and enhance to E6 at the intersection of some of the
5 and 10 curves.
Clearly, these are not the only conditions that a contender for at least a semi-realistic
F-theory GUT model would need to satisfy. In fact, there exists a host of issues that we
have not addressed here. To begin with, for the hypercharge U(1) not to become massive by
the flux needed to break the GUT group, the GUT divisor must have a suitable topology:
It must possess (1, 1)-forms that become trivial if lifted to the entire base manifold [62]. In
addition, there are many other “constraints” from the Standard Model, such as the correct
form of the CKM matrix [65–70], an appropriate hierarchy between the strength of the grav-
itational interaction and the gauge couplings [71–73], neutrino physics or possible constraints
from inflation [74, 75]. Another significant topic that we have fully omitted here is moduli
stabilization. Generically, F-theory compactifications have a number of additional neutral
fields that correspond to deformations and rescalings of the compactification geometry. The
general hope is that Type IIB moduli stabilization mechanisms are applicable to more gen-
eral F-theory models as well, but actually stabilizing all moduli for a given model is highly
challenging.
It is for these reasons that we strongly emphasize that even though the constructions
carried out in this thesis may partially be motivated by their potential application to GUT
building and an improved understanding of the string landscape, we do not in the least suggest
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to provide realistic F-theory models. Instead, we undertake a general study of Abelian gauge
groups in F-theory and discover that they are closely related to discrete symmetries.
2.7 Further Aspects of F-Theory
In this final section of the introductory part of this dissertation, we would like to point out
several areas of research in F-theory that we have not been able to mention, but that are
interesting in their own right.
From the beginning on, F-theory has been recognized to be dual to the heterotic string
[40, 49, 50]. One of the central pieces of the duality is the spectral cover construction developed
in [76], which was later adapted to compute spectra in local F-theory models [66, 77] and
extended to include Abelian factors in semi-local models to study and classify possible local
SU(5)×U(1)r GUT model spectra [60, 78–81]. Despite the early efforts, the duality with the
heterotic string continues to be studied [82–84] and further work may be needed in order to
fully understand the heterotic duals of F-theory models with Abelian gauge groups [85].
A topic that we completely omitted in our short introduction to F-theory are weak-
coupling limits of F-theory. The essential idea behind such limits is to deform the complex
structure of the fibration such that τ approaches i∞ over all of the base. The first person
to systematically study this problem was Sen [86, 87]. Despite this early and important
work, taking the weak-coupling limit of a general F-theory model is far from understood —
in fact, one would not expect to even be able to find an area in the complex moduli space
in which a theory with exceptional gauge groups becomes weakly coupled. Recently, new
orientifold limits have been explored [88–90] and in [91, 92] a new stable version of the limit
was developed. Based on this stable Sen limit, the authors of [93] managed to study (a
limited set of) massless and massive U(1)s and confirmed the proposal to use an expansion
in non-Kähler forms made in [62] for the latter.
Another area of F-theory is concerned with using F-theory to study gauge theories in
various dimensions. Already in [94] it was recognized that the gauge theories obtained by
compactifying M-theory on Calabi-Yau threefolds related to each other by flop transitions are
connected to each other by different choices of Weyl chambers. This idea was later extended
to four dimensions in [95] and has recently been described systematically in [96–100]. It
turns out that there is a nice relation to the singularity enhancements of elliptic fibrations
in higher codimensions as studied in [101–104]. Equally interesting are the efforts to use F-
theory in order to construct and classify SCFTs in six dimensions [105–111] or to study their
anomaly polynomials [112]. Automatic anomaly cancelation for F-theory vacua was studied
in [113–115].
In a somewhat similar spirit to the classification of six-dimensional SCFTs, there has been
a program to partially classify F-theory models by concentrating on so-called non-Higgsable
clusters [116–121]. There are various further efforts to explore the F-theory landscape by
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finding suitable buildings blocks and by deriving constraints valid on the range of allowed
supergravity models. In addition to those developed in this thesis, there have for instance
been the works of [84, 122–127].
Finally, let us mention that α′-corrections to F-theory effective actions have recently
started to receive attention [128–131] and it will be interesting to study their potential impact
on model building scenarios. There are various other recent developments in F-theory, ranging
over topics as diverse as period computations [132], to matrix factorizations [44, 45], orbifolds
in F-theory [133] and hypercharge flux [63]. Many of these topics overlap and it is exciting
to contemplate their further development in the coming years.
Part II
Geometry
41

43
Much of the appeal of F-theory and certainly a considerable part of its computational
power stems from the fact that F-theory encodes the configuration of fully backreacted Type
IIB seven-brane systems geometrically. Using F-theory, intricate physical questions can be
translated into their geometrical counterparts, which may turn out to be far more accessible
due to the advances of Modern Mathematics. Having as much control as possible over the
manifolds on which we compactify F-theory is therefore absolutely essential. It is the objec-
tive of this chapter to provide the necessary mathematical background and an appropriate
framework for constructing and analyzing suitable Calabi-Yau manifolds.
We begin by presenting a “wish list” of sorts and specify the properties that we require
our compactification manifolds to have. In order to study the F-theory scenarios of interest
to us, we require a complex Calabi-Yau manifold Y subject to the following demands:
• Y is smooth.
• Y has a fibration with projection map π : Y → B, such that the fiber π−1(p) is a curve
of genus one over generic points p in the complex base manifold B.
• The fibration Y has a specified number of independent global sections.
• There exists a blow-down map taking Y to Ysing, where Ysing is a singular manifold with
singularities of a specific kind over a given set of base loci.
Ideally, one would like to find an algorithm that takes as input the number of independent
sections, the set of pairs of base loci and singularities and possibly the base manifold itself, and
produces from that a list of all such Calabi-Yau manifolds. By further refining the physical
input of this algorithm, the ultimate hope would then be to be able to exhaustively survey
the landscape of string vacua. Needless to say, this goal remains far in the distance. However,
if one accepts not to be given a list of all such manifolds, but instead only of some manifolds
satisfying the given criteria, then much progress has been made in the past years. In the
following, we outline our approach to this problem, explain how to break it down to a set of
three sub-tasks and focus on answering them separately in the different chapters of this part
of the thesis.
The first step (and possibly a simplification) is to restrict to Calabi-Yau manifolds Yn
of complex dimension n that can be constructed as complete intersections of codimension c
inside toric varieties Xn+c. By ensuring that Xn+c are sufficiently smooth spaces, one can
achieve that Yn itself is smooth, too. Next, one translates the other physical requirements on
Yn into requirements on Xn+c and demands that there is a blow-down map taking Xn+c to
Xn+c, sing. Under this map Yn is mapped from a generic and smooth complete intersection
inside Xn+c to a non-generic and singular complete intersection Yn, sing inside Xn+c, sing,
where our notion of genericity is with respect to the position inside the complex structure
moduli space of Yn. We illustrate this approach in figure 2.4.
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Xn+c
Toric ambient space of dimension
n + c with at most orbifold sin-
gularities.
Xn+c, sing
Possibly singular toric ambient
space of dimension n + c with
h1,1(Xn+c, sing) < h
1,1(Xn+c).
Yn+c
Smooth complete intersection of
codimension c missing all the sin-
gularities of Xn+c. Yn+c is de-
fined by generic sections of ap-
propriate line bundles.
Yn+c, sing
Singular complete intersection of
codimension c that is defined by
non-generic sections of appropri-
ate line bundles, i.e. the coeffi-
cients of the monomials defining
the complete intersection equa-
tions satisfy non-trivial relations.
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Figure 2.4: Under the blow-down map, the ambient space Xn+c is mapped to a different
ambient space Xn+c, sing with h
1,1(Xn+c, sing) < h
1,1(Xn+c). Under this map the
set of all complete intersections Yn inside Xn+c is mapped to a set of Calabi-Yau
manifolds inside Xn+c, sing whose complex structure coefficients lie on a locus
of positive codimension within the complex structure moduli space of complete
intersections of the same homology class.
The second step is to split up the construction of Xn+c into appropriate sub-tasks in
order to determine the relevant quantities that can be treated independently. We suggest the
following separation of tasks:
1. By studying the global sections of the fibration that are generated by a subset of divisors
of Xn+c, one can examine a subgroup of the Abelian gauge group called the toric
Mordell-Weil group MWT solely by studying the ambient space of the generic fiber of
the fibration.
2. Focusing on the singularities of Yn, sing that lead to non-Abelian gauge groups in the
compactified effective theory which originate from the fibration of Xn+c, one can harness
the full power of toric geometry and translate the singularities into combinatorial objects
called tops. These can then be studied (and in some cases even classified) on their own.
3. Finally, one can enumerate all fibrations with a given set of generic fibers and tops and
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study the remaining properties that depend on the whole fibration.
In figure 2.5 we depict this procedure.
Generic Fiber
I.
Choose the ambient space F of the generic fiber to determine the toric
subgroup MWT of the Abelian gauge group. If the choice of F implies
leads to a multisection of the fibration, F instead determines the toric
discrete symmetry group.
Toric Singularities
II.
Choose a set of tops τi compatible with F over toric base divisors to
determine the toric subgroup of the non-Abelian gauge group.
Base and Fibration
III.
Choose a base manifold B and the completion into a Ricci-flat genus-one
fibration Y to compute the non-toric gauge group and the full matter
content of the resulting F-theory compactification and to confirm flatness
of the fibration.
Figure 2.5: Engineering a genus-one fibered Calabi-Yau manifold Yn can be split into three
sub-tasks: Choosing an ambient space for the embedding of the generic fiber,
selecting tops that determine the fibration of the ambient space Xn+c, and
finally completing the ingredients with a base manifold into the full fibration.
The contents of this part of the thesis strictly follow this subdivision of tasks. In chapter 3
we provide a framework to study genus-one curves inside arbitrary toric ambient spaces.
Chapter 4 is devoted to the engineering of singularities of the fibration and contains an in-
depth explanation of what tops are. Finally, chapter 5 provides an algorithm for combining
these building blocks into full-fledged genus-one fibered Calabi-Yau manifolds.

Chapter 3
Fiber Curves of Genus One
Given a fibration whose generic fiber is a curve C of genus one and possibly a set of global
sections defining points on the curve, the two main quantities one is interested in are:
• The discriminant ∆ — it vanishes if and only if the genus-one curve is singular and
contains information about the type of singularity.
• The discrete group MWT generated by the global sections with respect to the group
law on the curve.
Providing the means to compute these quantities for a large class of genus-one curves is the
goal of this chapter and we approach the problem as illustrated in figure 3.1: If the curve
is defined as a hypersurface inside the weighted projective space P231 then it has long been
known how to determine ∆ and MWT . Furthermore, every genus-one curve with at least one
special point (i.e. an elliptic curve) can be embedded in P231. If the genus-one curve has no
special point (that is, the fibration has no global section), then there exists an intermediate
map taking C to its Jacobian Jac(C), which is an elliptic curve. The discriminant of the
Jacobian is the same as the discriminant of C and it therefore suffices to embed Jac(C) inside
P231. Given the distinguished role that P231 plays, it is natural to wonder why one should ever
want to consider other ambient spaces. The underlying reason is that it is much simpler to
treat smooth spaces. If the elliptic curve (or more generally, the Calabi-Yau manifold) is not a
smooth complete intersection inside the toric ambient space, then it is much harder to deduct
properties of the complete intersection geometry from the toric ambient space geometry that
we have under firm control. However, the embedding into P231 does not necessarily have to
map the curve onto a smooth curve and therefore it simplifies many calculations to start with
the curve embedded into a different space in which the singularities are resolved.
These concepts will be explained in more detail later on, but put in a nutshell, the
problem of computing ∆ and MWT of an arbitrary genus-one fibration can be reduced to
finding an embedding of the fiber into P231. In section 3.1 we therefore review the geometry
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Genus-One Curve C
• Complex curve of genus one,
i.e. with topology of a T 2.
Elliptic Curve E = (C,O)
• Tuple of genus-one curve C
and point O on C.
• Has a group law.
Elliptic Curve in P231
• Defined by long Weierstrass
equation.
• Compute MWT .
Weierstrass Model in P231
• Read off Weierstrass coeffi-
cients f , g.
• Compute Discriminant ∆ =
4f3 + 27g2.
Complete square
and cube
Compute Jac(C)
em
b
ed
Figure 3.1: For every elliptic curve, there is guaranteed to exist an embedding into P231
and we can compute ∆ and MWT for the embedded curve. If the genus-one
fibration has no section, then MWT is trivial, anyway. To compute ∆ of a genus-
one curve C, one can equally well compute the discriminant of the Jacobian of
C, Jac(C), which is an elliptic curve.
of elliptic curves inside P231 and explain how to compute their discriminant, read off the
singularity types, and compute MWT . To substantiate the claim that every elliptic curve can
be embedded into P231, we recall the embeddings of general genus-one curves in section 3.2
using the line bundles on the curves. This leads us straight to section 3.3, where we review
line bundles on genus-one curves embedded inside toric varieties. Section 3.4 contains the
explicit algorithm that the previous sections have worked towards and section 3.5 showcases
its usefulness by applying it to all the 3134 genus-one curves that can be obtained as complete
intersections of codimension two inside a toric variety. Given this set of discriminants, we
perform in section 3.6 a quick survey of the singularities that the genus-one curves in different
ambient spaces generically develop in the blow-down limit.
The next sections deal with computing MWT . In section 3.7 we study global sections
of genus-one fibrations and, among other things, define what is meant precisely by the toric
sections that generate MWT . This is followed by a classification of the toric Mordell-Weil
groups for elliptic curves up to codimension two in section 3.8. Last but not least, we comment
on a few properties of genus-one fibrations without section and their relation to fibers with
multiple sections in section 3.9.
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3.1 Weierstrass Models
The most general genus-one curve inside the weighted projective space P231 is defined by the
long Weierstrass equation
C : y2 + a1xyz + a3yz
3 = x3 + a2x
2z2 + a4xz
4 + a6z
6 , (3.1.1)
where the ai determine the complex structure of C. We first explain how to compute the
discriminant ∆ of C, before proceeding with an explanation of the group law on the curve.
To find ∆, one must complete the square with respect to y and the cube with respect to x.1
One obtains the short Weierstrass equation
E : y2 = x3 + fxz4 + gz6 (3.1.2)
with Weierstrass coefficients
f =
(
1
48
)
· (−a41 − 8a21a2 − 16a22 + 24a1a3 + 48a4) (3.1.3)
g =
(
1
864
)
· (a61 + 12a41a2 + 48a21a22 − 36a31a3 + 64a32 − 144a1a2a3
− 72a21a4 + 216a23 − 288a2a4 + 864a6) .
Note that the point O : [1 : 1 : 0] is always a solution to the above equations, making the pair
E ≡ (C,O) an elliptic curve. Somewhat imprecisely, we often say that C is an elliptic curve,
but we always mean the pair (C,O). Since the two equations (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) are called
Weierstrass equations, one often calls F-theory models with such elliptic fibers Weierstrass
models.
Next, consider Equation 3.1.1 in the affine patch Ux,y defined by z = 1. Only O is not
contained in this patch. Restricted to Ux,y, C is the double cover of the complex plane together
with two branch cuts: One branch cut connects two of the roots of the cubic polynomial in
x given by the right-hand side of Equation 3.1.2 and the second branch cut reaches from the
remaining root to O, the point at infinity. C becomes singular if and only if (at least) one of
its cycles shrinks. From figure 3.2 it is obvious that this happens when at least two of the
roots of the cubic polynomial in x collide, i.e. if and only if the discriminant
∆ = 4f3 + 27g2 (3.1.4)
of said polynomial vanishes. Given an elliptic curve in short Weierstrass form, we can thus
always compute its discriminant. As a side remark, we note that f , g, and ∆ are not invariant
under rescalings of the homogeneous coordinates according to [x : y : z] ∼= [λ2x : λ3y : λz]
with λ ∈ C∗. Applying such a rescaling to Equation 3.1.1 and dividing by λ6, one has that
f 7→ λ−4f , g 7→ λ−6g , ∆ 7→ λ−12∆ . (3.1.5)
1For this to be possible, the characteristic of the field the ai belong to must neither be two nor three.
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Figure 3.2: A visualization of Equation 3.1.2 restricted to the affine patch Ux,y parametrized
by x and y. Since Equation 3.1.2 is quadratic in y and cubic in x, y undergoes
a monodromy y 7→ −y along small circles around the zeroes in x and along a
circle around ∞. Demanding that y be single-valued, E is thus described by a
double cover of C with one branch cut connecting two of the zeroes in x and
a second cut connecting the third zero and infinity. Here we have drawn the
branch cuts in zigzag lines and illustrated a valid choice of one-cycles generating
the homology group H1(E,Z).
However, the j-invariant
j(τ) = 1728
4f3
4f3 + 27g2
(3.1.6)
does remain unmodified.
In general, one can consider elliptic curves over more exotic fields, such as function fields.
Of special relevance to us are Calabi-Yau manifolds that have an elliptic fibration. Then the
elliptic curve is defined by an equation of the form of Equation 3.1.1 in which the coefficients
ai are rational functions in the complex variables parametrizing the base manifold B and the
elliptic curve is defined over the function field consisting of such rational functions. In this
case, ∆ is a rational function and its vanishing locus defines a divisor in the base manifold.
Over this divisor the elliptic fiber is singular. In fact, the triple (f, g,∆) contains more
information than only the location of the singularities: It also encodes the type of singularity.
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Denote by u0 a normal coordinate to an irreducible component Σ of the divisor ∆ = 0. Then
the vanishing orders of f , g and ∆ with respect to u0 determine the singularity type along
Σ. For example, consider a base locus along which f and g remain non-zero, but ∆ vanishes
quadratically:
f = O(1) , g = O(1) , ∆ = O(u20) . (3.1.7)
Along this locus the whole fibration becomes singular and in the resulting low-energy effec-
tive theory there is a D7 brane with an SU(2) gauge group. In the seminal work of [46],
ordΣ(f) ordΣ(g) ordΣ(∆) eqn. of monodromy cover g(Σ)
I0 ≥ 0 ≥ 0 0 – –
I1 0 0 1 – –
I2 0 0 2 – su(2)
Im, m ≥ 3 0 0 m ψ2 + (9g/2f)|z=0 sp(
[
m
2
]
) or su(m)
II ≥ 1 1 2 – –
III 1 ≥ 2 3 – su(2)
IV ≥ 2 2 4 ψ2 − (g/z2)|z=0 sp(1) or su(3)
I∗0 ≥ 2 ≥ 3 6 ψ3 + (f/z2)|z=0 · ψ + (g/z3)|z=0 g2 or so(7) or so(8)
I∗2n−5, n ≥ 3 2 3 2n+ 1 ψ2 + 14 (∆/z
2n+1)(2zf/9g)3|z=0 so(4n−3) or so(4n−2)
I∗2n−4, n ≥ 3 2 3 2n+ 2 ψ2 + (∆/z2n+2)(2zf/9g)2|z=0 so(4n−1) or so(4n)
IV ∗ ≥ 3 4 8 ψ2 − (g/z4)|z=0 f4 or e6
III∗ 3 ≥ 5 9 – e7
II∗ ≥ 4 5 10 – e8
non-min. ≥ 4 ≥ 6 ≥ 12 – –
Table 3.1: Kodaira–Tate classification of singular fibers, monodromy covers, and gauge alge-
bras, taken from [134]. The column with the gauge algebras is to be understood
as follows: Assume that the defining equation of the monodromy cover splits into
n irreducible pieces. Then the resulting gauge algebra is the nth algebra listed in
the last column.
Kodaira analyzed and classified all possible singularities of elliptic fibrations. His findings are
summarized in table 3.1. Let us point out that strictly speaking, Kodaira’s classification only
holds for elliptically fibered K3 manifolds. However, it is believed to also apply to higher-
dimensional elliptic fibrations as long as one considers base loci of codimension one. In higher
codimensions, more exotic singularities may occur [89, 102].
3.1.1 The Group Law inside P231
Let us begin with a general discussion of the group law on elliptic curves and assume that C
is a genus-one curve inside P231 as in Equation 3.1.1 and O is the point at infinity. O will be
the neutral element of the group action that we are about to define. We call the pair (C,O)
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Figure 3.3: Example of the group law on the cubic y2 = x3 + 2x + 3 with the point at
infinity as the neutral element. The point P = (3 : 6 : 1) is, up to a sign, the
single generator of the Mordell-Weil group E(Q) ' Z. The graphics shows how
to compute P + P .
E. Furthermore, we restrict the ai in the long Weierstrass equation to be elements of a field
K, which we keep general for the time being.
Next, assume that P and Q are solutions to the equation defining C with coefficients in
K. Then one can define an Abelian group action + : E(K) × E(K) → E(K) as follows: If
P 6= Q, let L be the line connecting P and Q, otherwise take it to be the line tangent to
P = Q. According to Bézout’s theorem, L intersects C precisely once more, at a point we
call R = P  Q. Next, we repeat the same procedure for R and the neutral element O and
define
P +Q ≡ O R = O  (P Q) . (3.1.8)
It is straightforward to check that this +-map obeys all group axioms, even though the -map
does not. In particular, P + Q is an element of E(K). Figure 3.3 depicts the group law for
an example curve. Let us remark that given a curve in Weierstrass form and a set of points
Pi, one can equally well choose another point than O as the neutral element by adjusting the
definition of Equation 3.1.8 accordingly.
To apply this to the case relevant to us, let K again be the field of homogeneous rational
functions in the complex variables parametrizing the base manifold B. Instead of points, one
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now has global sections that cut out points over generic points in the base. Since the group
of global sections is finitely generated, so is the group (called the Mordell-Weil group) that
it generates in the generic fiber, which thus takes the form
MW = Zr ⊕MWtorsion , (3.1.9)
where the torsion part MWtorsion is a finite Abelian group.
As long as the ai in Equation 3.1.1 are completely generic, the resulting elliptic fibration
will have only a single section defined by the divisor z = 0 that cuts out the point O : [1 : 1 : 0]
and therefore its Mordell-Weil group will be trivial. More interesting are non-generic and
in particular singular curves inside P231 that one obtains by embedding curves inside other
toric varieties into P231, as they may have more sections. Such cases will be studied in much
greater detail in section 3.7 and section 3.8.
3.2 Embedding Genus-One Curves
In the introduction of this section, we stated without proof that every genus-one curve together
with a choice of point on it can be embedded into P231. In this section we study more general
embeddings of genus-one curves with line bundles of differing degree using an old argument
by Deligne [135]. The embedding into P231 then follows as a special case.
Let us begin by stating the Riemann-Roch theorem specialized to a curve C of genus
one. Given a line bundle L on C, the following holds:
h0(C,L) = degL − g + 1 (3.2.1)
In particular, the number of sections of L is equal to its degree if C is a genus-one curve.
Next, let C be a genus-one curve and L a line bundle of degree one. Denote the single
section of L by z. L2 has degree two and must thus have two sections. We know that one
of them is z2 and denote the other one by x. L3 is a degree-three line bundle, but we can
only build two sections from the ones we know so far, namely xz and z3, so there must be a
third one that we call y. Continuing this game, we find that L4 has four sections, but since
we can construct all of them from the ones we already know (x2, xz2, yz, z4), there is no
need to introduce a new variable. Similarly, the five sections of L5 must be xy, x2z, xz3, yz2,
and z5. Things change with L6. As a degree-six line bundle, we know that it must have six
independent sections, but we can construct seven:
x3, xyz, x2z2, xz4, y2, yz3, z6 (3.2.2)
Consequently, these seven sections must satisfy a linear relation among them. Redefining x,
y, and z such as to absorb coefficients in front of x3 and y2, one finds that such a relation
is precisely the long Weierstrass form of Equation 3.1.1 and that the sections x, y, and z
parametrize a P231.
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The same procedure can be repeated starting with a line bundle of degree d > 1. As
long as d ≤ 4, one finds an embedding as a complete intersection into a (weighted) projective
space and we list the four cases in table 3.2. For d > 4, the embedding is no longer a complete
intersection, which can lead to technical complications.
Degree of line bundle L Line bundle Lk used for equation Embedding space
1 L6 P231
2 L4 P112
3 L3 P2
4 L2 P3
Table 3.2: Given a genus-one curve C and a degree-d line bundle L on it, one can use the
sections of L and its tensor powers as coordinates parametrizing an embedding
space. For some k one will find that not all sections of Lk built from sections of
Lm with m < k are independent anymore and we give the smallest such k here.
Then the relations between these sections define a hypersurface (or in the case
of P3 a complete intersection) inside the embedding space.
To make a connection between line bundles and points on genus-one curves, note that a
point P on a curve is a divisor and there exists a dual line bundle O(P ) of degree one. Given
a genus-one curve and a point on it, one can thus always use the line bundle O(P ) to find an
embedding into P231. Put differently, every elliptic curve can be written in the Weierstrass
form of (3.1.1).
For a genus-one curve and n > 1 points P1, . . . , Pn, there exist multiple embeddings
obtained by using any of the line bundles O(P1), O(P1 +P2), . . . , O(
∑
i Pi). Note however,
that in a certain sense, embeddings using line bundles of degree d > 1 are different from
embeddings into P231. As we saw above, every fibration with fiber in P231 has a global section
defined by z = 0. In the case of higher-degree embeddings, there is no such coordinate that
would define a section. Since the homogeneous coordinates of the spaces P112, P2, and P3
correspond to sections of line bundles of degree d = 2, 3, 4, setting them to zero cuts out d
points in the generic fiber. In general, these points will undergo monodromies as one moves
along the base manifold and it is therefore impossible to split the divisor intersecting the
fiber in d points into d divisors cutting out only single points (i.e. sections). Only for special
choices of the complex structure does the divisor split into reducible parts. In particular, the
genus-one curves are singular at these loci in complex structure moduli space.
In summary, the degree-d with d > 1 embeddings of fibrations with at least d global
sections map the fibers to singular curves inside P112, P2, and P3. Only after resolving d− 1
times do the curves become smooth. Put differently, a generic fibration with fiber inside P112,
P2, or P3 does not have a section, but instead their homogeneous coordinates define two-
sections, three-sections and four-sections, respectively. The relations between curves inside
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these different spaces are illustrated in figure 3.4. In section 3.9 we discuss genus-one curves
inside P112, P2, and P3 in detail. There we also show explicitly the conditions on the complex
structure moduli for a curve to have multiple sections and explain how to resolve the resulting
singularities.
3.2.1 The Jacobian
Having understood how to embed elliptic curves into P231, what remains to be seen is how
to treat a general genus-one curves without the additional choice of a point on them. As
fibrations with these fibers do not possess global sections, there is no point in computing
their Mordell-Weil groups, but one would still like to find their discriminants. To this end,
we introduce the concept of the Jacobian variety Jac(C) of a genus-one curve C. Jac(C) is
isomorphic to C, has the same discriminant and has an Abelian group structure. If C has a
distinguished point O and is thus an elliptic curve, then the group structure of Jac(C) is the
same as the group structure of (C,O).
Consider an elliptic curve (C,O). The group of degree-zero divisors modulo principal
divisors on C is called Pic0(C). One can show that the map
C → Pic0(C) , P 7→ [P −O] (3.2.3)
is both a group homomorphism (with respect to the elliptic curve group law on C and the
addition in Pic0(C)) and a bijection. In particular, Pic0(C) is defined for any genus-one curve
C and is therefore the more general concept. The Jacobian variety Jac(C) is a one-dimensional
variety that has the group structure of Pic0(C).
To gain a bit more intuition, we now assume that C is defined over the complex numbers
so that we can define coordinates on Jac(C). Let A and B be two one-cycles generating
H1(C,Z) and let λ be the unique holomorphic one-form on C. Then the two periods of λ,∫
A λ and
∫
B λ generate a lattice Λ
∼= Z2. Since C is defined over the complex numbers, there
exist solutions and we can pick a base point p0 ∈ C. The Abel-Jacobi map defined via
C → Jac(C) ∼= C/Λ , p 7→
(∫ p
p0
λ
)
mod Λ (3.2.4)
is a map from the genus-one curve to its Jacobian variety. Note that one can naturally
extend the map to degree-zero divisors of C and that there exist theorems (by Abel and
Jacobi) showing that the extended map is a bijection between Pic0(C) and Jac(C).
Crucially, the Jacobian variety of a genus-one curve is an elliptic curve, as becomes clear
from the representation as a quotient C/Λ: Here, the group law is just the addition of complex
numbers modulo Λ and the neutral element (and thus the distinguished point) is zero. As a
consequence, one can embed Jac(C) in P231. Evidently, Jac(C) is singular whenever Λ does
not generate a lattice, which in turn is precisely when one of the cycles of C shrink. Hence,
C and Jac(C) share the same discriminant.
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Figure 3.4: The spaces that a genus-one curve with line bundle of degree up to four can be
embedded into using the (generalized) argument of Deligne. If the line bundle is
the tensor product of smaller-degree line bundles, then the natural embeddings
are not into P231, P112, P2, and P3, but into spaces obtained from these by
blowing up. The ith blow-down map of the space into which a genus-one curve
with j marked points can be embedded is π
(i)
(j). The maps ι(j) are j
2 : 1 and (up
to isogeny) map the genus-one curve to its Jacobian inside P231.
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Finally, we remark that there exist methods in the literature that compute the short
Weierstrass form of the Jacobian of general genus-one curves inside P112, P2, and P3 [136, 137].
These methods are based on classical invariant theory [138] and have been implemented in
Sage [139]. As we will see later, it is important to point out that these maps are generally
not injective, but rather 4 : 1, 9 : 1, and 16 : 1. That is, the map from the Jacobian of the
embedding of a genus-one curve with degree-d line bundle to Weierstrass form inside P231 is
d2 : 1.
3.3 Line Bundles on Curves Inside Toric Varieties
Computing a genus-one curve’s embedding into Weierstrass form depends crucially on deter-
mining and controlling the sections of line bundles on the curve, as we learned in section 3.2.
So far, our discussion has been independent of the embedding of these genus-one curves, since
all the relevant quantities were intrinsic to the curves themselves. Now, however, it is time
to consider the specific set-ups we are interested in, namely genus-one curves embedded as
complete intersections inside Gorenstein Fano toric varieties. As often in such constructions,
we hope to obtain the relevant line bundles on the genus-one curves from restrictions of line
bundles of the ambient space. If that is the case, then we can exploit theorems from toric
geometry in order to study the line bundles on the complete intersection curve. It is the
intention of this section to discuss the relations between line bundles (and their sections) on
a complete intersection and the line bundles on the toric ambient space.
3.3.1 Sections of Line Bundles on Hypersurfaces
Line bundles on toric hypersurfaces are considerably easier to treat than complete intersec-
tions. In order to compute the line bundle cohomology on the anticanonical hypersurface
inside a toric variety X, one can simply use the short exact sequence of sheaves
0 −→ OX(KX) −→ OX −→ OY −→ 0 , (3.3.1)
where −KX is the anticanonical divisor of X and Y is the genus-one curve that it cuts out.
The short exact sequence induces a long exact sequence
0 −→ H0
(
X,OX(KX)
)
−→ H0
(
X,OX
)
−→ H0
(
Y,OY
)
−→ H1
(
X,OX(KX)
)
−→ . . .
(3.3.2)
in cohomology. By tensoring Equation 3.3.1 with a line bundle L, one can compute the line
bundle cohomology of L|Y on Y
0 −→ H0
(
X,L ⊗OX(KX)
)
−→ H0
(
X,L
)
−→ H0
(
Y,L|Y
)
−→ H1
(
X,L ⊗OX(KX)
)
−→ . . .
(3.3.3)
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and one finds that there are two sources of sections of L|Y :
H1
(
X,L ⊗O(KX)
)
⊕H0
(
X,L
)
(3.3.4)
This is in fact a general problem when studying algebraic varieties as embedded subvarieties.
The sections of a line bundle L|Y may or may not extend to sections of L over the whole
ambient space X ⊃ Y . If they do not, then the choice of ambient space was an inconvenient
one. One should either look for a different ambient space to embed into, or for a different line
bundle on the ambient space whose sections behave more favorably.
3.3.2 Sections of Line Bundles on Complete Intersections
The generalization of the previous subsection to complete intersections of codimension greater
than one requires additional mathematical formalism, which we briefly review next.
Koszul and Residues
The one indispensable tool for studying complete intersections is the Koszul complex and the
associated hypercohomology spectral sequence. In the interest of a self-contained presentation
let us quickly review these and refer to [140] for more details.
The simplest way to think of line bundle valued cohomology groups Hk
(
Pd,O(n)
)
is
as holomorphic degree-k differential forms that transform like degree-n homogeneous poly-
nomials under rescalings of the homogeneous coordinates. More generally, we can consider
multiple homogeneous rescalings which just amounts to a toric variety X and line bundle L.
Then Hk(X,L) are holomorphic degree-k differential forms, transforming like homogeneous
polynomials whose degree of homogeneity is determined by the line bundle L. Ultimately, we
are interested in a Calabi-Yau submanifold Y ⊂ X cut out by two2 transverse polynomials
p1 = p2 = 0. There are three ways to obtain a degree-k differential form on Y :
1. Restriction of a degree-k form on X,
2. Residue integration of a degree-(k+ 1) form around a small circle around either p1 = 0
or p2 = 0, and
3. Two-fold residue integration around p1 = p2 = 0 of a degree-(k + 2) form.
It is convenient to define the residue operators Resj(ω) =
1
2πi
∮ (pjω)
pj
and split the potential
contributions Ep,q1 to H
p+q
(
Y,L|Y
)
into (−p)-fold residues of q-forms. Note the minus sign
in the definition of p, as the residue operator has differential degree −1. We also have
to be careful with the degree under homogeneous rescalings, as the residue operator Resj
2The whole discussion of this section generalizes to arbitrary codimension, but for simplicity we restrict
ourselves to codimension two.
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has us multiply by the homogeneous polynomial pj . The polynomial pj defines a divisor
Dj = V (pj) = {pj = 0}, and the cohomology groups of the line bundle O(Dj) precisely
involve differential forms of the same degree of homogeneity as pj . Hence, the residue operator
actually maps
Resj : H
k+1
(
X,L⊗O(−Dj)
)
−→ Hk
(
Y,L|Y
)
. (3.3.5)
Putting everything together, the potential contributions to the cohomology for a three-
dimensional toric variety X fill out the tableau
Ep,q1 (L) =
q=3 H3
(
X,L⊗O(−D1 −D2)
)
H3
(
X,L⊗O(−D1)
)
⊕H3
(
X,L⊗O(−D2)
)
H3(X,L)
q=2 H2
(
X,L⊗O(−D1 −D2)
)
H2
(
X,L⊗O(−D1)
)
⊕H2
(
X,L⊗O(−D2)
)
H2(X,L)
q=1 H1
(
X,L⊗O(−D1 −D2)
)
H1
(
X,L⊗O(−D1)
)
⊕H1
(
X,L⊗O(−D2)
)
H1(X,L)
q=0 H0
(
X,L⊗O(−D1 −D2)
)
H0
(
X,L⊗O(−D1)
)
⊕H0
(
X,L⊗O(−D2)
)
H0
(
X,L
)
p=−2 p=−1 p=0
⇒ Hp+q(Y,L|Y ). (3.3.6)
with the map to Hp+q being either Res1 Res2, Res1⊕Res2, or restriction for the three respec-
tive columns. That way, the entries along the diagonal can contribute to Hp+q
(
Y,L|Y
)
, but
we have no reason to believe that these are all independent.
In particular, the restrictions of two different k-forms α1, α2 may very well be cohomol-
ogous on Y , even if they are not on X. Clearly, this is the case when α1 − α2 = dRes(ω) for
some k-form ω. Similarly, two forms on Y that came from different residues might be related
by a double residue. This is implemented by a nilpotent3 differential d1 : E
p,q
1 → E
p+1,q
1 .
Only the cohomology with respect to d1 has a chance of contributing to H
p+q
(
Y,L|Y
)
. We
arrange the d1-cohomology groups in the E2-tableau
Ep,q2 =
ker
(
d1 : E
p,q
1 → E
p+1,q
1
)
img
(
d1 : E
p−1,q
1 → E
p,q
1
) . (3.3.7)
Unfortunately, this is not the end of it and even a d1-cohomology class need not survive
to a non-zero element of Hp+q(Y,L|Y ). This is the case when two different k-forms α1, α2
on X are related via a double residue of a (k + 1)-form, α1 − α2 = dRes1 Res2(ω). This
is implemented by yet another nilpotent differential d2 : E
p,q
2 → E
p+2,q−1
2 . Its cohomology
forms the entries of the E3-tableau.
In general, a spectral sequence is an infinite sequence of tableaux Ep,qi and differentials
di : E
p,q
i → E
p+i,q+1−i
i . In the case of a two-fold complete intersection, this process stabilizes
at E3 = E∞ because all higher differentials are starting or ending outside of the 3× 4 region
3That d21 = 0 requires a suitable sign choice; schematically d
p=−2
1 = (p1, p2) and d
p=−1
1 =
(−p2
p1
)
.
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with the non-zero entries. The diagonals of the E∞ tableau are a filtration of the cohomology
groups Hp+q(Y,L|Y ). In particular, this implies that
dimHk(Y,L|Y ) =
∑
p+q=k
dimEp,q∞ (3.3.8)
and therefore one can reconstruct the dimension of the line bundle cohomology groups on the
complete intersection from the knowledge of the dimensions of the E∞ tableau entries.
Sections of Line Bundles on Complete Intersections
For a complete intersection Y ⊂ X of two equations, that is, sections of O(D1) and O(D2), the
analogous Koszul resolution of the structure sheaf to the hypersurface case of Equation 3.3.1
is
0 −→ OX(−D1 −D2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
R−2
−→ OX(−D1)⊕ OX(−D2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
R−1
−→ OX︸︷︷︸
R0
−→ OY −→ 0 . (3.3.9)
A long exact sequence is just a spectral sequence whose E1 tableau has only two non-zero
adjacent columns. Now, we have three columns q = −2,−1, 0 in the spectral sequence
Ep,q1 = H
q
(
X,L⊗ Rp
)
⇒ Hp+q
(
X,L⊗ OY
)
= Hp+q
(
Y,L|Y
)
. (3.3.10)
The first differential d1 is just the induced map of Equation 3.3.9 on the sheaf cohomology
groups as familiar from the hypersurface case. However, we now have two new effects to
consider:
• There are three sources for sections of the line bundle LY restricted to the complete
intersection, namely⊕
p
Ep,−p1 = H
2
(
X,L⊗ R−2
)
⊕H1
(
X,L⊗ R−1
)
⊕H0
(
X,L
)
. (3.3.11)
• There is a higher differential d2 : H1
(
X,L⊗R−2
)
→ H0
(
X,L
)
that will identify sections
of L beyond the obvious identifications (coming from d1).
The first point point is the same one that we encountered for hypersurfaces and again, it may
well be that a section of L|Y cannot be obtained by restricting sections of L. More interesting
is the second point, which we will now discuss in detail.
The Second Differential
Consider a nef partition −K = D1 +D2 of the anticanonical divisor of the three-dimensional
ambient toric variety into two numerically effective divisors D1 and D2. The complete inter-
section elliptic curve Y is defined by two polynomials p1, p2 as
Y = V (p1) ∩ V (p2), p1 ∈ H0
(
X,OX(D1)
)
, p2 ∈ H0
(
X,OX(D2)
)
, (3.3.12)
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Homogeneous coordinate z x0 x1 y0 y1 y2
Point nz ∈ ∇
10
0

−10
0

01
0

00
1

 0−1
−1

Table 3.3: The toric variety P1 × P2.
where V (p) denotes the divisor defined by p = 0. A section s of a line bundle L always defines
a section sY of L|Y by restriction, but different sections on X might yield the same section
on Y . Clearly, we can add any section vanishing on Y to s without changing the restriction.
The obvious candidates of sections of L vanishing on Y are the image
d1 : H
0
(
X,L⊗ O(−D1)
)
+H0
(
X,L⊗ O(−D2)
) ( p1p2 )−−−→ H0(X,L) (3.3.13)
Hence, the easy identifications just boil down to working with the quotient by the image of
d1.
What this section is concerned about is another identification that we have to perform
on the sections on the ambient space, coming from the d2 differential. To clarify this, we will
look at an explicit example. In fact, the example is very simple. Consider P1 × P2 with the
non-product nef partition D1 = O(1, 1), D2 = O(1, 2). We let x0, x1 be the two homogeneous
coordinates on P1 and y0, y1, y2 be the three homogeneous coordinates on P2. The toric data
is also summarized in table 3.3. A particularly simple choice of equations that nevertheless
defines a smooth complete intersection is
p1 = x0(y0 + y1) + x1y2 ∈ H0
(
P1 × P2,OP1×P2(D1)
)
p2 = x0y
2
2 + x1y0y1 ∈ H0
(
P1 × P2,OP1×P2(D2)
)
.
(3.3.14)
We now need to pick a line bundle L on the ambient P1×P2. The lowest degree choice would
be O(1, 0), which has degree two and would provide an embedding into P112. However, it
has not enough sections on the ambient space. For example, we would need all four sections
of O(1, 0)2|Y = O(2, 0)|Y to define the homogeneous coordinate of P112 with weight two, but
dimH0(P1×P2,O(1, 0)) = 3. Hence, we are led to look at the next-smallest degree line bundle
L = O(0, 1), H0
(
P1 × P2,L
)
= span{y0, y1, y2} (3.3.15)
It is easy to see that the three sections of L restrict to a basis of three independent sections of
H0(Y,L|Y ) on the complete intersection. We also remind the reader that the embedding in the
degree-three case arises as the one relation between the ten cubic monomials Sym3H0(Y,L|Y )
inside the nine-dimensional H0(Y,L3|Y ) and thus embeds the genus-one curve inside P2. The
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first tableau of the spectral sequence of Equation 3.3.10 is
Ep,q1 (L
3) = Hq(X,L3 ⊗ Rp) =
q=3 0 0 0
q=2 0 0 0
q=1 C 0 0
q=0 0 0 C10
p=−2 p=−1 p=0
⇒ Hp+q(Y,L3|Y ). (3.3.16)
Clearly, the relation among the ten sections of H3(P1×P2,L3) is not coming from d1 because
the domain vanishes, see Equation 3.3.13. Instead, we have to quotient by the image of d2,
which is clearly equivalent to knowing the embedding in P2. But of course we do not know
the embedding yet! Hence we have to go back to the geometry and use a different approach
to find the relations between the sections.
3.4 Weierstrass Forms for Complete Intersections: The Algorithm
In order to find the relations between the sections that are imposed by the second differential,
we propose to directly compute the relations between the sections on the ambient space by
restricting to all affine coordinate patches. Clearly, two sections are equal if they are equal in
every affine patch. In any given patch we can use a local trivialization to write the sections as
polynomials, and polynomials are equal if and only if their difference is in the ideal generated
by the inhomogenized defining equations. For example, consider the patch x1 = y2 = 1 in
the example of section 3.3.2. As it turns out, we only have to consider this single patch in
this particular example. The inhomogenized defining equations define the ideal
I = 〈x̂0(ŷ0 + ŷ1) + 1, x̂0 + ŷ0ŷ1〉 = 〈x̂0ŷ21 − x̂20 + ŷ1, x̂0ŷ0 + x̂0ŷ1 + 1, ŷ0ŷ1 + x̂0〉, (3.4.1)
where the second set of generators forms a degrevlex4 Gröbner basis and we have denoted
the inhomogeneous coordinates by hats. The ten cubics generating Sym3H0
(
Y,L|Y
)
are, in
inhomogeneous coordinates,{
ŷ30, ŷ
2
0 ŷ1, ŷ0ŷ
2
1, ŷ
3
1, ŷ
2
0, ŷ0ŷ1, ŷ
2
1, ŷ0, ŷ1, 1
}
, (3.4.2)
and their normal form modulo I is{
ŷ30, x̂0ŷ1 + 1, −x̂0ŷ1, ŷ31, ŷ20, −x̂0, ŷ21, ŷ0, ŷ1, 1
}
. (3.4.3)
Hence, the single relation between the ten sections, after restricting them to the complete
intersection and restoring the homogeneous coordinates, is
y20y1 + y0y
2
1 − y32 = 0 . (3.4.4)
4That is, a degree reverse lexicographic Gröbner basis.
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This is now the well-known case of a cubic in three homogeneous variables parametrizing a
P2. Its short Weierstrass form is
Y 2 = X3 + 14 , (3.4.5)
which has discriminant ∆ = 2716 and j-invariant 0.
3.4.1 Kodaira Map
Given a complete intersection inside a Gorenstein Fano toric ambient space X, one will
generally still have considerable freedom in choosing the line bundle L which realizes the
embedding as the relation between (powers of) restrictions of its sections to the genus-one
curve. This is nothing but the Kodaira map. For example, in the degree-three case the three
sections of L just realize the Kodaira embedding of the elliptic curve Y in P2. For the purpose
of finding the embedding, we want the degree to be as small as possible, and in particular
≤ 4. However, as we essentially study the elliptic curve through its Kodaira map, we can
only consider line bundles of positive degree. Otherwise the Kodaira map would shrink Y to
a point, which obviously would not retain any information. Therefore, a good starting point
for looking for line bundles L on the ambient toric variety is the cone in H2(X,Z) of line
bundles with at least one section. This cone is generated by the first Chern classes of divisors
V (zi) cut out by a single homogeneous coordinate. The degree on Y is a linear form
deg(L|Y ) =
∫
X
ωD1 ∧ ωD2 ∧ c1(L), (3.4.6)
and so finding all candidates for appropriate line bundles is just a question of enumerating
weighted integer vectors to up to a certain degree bound.
3.5 Weierstrass Forms for Complete Intersections: Results
Having formulated the algorithm as concretely as possible, we now wish to apply it to a
sample set of toric elliptic curves. The Weierstrass forms of genus-one curves realized as
toric hypersurfaces were already studied in [137], albeit using a somewhat different approach.
Here we treat the considerably richer set of genus-one curves defined as complete intersections
inside three-dimensional Gorenstein Fano toric varieties.
As reviewed in section A.6, such a complete intersection elliptic curve is defined by a
nef partition of a three-dimensional reflexive polytope. In three dimensions, there exist 4319
reflexive polytopes and these have 3134 distinct nef partitions. In figure 3.5 and figure 3.6
we provide a statistical overview of the distribution of nef partitions among the different
reflexive polytopes. One important observation is that 16 of the 3134 nef partitions are direct
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Figure 3.5: Histogram of the number of nef partitions of the 4319 reflexive polytopes in
three dimensions.
products. Up to lattice isomorphisms, they are obtained as
∇1 = 〈
10
0
 ,
−10
0
〉conv , ∇2 = 〈(0
vi
)
where vi ∈ Fj〉conv , (3.5.1)
where Fj is one of the 16 reflexive polygons. Their PALP ids are contained in table 3.4.
The total ambient space corresponding to the face fan of ∆◦ is P1 × Fj and the complete
intersection factors into a quadratic equation inside P1 and the anticanonical hypersurface
in Fj . Therefore these nef partitions consist of two disjoint elliptic curves, each of which
is described by a hypersurface inside a two-dimensional toric variety. Both of them have
the same complex structure. Clearly, set-ups of this kind do not occur for genus-one curves
defined as hypersurfaces.
We applied the algorithm to all of the 3118 remaining nef partitions and were able
to compute the Weierstrass form for all but the two examples treated in subsection 3.5.1.
Whenever there were multiple line bundles that could be used to find an embedding of the
genus-one curves, we determined all embeddings and confirmed that the j-invariant was indeed
the same. Since the full list of results is too long to be included in the text of this thesis, we
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Figure 3.6: Histogram of the number of polytopes that have a given number of nef partitions.
There are 3090 reflexive three-dimensional polytopes that do not admit a nef
partition. The reflexive polytope with PALP id 214 has the most nef partitions,
namely 21.
P1× F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8
PALP id (4, 2) (30, 1) (29, 3) (17, 1) (84, 8) (61, 2) (218, 0) (149, 3)
P1× F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16
PALP id (194, 5) (113, 0) (283, 0) (356, 3) (453, 0) (505, 0) (509, 0) (768, 1)
Table 3.4: The PALP ids for the 16 nef partitions that are direct products inside the spaces
P1 × Fi, where the Fi are the reflexive polygons defined in figure 3.7.
have created a website at
http://wwwth.mpp.mpg.de/members/jkeitel/Weierstrass/ (3.5.2)
containing a database of Weierstrass forms. In subsection 3.8.2 we explain in detail how to
extract the Weierstrass forms and other relevant information from the database.
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3.5.1 Exceptions in Codimension Two
It turns out that there are only two three-dimensional nef partitions (out of 3134) for which
the algorithm of section 3.4 fails, that is, there is no line bundle on the ambient toric variety
such that
• The degree deg(L|Y ) ≤ 4, and
• All required5 sections for finding the Weierstrass form are restrictions of sections from
the ambient space.
The first exception is just P1 × P2 with the nef partition D1 = O(2, 1) and D2 = O(0, 2).
Again using [x0 : x1] ∈ P1 and [y0 : y1 : y2] ∈ P2 as homogeneous coordinates, the two
defining polynomials are
p1 =
2∑
i=0
(a00ix
2
0 + a01ix0x1 + a11ix
2
1)yi ,
p2 =
2∑
i,j=0
bijyiyj =
(
y0 y1 y2
)b00 b10 b20b01 b11 b21
b02 b12 b22

y0y1
y2
 . (3.5.3)
Projection onto the P1 factor defines a map Y = V (〈p1, p2〉)→ P1. Its pre-image consists of
two points: For fixed [x0 : x1] ∈ P1, the first equation p1 is a line and the second equation p2
is a conic in P2, which necessarily intersect in two points. These two points can degenerate
to a single point with multiplicity two, and they must do so at precisely four pre-images
because a torus is the double cover of P1 branched at four branch points. In other words,
the discriminant δP1 of the double cover Y → P
1 is a quartic in the variables x0, x1 with
coefficients involving a’s and b’s but no y’s.
The form of the discriminant is constrained by symmetry; SL(2,C) × SL(3,C) acts
naturally on the ambient space. The complete intersection Y is not invariant under this
symmetry, but its Weierstrass form must be. More formally, we can combine the action on
the homogeneous coordinates with an action on the coefficients such that the combined action
does not change the equations p1, p2. For example, the M3 ∈ SL(3,C)-part of the action isy0y1
y2
 7→M3
y0y1
y2
 ,
aij0aij1
aij2
 7→M−13
aij0aij1
aij2
 , (bij) 7→ (M−13 )T (bij)M−13 . (3.5.4)
A covariant is a polynomial that does not transform under the combined group action, obvious
examples are p1 and p2. An invariant is a covariant that, furthermore, does not depend on
5For degree-one, we require the sections of L, L2, L3, and L6. For degree-two, we require L, L2, and L4.
For degree-three, we require L and L3. For degree-four, we require L and L2.
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the homogeneous coordinates, for example det(bij). The discriminant δ1 that we are looking
for must be a covariant of bi-degree (4, 0) in [x0 : x1] and [y0 : y1 : y2].
The tersest way to characterize δ1 completely is as the Θ
′-invariant [138, 141] of the
system of two conics (p21, p2). That is, ignore the action on the P1 factor for the moment and
consider p21 and p2 as two quadratics in [y0 : y1 : y2]. The determinant ∆ of the coefficient
matrix of a quadratic is clearly an invariant of the action on P2, hence so is every ε-coefficient
in the formal expansion6
∆(p21 + εp2) = ∆(p
2
1) + εΘ(p
2
1, p2) + ε
2Θ′(p21, p2) + ε
3∆(p2) (3.5.5)
We note that δ1(x0, x1) = Θ
′(p21, p2) is quartic in x0 and x1, quadratic in the coefficients aijk
and quadratic in the coefficients bij . Finally, the equation of a double cover branched at the
zeroes of δ1 is
Y 2 = δ1(x0, x1), (3.5.6)
for which we already know how to write the Weierstrass form [139, 142], as it is simply a
genus-one curve inside P112.
It remains to consider the second exceptional case. Geometrically, it is the product
P1 × dP1, that is, a simple blowup7 of the first case along a curve P1 × {pt.}. Moreover,
the two divisors defining the nef partition are just the pull-backs of the two divisors of the
first case. In terms of toric geometry, this means that the dual polytope ∇ contains the dual
polytope of P1×P2. Dually, the polytope ∆ is contained in the polytope of P1×P2. Hence the
formula for bringing the complete intersection into Weierstrass form is simply a specialization
of the formula from the first case where some coefficients are set to zero.
3.6 Non-Toric Non-Abelian Gauge Groups
While studying the embedding genus-one curves with two points in section 3.2, we noted that
these are mapped to singular curves in P112. The singularity could be resolved by blowing
up P112 and the exceptional divisor introduced in the blow-up provided one of the homology
classes of the sections.
In our approach, we generally take the reverse route: Starting with a smooth genus-one
curve embedded inside a toric ambient space X with a given h1,1(X), we map the curve into
its Weierstrass form inside P231. The ambient spaces we use tend to have a richer homology
than P231 and this process is generally a blow-down eliminating h1,1(X) − 1 variables and
producing a singular Weierstrass model. Generally, the blow-up divisors are of two different
types on the resolved side:
6The invariants ∆(p21) and Θ(p
2
1, p2) vanish because p
2
1 is a degenerate conic.
7We use the notation where P2 = dP0.
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• They can resolve singularities occurring at the collision of two or more sections and
provide the homology class of a multisection.
• They can resolve non-Abelian singularities, i.e. those along which the discriminant van-
ishes at least quadratically. We call these non-toric non-Abelian singularities.
This section is dedicated to the study of the latter type and we proceed by examining the
example given in Equation 3.5.3 further.
In order to study the non-Abelian singularities of a Weierstrass model defined by the triple
(f, g,∆), one must attempt to factor f , g, and ∆. If they contain non-trivial factors along
which ∆ vanishes at least to second order, then the fibration has a non-Abelian singularity
along the base divisor defined by the vanishing of this factor. In the case of Equation 3.5.3,
f , g and ∆ are unfortunately too long to be displayed here and we refer to the database for
the full expressions. While f and g do not have any non-trivial factors, the discriminant ∆
can be decomposed into ∆ = σ ·∆′, where
σ = (b(12)b(02)b(01) − b00b2(12) − b11b
2
(02) − b22b
2
(01) + 4b22b11b00)
2 (3.6.1)
b(ij) ≡ bij + bji, and ∆′ the remaining linear factor. Correspondingly, there is an su(2) singu-
larity along the locus Σ : σ = 0. Note furthermore that h1,1(P1× P2) = 2 and therefore there
exists one more independent divisor on the resolved side than in the blown-down Weierstrass
model. This additional divisor serves as the Cartan divisor of SU(2) and is a P1 fibration
over the base locus Σ. In the set-ups relevant to us, the bij are sections of line bundles on
the base manifold. Depending on the details of the full fibration, it is possible that σ = 0
does not have any solutions, as would for instance be the case when the polynomial σ is just
a constant. Obviously, if that happens, then the singularity is not realized. Furthermore, in
these cases the additional divisor class provided by the blow-up divisor will become trivial
upon restriction to the complete intersection defining the genus-one curve inside X. Tori-
cally, the ray corresponding to the blow-up divisor will then lie inside a facet of the reflexive
polytope specifying the ambient space of the Calabi-Yau manifold. Whether or not this hap-
pens depends of course on the full reflexive polytope and not only the reflexive subpolytope
corresponding to the ambient fiber space.
In order to find all possible singularities that a completely generic8 fibration with fiber
inside a given ambient space has, we fully resolve the fan of the toric ambient space. That is,
we use every non-zero interior point of the reflexive polytope as a ray. The irreducible factors
of ∆ occurring at least quadratically then constitute the set of generic non-toric non-Abelian
singularities. We call these singularities non-toric, because they cause the genus-one fiber
to split into multiple P1s while the toric ambient fiber space remains irreducible. This is in
8Here our notion of genericity equivalent to demanding that all factors of ∆ define divisors that are realized
in the base manifold. The analogous requirement on the reflexive polytope defining the full Calabi-Yau manifold
is that none of its non-zero integral points are interior points of a facet.
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contrast to the non-Abelian singularities that one usually tries to engineer and that we study
in chapter 4.
For hypersurface fiber curves, the existence of such non-toric non-Abelian singularities
was noted in [143] and investigated in detail in [144]. In Appendix B we provide the full list
of non-toric non-Abelian singularities for the genus-one fibers embedded in three-dimensional
Gorenstein Fano toric varieties.
We remark that since the maximum number of integral points of a reflexive polytope
of given dimension is bounded from above, the maximum number of exceptional divisors
obtained from the ambient space of the fiber and therefore the total rank of the non-toric gauge
group is, too. To illustrate this, consider the 16 reflexive polygons. The reflexive polygon with
the most integral points is the one corresponding to the toric variety P2/Z3. Its nine non-
zero points give rise to seven independent homology classes. One of them corresponds to the
neutral element of the elliptic curve, so the maximum allowed gauge rank is six. In fact, one
can show that the maximal non-toric gauge group is SU(3)3/Z3 [144]. Since three-dimensional
reflexive polytopes can contain more integral points than their two-dimensional analogues (the
largest one has 39 integral points), the non-toric gauge group content is considerably more
diverse. Not only can one find non-toric GUT candidates, but there are also fibers that
generically exhibit E6, E7, and E8 singularities.
3.7 Sections of Elliptic Fibrations
In the previous sections points on genus-one curves and the associated global sections obtained
by fibering these curves over a base manifold have played a central role: They are the key
objects distinguishing an elliptic fibration from a general genus-one fibration and the line
bundles dual to the divisors they define can be used to embed an elliptic fiber into P231.
Besides their mathematical relevance, they are also important physical observables, since
the rank of the Mordell-Weil group that they generate is the rank of the Abelian sector of
the resulting low-energy effective theory. In this section we examine them more closely and
introduce the notion of holomorphic (versus non-holomorphic) and toric (versus non-toric)
sections. Every global section is either holomorphic or non-holomorphic and either toric or
non-toric. As we will see, assigning one of the four possible combinations of these attributes
to a section is a convenient way of characterizing some of the key properties of the section
and we include in subsection 3.7.3 two tables summarizing the most relevant properties.
3.7.1 Toric Sections
We call a section of a genus-one fibration a toric section if it is defined by the vanishing of
a single homogeneous coordinate of the toric ambient space. In this sense a toric section is
a section that descends from a torus-invariant divisor of the ambient space. One can easily
check whether a torus-invariant divisor V (zi) of the ambient space gives rise to a action by
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integrating the (1, 1)-form dual to V (zi):
d ≡
∫
C
ωV (zi) = C ∩ V (zi) (3.7.1)
If d = 1, then V (zi) cuts out a single point in the generic fiber C and thus zi = 0 defines a
section of the fibration. Importantly, the calculation of Equation 3.7.1 is independent of the
full fibration — it depends only on the ambient space of the fiber.9 Consequently, the set
of toric sections is independent of the choice of fibration. Given a toric section, it is easy to
find its expression in homogeneous coordinates. Using the Stanley-Reisner ideal, one can set
most coordinates to one until one is left with a linear equation that can be solved.
We can furthermore make another distinction between two different kinds of sections,
both of which will feature prominently in this thesis. The first and simpler case is that of
a holomorphic section, meaning that there is a holomorphic embedding s : B ↪→ Y of the
base in the elliptic fibration such that the composition π ◦ s = idB with the projection map
π : Y → B is the identity map on B. The second and more complicated case is that of a
rational section, that is, we require only a birational morphism s′ : B 99K B′ ⊂ Y such that
π ◦s′ = idB. This means that s′ : B → B′ is generically one-to-one, but not defined over some
points. In particular, the topologies of B and B′ may differ. The points where s′ cannot be
defined is where the divisor B′ ⊂ Y wraps a whole fiber component. Clearly, a holomorphic
section is a special case of a rational section, but we stress that rational sections are perfectly
fine for F-theory compactifications. For physics applications, the rational sections give us
important additional freedom: A holomorphic section must intersect any fiber in a single
point, that is, it intersects a single irreducible fiber component with intersection number one.
Rational sections, on the other hand, can wrap components of codimension-two fibers and
therefore have more freedom in the intersection numbers. This translates into less constraints
for the U(1) matter charges, as we will see in later parts of this thesis. For clarity, we refer
9For hypersurfaces, the condition d = 1 can be translated into a condition on the ray corresponding to the
divisor V (zi). We can always assume that the ambient fiber space is smooth and that homogeneous coordinates
are ordered with respect to the angle between their corresponding ray and a coordinate axis. Put differently,
zi and zi±1 have rays that share a 2-face. Then we have [V (zi)] ∩ [V (zj)] = δi,j−1 + δi,j+1 for i 6= j and,
therefore the requirement that d = 1 implies that a toric section V (zi) must satisfy
[V (zi)] ∩ [V (zi)] = −1. (3.7.2)
To translate this into the geometry of the fan, let us denote the ray corresponding to the toric coordinate zi
by vi. Then (3.7.2) is satisfied if the lattice spanned by the edges connecting vi with its neighboring rays,
Ni = span (vi − vi−1, vi − vi+1) (3.7.3)
is the same as the fan lattice N , i.e.
V (zi) is a section ⇐⇒ Ni = N. (3.7.4)
In particular, only vertices of a fiber polygon can give rise to toric sections. Given this simple geometric
prescription, one can easily read off the toric sections of a given fiber polygon.
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to rational sections that are not holomorphic as non-holomorphic sections and refrain from
using the name rational section.
One example that we have already encountered is the section of an elliptic fibration with
fiber inside P231. One has that C ∩ V (z) = 1 and hence z = 0 defines a toric section. In
section 3.1 we found that its coordinate expression is [1 : 1 : 0]. Note that the section is
equally well-defined over every point of the base of the fibration, since the homogeneous fiber
coordinates do not depend on the base coordinates. It is thus a holomorphic section.
Homogeneous coordinate z z0 z1 z2 f0
Point nz ∈ ∇
(
1
0
) (
0
1
) (
−1
−1
) (
1
1
)
Table 3.5: The toric variety dP1 obtained by blowing up P2 at [0 : 0 : 1].
A slightly more interesting example is given by the fiber embedded inside dP1, whose
toric data we list in table 3.5. One can confirm that the divisor V (f0) gives rise to a global
section and that the Stanley-Reisner ideal of dP1 is generated by
〈z0z1, z2f0〉 . (3.7.5)
The most general anticanonical hypersurface inside dP1 is given by
p = a0z
3
0f
2
0 + a1z
2
0z1f
2
0 + a2z0z
2
1f
2
0 + a3z
3
1f
2
0 + a4z
2
0z2f0
+ a5z0z1z2f0 + a6z
2
1z2f0 + a7z0z
2
2 + a8z1z
2
2 = 0 (3.7.6)
and we can find the coordinate expression of the section by plugging f0 into Equation 3.7.6.
Since z2f0 is contained in the Stanley-Reisner ideal, one can scale z2 to one and is left with
a7z0 + a8z1 = 0 . (3.7.7)
We thus find
V (f0) ∩ C :
{
[z0 : z1 : 1 : 0] ∼= P1 if a7 = a8 = 0
[−a8 : a7 : 1 : 0] otherwise,
(3.7.8)
where we have denoted the fiber by C. The crucial difference between this section and the one
of the previous example is that over the codimension-two base locus defined by a7 = a8 = 0
the section does not cut out a single point in the fiber, but a whole P1 instead! Therefore
V (f0) defines a non-holomorphic section.
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3.7.2 Non-toric Sections
Conversely, a section is called non-toric if it is not defined by the vanishing of a homogeneous
coordinate. As a result, it is generally much harder and often impossible to find an explicit
coordinate expression.10
Fortunately, most of the relevant computations depend only on the homology class of the
section and in many cases, this can be guessed. Here we present a set of conditions a putative
homology class [s] of a section must satisfy:
• [s] must intersect the generic fiber C once, i.e.∫
C
ωs = C ∩ [s] = 1 . (3.7.9)
• The line bundle dual to [s] must have a section, i.e. we require that h0
(
Y,OY (s)
)
> 0.
In order to compute the number of sections, we can use the same techniques as in
section 3.3. If Y is a hypersurface in X, then one can tensor Equation 3.3.1 with the
line bundle dual to s and obtains the following long exact sequence
· · · −→ H0
(
X,OX(s)
)
−→ H0
(
Y,OY (s)
)
−→
−→ H1
(
X,OX(s+KX)
)
−→ H1
(
X,OX(s)
)
−→ · · · (3.7.10)
in cohomology. Alternatively, if Y is a complete intersection of the two11 divisors D1
and D2, one can either use the machinery of spectral sequences or one can also split up
the long exact sequence of the Koszul resolution
0 −→ OX(−D1 −D2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
R−2
−→ OX(−D1)⊕ OX(−D2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
R−1
−→ OX︸︷︷︸
R0
−→ OY −→ 0. (3.7.11)
into two short exact sequences. After twisting them with the line bundle of the putative
section they read
0 −→ R−2 ⊗OX(s) −→ R−1 ⊗OX(s) −→ N −→ 0
0 −→ N −→ R0 ⊗OX(s) −→ OY ⊗OY (s) −→ 0 .
(3.7.12)
Each of them induces a long exact sequence in cohomology, i.e.
0 −→ H0
(
X,OX(−D1 −D2 + s)
)
−→ H0
(
X,OX(−D1 + s)⊕ OX(−D2 + s)
)
−→
−→ H0
(
X,N
)
−→ H1
(
X,OX(−D1 −D2 + s)
)
−→ · · · (3.7.13)
10One notable example in the literature is the case of dP1. In [145] the homology class of the non-toric
section was found and in [144] the authors managed to write down an explicit coordinate expression.
11As before, this straightforwardly generalized to higher complete intersections of higher codimension.
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and
0 −→ H0
(
X,N ) −→ H0
(
X,OX(s)
)
−→
−→ H0
(
Y,OY (s)
)
−→ H1
(
X,N
)
−→ · · · (3.7.14)
In both cases, the line bundle cohomology on the ambient space X can be calculated
using toric methods implemented in Sage [139] and from these one infers the cohomology
dimensions of the line bundles on Y . For more details on line bundle cohomology
computations, we refer to [146].
• The homology class of the section should not contain exceptional divisors of the ambient
space. If it does, then the exceptional divisors need to be subtracted from [s].
Non-toric sections can be both holomorphic and non-holomorphic. However, in the absence
of a coordinate description, it may be more challenging to find the base loci over which they
wrap entire fiber components.
As a final disclaimer, we remark that while these conditions are necessary for the homol-
ogy class [s] to represent a section of the genus-one fibration, they may not be sufficient and
one should treat non-toric sections with care. In subsection 5.3.1 we will study an example in
which a non-toric section is present and will show that it appears to be physically consistent.
3.7.3 Overview
As a recapitulation of the contents of this section, we display in table 3.6 and table 3.7 the
most important properties of the four types of sections that we distinguish.
3.8 Classifying Toric Mordell-Weil Groups
Having laid out the groundwork in the previous section, we are finally in a position to define
the toric Mordell-Weil group MWT . MWT is the second main quantity determined solely by
the fiber that we are interested in computing, as we stated already in the introduction of this
chapter.
Given an elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau manifold Y , we denote by si, i = 0, . . . , n the
toric sections. Choosing without loss of generality s0 as the zero section, i.e. the neutral
element with respect to the group law of a generic fiber of Y , we define
σi ≡ si+1 − s0 , i = 0, . . . , n− 1 . (3.8.1)
The group generated by the σi is the toric Mordell-Weil group of Y . Of course, a general
Y may also have non-toric sections and in this case the toric Mordell-Weil group is only a
subgroup of the full Mordell-Weil group:
MWT (Y ) ⊆ MW(Y ) (3.8.2)
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Toric Sections Non-Toric Sections
• Specified by the vanishing of a
single toric coordinate.
• Easily determined by imposing
Equation 3.7.1 with d = 1.
• Existence and properties with
respect to the Mordell-Weil
group law depend only on the
ambient space of the fiber, not
on the entire fibration.
• Coordinate expression can al-
ways be found by solving the
equations defining the genus-
one fiber.
• Not specified by the vanishing
of a single toric coordinate.
• While coordinate expressions
can be determined in special
cases, finding them is techni-
cally involved. Nevertheless,
their homology classes can of-
ten be guessed.
• Existence may depend on de-
tails of the entire genus-one fi-
bration.
Table 3.6: Summary of the differences between holomorphic and non-holomorphic sections
of an elliptic fibration.
The reason for nevertheless studying MWT (Y ) is that unlike MW(Y ), the toric Mordell-Weil
group depends only on the ambient space of the generic fiber of the fibration Y . We can
hence write
MWT (Y ) = MWT (F ) , (3.8.3)
where F is the Gorenstein Fano toric variety in which the generic fiber of Y is embedded.
While details of the fibration of Y may induce additional non-toric sections, the set of toric
sections depends only on the properties of F . In terms of toric geometry, this is easy to
understand. As noted in subsection 3.7.1, toric sections always correspond to vertices of the
reflexive polytope defining the toric ambient space. As such, they must always be included
in the fan of the toric variety. On the other hand, a non-toric section may consist of linear
combinations of divisors involving integral points of the polytope that are not vertices. Since
they depend on details of the polytope of the full fibration X, it is thus possible that their
restriction to the Calabi-Yau manifold Y is trivial and that hence the non-toric section is not
realized.
By computing the toric Mordell-Weil groups of elliptic curves inside Gorenstein Fano toric
varieties of different dimensions, one can thus classify the toric Mordell-Weil groups and in the
remainder of this section, this is precisely what we will strive to do. Subsection 3.8.1 contains
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Holomorphic Sections Non-holomorphic Sections
• Defines a single point in the
fiber over every point in the
base and thus intersects fiber
components only with intersec-
tion number zero or one.
• Embeds the base holomorphi-
cally into the space of the entire
fibration and thus the divisor it
defines has the same topology
as the base.
• If the section is also toric,
then all intersection theoretical
properties are independent of
the base manifold.
• Defines a single point in the
fiber over dense subsets in
the base, but may cut out
entire fiber components over
codimension-two loci in the
base manifold. Consequently,
the section may have nega-
tive intersection numbers with
a fiber component or intersect
multiple fiber components.
• Embeds only dense subsets of
the base holomorphically into
the space of the entire fibration.
The divisor it defines is bira-
tional to the base manifold and
thus does not necessarily have
the same topology.
Table 3.7: Summary of the differences between toric and non-toric sections of an elliptic
fibration.
the explicit results for the 16 two-dimensional Gorenstein Fano varieties. In codimension
two, there exist already 3134 different nef partitions and therefore we do not list them here
explicitly. However, subsection 3.8.2 contains a summary of the results and explains how to
access a database containing the full information about all 3134 group laws. Here we can
already give a concise summary of the different toric Mordell-Weil groups that elliptic curves
up to codimension two can have, which is given in table 3.8.
Codimension Z2 Z3 Z4 Z Z⊕ Z2 Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z3 Z3 ⊕ Z2 Z4
1 × × × ×
2
Table 3.8: The full list of toric Mordell-Weil groups of elliptic curves embedded in Gorenstein
Fano toric varieties in codimensions one and two.
Before proceeding with the classification results, let us remark on how to compute the
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Mordell-Weil group laws for a given fiber ambient space in practice. While we computed the
Weierstrass forms of the genus-one curves (or their Jacobians if they do not have an elliptic
curve structure) by keeping the coefficients in the complete intersection equations general,
this approach makes little sense for determining the Mordell-Weil group laws. Instead, we
generated a considerable number12 of curves with random complex structure coefficients in
Z. We then computed the explicit coefficients of the points cut out by toric sections, mapped
these to the elliptic curve in Weierstrass form and determined the relations between them.
Special care has to be taken when mapping the points from the original elliptic curve to the
curve in Weierstrass form. As discussed in section 3.3 our map works through an intermediate
embedding inside P231, P112, P2, or P3, and the maps from the last three spaces to Weierstrass
form are not injective: They in fact map the elliptic curves 4 : 1, 9 : 1 and 16 : 1, respectively.
As a consequence, distinct points on the original curve may be mapped to the same point of
the curve in Weierstrass form and therefore torsion factors of the Mordell-Weil group may
get lost. To make sure that we find the correct torsion groups, it is therefore crucial to use
different embeddings of the same curve in case that the points on the curve in Weierstrass
satisfy non-trivial relations with respect to the Mordell-Weil group law. While the map from
P2 to Weierstrass form may eliminate a Z3 torsion factor, the map from P112 will not, and one
can therefore determine the correct toric Mordell-Weil groups even in the presence of torsion.
The computations were performed using PALP [147], Sage [139] and in particular the
Sage modules for polytopes [148] and toric geometry [149]. Furthermore, we made heavy use
of the Sage interface to Singular [150].
3.8.1 Toric Mordell-Weil Groups for Hypersurfaces
As there only exist 16 different reflexive polygons, we take the liberty to recall their form in
figure 3.7. Among these are of course also the examples studied in section 3.2 and section 3.7
and we have taken care to color the vertices giving rise to toric sections red. Let us point
out that three of the reflexive polygons do not have any toric sections, namely F1 = P2,
F2 = P1 × P1, and F4 = P112. In the first case, all toric divisors have degree three, while the
divisors of lowest degree of the latter two cases are of degree two.
For the remaining ambient spaces, we have computed the toric Mordell-Weil group that
a generic curve inside them has. Depending on the ambient space, the σi of Equation 3.8.1
may satisfy non-trivial relations among each other and we summarize our results for all the
toric Mordell-Weil groups of hypersurface fibers in table 3.9.
3.8.2 Toric Mordell-Weil Groups for Complete Intersections of Codimension
Two
Since the total number of reflexive polytopes of a certain dimension grows very fast, it would
be futile to list the toric data of all three-dimensional nef partitions. Instead, we again refer
12By considerable, we mean O(100) in order to make sure that we indeed obtain a generic example.
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F1 F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10 F11
F12
F13
F14
F15
F16
Figure 3.7: The 16 reflexive polygons. Fi and F17−i are dual for i = 0, . . . , 6, and self-dual
for i = 7, . . . , 10. The corresponding toric surfaces are also known as F1 = P2,
F2 = P1 × P1, F3 = dP1, F4 = P2[1, 1, 2], F5 = dP2, F7 = dP3, F10 = P2[1, 2, 3],
where dPn are the del Pezzo surfaces obtained by blowing up P2 at n points.
Vertices defining toric sections are colored red. This was first derived in Figure 1
of [151].
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Fiber polygon Toric sections Relations MWT
F3 (1, 1)' s0 0
F5
(0,−1)' s0
Z⊕ Z(−1,−1)' s1
(−1, 0)' s2
F6
(0, 1)' s0 Z(−1, 1)' s1
F7
(−1,−1)' s0
σ0 = σ2 + σ3
Z⊕ Z⊕ Z
(0,−1)' s1
(1, 0)' s2
(1, 1)' s3
σ4 = σ1 + σ2(0, 1)' s4
(−1, 0)' s5
F8
(−1, 1)' s0 Z(1, 1)' s1
F9
(−1,−1)' s0
σ0 = σ1 + σ2 Z⊕ Z(0,−1)' s1(0, 1)' s2
(−1, 1)' s3
F10 (−3,−2)' s0 0
F11
(−1,−1)' s0
Z(0,−1)' s1 σ0 = 2σ1
(−1, 2)' s2
F12
(−1,−1)' s0
Z⊕ Z
(1,−1)' s1 σ0 = σ2 + σ3
(1, 0)' s2
(0, 1)' s3 σ3 = σ0 + σ1
(−1, 1)' s4
F13
(−1,−2)' s0 2σ0 = 0 Z2(−1, 2)' s1
F14
(−1, 0)' s0 σ0 = 2σ1
Z(−1, 2)' s1
(2,−1)' s2 σ2 = σ0 + σ1(0,−1)' s3
F15
(−1,−1)' s0 2σ1 = 0
Z⊕ Z2(1,−1)' s1(1, 1)' s2 σ2 = σ0 + σ1(−1, 1)' s3
F16
(−1,−1)' s0 3σ1 = 0
Z3(2,−1)' s1
(−1, 2)' s2 σ2 = 2σ1
Table 3.9: The toric sections corresponding to the reflexive polygons, the relations they are
subject to and MWT , the toric subgroup of the Mordell-Weil group generated by
them.
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to the website
http://wwwth.mpp.mpg.de/members/jkeitel/Weierstrass/ (3.8.4)
containing a database of the 3134 nef partitions of three-dimensional reflexive polyhedra. For
each such nef partition, there exists a file of the form RP NEF.txt and in the following, we
explain what we computed and how it is encoded in the database records.
For every nef partition of a three-dimensional reflexive polytope, we computed the fol-
lowing data:
• The two defining equations of the complete intersection with general coefficients ai.
• The Weierstrass coefficients f and g of equation (3.1.2) in terms of ai.
• The integral points vi of ∆◦ that are promoted to toric sections si = V (zi) after fibering
the elliptic curve over a base manifold.
• The relations between the Mordell-Weil group elements σi = si+1 − s0 that we have
already used in the hypersurface case.
• The resulting toric Mordell-Weil group, including its torsion part.
• The Kodaira types of the non-toric singularities that occur if all ai are generic.
Let us illustrate the file format of the data base using the nef partition (2355, 0):
Summary for nef partition with id (2355, 0).
Defining data of the nef partition:
rays = [z0: (1, 0, 0), z1: (0, 1, 0), z2: (0, 0, 1), z3: (-1, 1, 1),
z4: (2, -1, -1), z5: (1, 0, -1), z6: (1, -1, 0), z7: (-1, 1, 0),
z8: (-1, 0, 1), z9: (-2, 1, 1), z10: (1, -1, -1), z11: (0, 0, -1),
z12: (0, -1, 0), z13: (-1, 0, 0)]
nabla_1 = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
nabla_2 = (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13)
Toric Mordell-Weil group:
zero = (0, 1, 0)
generators = [s0: (0, 0, 1), s1: (2, -1, -1), s2: (-2, 1, 1),
s3: (0, 0, -1), s4: (0, -1, 0)]
relations = [s0-s3 = (1), s1-s2 = (1), s4 = (1)]
group = Z^2 x Z_2
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Complete intersection equations:
p1 = a3*z0*z1*z2*z3*z4*z5*z6 + a2*z1*z3*z5*z7*z9*z11*z13
+ a1*z2*z3*z6*z8*z9*z12*z13 + a0*z4*z5*z6*z10*z11*z12*z13
p2 = a7*z0*z1*z2*z3*z7*z8*z9 + a6*z0*z1*z4*z5*z7*z10*z11
+ a5*z0*z2*z4*z6*z8*z10*z12 + a4*z7*z8*z9*z10*z11*z12*z13
Weierstrass coefficients:
f = [...]
g = [...]
Generic non-Abelian singularities:
a7: (0, 0, 2), I_2
a6: (0, 0, 2), I_2
a5: (0, 0, 2), I_2
a4: (0, 0, 2), I_2
a3: (0, 0, 2), I_2
a2: (0, 0, 2), I_2
a1: (0, 0, 2), I_2
a0: (0, 0, 2), I_2
The first block summarizes the toric data defining the nef partition. The first line defines
the variable names zi assigned to the homogeneous variables associated with each ray of the
ambient fan and the second line specifies the nef partition by listing the indices of the rays
spanning ∇1 and ∇2. In this example
∇1 = 〈v0v1v2v3v4v5v6〉conv , ∇2 = 〈v7v8v9v10v11v12v13〉conv . (3.8.5)
The second paragraph contains information about the toric Mordell-Weil group. This partic-
ular example has six divisors that become (not necessarily independent) sections after fibering
the elliptic curve over a base manifold and the toric Mordell-Weil group generated by these
divisors is Z2 ⊕ Z2. Note that there is a slight clash in notation between the database and
conventions of this thesis: Here s i denotes the section si+1. Choosing the divisor corre-
sponding to the ray (0, 1, 0)T as the divisor s0 that cuts out the neutral element on the curve,
the remaining five divisors σi = si+1−s0, i = 0, . . . , 4 satisfy three relations. To specify these
relations we denote by (i) the generator of the torsion part times i. Here, this means that the
section σ4 generates the Z2 factor and, up to this torsion part, the pairs of sections σ0 and
σ3, and σ1 and σ2, are identified under the Mordell-Weil group law. Next, the record contains
the two complete intersection equations in order to define the coefficients ai determining the
complex structure of the elliptic curve. The Weierstrass coefficients (omitted here due to their
length) are then given in terms of the ai. Finally, we list the non-Abelian singularities that a
such an elliptic curve with generically chosen ai will have. In this case, there is an additional
SU(2)8 gauge group with branes located along the eight base loci ai = 0 for i = 0, . . . 7.
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Figure 3.8: Histogram of the number of toric sections for the 3118 nef partitions of three-
dimensional reflexive polytopes that are not direct products.
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Figure 3.9: Histogram of the toric Mordell-Weil rank for the nef partitions of three-
dimensional reflexive polytopes. The 326 complete intersections that are either
a direct product or do not have a toric section are excluded.
Finally, let us give an overview of the results in codimension two. We list in figure 3.8
the distribution of the number of toric divisors corresponding to sections among the complete
intersection curves. Note that not all of these divisors will be independent in homology. In
figure 3.9 we give the distribution of the toric Mordell-Weil ranks. The highest toric rank that
we find is four. Naturally, not all groups of the same rank are equal, as some have additional
Trivial group Z2 Z3 Z4 Z Z⊕ Z2 Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z3 Z3 ⊕ Z2 Z4
315 113 24 1 931 107 985 2 309 1 36
Table 3.10: The full toric Mordell-Weil groups for the elliptic fibers of codimension two.
Note that we have omitted direct products and the genus-one curves that do
not have a single toric point.
torsion factors. In table 3.10 we give a complete survey of the toric Mordell-Weil groups for
the models that possess at least one toric section. As was shown already in table 3.8, there
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are also additional toric Mordell-Weil groups when compared with the elliptic curves that are
embedded in toric surfaces.
3.9 Fibers without Section
Throughout this chapter, we have repeatedly stressed that not every genus-one fibration is
an elliptic fibration — only the existence of a global section endows the generic fiber with
the structure of an elliptic curve. Until recently, the F-theory literature had focused solely
on elliptic fibrations. By now, genus-one fibrations without section are understood to provide
perfectly well-defined F-theory backgrounds. In fact, they have recently even been shown
[144, 152–155] to generate discrete symmetries in the low-energy effective theory. For this
reason, we dedicate this section to studying the geometry of genus-one fibrations without
section.
We begin by recalling the classification results of section 3.8. There we found that there
exist three genus-one hypersurfaces without section and from figure 3.8 we see that there are a
further 294 three-dimensional nef partitions without a toric section. Nevertheless, these toric
fiber ambient spaces of course have h1,1 > 0. Some of these divisors will wrap entire fiber
components over codimension-one loci in the base. These are the P1-fibrations corresponding
to exceptional divisors resolving a non-Abelian singularity. However, not all fiber divisors are
of this type: Instead, there are also divisors that intersect the generic fiber d times and wrap
fiber components only over base loci that are at least codimension-two in the base manifold,
namely those divisors satisfying Equation 3.7.1. We call such divisors d-sections of the genus-
one fibration. It is worthwhile to remark that genus-one fibrations with, for instance, only
two-sections and three-sections may still have a section as long as that section is non-toric
and given by the difference of two such divisors. To show that a given fiber does indeed not
have a section, one must therefore show that none of the possible linear combinations of fiber
divisors is a section.
In the remainder of this section, we give examples of the three different kinds of multi-
sections that are realized in genus-one curves embedded either as hypersurfaces or complete
intersection of codimension two. To study multisections of degree two, three and four, we
can recall our findings of section 3.2, where we showed that every genus-one curve with a
degree-two (or degree-three and degree-four) line-bundle can be embedded into P112 (or P2
and P3, respectively). If one further assumes that the line bundle can be written as a tensor
product of smaller-degree line bundles, then the proper embedding is into a blow-up of one of
these spaces. In the following, we will put particular focus on understanding the blow-down
maps (or, equivalently, the corresponding blow-ups) π
(i)
(j) in figure 3.4.
We remark that much of the material of the following subsections was first studied in
[52], [156, 157], and [158], respectively.
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3.9.1 Genus-One Fibrations with Two-Section
We begin with a detailed study of genus-one curves inside P112, the space that we identified
as the embedding space for genus-one curves with degree-two line bundles. The most general
anticanonical hypersurface inside P112 is given by
C : w2 + b0u
2w + b1uvw + b2v
2w = c0u
4 + c1u
3v + c2u
2v2 + c3uv
3 + c4v
4 , (3.9.1)
where we have chosen [u : v : w] to be the homogeneous coordinates of P112. Since u
corresponds to a section of a degree-two line bundle, the equation u = 0 is quadratic:
w2 + b2v
2w = c4v
4 (3.9.2)
Going to the affine patch defined by v = 1, we see that the divisor u = 0 does indeed
intersect the generic fiber twice and thus defines a two-section. Similarly, one can confirm
that the divisor v = 0 is another two-section and w = 0 defines a four-section. Of course,
this can also be confirmed by computing intersection numbers of the form C ∩ {u = 0} = 2.
Therefore, a genus-one fibration with fiber embedded in P112 does clearly not have a toric
section. Furthermore, one cannot build a non-toric section from linear combinations of torus-
invariant divisors with integral coefficients.
In later chapters, we will study the low-energy physics of such F-theory compactifications,
but here we restrict to studying further geometric properties to the two-section u = 0. Locally,
the divisor {u = 0} cuts out two separate points in the fiber and one might be tempted to
try and split {u = 0} into two components, each given by a section. However, this cannot be
achieved globally, since the points are interchanged under monodromies as one moves along
the base manifold. Only after setting c4 = 0 does Equation 3.9.2 factor into two irreducible
components that give rise to the two sections
s0 : [0 : 1 : 0] , s1 : [0 : 1 : −b2] . (3.9.3)
There is still no divisor corresponding to a single section. However, due to tuning c4 → 0,
C has become singular. This singularity can be resolved by a blow-up at [0 : 1 : 0], which
introduces a new coordinate e via the substitutions
u 7→ u · e , w 7→ w · e (3.9.4)
and the proper transform of the equation defining the elliptic curve is
ew2 + b0e
2u2w + b1euvw + b2v
2w = c0e
3u4 + c1e
2u3v + c2eu
2v2 + c3uv
3 . (3.9.5)
Equation 3.9.5 defines a smooth curve inside Bl[0:1:0]P112 with homogeneous coordinates [u :
v : w : e] and now the two points of Equation 3.9.3 can be obtained by setting one of the
homogeneous coordinates to zero
u = 0 : [0 : 1 : 1 : −b2] = s0
e1 = 0 :
{
[u : 1 : w : 0] ∼= P1 if b2 = c3 = 0
[b2 : 1 : c3 : 0] = s1 otherwise.
(3.9.6)
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This means in particular that an elliptic fibration with fiber embedded in Bl[0:1:0]P112 has (at
least) two global sections given by the divisors u = 0 and e = 0. Let us note that instead
of setting c4 to zero, one could similarly have tuned c0 → 0 and thus split the two-section
corresponding to {v = 0} into two parts. However, the outcome would have been the same,
since u and v are exchanged under the Z2 lattice automorphism of the P112 polygon (F4 in
figure 3.7).
3.9.2 Genus-One Fibrations with Three-Section
Next, consider the most general cubic in P2 defined by
a0u
3 +a1u
2v+a2u
2w+a3uv
2 +a4uvw+a5uw
2 +a6v
3 +a7v
2w+a8vw
2 +a9w
3 = 0 . (3.9.7)
P2 has only a single divisor class, called the hyperplane class H, and all three divisors {u = 0},
{v = 0}, and {w = 0} lie in this class. Of course, this is also imposed by the S3 lattice
automorphism group under which the P2 polygon (= F1) is invariant and which permutes
the three vertices corresponding to the homogeneous coordinates of P2. Since C ∩ H = 3,
the three torus-invariant divisors all define three-sections and again one cannot find linear
combinations with integral coefficients that would give a non-toric section.
Mimicking what we did in the two-section case, we look for transitions to fiber spaces in
which a three-section splits into different irreducible components. Without loss of generality
we can try make the divisor u = 0 reducible. Inserting u = 0 into Equation 3.9.7 leads to
a6v
3 + a7v
2w + a8vw
2 + a9w
3 = 0 (3.9.8)
and we can set a9 = 0. Then Equation 3.9.8 splits into a section
s0 : [0 : 0 : 1] (3.9.9)
and a two-section defined by
a6v
2 + a7vw + a8w
2 = 0 . (3.9.10)
To resolve the singularities induced by the tuning, one blows up the point [0 : 0 : 1] by
introducing the new coordinate e1 and the substitutions
u 7→ u · e1 , v 7→ v · e1 (3.9.11)
leading to the proper transform
a0e
2
1u
3 + a1e
2
1u
2v + a2e1u
2w+ a3e
2
1uv
2 + a4e1uvw+ a5uw
2 + a6e
2
1v
3 + a7e1v
2w+ a8vw
2 = 0 .
(3.9.12)
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The resulting space is dP1 and {e1 = 0} corresponds to the section s0, while the divisor
{u = 0} has become the two-section that is mapped to Equation 3.9.10:13
e1 = 0 :
{
[z0 : z1 : 1 : 0] ∼= P1 if a5 = a8 = 0
[a8 : −a5 : 1 : 0] = s0 otherwise
u = 0 : a6e
2
1 + a7e1w + a8w
2 = 0
(3.9.13)
Unlike in the two-section case, one can perform another transition by tuning coefficients such
that the two-section defined by u = 0 splits into two sections. Setting a6 = 0 splits the two-
section into e1 = 0 and w = 0 and the resulting singularity is resolved by another blow-up
introducing the coordinate e2 and the substitutions
u 7→ u · e2 , w 7→ w · e2 (3.9.14)
leading to the proper transform
a0e
2
1e
2
2u
3 +a1e
2
1e2u
2v+a2e1e
2
2u
2w+a3e
2
1uv
2 +a4e1e2uvw+a5e
2
2uw
2 +a7e1v
2w+a8e2vw
2 = 0
(3.9.15)
inside dP2. Now all three sections are defined by torus-invariant divisors
e1 = 0 :
{
[u : v : 1 : 0 : 1] ∼= P1 if a5 = a8 = 0
[a8 : −a5 : 1 : 0 : 1] = s0 otherwise
e2 = 0 :
{
[u : 1 : w : 0 : 1] ∼= P1 if a3 = a7 = 0
[a7 : 1 : −a3 : 0 : 1] = s1 otherwise
u = 0 :
{
[0 : 1 : 1 : e1 : e2] ∼= P1 if a7 = a8 = 0
[0 : 1 : 1 : a8 : −a7] = s2 otherwise
(3.9.16)
and in the blow-down limit e1 = e2 = 1 they map to
s0 = [0 : 0 : 1] s1 = [0 : 1 : 0] s2 = [0 : a8 : −a7] (3.9.17)
inside P2. Plugging these into Equation 3.9.7 one can confirm that they are the three solutions
to u = 0 if one sets a6 and a9 to zero.
3.9.3 Genus-One Fibrations with Four-Section
Finally, let us treat the last case, namely the complete intersection of two quadrics in P3.
Denoting by zi, i = 1, . . . , 4 the homogeneous coordinates of P3, the most general such
13In [145] it was first noted that such an ambient fiber space and give rise to a non-toric section as defined
in subsection 3.7.2 whose homology class is given by [u]− [e1] + . . . . Roughly speaking, one can subtract the
section from the two-section and obtain another proper section. Recently, it the explicit coordinate expression
of this non-toric section was found in [144].
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Homogeneous coordinate z z0 z1 z2 z3
Vertex nz ∈ ∆◦
10
0

01
0

00
1

−1−1
−1

Table 3.11: The toric variety P3.
Homogeneous coordinate z z0 z1 z2 z3 e1 e2 e3
Vertex nz ∈ ∆◦
10
0

01
0

00
1

−1−1
−1

11
1

 00
−1

 0−1
0

Table 3.12: The toric variety Bl3P3.
complete intersection can be written as
p1 = a9z
2
0 + a8z0z1 + a7z0z2 + a6z0z3 + a5z
2
1 + a4z1z2 + a3z1z3 + a2z
2
2
+ a1z2z3 + a0z
2
3
p2 = a19z
2
0 + a18z0z1 + a17z0z2 + a16z0z3 + a15z
2
1 + a14z1z2 + a13z1z3 + a12z
2
2
+ a11z2z3 + a10z
2
3 .
(3.9.18)
Torically, this is the nef partition
∇1 = 〈v0v1〉conv. , ∇2 = 〈v2v3〉conv. , (3.9.19)
of the reflexive polytope of table 3.11 and it has the PALP id (0, 0). Just as P2, P3 has a
single divisor class H, and any linear polynomial in the zi defines a divisor of this class. H
intersects the genus-one curve defined by Equation 3.9.18 four times and therefore the four
torus-invariant divisors zi = 0 all define four-sections.
As for the other two spaces, one can split up the four-section into four independent
sections by restricting the complex structure coefficients ai and resolving the resulting sin-
gularities. To completely split up the four-section of P3, it takes three blow-ups. Since they
proceed in completely the same fashion as for P2 and P112 we do not follow them step by
step, but only present the final result.
The toric data of the ambient space obtained from blowing up P3 three times is displayed
in table 3.12 and the nef partition is given by
D1 = V (z0) + V (z1) + V (e1) + V (e2)
D2 = V (z2) + V (z3) + V (e3) .
(3.9.20)
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Its PALP id is (67, 0)14 and it is related to P3 via the coordinate maps
z0 7→ e1e2e3z0 , z1 7→ e1e2z1 , z2 7→ e1e3z2 , z3 7→ e2e3z3 . (3.9.21)
The complete intersection equations are given by
p1 = a9e1e2e3z
2
0 + a8e1e2z0z1 + a7e1e3z0z2 + a6e2e3z0z3
+ a4e1z1z2 + a3e2z1z3 + a1e3z2z3
p2 = a19e1e2e3z
2
0 + a18e1e2z0z1 + a17e1e3z0z2 + a16e2e3z0z3
+ a14e1z1z2 + a13e2z1z3 + a11e3z2z3
(3.9.22)
and one sees that the blow-down limit e1 = e2 = e3 = 1 maps a generic curve inside Bl
3P3 to
a non-generic curve inside P3, since its complex structure coefficients always obey
a0 = a2 = a5 = a10 = a12 = a15 = 0 . (3.9.23)
The torus-invariant divisors of the ambient space Bl3P3 supply four sections, namely
e1 = 0 : [a1a13 − a11a3 : a6a11 − a16a1 : a3a16 − a13a6 : 1 : 0 : 1 : 1] = s0
e2 = 0 : [a1a14 − a11a4 : a7a11 − a17a1 : 1 : a4a17 − a14a7 : 1 : 0 : 1] = s1
e3 = 0 : [a3a14 − a13a4 : 1 : a8a13 − a18a3 : a4a18 − a14a8 : 1 : 1 : 0] = s2
z0 = 0 : [0 : 1 : 1 : 1 : a3a11 − a13a1 : a1a14 − a11a4 : a4a13 − a14a3] = s3 ,
(3.9.24)
where we have only written down the expressions for generic values of the non-zero ais —
over codimension two and codimension three loci in the base, the sections wrap entire fiber
components.
3.9.4 Mirror-Duality and Mordell-Weil Torsion
Before concluding this section we would like to draw the reader’s attention to a remarkable
observation first made in [144] for P112 and P2 and noted again for P3 in [159]. To this end,
consider the mirror duals of the generic genus-one curves inside these three ambient spaces:
The mirror dual of a genus-one curve inside P112 is an elliptic curve inside the toric variety
defined by the reflexive polygon F12 of figure 3.7 and the mirror dual of a cubic inside P2 is
a curve inside P2/Z3. Lastly, the mirror dual of the curve defined by the nef partition (0, 0)
is given by the nef partition with PALP id (3415, 0).
The results of section 3.8 show that the torsion part of the toric Mordell-Weil groups of
these three spaces are Z2, Z3, and Z4. We hence note that the mirror dual of a genus-one
curve with an n-section appears to be an elliptic curve whose Mordell-Weil group has a Zn
14We note that the PALP ids of the ambient space after one and two blow-ups are (5, 1) and (21, 3),
respectively. Note that these are the unique ways in which one can blow-up P3 torically, as one can relate
blow-ups along other loci to these spaces via an SL(3,Z) rotation.
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torsion part. This strange “coincidence” becomes even more intriguing once one considers the
implications for the low-energy effective theory. As will be shown in Part III, the low-energy
effective theory associated with an n-sections appears to have a Zn discrete symmetry. On
the other hand, the Mordell-Weil torsion Zn acts in a very different manner: It quotients
out (a subgroup of) the center of a non-toric non-Abelian gauge group SU(n · k) [160]. That
mirror duality (performed solely on the elliptic fiber) should exchange these two quantities is
a non-trivial conjecture and it would be fascinating to find a physical process explaining this
behavior.
Chapter 4
Non-Abelian Singularities from
Tops
The presence of non-Abelian gauge symmetries in the low-energy effective physics of an F-
theory compactification is invariably connected to singularities of the compactification mani-
fold and their resolution. After resolving, the formerly singular genus-one fiber is replaced by
a set of two-spheres intersecting each other in patterns that determine the associated gauge
theory algebra. We are thus led to construct genus-one fibrations whose fiber becomes re-
ducible over a specified set of base loci. Generally, there are two ways in which the genus-one
fiber can be forced to split into different irreducible components. To understand their differ-
ence, we recall in figure 4.1 how our Calabi-Yau manifolds Y are constructed. The key point
in the construction of genus-one fibrations is that one considers ambient spaces X ⊃ Y that
possess a fibration themselves. In such a setup, the two scenarios in which the fiber of Y can
become reducible are:
• E, the fiber of Y , becomes reducible, but the fiber of the ambient space fibration, F ,
does not.
• F becomes reducible and forces the genus-one fiber E to become reducible as well.
The first scenario corresponds to the non-toric gauge groups that we examined in section 3.6.
However, the second option is the much more appealing one and its study will be the focus
of this chapter. Since it is the toric fibration of the ambient space that becomes reducible
over certain base loci in this scenario, its behavior is determined by the combinatorial data
contained in the fan of the ambient space X. Instead of dealing with complicated algebro-
geometric objects, one can instead manipulate discrete data. Exploiting computational con-
trol inherited from the ambient space was one of the dominant themes of the previous chapter
and it remains our guiding principle here as well.
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F Xn+c Bn−1
E Yn
π
π′
Figure 4.1: In order to construct Calabi-Yau manifolds Yn with a genus-one fibration π
′ and
fiber E, we construct toric ambient spaces Xn+c that are fibered themselves.
Here F is the ambient space of the fiber and π is the projection of the ambient
space fibration from which π′ is obtained by restriction.
We begin in section 4.1 by introducing the concept of a certain polytope called a top,
the combinatorial object encoding the degeneration of the toric fibration over a certain base
divisor. In section 4.2 we explain that tops can be understood both as a polytope and as a
prism. While the former description may be more intuitive, the latter turns out to be more
convenient for the classification of [161], whose application to SU(5) gauge groups we work
out explicitly in section 4.3. Next, we explain in section 4.4 how tops also impose constraints
on the charges of the non-Abelian matter representations under additional toric U(1) gauge
groups. It is of phenomenological importance that the matter fields in the antisymmetric
SU(5) representation of elliptic fibrations with fibers embedded as hypersurfaces all share the
same Abelian charges, a statement proved in section 4.5. To circumvent this restriction on
the matter content while still considering generic Calabi-Yau manifolds inside toric ambient
spaces necessarily leads to the study of complete intersection fibers. Section 4.6 comments
briefly on how to generalize tops to fibers of higher codimension.
Finally, we would wish to point out again that Appendix A contains a concise introduction
to the concepts of toric geometry needed in this thesis. Of particular importance to the
understanding of this chapter is section A.8, in which the concepts of toric fibrations are
recalled.
4.1 Toric Fibrations and Tops
As we have just mentioned, we intend to engineer genus-one fibered Calabi-Yau manifolds
whose fibers split into sets of P1s as dictated by discrete toric data. To achieve this, we embed
them into toric ambient spaces that are fibrations whose fibers become reducible themselves.
Keeping our original goal in mind, we first recall some of the key properties of toric morphisms
mentioned in section A.8:
• A fan morphism ϕ : Σ′ → Σ induces a toric morphism ϕ̃ : XΣ′ → XΣ.
• The fiber of ϕ̃ over a point p ∈ XΣ depends only on the torus orbit that p is an element
of.
• Every fiber of ϕ̃ is a (possibly reducible) toric variety and the generic fiber is irreducible.
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A toric morphism is called a fibration if the dimension of all its fibers is the same and a
bundle if all the fibers are isomorphic. We are hence interested in toric fibrations that are
not bundles and in particular, we wish to read off how the fan morphism ϕ determines the
properties of ϕ̃. Referring to section A.8 for the general theory behind this, we define here
only the quantity most relevant to us: The top, which was first introduced by Candelas et
al. in [162].
Let Σ be a fan with a fan morphism ϕ : Σ → ΣB that gives rise to a fibration with
two-dimensional fibers. Given a base ray b ∈ ΣB, we call the polytope
τ(b) = 〈∪z∈Z≥0ϕ
−1(z · b)〉conv. (4.1.1)
the top over b. Note that τ(b) is three-dimensional and its elements are graded by z. The
elements corresponding to z = 0 are just the kernel of ϕ and therefore they are the rays
spanning the fan of the generic fiber. We call the convex hull of the integral points of τ(b)
that are not in the kernel of ϕ the cap of τ . If the cap consists of just a single point, then
τ is said to be trivial. The key observation of Candelas was that the geometry of the cap
already determines the intersection properties of the blow-up divisors and allows to read off
the low-energy effective gauge theory group of an F-theory compactification.
For simplicity, let us restrict to two-dimensional caps made up only of elements with
z = 1, i.e. polygons with k boundary points. The graph consisting of the boundary points
and the edges between them is a circle and it corresponds to the affine Dynkin diagram of
the gauge algebra it induces, namely the affine Dynkin diagram of Ak−1. In order to see how
this works in practice, we study an explicit example with an SU(5) top placed over one of
the base divisors.
4.1.1 SU(5)× U(1)2 with Toric Sections
While we will eventually wish to study full-fledged Calabi-Yau manifolds, we focus here only
on the fiber and the top over a single base divisor and postpone discussing the entire fibration
to chapter 5. Consider a genus-one curve embedded as a hypersurface inside the toric variety
corresponding to the reflexive polygon F12 of figure 3.7. From subsection 3.8.1 we know that
this choice of ambient space implies that there are five toric sections — every single fiber
ambient space divisor descends to a toric section of the fibration. However, not all of the
generators are independent with respect to the Mordell-Weil group law and therefore the
toric Mordell-Weil group is only Z2. As a consequence, we expect there to be a toric U(1)2
gauge group factor in the low-energy effective theory.
To engineer an SU(5) singularity along a base divisor we consider a toric variety with
the toric data given in table 4.1. For our purposes, we can keep the base manifold and the
choice of fibration general and parametrize them by the ui vectors and their corresponding
homogeneous variables. The only requirement that we put is that the ui vectors with i > 0
only appear once on the right hand side, which is the same as demanding that the tops τ(ui)
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Homogeneous coordinate z Point nz ∈ ∇
f0 −1 −1 0
f1 1 −1 0
f2 1 0 0
f3 0 1 0
f4 −1 1 0
e0 −2 0 u0
e1 −1 0 u0
e2 0 0 u0
e3 −1 1 u0
e4 −2 1 u0
ui, i > 0 n
i
1 n
i
2 ui
Table 4.1: The toric data of the fiber F12 and its corresponding SU(5) top placed over a
base ray u0. In order to specify the full fibration, the remaining base rays ui and
the line bundles on the base that the fiber coordinates are sections of must be
chosen. This is symbolized by the entry with ui in the table. Note that the ui
are dimCB-dimensional vectors.
Figure 4.2: The unique SU(5) top for the F12 fiber. The exceptional divisors intersected
by one of the five toric sections are colored red. For more information on the
intersection patterns we refer to section 4.4 and figure 4.3.
with i > 0 are trivial. On the other hand, the top over u0 is non-trivial and its cap is the
polygon with four vertices and five boundary points shown in figure 4.2. From the discussion
above we expect an SU(5) gauge theory to be located on the base divisor defined by the base
ray u0. To see that this is indeed the case, we write down the hypersurface inside the fiber
ambient space that is defined by this class of F-theory models. It reads
p = a0e3e4f2f
2
3 f
2
4 + a1e1e
2
2e3f
2
1 f
2
2 f3 + a2f0f1f2f3f4 + a3e
2
0e1e3e
2
4f
2
0 f3f
2
4 (4.1.2)
+ a4e0e1e2f
2
0 f
2
1 f2 + a5e
2
0e1e4f
3
0 f1f4 ,
where the aj are sections of line bundles over the base manifold, i.e. homogeneous polynomials
in ui. Using the methods of chapter 3, we find that the corresponding Weierstrass model (see
Equation 3.1.2) has the Weierstrass coefficients
f =
(
− 1
48
)
·
(
a42 − 8a0a22a4 · u0 + (−8a1a22a3 + 16a20a24 + 24a0a1a2a5) · u20 (4.1.3)
− 16a0a1a3a4u30 + 16a21a23 · u40
)
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Base Locus Vanishing degrees of f , g and ∆ Gauge Algebra
a0 = 0 0 0 2 su(2)
a1 = 0 0 0 2 su(2)
u0 = 0 0 0 5 su(5)
Table 4.2: The three singular loci of the Calabi-Yau manifold of table 4.1 in codimension
one in the base.
Base Locus Vanishing degrees of f , g and ∆ Gauge Algebra SU(5) representation
a4 = 0 0 0 6 su(6) 5
a5 = 0 0 0 6 su(6) 5
a0a5 = −a2a3 0 0 6 su(6) 5
a2 = 0 2 3 7 so(10) 10
Table 4.3: The four enhanced singularity loci of the Calabi-Yau manifold of table 4.1 in
codimension two in the base and the associated matter representations of SU(5).
and
g =
(
− 1
864
)
·
(
− a62 + 12a0a42a4 · u0 + (12a1a42a3 − 48a20a22a24 − 36a0a1a32a5) · u20 (4.1.4)
+ (−24a0a1a22a3a4 + 64a30a34 + 144a20a1a2a4a5) · u30
+ (−48a21a22a23 − 96a20a1a3a24 + 144a0a21a2a3a5 − 216a20a21a25) · u40
− 96a0a21a23a4 · u50 + 64a31a33u60
)
,
implying that the discriminant has the expansion
∆ =
(
− 1
16
)
· a20 · a21 · u50 ·
(
a4 · a5 · (−a2a3 + a0a5) · a42 (4.1.5)
− a22 · (−a22a23a24 − 8a0a2a3a24a5 − a1a22a3a25 + 8a20a24a25 + a0a1a2a35) · u0
)
+O(u70)
with respect to u0 ≡ e0e1e2e3e4, which serves as a normal coordinate to the base divisor over
which the fibration has the singularity enforced by the top.
From these explicit expressions one can read off the vanishing degrees of f , g, and ∆
along different base loci of codimension one. Table 4.2 contains the three loci and we note
that there is in fact an SU(5) gauge symmetry along the base divisor over which we placed
a non-trivial top. Since we expanded f , g and ∆ in the direction normal to the SU(5)
singularity, we can even read off its enhancement loci, which are not directly visible from the
toric data. Table 4.3 shows that we expect to find up to three curves which all contain matter
in the fundamental representation of SU(5), but are distinguished by the additional Abelian
symmetries. We cannot directly read off their charges from the ambient space geometry, but
we will infer constraints in section 4.4 before explicitly calculating the charges later on.
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Furthermore, there are two non-toric non-Abelian SU(2) factors and we note that if they
are realized in the full-fledged fibration (i.e. the polynomials a0 and a1 are non-constant),
then one must include the additional rays (−1 0 0) and (0 −1 0) in the toric data of table 4.1
to resolve the singularities. Since the SU(2) loci are not defined by the vanishing of a single
homogeneous coordinate, finding their matter states is slightly more involved and we refer to
[144, 163] for an introduction to the necessary techniques.
In summary, we see that the chosen top does indeed induce an SU(5) gauge group in the
low-energy effective theory obtained by considering F-theory on this Calabi-Yau manifold.
More examples and an explicit relation between the top geometry and the ensuing singularity
can be found in the original papers [161, 162].
4.2 Tops as Prisms
In addition to the description of the top given in the previous section, there exists another
equivalent one introduced in [161] which can sometimes be more useful. Before formulating
it, we need to make a general remark regarding the uniqueness of a top. As mentioned above,
the fiber of a top τ is a reflexive polygon and it is given by the facet of τ at z = 0. First,
note that we can always rescale z such that there are points in τ with z = 1. Second, the
GL(3,Z)-subgroup generated by (x, y, z) 7→ (x+αz, y+βz, z) still acts on the top after fixing
the fiber polygon and therefore the x, y coordinates of the points with z = 1 can be shifted
arbitrarily.
Assuming without loss of generality that τ has this form, we can consider its dual (see
Equation A.5.3 for a definition). Since τ is not reflexive1, its dual polyhedron τ◦ is not a
lattice polytope. Instead, it is an infinite polyhedron. This can be understood better by
taking a closer look at the inequalities defining τ◦. The vertices (xi, yi, 0) corresponding to
vertices of the fiber F of τ lead to inequalities of the type
x∗xi + y
∗yi ≥ −1 , (4.2.1)
where (x∗, y∗, z∗) are the coordinates of the dual polyhedron and the remaining vertices give
inequalities
z∗zi ≥ −1− x∗xi − y∗yi (4.2.2)
with zi > 0. Hence τ
◦ is a prism over the dual of F . Since F is a reflexive polygon, so is F ◦
and thus every vertex of τ◦ is of the form (x∗, y∗, z∗(x, y)) with (x∗, y∗) ∈ F ◦. Furthermore,
the vertex dual to the facet of τ at z = 1 is the point (0, 0,−1) of τ◦. Therefore the data
defining τ◦ (and hence of course τ) consists of F ◦ and the function z∗(x∗, y∗) evaluated at the
1As one can see from its definition, τ is only a part of a reflexive polytope. In fact, its name stems from
the original constructions of [162], where K3 surfaces over a P1 base were considered. Since the polytope of a
K3 is three-dimensional and the base polytope consists only of two points, the top is half of a K3 polytope -
the other part is the “bottom.”
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Fiber F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F7 F9 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16
|Autlattice | 6 8 2 2 2 12 2 2 2 2 8 6
Table 4.4: The twelve reflexive polygons with non-trivial lattice automorphism groups and
their respective orders. Observe that the lattice automorphism groups of a poly-
gon and its dual are the same.
non-zero integral points (i.e. the boundary points) of F ◦. Again, there is a residual GL(3,Z)
symmetry action on the coordinate choices, since two functions z∗ that differ only by a linear
function define the same top. Shifting by a linear function, one can always bring z∗ in a form
where z∗(p) ≥ −1 for all boundary points.
Bouchard and Skarke used this dual presentation of the top in [161] to classify all possible
tops that have the 16 reflexive polygons as fibers and in the appendix of their paper one finds
a list of all allowed z∗ values together with the singularity types they result in. In the case
that we are most interested in, namely that of A-type singularities, one must still identify
tops that are related by automorphisms of the fiber polygon. Computing these automorphism
groups and applying the results to SU(5) tops is the goal of the next section.
4.3 All SU(5)-Tops for Hypersurfaces
In order to extract all possible SU(5) tops with reflexive fiber polygons from [161], one must
first compute the lattice automorphism groups of the 16 reflexive polygons. The lattice
automorphism group Autlattice(P ) of a d-dimensional polytope P is the integral subgroup of
the automorphism group
Aut(P ) ⊂ E(d) = GL(d,R) nRd (4.3.1)
which in turn is defined as the subgroup of the Euclidean group preserving P . In table 4.4 we
list the twelve polygons with non-trivial lattice automorphism groups. Evidently, these lattice
automorphisms act as permutations on the tuple obtained by evaluating z∗ on the boundary
points of the dual fiber polytope F ∗. One must therefore identify those tops in [161] whose
z∗ tuples are related by such permutations. After accounting for these identifications, one
is left with the 37 distinct SU(5) tops that we list in figure 4.3. In this figure, we draw the
SU(5) tops without reference to a the origin of a coordinate system, since they can be shifted
arbitrarily. The tuple of integers next to each top gives the dual description in terms of z∗.
Finally, we remark that there exist three fiber polygons that do not possess SU(5) tops,
namely F13, F15, and F16. A comparison with table 3.9 shows that these are precisely the
fibers whose toric Mordell-Weil group has Z2 and Z3 torsion factors. Mordell-Weil torsion Zn
has the effect of quotienting out (a subgroup of) the center of the non-Abelian gauge group
[160] and it can therefore only act on gauge groups whose center contains Zn. This restricts
SU(N) groups to SU(n · k) with k ∈ N and, in this case, forbids SU(5).
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F1
(−1, −1, −1, −1, 1, 4, 2, 0, −1)
τ1,1
(−1, −1, −1, 0, 1, 4, 2, 0, −1)
τ1,2
(−1, −1, −1, 0, 2, 4, 2, 0, −1)
τ1,3
(−1, −1, −1, −1, 1, 3, 1, 0, 0)
τ1,4
(−1, −1, −1, 0, 1, 3, 1, 0, 0)
τ1,5
F2 (−1, −1, −1, −1, 1, 3, 1, 0)
τ2,1
(−1, −1, −1, −1, 0, 2, 1, 1)
τ2,2
(0, −1, −1, −1, 0, 2, 1, 1)
τ2,3
s0
F3
0
(−1, −1, −1, −1, 0, 2, 1, 0)
τ3,1
0
(−1, −1, −1, −1, 1, 2, 0, −1)
τ3,2
0
(−1, −1, −1, 0, 1, 2, 0, −1)
τ3,3
0
(0, −1, −1, −1, −1, 1, 1, 2)
τ3,4
0
(−1, −1, −1, −1, 0, 1, 1, 1)
τ3,5
0
(0, −1, −1, −1, 0, 1, 0, 1)
τ3,6
0
(0, −1, −1, −1, 0, 1, 1, 1)
τ3,7
F4
(0, 1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1, 0)
τ4,1
(0, 1, 0, −1, −1, −1, −1, 0)
τ4,2
(1, 0, −1, −1, −1, −1, 0, 2)
τ4,3
s0
s1
s2
F5
0
2
1
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
τ5,1 2
0,1
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, −1)
τ5,2
0
2
1
(0, 0, 1, 0, −1, −1, 0)
τ5,3
0
2
1
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, −1, 0)
τ5,4 01,2
(0, 1, 0, −1, −1, −1, 0)
τ5,5
s0s1
F6 01
(−1, 1, 0, −1, −1, −1, −1)
τ6,1
01
(0, 1, 0, −1, −1, −1, −1)
τ6,2
01
(0, 1, −1, −1, −1, −1, 0)
τ6,3
0,1
(−1, 0, 1, 0, −1, −1, −1)
τ6,4
01
(0, 0, 0, 0, −1, −1, 0)
τ6,5
Figure 4.3: The SU(5) tops based on the 16 reflexive polygons. Numbers next to boundary
points of the facet in the z = 1 plane indicate which toric sections intersect the
associated exceptional divisor.
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Figure 4.3: (continued) The SU(5) tops τi,j based on the 16 reflexive polygons. For each
reflexive polygon (the fiber polygon at z = 0), the admissible facets at z = 1
are listed. Below each the values of z∗ on the vertices of the dual polygon (in
clockwise order, starting at the “y”-axis) are given, which provide an equivalent
way of specifying the top. See discussion at the beginning of section 4.2.
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4.4 Constraints on Matter Representations from Tops
After developing the formalism to compute the toric Mordell-Weil group purely from the
toric data of the ambient fiber space in chapter 3 and devising a method to engineer tops
inducing non-Abelian gauge symmetries in the preceding sections, it is natural to ask whether
the toric ambient space also determines the matter representations present in the F-theory
compactification.
Since matter arises in codimension two in the base manifold, the influence of the toric
ambient space geometry is weaker and it is not possible to read off the full set of matter fields.
The best one can achieve is to find the maximum set of matter representations — whether
these are actually present in a given compactification then depends on the choice of base
manifold and fibration, similarly to the non-toric non-Abelian gauge groups of section 3.6. In
fact, this is what we did in for the example of subsection 4.1.1, where we found three distinct
5 curves and a 10 curve. Similarly, one can also determine the singlet curves or matter
belonging to non-toric non-Abelian gauge groups by looking for the most general singularity
enhancements in codimension two as for example in [144, 156–158, 163, 164]. By analyzing
the intersection patterns between the P1s of the degenerated fiber and the sections, one can
then also compute the U(1) charges of the matter.
Here we take a complimentary route and focus on the constraints of the matter charges
that are directly visible in the toric data of a top, namely the U(1) split. To explain what
we mean by that, we have to illustrate schematically to which divisors the U(1) fields of the
low-energy effective theory correspond. Let s0 be the zero section, i.e. the section generating
the neutral element of the elliptic fiber and let σ = s − s0 generate a factor Z of the toric
Mordell-Weil group. If we assume that there is only a single non-Abelian singularity, then
the associated U(1) divisor is (up to an overall rescaling to ensure integral charges) obtained
by applying the Shioda map [165, 166] and reads
DU(1) = σ − π∗(Db)− (σ ∩ CαI )(C
−1)IJDJ︸ ︷︷ ︸
determines split
. (4.4.1)
Here π∗(Db) is the pullback of a base divisor specified later, the CαI are the P1 fiber curves
over the non-Abelian singularity that do generically not intersect s0 and the DI are the CαI
fibered over the base locus of the singularity. Finally, CIJ is simply a constant matrix related
to the Cartan matrix of the non-Abelian Lie algebra. The important point is that the third
term depends on the intersection number σ ∩ CαI which is computed purely in the fiber. It
is this term that is determined already by the top and we will now study its impact on the
U(1) charges.
For simplicity, we restrict to SU(5) groups, but the same arguments can be applied to
other gauge groups, since the Shioda map of Equation 4.4.1 depends on the type of gauge
algebra only through the constant matrix CIJ . (C−1)IJ has fractional entries and in the case
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of SU(5) we multiply DU(1) by five to ensure that all contributions in Equation 4.4.1 have
integral coefficients.
4.4.1 U(1)-Splits and Matter Representations
F-theory compactifications with gauge groups SU(5) usually have three different SU(5) rep-
resentations: The fundamental representation 5 and the antisymmetric representation 10
obtained from local singularity enhancements to SU(6) and SO(10), respectively, and the
singlet representation originating from loci away from the non-Abelian singularity.
Due to the rescaling, the U(1) charges of the matter fields in the singlet representation
of SU(5) are divisible by five,
QU(1)(1) ∈ 5Z , (4.4.2)
since the third term of Equation 4.4.1 (the only one whose coefficients are not multiples of
five) does not contribute. This is because the singlets are located away from the non-Abelian
singularity along which the divisors DI are localized.
Non-trivial SU(5) representations come from loci along the non-Abelian singularity and
now the third term of Equation 4.4.1 does contribute. However, its contribution depends
only on the intersection numbers DI ∩C′αJ , where the C
′
αJ
are the fiber components after the
additional singularity enhancement. Since this intersection pattern is determined by group
theory (i.e. whether the enhancement is to SU(6) or to SO(10)), the contribution of the third
term is the same for two matter fields if they are in the same representation under SU(5),
independently of whether they are charged differently under additional U(1) symmetries. In
a nutshell, one has that
QU(1)(5) ∈ 5Z + k
QU(1)(10) ∈ 5Z + k′ ,
(4.4.3)
where k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} and since 10 is the antisymmetric representation one furthermore
finds that k′ = 2k. Again, n is determined by the first two terms and will generally take
different2 values for a given non-Abelian representation. k, on the other hand, will not and
is called the split of a given U(1) with respect to this SU(5) gauge factor.
4.4.2 U(1)-Splits and the Top
Next, we relate the integer k determining the split to the geometry of the top. To do so,
recall the discussion of section 2.3 and remember that the choice of fiber curves CαI as they
were introduced earlier in this section depends on which section one chooses as the zero
2Of course, n only takes finitely many different values. In fact, since it is an intersection number, there are
strong constraints on the allowed values, since the intersection number between a rational section and a fiber
component can only take very special values [52].
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section s0: The generic fiber over an SU(5) singularity has five fiber components with a
circular intersection pattern. Generically3, s0 intersects only one of them. This component
is identified as the affine node of the affine Dynkin diagram of su(5) and the remaining P1
become the fiber curves CαI and correspond to the simple roots of su(5).
Since one expects the low-energy effective theory of an F-theory background to be in-
dependent of the choice of zero section4, it is clear that k can only depend on the relative
position between the intersection of s and s0 with the fiber. In figure 4.4 we show the only
five options, corresponding to k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively. Note that identifying the P1 com-
5–0 split 4–1 split 3–2 split
2–3 split 1–4 split
0
1
23
4
0
1
23
4
0
1
23
4
0
1
23
4
0
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23
4
s0 s s0
s
s0
s
s0
s
s0
s
Figure 4.4: The different splits for the case in which s0 denotes the zero section and σ =
s− s0 is one of possibly more independent Mordell-Weil generators. In the case
of a single U(1), the i-(5 − i)-split and the (5 − i)-i-split are equivalent under
to the Z2 outer automorphism of su(5).
ponents with simple roots of su(5) is unique only up to a Z2 ambiguity corresponding to the
outer automorphism CαI ↔ Cα5−I . After eliminating said ambiguity, one is left with only
three possible intersections patterns in the case of a single U(1) generator, namely the first
three of figure 4.4. If there are multiple U(1) generators σm, then there exists a split km with
respect to each of them and the Z2 automorphism of su(5) acts on all of them simultaneously.
As argued above, the intersection structure between toric sections and the irreducible
fiber components is already fixed by the top alone. In fact, one can easily read off the
intersection numbers from the geometry of the top. SU(N) tops have a two-dimensional cap
3If s0 is a non-holomorphic section, then there can be loci of codimension two in the base manifold over
which it intersects two components.
4Further implications of the independence of the F-theory compactification of the choice of a zero section
was recently explored in [115].
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whose boundary points correspond to the P1 fiber components. If we let v be a vertex of the
fiber polygon corresponding to a toric section s and denote the lattice points corresponding
to the i-th fiber component by wi, then s intersects the i-th fiber component if and only if v
and wi share an edge. Using this prescription, we have determined the intersection numbers
for all SU(5) tops in figure 4.3 by listing the sections intersecting a certain exceptional divisor
next to the corresponding lattice point of the z = 1 facet of the top.
Figure 4.5: Two different three-dimensional visualizations of the entire top τ5,3. Fiber ver-
tices corresponding to sections and lattice points associated to exceptional di-
visors intersecting them are colored red, as are the edges connecting them.
To give an example, consider the top τ5,3. From table 3.9, we see that the toric sections
generate a subgroup MWT ∼= Z⊕Z of the entire Mordell-Weil group. Now, pick s0 as the zero
section and assign simple roots αi in clockwise order to the boundary points of τ5,3. Taking
σ0 = s1 − s0 and σ1 = s2 − s0 as generators of U(1)1 and U(1)2, we find that the charges of
the 5 representations must satisfy
QU(1)1(5) ≡ 1 mod 5 and QU(1)2(5) ≡ 3 mod 5 . (4.4.4)
In figure 4.5 we present a three-dimensional visualization of the intersection structure for τ5,3.
Finally, let us point out that the above notion of splits agrees with the cases that have
been analyzed with the split spectral cover constructions [60, 78–80] only in the case of a
single U(1). As soon as there are multiple Abelian gauge symmetries, our notation describes
the “split” between the section generating the particular U(1) symmetry and the zero section,
whereas the split spectral cover constructions denote by split the factorization pattern of the
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spectral cover. Hence, when there are multiple U(1)s we determine a split with respect to
each one of them.
4.5 A No-Go-Theorem for Antisymmetric Representations
We now turn to the 10 matter fields of the SU(5) gauge theory. Somewhat surprisingly,
their geometric origin is different from the 5 matter fields. The 5 matter fields come from an
individual P1 in the I5 Kodaira fiber degenerating into two irreducible components, but this
kind of degeneration will never yield a codimension-two I∗1 Kodaira fiber where the 10 matter
field is localized: Splitting nodes of the I5 Kodaira fiber will never eliminate the fundamental
group π1(I5) = Z of the Kodaira fiber, but π1(I∗1 ) = 0. The only way to obtain a simply
connected fiber is to have the hypersurface equation vanish identically on a toric curve of
the top. That is, along the intersection of the irreducible components of the toric surfaces
in the fiber of the ambient toric variety. Note that the irreducible components of the two-
dimensional ambient space fiber correspond to the vertices of the top that are not interior to
a facet and not part of the fiber polygon. They intersect in a toric curve ' P1 whenever the
triangulation induced by the fan joins two vertices.
As we will see in chapter 5, if an SU(5)-top contains a point interior to a facet then the
fibration is not flat, i.e. there are base loci over which the fiber dimension jumps. Non-flat
fibrations leads to low-energy theories that are not ordinary gauge theories and therefore we
only have to focus on tops without facet interior points. For an SU(5) top this means that
the facet at height z = 1 is a degenerate lattice pentagon with one of the lattice points at
a midpoint of an edge. Up to isomorphism, there is only a single such lattice pentagon, see
figure 4.3. There are two fine triangulations T1 and T2 of this boundary facet and they are
shown on the left hand side of figure 4.6. Regardless of the triangulation, the degenerate toric
ambient space fiber consists of five irreducible surfaces V (e0), . . . , V (e4). These always inter-
sect cyclically in toric curves, that is, V (ei)∩ V (ei+1) ' P1. Depending on the triangulation,
they additionally intersect as the internal one-simplices in the triangulation, that is,
• Triangulation T1: V (e0) ∩ V (e3) ' P1 and V (e0) ∩ V (e2) ' P1,
• Triangulation T2: V (e0) ∩ V (e3) ' P1 and V (e1) ∩ V (e3) ' P1.
The Calabi-Yau hypersurface generically intersects the toric P1s corresponding to the bound-
ary one-simplices in a point, and is a non-zero constant on the toric P1 corresponding to the
internal one-simplices. As argued in the beginning of this section, the 10 matter is localized
when the whole toric P1 is contained in the hypersurface, that is, where the above constant
happens to be zero.5 Since the internal one-simplices are internal to the same facet of the
top, the hypersurface always vanishes simultaneously on both toric curves. These two toric
5This is at a codimension-one curve of the discriminant, that is, it is of codimension two in the base.
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P1s intersect in a toric point, the containing two-simplex. Hence they form two nodes joined
by an edge in the dual fiber diagram, which will turn out to be the middle two nodes of the
D̃5 extended Dynkin diagram.
Intersecting the hypersurface Y with the ambient space irreducible surface components of
a fiber yields additional curve components for the degenerate elliptic fiber. These necessarily
contain the toric curves of the adjacent internal one-simplices as irreducible components.
For example, in triangulation T1 the intersection Y ∩ V (e0) contains both toric surfaces
V (e0) ∩ V (e3) and V (e0) ∩ V (e2) as irreducible components. Likewise, Y ∩ V (e4) contains
none of the toric P1 since the vertex e4 is not adjacent to an interior one-simplex. This fixes
the degeneration of the I5 Kodaira fiber, that is the five curves Y ∩ V (ei) away from the
matter curve, to be the one shown on the right hand side of figure 4.6.
This is the key observation: The triangulation of the top fixes the degeneration of the
codimension-one Kodaira fiber at the codimension-two 10 matter curves of a toric hyper-
surface. Since the triangulation is fixed for a given manifold, the degeneration is the same
for all 10. Importantly, this behavior is different from that of the 5 matter curves, where
different degenerations occur over different codimension-two fibers. As a corollary, the U(1)
charges of all 10 matter representations are equal. In other words, if one wants to construct
F-theory GUTs such that the 10 fields carry different U(1) charges then one needs to consider
complete intersections such that the fiber is at least codimension-two in the ambient space
fiber [89, 158, 159].
e0 e1
e2e4
e3
e3
e1e4
e2e0
e0 e1
e2e4
e3
e0 e1
e2e4
e3
T1:
T2:
⇒
⇒
Figure 4.6: Left: The two possible fine triangulations of the lattice polygon at height z = 1
in the SU(5)-top. Right: The corresponding degeneration of the I5 → I∗1
Kodaira fiber.
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4.6 Tops for Complete Intersections
As a direct conclusion from the preceding section we are led to complete intersection elliptic
curves. In fact, constructing F-theory models with multiple antisymmetric SU(5) represen-
tations was part of the motivation to provide the framework of section 3.4 and to classify the
toric Mordell-Weil groups for three-dimensional Gorenstein Fano varieties.
In principle the toric machinery applies equally to Calabi-Yau manifolds with fibers em-
bedded in higher-dimensional ambient spaces and one can extend the definition of a top to
higher dimensions: A genus-one fibration with codimension-d fibers has (d + 1)-dimensional
tops, which can then be combined to form a reflexive polytope. Unfortunately, however, there
does not yet exist an analogous classification to that of [161] and therefore the exhaustive list
of SU(5) tops is not yet known for higher-dimensional tops. Nevertheless, it is possible to
construct some SU(5) tops simply by making an ansatz and confirming that it leads to an
SU(5) singularity in the blow-down limit, as we will show in subsection 5.3.2.
Chapter 5
Fibered Calabi-Yau Manifolds
With the building blocks studied in the previous chapter at hand, the last remaining step and
the goal of this chapter is to combine them with a base manifold into a full-fledged Calabi-
Yau manifold. Once that is achieved, one can then attempt to answer so far unresolved
questions that depend not only on details of the fiber geometry, but also on properties of the
full fibration.
As elaborated on in the introduction to Part II, the ultimate goal in studying string
compactifications is not only to construct a single manifold satisfying a set of criteria, but
rather to identify all such spaces. Achieving the latter objective remains far out of reach, but
at least some progress can be noted: Given a top and a toric base, we explain in section 5.1
how to obtain all varieties corresponding to the reflexive polytopes made up of these building
blocks. In possession of an algorithm to construct explicit fibrations, we proceed with the
study of global properties of the compactification. As we will show, Calabi-Yau manifolds
constructed inside toric ambient spaces may have fibrations that are non-flat, i.e. their fiber
dimension increases over certain base loci. Crucially, this happens generically already for
Calabi-Yau fourfolds with a resolved SU(5)-singularity. Since flat fibrations appear to be
essential for phenomenologically viable F-theory models, section 5.2 is dedicated to studying
the conditions under which fibrations are flat. Using different examples, we show that for cer-
tain combinations of top and base one cannot construct flat fibrations. Finally, we construct
a range of different example manifolds in section 5.3 to illustrate as concretely as possible how
to handle non-toric U(1)s and manipulate complete intersection fibers giving rise to SU(5)
models with multiple antisymmetric representations and additional discrete symmetries.
5.1 The Auxiliary Polytope of All Fibrations
By definition, the top describes the degeneration of the ambient space fibration and thus that
of the genus-one fibration over a toric divisor in the base. This base divisor is defined by one
of the rays in the base fan. The obvious question is how this data can be completed into
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that of a compact Calabi-Yau manifold, that is, how to combine the top and the choice of
base fan to a reflexive polytope. In fact, this has a nice answer: The remaining choices for
a lattice polytope after fixing the tops and the base again are parametrized by the integral
points of a further auxiliary polytope.1 This just follows from convexity, and one needs to
verify reflexivity and flatness of the fibration by hand.
In particular, we will be interested in the case of a single top together with trivial tops
over the remaining rays of the base fan. For the purposes of this section, we will only consider
the case where the base fan equals Pn, whose rays are generated by the unit vectors e1, . . . ,
en together with −
∑
ei. Then
• The fixed top can be chosen to project to [0, e1].
• The single point generating the trivial top over each of e2, . . . , en can be chosen to have
fiber coordinates (0, 0) by a GL(n,Z) rotation fixing all previous tops.
• The final point, generating the trivial top over −
∑
ei, has coordinates (p1, p2) ∈ Z2
with no remaining freedom of coordinate redefinition.
This parametrizes the choices of completion to a polytope by a pair of integers (p1, p2). These
are constrained by convexity: Having fixed the height-one points of the other tops, there is
only a finite range of (p1, p2) such that the fiber (preimage of the origin in the base) of the
convex hull does not exceed the chosen fiber polygon. These are linear constraints, turning
the allowed region for (p1, p2) into a polygon (with not necessarily integral vertices). Note
that the pk correspond to choosing the line bundles that the homogeneous coordinates (and
therefore their coefficients) are sections of. In fact, one can derive the same linear constraints
by demanding that all the line bundle that the complex structure coefficients are sections of
do indeed admit a section [167].
It turns out that all lattice polytopes for a single SU(5) top over Pn that one constructs
just by demanding convexity, as above, are automatically reflexive. Their total number for
small values of n is listed in table 5.1. We included also the cases P4 and P5 that, when
used as base of an F-theory compactification, would not lead to a gauge theory in four or
six dimensions. However, the construction can be supplemented by additional polynomials
specifying the actual base as hypersurface in P4 or complete intersection in P5. For example,
the Fano threefold obtained by a quartic constraint in P4 is a viable choice for the base. Note
that realizing the base itself as hypersurface or complete intersection can be also phenomeno-
logically motivated. Such realizations allow for more exhaustive choices of fluxes on the GUT
brane as demonstrated in the models of [168, 169]. This applies in particular to hypercharge
flux [57, 64, 170] that is non-trivial on the GUT brane but trivial on the entire base manifold.
Our construction thus extends straightforwardly to these more involved Calabi-Yau fourfold
examples.
1This polytope is not necessarily integral, that is, its vertices are in general rational.
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Fiber Top N
SU(5)
P1 N
SU(5)
P2 N
SU(5)
P3 N
SU(5)
P4 N
SU(5)
P5
F1 τ1,1 1 5 12 22 35
F1 τ1,2 1 5 12 22 35
F1 τ1,3 1 4 8 14 21
F1 τ1,4 1 5 12 22 35
F1 τ1,5 1 5 11 18 27
F2 τ2,1 2 9 20 30 42
F2 τ2,2 3 10 21 36 55
F2 τ2,3 3 8 15 24 35
F3 τ3,1 2 9 20 35 54
F3 τ3,2 3 10 21 36 55
F3 τ3,3 3 10 21 36 55
F3 τ3,4 3 10 21 36 55
F3 τ3,5 3 10 21 36 55
F3 τ3,6 3 10 21 36 55
F3 τ3,7 3 10 21 36 55
F4 τ4,1 3 10 21 36 55
F4 τ4,2 3 10 21 36 55
F4 τ4,3 3 10 21 36 55
F5 τ5,1 6 12 20 31 44
F5 τ5,2 5 15 30 50 75
F5 τ5,3 5 15 30 50 75
F5 τ5,4 6 16 31 51 76
F5 τ5,5 5 15 30 50 75
F6 τ6,1 6 16 31 51 76
F6 τ6,2 6 16 31 51 76
F6 τ6,3 5 15 30 50 75
F6 τ6,4 5 15 30 50 75
F6 τ6,5 6 16 31 51 76
F7 τ7,1 8 18 30 45 63
F8 τ8,1 8 21 40 65 96
F8 τ8,2 8 21 40 65 96
F9 τ9,1 8 21 40 65 96
F9 τ9,2 8 21 40 65 96
F10 τ10,1 8 21 40 65 96
F11 τ11,1 11 27 50 80 117
F12 τ12,1 11 27 50 80 117
F14 τ14,1 14 23 38 57 80
Table 5.1: Number N
SU(5)
Pn of reflexive polytopes fibered over P
n with one SU(5)-top and n
trivial tops, modulo fiber-preserving automorphisms.
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The above algorithm can directly be generalized to more complicated base manifolds than
Pn or to higher-dimensional tops in a straightforward manner. For every homology class of
the toric basis there is a tuple of integers (pk1, . . . , p
k
d), where k now runs over the homology
classes and d is the dimension of the fiber ambient space defined by the top.
5.2 Flatness of the Fibration
Not all compactifications of F-theory give rise to ordinary gauge theories, as they may contain
tensionless strings yielding an infinite tower of massless fields in the low-energy effective action.
While there is nothing wrong with that, these theories have to be excluded when one looks
for phenomenologically viable theories. Alternatively, one could try to lift all but finitely
many of these massless fields through fluxes. The geometric origin of these massless strings
[49, 50, 171, 172] are three-branes wrapping a curve inside a surface of vanishing volume in
the F-theory limit. Such a surface must necessarily sit over a point in the discriminant locus,
that is, in a fiber of the elliptic fibration that is at least two-dimensional. Clearly, this cannot
happen if all degenerate fibers are of Kodaira type. Hence, any K3 hypersurface in a toric
variety constructed by gluing two tops along the fiber polygon has all fibers one-dimensional.
As already mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, a fibration with the property that
all fibers are of the same dimension is called flat.2
For the case of hypersurfaces in toric varieties, there are two possible sources for non-flat
fibers:
• The ambient toric fiber can jump in dimension. That is, the toric fibration of the ambi-
ent space can already fail to be flat [137]. This happens in particular if one places two
non-Abelian tops on neighboring base rays such that the intersection is not a Miranda
model [173].
• Even if the ambient toric fibration is flat, the hypersurface equation can vanish iden-
tically in the fiber direction for certain fibers. Then the fiber of the elliptic fibration
becomes two-dimensional.
The flatness of the ambient toric fibration can easily be checked [137, 149, 174] using toric
methods. In particular, this is always the case when only a single non-trivial top is used.
Hence, we will focus in the remainder of this paper on the second source for non-flat fibers.
In this case, the non-flat fibers do not generally lie over toric fixed points.
5.2.1 Codimension-Two Fibers
While elliptic K3s are always flat fibrations, a toric Calabi-Yau threefold hypersurface can
be non-flat even if the ambient toric fibration is. These codimension-two (over the base,
2Flat in the sense of homological algebra, that is, the functions in a neighborhood of each fiber are a flat
module over the function ring of the base.
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codimension-one inside the discriminant) non-flat fibers come from lattice points interior to
the z = 1 facets. This is because a point interior to a facet corresponds to a toric divisor such
that the hypersurface equation restricts to a (generically non-zero) constant. However, a point
interior to a facet of the top is usually not interior to a facet of the entire four-dimensional
polytope. This means that the hypersurface equation is not constant on the corresponding
divisor in the ambient space, but only in the fiber direction. In fact, this fiber-wise constant
is a section of a nef line bundle over the (toric) discriminant component, and therefore has a
zero somewhere. This is the location of the non-flat fiber.
There is one loophole in the argument: If the base ray over which the non-trivial top
is placed, is itself a point interior to a facet of the base polytope, then a point interior to a
facet of the top is also interior to a facet of the four-dimensional polytope. Geometrically, this
means that the discriminant component is a curve of self-intersection −2 and the hypersurface
again avoids the corresponding toric divisor entirely. However, this is not a physically desir-
able situation: The hypersurface equation restricted to this discriminant component is now
independent of the point along the discriminant. Therefore, there are no codimension-two
degenerations at all, and in particular no matter curves. Hence we will not consider this case
in the following, and only allow tops with no points interior to facets.
For example, consider the del Pezzo surface of degree two, that is F5 in figure 4.3, as the
fiber polygon. Then one of the tops, namely τ5,1, will have non-flat fibers and the remaining
four tops τ5,2, . . . , τ5,5 yield flat fibrations in codimension two.
5.2.2 A General Flatness Criterion
Having described the flatness criterion for codimension-two fibers, we now proceed to gener-
alize it to arbitrary codimension. As an example, we then apply it to the physically relevant
case of codimension-three fibers in elliptically fibered fourfolds.
By an analogous argument as in the previous section, a Calabi-Yau hypersurface in an
ambient flat fibration will be flat itself if the hypersurface equation never vanishes identically
in the fiber direction. For simplicity, consider the case where there is only a single non-trivial
top. To understand the hypersurface equation we collect the monomials of the hypersurface
equation p = 0 by their dependence on the top homogeneous coordinates zτ = {zτ,1, . . . , zτ,k}
as
p(zτ , z) =
∑
~ı=(i1,...,ik)∈I
z~ıτ p~ı(z) =
∑
~ı∈I
z~ıτ
(∑
~∈J~ı
a~ı ~z
~
)
, a~ı ~ ∈ C . (5.2.1)
The irreducible components of the degenerate fiber induced by the top are the toric divisors
zτ,` = 0 corresponding to the integral points of the top that are not in the fiber polygon. One
needs to check for every irreducible component that the fibration is flat. The irreducible fiber
component zτ,` = 0 projects to one discriminant component Dτ , and the local coordinates on
Dτ are the rays in the star of π(τ) in the base. Each of the polynomials p~ı(z) only depends on
the base coordinates and therefore defines a divisor Vτ (p~ı) ⊂ Dτ on the discriminant. Then
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a generic hypersurface is a flat fibration over Dτ if these divisors do not meet, that is,
Dτ 3
⋂
~ı∈I
z`τ -z~ıτ
Vτ (p~ı) =
⋂
~ı=(i1,...,ik)∈I
i`=0
Vτ (p~ı) = ∅. (5.2.2)
The summation range I is over all fiber monomials, that is, integral points of the dual of the
top polytope intersected with the projection of the dual polytope of the ambient toric variety.
The summation range J~ı is the fiber of the projection of the dual polytope, that is, over all
integral points of the dual polytope whose monomial is divisible by z~ıτ .
Phrasing subsection 5.2.1 in this language, if zτ,` corresponds to the ray generated by an
integral point interior to a facet of the top, then I = {~ı} consists of only a single element. The
corresponding divisor Vτ (p~ı) ⊂ Dτ will generically be non-empty and, therefore, the fibration
non-flat. The only loophole is if the divisor is empty, that is, J~ı = {~} consists of a single
point which then must be a vertex of the dual polytope. But this means that the point was
not just interior to a facet of the top, but interior to a facet (dual to ~) of the ambient toric
variety.
5.2.3 Codimension-Three Fibers
We now apply the flatness criterion to Calabi-Yau fourfold hypersurfaces. As we will see,
flatness is a non-generic property in the sense that it imposes additional equations on the
polytope of compactifications defined in section 5.1. Hence, the flat fourfold fibrations are
identified with integral points in a strictly smaller-dimensional polytope than the set of all
convex lattice polytopes with the specified top and base.
The new source for non-flat fibers are irreducible fiber components such that there are
only two distinct fiber monomials. These correspond to integral points of the top such that
their dual face in the dual top contains exactly two points, that is, such that the dual face is
an interval. In other words, the corresponding integral point of the top is along an edge of
the top such that it is contained in only two two-faces. Note that this is the case for every
SU(5)-top that is not already non-flat in codimension two due to an integral point interior
to a facet. This is because the polygon at height z = 1 of the SU(5)-top, see figure 4.3, is a
lattice polygon with circumference five in lattice units. But such a lattice polygon has either
an interior point or is degenerate, see also figure 4.3. Therefore, each SU(5) top that is flat
in codimension-two yields a non-trivial flatness condition in codimension-three associated to
the integral point on the edge.
For simplicity, let us assume that the discriminant component Dτ of the SU(5)-top is a
toric surface where any two effective divisors intersect. This will always be the case in the
examples below, where we will be using Dτ = P2. Consider now the toric divisor zτ,` = 0
corresponding to the integral point interior to an edge. The index set I = {~ı(0),~ı(1)} consists
of two elements, corresponding to the two facets F
(0)
τ,2 , F
(1)
τ,2 of the top adjacent to the edge.
The fibration is then flat if and only if one of the divisors is trivial, say, Vτ (p~ı(1)) ⊂ Dτ .
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∇10,1(p1, p2) fiber base
fiber
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
-3 -2 0 0 0
τ10,1
0 0 1 0 0
-1 0 1 0 0
-2 -1 1 0 0
-3 -2 1 0 0
-1 -1 1 0 0
trivial top 0 0 0 1 0
trivial top 0 0 0 0 1
trivial top p1 p2 -1 -1 -1
∇3,6(p1, p2) fiber base
fiber
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0
-1 -1 0 0 0
τ3,6
-2 -1 1 0 0
-1 -1 1 0 0
-1 0 1 0 0
0 -1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
trivial top 0 0 0 1 0
trivial top 0 0 0 0 1
trivial top p1 p2 -1 -1 -1
Table 5.2: Parametrization (p1, p2) ∈ Z2 of all polytopes with base P3 and top τ10,1 (left)
and τ3,6 (right), respectively. The fibration is the projection on the last three
coordinates.
This is the case if J~ı(1) contains a single element, which then must be a vertex of the dual
ambient space polytope. Hence, the facet F~ı
(1)
τ,2 of the top is contained in only a single facet of
the ambient space polytope. Note that one of the facets F
(0)
τ,2 , F
(1)
τ,2 of the SU(5)-top will be
parallel to the fiber polygon and the other will contain at least one point of the fiber polygon.
The former will always be contained in at least two facets of the ambient space unless the base
ray π(τ) is an interior point of a facet of the base polytope. As discussed in subsection 5.2.1,
this is not a particularly interesting case and we will ignore it in the following. Therefore,
the facet F~ı
(1)
τ,2 of interest is the one that contains at least one point of the fiber polygon.
5.2.4 Studying the Flatness of Some Examples
The constraints from flatness of the fibration can rule out a fixed combination of top and
base polytope. To see this explicitly, we will look at two examples in this section, namely the
top τ10,1 and τ3,6, respectively, to construct an elliptic fibration over P3. Note that τ10,1 is
the unique SU(5)-top in Weierstrass form, that is, with ambient space fiber P2[1, 2, 3]. The
τ3,6 used here has different coordinates than in figure 4.3, but it is GL(2,Z)-equivalent to it.
As described in section 5.1, we can choose coordinates such that everything except the fiber
coordinates of a single point are fixed. These are shown in table 5.2.
Imposing convexity of the five-dimensional polytopes amounts to the inequalities
∇10,1(p1, p2) : p1 + p2 ≤ 4, −p1 + p2 ≤ 3, p1 − 2p2 ≤ 3
∇3,6(p1, p2) : p1 + p2 ≤ 4, −p1 ≤ 2, p1 − 2p2 ≤ 2, −p1 + p2 ≤ 3.
(5.2.3)
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Figure 5.1: The black points are the solution set (p1, p2) for SU(5) models with top τ10,1
(left) and τ3,6 (right) fibered over P3. The green polygon is the convexity con-
straint from Equation 5.2.3. The red line is the condition of flatness of the
fibration, see Equation 5.2.6.
The interior point of an edge in the τ10,1-top is (−2,−1, 1, 0, 0). The relevant two-face of the
top for the flatness criterion is
F~ı
(1)
τ10,1,2 =
〈
(−3,−2, 1, 0, 0), (−1, 0, 1, 0, 0), (−3,−2, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
〉
(5.2.4)
This facet is contained in a the (p1, p2)-independent supporting hyperplane of the total poly-
tope ∇10,1(p1, p2) defined by
(1,−1, 0,−1,−1) · ~x+ 1 = 0 . (5.2.5)
It is contained in further facets of ∇10,1 unless the final point (p1, p2,−1,−1,−1) is also on
this hyperplane, and therefore cannot span an independent facet. This is a linear equation
for (p1, p2). Together with the result for the second example, this equation is
∇10,1(p1, p2) : p1 − p2 = −3
∇3,6(p1, p2) : p2 = 3
(5.2.6)
The constraints coming from convexity and flatness are shown in figure 5.1. We observe that
there are many flat elliptic fibrations using the τ10,1 top, but none with the τ3,6 top.
5.2.5 Flattening Base Change
It is perhaps unexpected that for P3, the simplest choice of base for a Calabi-Yau fourfold,
the top τ3,6 cannot be used to construct a flat elliptic fibration. However, this does not rule
out every fibration with this top — combined with base manifolds other than P3, one can
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∇P
1×P2
3,6 (p1, p2; p3, p4) fiber base
fiber
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0
-1 -1 0 0 0
τ3,6
-2 -1 1 0 0
-1 -1 1 0 0
-1 0 1 0 0
0 -1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
trivial top p1 p2 -1 0 0
trivial top 0 0 0 1 0
trivial top 0 0 0 0 1
trivial top p3 p4 -1 -1 -1
Table 5.3: Parametrization (p1, p2; p3, p4) ∈ Z4 of all polytopes with base P1×P2 and single
SU(5)-top τ3,6 over {pt.} × P2. The fibration is the projection on the last three
coordinates.
achieve flatness in codimension three. Here we show that there exist flat fibrations with τ3,6
as top over the base P1 × P2. Since it is instructional to consider a different base than just
Pn, we will give some of the details of the possible reflexive polytopes for this base manifold.
First of all, not all divisors of the base are equivalent any more. For definiteness, we put
the divisor of the SU(5) singularity at Dτ = {pt.}×P2 ⊂ P1×P2. Up to coordinate changes,
there are now four integers parametrizing the possible embeddings in a five-dimensional poly-
tope, see table 5.3. The polytope of compactifications is now four-dimensional, and contains
75 integral points. These are the 75 solutions to the convexity constraints. Again, it turns out
that for this choice of base all polytopes that are allowed by convexity are actually reflexive.
All have h1,1 = 8, corresponding to a single U(1). Out of these, three polytopes yield a flat
fibration. These are
(p1, p2; p3, p4) ∈
{
(0, 0;−3,−3), (0, 1;−3,−3), (1, 1;−3,−3)
}
. (5.2.7)
5.3 Various Examples of Calabi-Yau Fibrations
As a conclusion of Part II of this thesis, we now present a selection of full-fledged genus-one
fibered Calabi-Yau manifolds that can serve as F-theory backgrounds. We begin in sub-
section 5.3.1 with a six-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifold constructed from the top τ3,6 and
show that it possesses both a toric and a non-toric section leading to an SU(5)×U(1) gauge
group. In order to analyze the matter states of the resulting F-theory compactification, we
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Homogeneous coordinate z Divisor V (z) Point nz ∈ ∇ ∩N
u1 H1 −1 −1 −1 −1
u2 H2 0 0 0 1
e0 D0 −2 −1 1 0
e1 D1 −1 0 1 0
e2 D2 0 0 1 0
e3 D3 0 −1 1 0
e4 D4 −1 −1 1 0
f0 F0 −1 0 0 0
f1 F1 0 1 0 0
f2 F2 1 0 0 0
f3 F3 −1 −1 0 0
Table 5.4: The toric data for the smooth Calabi-Yau threefold Y inside the toric ambient
space X. Together with the origin, these are the only integral points in the lattice
polytope ∇ and we will be using the notation on the right for the corresponding
toric divisors. The Hodge numbers are h11(Y ) = 7 and h21(Y ) = 63. Together
with the fact that there is a I5 discriminant component, the Shioda-Tate-Wazir
formula [175] tells us that rankMW (Y ) = 1. The fan is given in (C.4.1).
explain how to use toric methods to explicitly compute their charges. Next, we continue with
Calabi-Yau manifolds whose elliptic fiber is given by a complete intersection instead of just
a hypersurface. As we demonstrate in subsection 5.3.2, the additional freedom of a complete
intersection allows to realize SU(5) models with different antisymmetric representations. Fur-
thermore, we construct F-theory models with a discrete Z4 symmetry as well as Calabi-Yau
manifolds with a Z4 Mordell-Weil torsion factor in subsection 5.3.3 and subsection 5.3.4,
respectively.
Let us emphasize that these examples are not the only F-theory geometries analyzed in
this work — in fact, in Part III we study several additional elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau
manifolds. However, while we will still be relying on the methods developed in this part of the
thesis, Part III will focus on the physical implications of rational sections and multisections,
while here we concentrate largely on the geometric properties of these spaces.
5.3.1 SU(5)× U(1) with Non-Toric Section
As promised above, let us now construct a Calabi-Yau manifold with the top τ3,6. From
subsection 3.8.1 we know that such a fibration has a single toric section. However, the
interesting aspect of our construction is the presence of an additional non-toric section. Since
this section is present already in a Calabi-Yau threefold, we choose a two-dimensional base
(for simplicity, a P2) for the top. We note that this construction can of course be extended to
higher dimensions. However, as discussed thoroughly in section 5.2, it then becomes necessary
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to pay attention to possible non-minimal singularities in codimension three in the base, which
make the fibration non-flat. In fact, as shown in subsection 5.2.4 and subsection 5.2.5, it
becomes necessary to use other base manifolds than P3 (such as P1 × P2) to allow for flat
fibrations with this top.
To be completely explicit, we will be considering the Calabi-Yau hypersurface [151] in
the ambient toric variety specified by table 5.4. The elliptic fibration is a toric morphism,
that is, it is induced by a map of the fan Σ of the toric ambient space, given explicitly in
Equation C.4.1, to the fan of P2 by projecting on the last two coordinates of N ' Z4. In
terms of homogeneous coordinates, the projection map π : X → P2 is given by
π : [u1 : u2 : e0 : . . . : e4 : f0 : . . . : f3] 7→ [e0e1e2e3e4 : u1 : u2] (5.3.1)
and we thus introduce u0 ≡ e0e1e2e3e4, the combination mapping to the third homogeneous
coordinate of the base manifold P2. We see that the homogeneous coordinates f0, . . . , f3
corresponding to the rays in the kernel of the projection parametrize the fiber in the ambient
space. The I5 discriminant component is the curve [0 : u1 : u2] ∈ P2 and the five divisors D0,
. . . , D4 map to it. In a generic fiber of the discriminant (codimension-one over the base), the
Calabi-Yau hypersurface cuts out a P1 in each of the five components, yielding the I5 Kodaira
fiber.
Since the generic fiber is a dP1
3, there is precisely one toric section defined by f0 = 0. To
compute the coordinate expression of the section, we simply solve the hypersurface equation.
Homogeneous coordinates whose points are not in the star of the cone 〈nf0〉 cannot vanish
simultaneously with f0 and can be scaled to one.
4 Setting f0 = 0, f2 = di = 1, i > 0 the
hypersurface equation takes the form
p : α0f1 +
(
α1u
2
1 + α2u1u2 + α3u
2
2 + α4u1e0 + α5u2e0 + α6e
2
0
)
f3 = 0. (5.3.2)
This equation can be solved trivially for the homogeneous fiber coordinates [f1 : f3] along the
F0 divisor. In fact, f1 6= 0 = f3 is forbidden if all coefficients αm are sufficiently generic, so
we may scale f3 = 1 as well. Thus, the section is
s0 : [u0 : u1 : u2] 7→ [u1 : u2 : u0 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 0 : f1(u0, u1, u2) : 1 : 1],
f1(u0, u1, u2) = − 1α0
(
α1u
2
1 + α2u1u2 + α3u
2
2 + α4u1u0 + α5u2u0 + α6u
2
0
)
.
(5.3.3)
We see that s0 = {p = f0 = 0} is not only a section, which could have been learned from
intersection theory alone, but also that it is a holomorphic section.
It remains to find a second section, namely the generator of the Mordell-Weil group.
This is made more interesting by the fact that none of the remaining toric fiber divisors F1|Y ,
F2|Y , F3|Y defines a section for us. In fact, F1|Y and F3|Y define two-sections and F2|Y
3The corresponding reflexive polygon of table 3.9 is F3 and it is related to the toric data of the fiber in
table 5.4 by a simple change of basis.
4These coordinates lie in the Stanley-Reisner ideal when multiplied with f0
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a three-section. Hence we will approach this section differently, and, instead of explicitly
finding its equation, we will determine its homology class by following the steps outlined in
subsection 3.7.2. From here on we drop the subscript Y and implicitly assume that we are
talking about restrictions of Fi to the hypersurface when we are talking about multisections. A
first guess at finding the non-toric section, which is wrong but instructive, is to take [F1−F0].
It is a two-section minus a section and therefore, numerically, a section. In more elaborate
terms,5 the generic fiber has the homology class H1 ∩ H2 = π−1([1 : 0 : 0]). By a simple
intersection computation, its intersection with the tentative section is therefore
[F1 − F0] ∩H1 ∩H2 ∩ Y = 1. (5.3.4)
However, other intersection numbers show that the class [F1−F0]|Y does not contain a section.
By intersecting the fibral6 divisors with H1, H2 we obtain the irreducible component curves
CαI ' P1 of the I5 Kodaira fibers as CαI = CI ∩ Y with
CI = DI ∩H1 = DI ∩H2. (5.3.5)
Computing the intersection numbers with the tentative section, we obtain
[F1 − F0] ∩ CαI =

−1 I = 0,
1 I = 1, 2,
0 I = 3, 4.
(5.3.6)
The fact that the intersection number is negative means that the I5 component curve C0 is
contained in [F1 − F0] as we slide it along over the discriminant. That is, the whole fibral
divisor D0 is contained in [F1−F0]. But since a rational section may only contain components
of codimension-two fibers and not complete fibral divisors (which are codimension-one over
the base), [F1 − F0] is not a rational section after all. However, it is clear that this can be
fixed by subtracting the fibral divisor D0.
Therefore our new best guess for the class of the section generating the Mordell-Weil
group is [F1−F0−D0]. Computing intersection numbers, one finds that it still does not work
and one needs to subtract further vertical divisors. After repeating the same steps several
times, the end result is the homology class
[s1] = [F1 − F0 −D0 −D3 −D4 +H1]. (5.3.7)
To show that this homology class actually contains a section, we apply the techniques of
subsection 3.3.1 and compute the line bundle cohomology of OY (s1), where Y is the Calabi-
Yau hypersurface inside X. The toric cohomology groups can easily be computed to be
dimH i
(
X,OX(s+KX)
)
=
{
1 i = 1,
0 else,
dimH i
(
X,OX(s1)
)
= 0. (5.3.8)
5Note that the divisors H1 = π
−1([∗ : 0 : ∗]) and H2 = π−1([∗ : ∗ : 0]) are elliptic fibrations over the
coordinate P1 in the base that intersect the discriminant transversely.
6The fibral divisors Di are the divisors swept out by irreducible components of the I5 Kodaira fiber as we
move the curves along over the discriminant.
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Therefore, the long exact sequence
· · · −→ H0
(
X,OX(s1)
)
−→ H0
(
Y,OY (s1)
)
−→
−→ H1
(
X,OX(s1 +KX)
)
−→ H1
(
X,OX(s1)
)
−→ · · · (5.3.9)
tells us that the homology class [s1] = [F1 − F0 − D0 − D3 − D4 + H0] contains a unique
variety s1 representing it.
This is the section generating the Mordell-Weil group and, as we will see in the following,
it is only a rational section. Computing the intersection number s1∩Cα1 and noticing that s0
intersects only C0 from Equation 5.3.3, we note that this elliptic fibration is of the 4–1 split
type. Finally, we note from the sheaf cohomology computation that the section s1 exists only
on the Calabi-Yau hypersurface and does not extend to a section on the whole ambient toric
variety. This is why its construction has been so tedious.
Intersection Theory
By computing the discriminant of the elliptic fibration as a degree-36 polynomial over the
base P2 explicitly [137], one can always enumerate the codimension-two fibers where the I5
Kodaira fiber degenerates further. We now pick a sufficiently generic hypersurface using
random coefficients, find the location of the codimension-two fibers numerically, and analyze
the hypersurface in these special fibers. Roughly, the hypersurface will factorize in one of the
irreducible components of the toric ambient fiber, and this defines the charge of the localized
matter field.
Naively, we face an impasse: the combinatorial description of the geometry of the ambient
toric variety knows nothing about whether a hypersurface equation factorizes or not. Hence
no toric intersection computation on the toric variety X can possibly capture the irreducible
curves that are stuck on the codimension-two fiber; but the zero modes on those curves are
precisely the matter fields that we are after. However, this argument is a bit too simple
minded and, while we cannot use simply intersection theory on X, toric methods still apply.
The trick is to construct the irreducible components of the fibers of the ambient space, which
are two-dimensional toric varieties. The hypersurface restricted to the ambient toric fiber will
factorize into multiple irreducible components, each of which has its own divisor class on the
surface. Then all that remains is to pull back the sections to this fiber component and apply
the usual toric intersection theory there.
To clarify this procedure, let us look at an example and consider the irreducible fiber
component C0 ≡ Cα0 = D0 ∩ H1 of the I5 Kodaira fiber that intersects the zero-section s0.
The star of the corresponding ray 〈ne0〉 contains the homogeneous coordinates u1, u2, e1, e2,
e4, f0, f1, and f3. We set e0 to zero and all remaining variables to one. According to the
fibration map of Equation 5.3.1, the point on the I5 discriminant locus [0 : u1 : u2] ∈ P2 is
parametrized by the ratio of u1 and u2, which we treat in the following as numerical constants
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that have been fixed to restrict us to a particular codimension-two fiber. Plugging this into
the hypersurface equation, we obtain four non-zero terms
p(u1, u2, 0, e1, e2, 1, e4, f0, f1, 1, f3) = β0e1e
2
2e4f1+β1e1e2f0f
2
1 +β2e2e4f3+β3f0f1f3 , (5.3.10)
where β0, . . . , β3 are constants depending on the fixed u1, u2.
For certain values of the u1, u2 the coefficients βi become special and the hypersurface
equation factorizes. This is how the I5 Kodaira fiber degenerates further at codimension-two
fibers. A computation shows that [176]
• at two distinct codimension-two fibers the coefficient β2 vanishes and the polynomial
factorizes as
p(u1, u2, 0, e1, e2, 1, e4, f0, f1, 1, f3) = f1 ×
(
β0e1e
2
2e4 + β1e1e2f0f1 + β3f0f3
)
, (5.3.11)
• at three distinct codimension-two fibers the hypersurface equation factors as
p(u1, u2, 0, e1, e2, 1, e4, f0, f1, 1, f3) = (β
′
0e1e2f1 + β
′
1f3)× (β′2e2e4 + β′3f0f1) , (5.3.12)
• and at 14 further codimension-two degenerate fibers the hypersurface equation on the
fiber component C0 does not factorize. Instead, other irreducible components of the I5
fiber, that is, CαI = DI ∩H1 for I 6= 0, become reducible.
• Finally, there are three remaining codimension-two fibers where multiple I5 components
factor simultaneously. This is where the 10 matter fields are localized.
To understand the intersection theory on the fiber, we have to construct the ambient
fiber component C0 = D0 ∩ H1 as a toric variety. That is, the remaining homogeneous
coordinates e1, e2, e4, f0, f1, f3 on the right hand side of Equation 5.3.10 are the homogeneous
coordinates of a two-dimensional toric variety. The toric surface can be reconstructed from
knowing how the homogeneous coordinate rescalings act. First, one has to identify the subset
of homogeneous rescalings on the four-dimensional toric variety X that do not change the
values of u1 and u2. Then, ignore the action on e0, since it is being set to zero. The result
is that the toric surface on which Equation 5.3.10 is defined is the one shown in figure 5.2.
In more elaborate terms, this is the relative star construction of [174]. This toric surface is
embedded into the fiber of the toric variety X over [0 : u1 : u2] via
i0 : [e1 : e2 : e4 : f0 : f1 : f3] 7→ [u1 : u2 : 0 : e1 : e2 : 1 : e4 : f0 : f1 : 1 : f3] (5.3.13)
We now take advantage of the toric surface description of the fiber component. First, we
can formulate the factorization of the hypersurface equation as follows:
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d4
f3
f1
f0
d2
d1
Point nz Coord. z V (z)
1 0 e1 D̄1
1 1 e2 D̄2
0 1 e4 D̄4
−1 0 f3 F̄3
1 −1 f1 F̄1
0 −1 f0 F̄0
Figure 5.2: The toric ambient space fiber C0, that is, one of the five irreducible components
of π−1([0 : u1 : u2]).
• At two distinct codimension-two fibers, where the hypersurface factors as in Equa-
tion 5.3.11, the I5 fiber component splits into two irreducible components with homology
classes
V (p) =
(
F̄1
)
+
(
F̄0 + F̄3
)
, (5.3.14)
• and at three distinct codimension-two fibers, where the hypersurface equation factors
as Equation 5.3.12, the I5 fiber component splits into two irreducible components with
homology classes
V (p) =
(
F̄0 + F̄1
)
+
(
F̄3
)
. (5.3.15)
Furthermore, the sections s0, s1, as divisors on X, can be pulled back by the embedding
map i0, see Equation 5.3.13. The details of the toric algorithm for the pullback by the fiber
embedding can be found in [174]. The result is that
i∗0(s0) =F̄0,
i∗0(s1) =F̄3 − F̄0.
(5.3.16)
To summarize, the I5 Kodaira fiber degenerates at 2 + 3 codimension-two fibers by splitting
the irreducible component intersecting the zero-section in two, yielding a fiber of Kodaira
type I6. However, in the first two fibers it splits into two curves that are distinct from the
split in the last three fibers. The fiber components and their intersection number with the
sections is given in table 5.5.
Fundamental Matter
The two different degenerations of the I5 Kodaira fiber into codimension-two I6-type fibers
result in localized 2 × 5 and 3 × 5 matter of SU(5). They will turn out to be distinguished
by their U(1) charge, as we are about to see. The U(1) charge is given by the intersection of
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I6 component C̄0 C̄α1 C̄α2 C̄α3 C̄α4 C̄α5
Realization F̄0 + F̄1 F̄3 Cα1 Cα2 Cα3 Cα4
∩s0 0 1 0 0 0 0
∩s1 1 −1 0 0 1 0
I6 component C̄0 C̄α1 C̄α2 C̄α3 C̄α4 C̄α5
Realization F̄3 F̄0 + F̄1 Cα1 Cα2 Cα3 Cα4
∩s0 1 0 0 0 0 0
∩s1 −1 1 0 0 1 0
Table 5.5: Intersection numbers of the two different I6-type codimension-two fibers where
the codimension-one I5 fiber splits the fiber component intersecting the zero
section. The curves C̄αI are the I6 fiber components in cyclic order. The curves
CαI are the I5 fiber components CαI = DI ∩H1 ∩ Y .
the curves stuck at codimension-two fiber, that is, the irreducible components of the factored
I5 component, with the image of the section under the Shioda map [52] S : MW (X) →
H4(X,Q). For a single I5 Kodaira fiber, this boils down to
U(1)-charge(C̄αI ) = C̄αI ∩ S(s1)
= C̄αI ∩ s1 − C̄αI ∩ s0 +
∑
1≤a,b≤4
(C̄αI ∩Da)

4
5
3
5
2
5
1
5
3
5
6
5
4
5
2
5
2
5
4
5
6
5
3
5
1
5
2
5
3
5
4
5

ab
(s1 ∩ Cb) (5.3.17)
For example, consider C̄0 = F̄0 + F̄1, a curve contributing to the 2× 5. Its intersections with
s0, s1 are listed in the upper half of table 5.5.
U(1)− charge(2× 5) = 1− 0 + ( 0 0 0 1 )

4
5
3
5
2
5
1
5
3
5
6
5
4
5
2
5
2
5
4
5
6
5
3
5
1
5
2
5
3
5
4
5
( 001
0
)
=
8
5
(5.3.18)
Similarly, the U(1) charge of the other 3× 5 ends up being 75 . As noted above, there are 14
further codimension-two fibers giving rise to 5 and 3 more yielding 10 matter. Their U(1)
charge can be computed by straightforward application of the same methods and we will leave
the details as an exercise to the reader. The result is that, after clearing denominators to
make the U(1) charges integral, the SU(5)-charged spectrum is
2× 58 + 3× 57 + 6× 53 + 8× 52 + 3× 101. (5.3.19)
A Calabi-Yau fourfold obtained by replacing the two-dimensional base manifold by a threefold
will generically have the same types of representations arising, since they are determined by
the behavior at a generic point on a matter curve. In other words, after intersecting the matter
curve with a divisor crossing it, the same analysis for the SU(5)×U(1) representation content
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v0 v1 v2 v3 v4 v510
0

01
0

00
1

−10
−1

−1−1
0

11
1

Table 5.6: Vertices of the three-dimensional reflexive polytope with PALP id 22.
applies. Of course, the six-dimensional quaternionic representations will be split up into
conjugate pairs of four-dimensional representations, and the multiplicity of the representations
will be different. In fact, the multiplicities do depend on the four-form flux which is a
phenomenon for fourfolds that has no threefold analogue.
5.3.2 SU(5)× U(1)2 with Different Antisymmetric Representations
Let us now proceed with Calabi-Yau manifolds whose fibers are complete intersections. As
shown in section 4.5, genus-one fibrations with fibers embedded as hypersurfaces can never
have more than a single type of antisymmetric SU(5) representations. Evading this constraint
is one of the key reasons to study complete intersection fibers and therefore we show precisely
such an example.
In order to confirm the existence of multiple 10 representations, we are led to consider
a nef partition with non-trivial toric Mordell-Weil group. To be concrete, let us pick the
following nef partition of the polytope given in table 5.6:
∇1 = 〈v1v2v3v4v5〉conv , ∇2 = 〈v0〉conv . (5.3.20)
Since ∇2 is one-dimensional, this nef partition is a projection. In particular, this means
that we can directly solve the second equation, plug the result into the first equation and
obtain the Weierstrass form of a hypersurface equation. According to the conventions of
subsection A.6.1, this nef partition has the unique id (22, 0). Looking it up in our classification
results, we find that it has three sections, namely the divisors corresponding to the rays v1,
v2, and v5. Let us pick the divisor s0 = V (z5) as the neutral element of our elliptic curve.
Then σ0 = V (z0)− V (z5) and σ1 = V (z2)− V (z5) generate a Z⊕ Z group.
Next, we write down the equations that define the complete intersection inside the three-
dimensional toric variety corresponding to the reflexive polytope of table 5.6. Keeping the
coefficients general, the equations of the complete intersection defined by the nef partition of
Equation 5.3.20 are
p1 = ã0z
2
1z
2
2z
3
5 + ã1z
2
1z2z3z
2
5 + ã2z1z
2
2z4z
2
5 + ã3z
2
1z
2
3z5 + ã4z1z2z3z4z5 + ã5z
2
2z
2
4z5 (5.3.21)
+ ã6z0z1z2z
2
5 + ã7z1z
2
3z4 + ã8z2z3z
2
4 + ã9z0z1z3z5 + ã10z0z2z4z5 + ã11z0z3z4 + ã12z
2
0z5
p2 = b̃0z1z2z5 + b̃1z1z3 + b̃2z2z4 + b̃3z0 . (5.3.22)
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e0 e1 e2 e3 e4
0
0
0
u0


−1
−1
−1
u0


−1
−1
0
u0


0
−1
−1
u0


1
0
0
u0

Table 5.7: Torically, the blowup of Equation 5.3.23 corresponds to introducing the top de-
fined here, where u0 is a ray of the fan of the base. The GUT brane will then
be located on the divisor corresponding to u0. Note that here we and in Equa-
tion 5.3.23 we are denoting the rays and the corresponding homogeneous variables
by the same letters.
Here one can see that this nef partition is indeed a projection: By solving p2 = 0 for z0 and
inserting the solution in p1 the complete intersection is reduced to a hypersurface inside the
toric variety corresponding to the polytope obtained by projecting along v0. However, this
suffices for our purposes. Since it is the limited number of triangulations of the SU(5) tops
for a codimension-one hypersurface that constrains the 10 charges, we are still circumventing
this constraint here by considering triangulations of the higher-dimensional variety in which
the elliptic curve has codimension two.
Next, we tune the ãi and b̃i such as to enforce an SU(5) singularity along the divisor
e0 = 0 in the base manifold. Then we resolve this singularity by introducing exceptional
divisors ei, i = 1, . . . , 4 and find that the coefficients ãi and b̃i take the form
ã0 = a0 · e30e1e22e24 ã1 = a1 · e20e1e2e4 ã2 = a2 · e20e1e22e4
ã3 = a3 · e0e1 ã4 = a4 · e0e1e2 ã5 = a5 · e0e1e22
ã6 = a6 · e0e4 ã7 = a7 · e0e21e2e3 ã8 = a8 · e0e21e22e3
ã9 = a9 · e0e1e3e4 ã10 = a10 ã11 = a11 · e1e3
ã12 = a12 · e0e1e23e24 (5.3.23)
and
b̃0 = b0 · e0e2e4 b̃1 = b1 b̃2 = b2 · e2 b̃3 = b3 · e3e4 . (5.3.24)
Here ai and bi are polynomials in the base variables that depend on ei only through the
combination u0 ≡ e0e1e2e3e4. The toric data corresponding to this blowup are given in
table 5.7.
As a power series in u0, the Weierstrass coefficients read
f = − 1
48
(
a410 · b41 + 4 · a210 · b21 · c1 · u0 + c2 · u20
)
+O(u30) (5.3.25)
g =
1
864
(
a610 · b61 + 6 · a410 · b41 · c1 · u0 + 3b21 · a210 · c3 · u20 + c4 · u30
)
+O(u40) , (5.3.26)
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Name Equation Singularity type SU(5) representation
T1 a10 ∩ u0 SO(10) 10
T2 b1 ∩ u0 SO(10) 10
F1 a11 ∩ u0 SU(7) 5
F2 b2 ∩ u0 SU(7) 5
F3 c5 ∩ u0 SU(7) 5
F4 c6 ∩ u0 SU(7) 5
F5 c7 ∩ u0 SU(7) 5
F6 b3 ∩ u0 SU(7) 5
Table 5.8: The matter curves for the top of table 5.7.
where the ci are irreducible polynomials in ai and bi. This implies that the discriminant
∆ = 4f3 + 27g2 takes the form
∆ =
1
16
(
a410 · b41 · a11 · b2 · b3 · c5 · c6 · c7 · u50 + a210 · b21 · c8 · u60 + c9 · u70
)
+O(u80) (5.3.27)
with
c5 = a10a12b
2
1 − a9a10b1b3 + a6a11b1b3 + a3a10b23 (5.3.28)
c6 = −a8a10b21 + a5a11b21 + a7a10b1b2 − a4a11b1b2 + a3a11b22 (5.3.29)
c7 = a3a
2
10b
2
0 + a4a6a10b0b1 − a1a210b0b1 + a5a26b21 − a2a6a10b21 + a0a210b21
− 2a3a6a10b0b2 − a4a26b1b2 + a1a6a10b1b2 + a3a26b22 . (5.3.30)
From the vanishing orders of the f , g and ∆ we observe that there are eight distinct matter
curves and list them in table 5.8.
While the appearance of two different 10 curves and six distinct 5 curves is promising, it
is crucial to check which of these curves are actually realized in a generic fibration of this top
over a base manifold. Next, we therefore fiber this space over a P3. Doing so can be achieved
by embedding the rays of table 5.6 into Z6 according to
vi 7→ wi ≡ (vi, 0, 0, 0), i = 1, . . . , 5 , (5.3.31)
adding the blowup rays from table 5.7 with u0 = (1, 0, 0) and adding the remaining three
base rays:
w7 = (0, 0, 0,−1,−1,−1) , w8 = (n1, n2, n3, 0, 1, 0) , w9 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) . (5.3.32)
Here the ni are integers encoding the fibration of the fiber over the base. More specifically,
the ni determine which line bundles the fiber coordinates are sections of. For our purposes,
we choose (n1, n2, n3) = (−1, 0, 0). After using PALP to compute all nef partitions of the
resulting polytope, we pick the one with
∇1 = 〈w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6, w7, w8, e0, e1, e2〉conv , ∇2 = 〈w0, e3, e4〉conv . (5.3.33)
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Singularity type Coupling Multiplicity
SU(7) 5(4,3) × 5(1,2) 54
SU(7) 5(−1,3) × 5(1,2) 39
SU(7) 5(−1,3) × 5(−4,−3) 36
SU(7) 5(−6,−7) × 5(1,2) 27
SU(7) 5(−6,−7) × 5(−4,−3) 12
SU(7) 5(−6,−7) × 5(1,−3) 9
SU(7) 5(−6,−2) × 5(1,2) 9
SU(7) 5(−6,−2) × 5(−4,−3) 6
SU(7) F5(−6,−2) × 5(1,−3) 6
SU(7) 5(−6,−7) × 5(6,2) 3
SO(12) 10(−3,−1) × 5(4,3) × 5(−1,−2) 15
SO(12) 10(2,4) × 5(−1,−2) × 5(−1,−2) 3
SO(12) 10(2,4) × 5(−6,−2) × 5(4,3) 3
E6 10(3,1) × 10(3,1) × 5(−6,−2) 3
E6 10(3,1) × 10(−2,−4) × 5(−1,3) 3
Table 5.9: All couplings involving multiple non-Abelian matter representations in the exam-
ple of Equation 5.3.32. Note that there are additional non-minimal singularities
that we do not list here.
It has Hodge numbers h1,1 = 8, h2,1 = 0, and h3,1 = 141. For this specific choice of fibration,
both b0 and b3 are constants. Consequently, the curve F6 is not realized. However, all other
curves exist and in particular, there are two different antisymmetric representations. Using
the Chern-Simons matching as in [95, 113, 114] and explained in detail in section 9.1, we find
that the realized curves have the following charges under the two U(1)s:
T1 : 10(3,1) , T2 : 10(−2,−4) (5.3.34)
F1 : 5(−6,−7) , F2 : 5(−6,−2) , F3 : 5(−1,3) , F4 : 5(4,3) , F5 : 5(−1,−2) (5.3.35)
We also find the following singlet states:
1(5,0) , 1(0,5) , 1(5,5) , 1(5,10) , 1(10,5) , 1(10,10) . (5.3.36)
Finally, we compute the Yukawa couplings for the given example and find the ones listed in
table 5.9.
In summary, we have managed to construct a fully explicit F-theory model with gauge
group SU(5) × U(1)2, in which the torically realized SU(5) singularity gives rise to a gauge
theory with two different 10 representations. Clearly the example studied here is not intended
to be used as a full-fledged GUT model. In more realistic models several issues would need
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to be addressed, such as the fact that there exist non-minimal singularities at points in the
base manifold whose resolution leads to a non-flat fibration. Furthermore, the topology of the
GUT divisor is too simple in order to allow hypercharge flux with the desired properties. In
principle, both these points can be addressed by choosing the fibration more carefully than
we did following Equation 5.3.32.
5.3.3 SU(5) and a Discrete Symmetry
The third example we consider is a nef partition of the three-dimensional polytope with the
least integral points, that is the one corresponding to P3. All toric divisors V (zi) inside P3
lie in the same homology class and therefore it can only have two nef partitions: The one
corresponding to a partition of 3+1 vertices and the nef partition corresponding to a partition
of 2 + 2 vertices. The first is again a projection and to have some variety, we therefore focus
on the latter. That is, we take our nef partition to be
∇1 = 〈v0, v3〉conv , ∇2 = 〈v1, v2〉conv . (5.3.37)
This implies automatically that all toric divisors intersect a generic complete intersection of
this type in four points:
V (zi) ∩ E =
∫
E
[V (zi)] =
∫
P3
[2H] · [2H] · [H] = 4 . (5.3.38)
A generic fibration with this fiber will therefore not have a section. F-theory models without
section have recently received quite some attention, see [144, 152–155, 177, 178]. However, in
these models the Calabi-Yau manifolds always had two- or three-sections leading to Z2 or Z3
discrete gauge symmetries, respectively. As the biquadric in P3 has a four-section, we expect
to find a discrete Z4 gauge group. In the following we will try to collect some further evidence
for this.
To do so, let us take the same approach as with the previous example and write down
the defining equations of the complete intersection. They read
p1 = ã0z
2
0 + ã1z0z1 + ã2z
2
1 + ã3z0z2 + ã4z1z2 + ã5z
2
2 + ã6z0z3 + ã7z1z3 + ã8z2z3 + ã9z
2
3
p2 = b̃0z
2
0 + b̃1z0z1 + b̃2z
2
1 + b̃3z0z2 + b̃4z1z2 + b̃5z
2
2 + b̃6z0z3 + b̃7z1z3 + b̃8z2z3 + b̃9z
2
3 .
(5.3.39)
Note that such biquadrics have been studied before in [89] and, with the restriction to the
triple blowup of P3, in [158]. Since this nef partition is not a projection, one cannot bring this
complete intersection into Weierstrass form by solving one of the equations for one variable
and substituting the result into the other equation.
Next, we tune the ãi and b̃i such as to enforce an SU(5) singularity along the divisor
e0 = 0 in the base manifold. Then we resolve this singularity by introducing exceptional
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e0 e1 e2 e3 e4
0
0
0
u0


−1
−1
−1
u0


−1
−1
0
u0


0
−1
0
u0


0
−1
−1
u0

Table 5.10: As before, the blowup of equations (5.3.40) and (5.3.41) corresponds to intro-
ducing the top defined here, where u0 is a ray of the fan of the base. The GUT
brane will then be located on the divisor corresponding to u0. We again denote
rays and corresponding homogeneous variables by the same letters.
divisors ei, i = 1, . . . , 4 as specified torically in terms of the top of table 5.10. We find that
the coefficients ãi and b̃i take the form
ã0 = a0 · e21e22e3e4 ã1 = a1 · e1e22e3 ã2 = a2 · e0e1e32e23
ã3 = a3 · e1e2 ã4 = a4 · e0e1e22e3 ã5 = a5 · e0e1e2
ã6 = a6 · e1e2e3e4 ã7 = a7 · e2e3 ã8 = a8
ã9 = a9 · e3e4 (5.3.40)
and
b̃0 = b0 · e1e4 b̃1 = b1 b̃2 = b2 · e0e2e3
b̃3 = b3 · e0e1e4 b̃4 = b4 · e0 b̃5 = b5 · e20e1e4
b̃6 = b6 · e0e1e3e24 b̃7 = b7 · e0e3e4 b̃8 = b8 · e20e1e3e24
b̃9 = b9 · e20e1e23e34 . (5.3.41)
Here ai and bi are polynomials in the base variables that depend on ei only through the
combination u0 ≡ e0e1e2e3e4. As a power series in u0, the Weierstrass coefficients read
f = − 1
768
(
a48 · b41 + 2 · a28 · b21 · c1 · u0 + c2 · u20
)
+O(u30) (5.3.42)
g =
1
55296
(
a68 · b61 − 3 · a48 · b41 · c1 · u0 + a28 · b21 · c3 · u20 + c4 · u30
)
+O(u40) , (5.3.43)
where the ci are irreducible polynomials in ai and bi. Then the discriminant is
∆ =
1
216
(
a48 · b41 · c5 · c6 · c7 · c8 · u50 + a28 · b21 · c9 · v60 + c10 · u70
)
+O(u80) (5.3.44)
with
c5 = −b1b3b4 + b0b24 + b21b5 (5.3.45)
c6 = a3a7a8b0 − a1a28b0 − a3a6a8b1 + a0a28b1 + a23a9b1 (5.3.46)
c7 = −a5a27b1 + a4a7a8b1 − a2a28b1 − a3a7a8b2 + a1a28b2 + a3a27b4 − a1a7a8b4 (5.3.47)
c8 = −a29b1b3b4 + a29b0b24 + a29b21b5 + a8a9b1b4b6 + a8a9b1b3b7 − 2a8a9b0b4b7
− a28b1b6b7 + a28b0b27 − a8a9b21b8 + a28b21b9 . (5.3.48)
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Name Equation Singularity type SU(5) representation
T1 a8 ∩ u0 SO(10) 10
T2 b1 ∩ u0 SO(10) 10
F1 c5 ∩ u0 SU(7) 5
F2 c6 ∩ u0 SU(7) 5
F3 c7 ∩ u0 SU(7) 5
F4 c8 ∩ u0 SU(7) 5
Table 5.11: The matter curves in the example with the elliptic fiber embedded as a biquadric
in P3.
Singularity type Coupling Multiplicity
SU(7) F1 × F2 30
SU(7) F1 × F3 42
SU(7) F1 × F4 36
SU(7) F2 × F3 33
SU(7) F2 × F4 40
SU(7) F3 × F4 56
SO(12) T1 × F1 × F4 6
SO(12) T1 × F2 × F2 1
SO(12) T1 × F3 × F3 2
SO(12) T2 × F1 × F1 6
SO(12) T2 × F2 × F3 9
SO(12) T2 × F4 × F4 9
E6 T1 × T1 × F3 3
E6 T1 × T2 × F2 3
E6 T2 × T2 × F3 12
Table 5.12: All couplings involving multiple non-Abelian matter representations in the ex-
ample with the elliptic fiber embedded in P3. Note that there are additional
non-minimal singularities that do not list here.
We observe that there are six distinct matter curves and list them in table 5.11. This by
itself is another piece of evidence that there exists in fact an order four discrete symmetry.
Arguing along the lines of [152, 154], it is this symmetry that helps to distinguish the four
5 representations that would otherwise have identical quantum numbers in the low-energy
effective action.
As before, we can make this more concrete by constructing an explicit example. To
do so, we use the same embedding into Z6 as in equation (5.3.32), but this time we set
(n1, n2, n3) = (0, 0, 1) and denote the rays obtained by embedding the base divisors by w5,
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w6, and w7. The resulting six-dimensional lattice polytope has 33 nef partitions. Of these,
let us pick the nef partition
∇1 = 〈w0, w3, w5, e1, e2, e3, e4〉conv , ∇2 = 〈w1, w2, e0, w6, w7〉conv , (5.3.49)
which has the Hodge numbers h1,1 = 6, h2,1 = 0, and h3,1 = 110. For this explicit example,
we find that all the curves listed in table 5.11 are in fact realized geometrically. In table 5.12
we furthermore list the Yukawa points involving multiple non-Abelian representations. Since
Yukawa couplings must be invariant under gauge symmetries, the couplings that do not
involve singlets allow us to determine the Z4 charges of the six matter curves. Let us denote
the neutral element of Z4 by 0 and call the generator e. Then we have that the two couplings
involving only T1 and F3 imply
2 ·QZ4(T1) +QZ4(F3) = 0 , 2 ·QZ4(F3) = T1 (5.3.50)
which immediately leads to
QZ4(T1) = QZ4(F3) = 0 . (5.3.51)
The remaining couplings then imply that
QZ4(F2) = QZ4(T2) = 2e . (5.3.52)
Last but not least, we have QZ4(F1/4) ∈ {e, 3e}. However, e and 3e are the only order-four
elements of Z4 and we could just as well take e′ = 3e as the generator of Z4. As a consequence,
one can simply choose that
QZ4(F1) = e , QZ4(F4) = 3e . (5.3.53)
With these charge assignments one finds that singlets with all allowed Z4 charges must be
present in order to make all the couplings of table 5.12 invariant.
Put in a nutshell, we find that one can easily realize F-theory models with a non-Abelian
gauge group accompanied solely by an additional discrete symmetry of order four. A conve-
nient way of doing so proceeds by embedding the elliptic fiber as a biquadric inside P3. There
are numerous ways of extending the treatment here, such as connecting this model to others
in terms of Higgsings and conifold transitions in the circle-compactified theories.
5.3.4 Mordell-Weil Torsion Z4
As a final example, let us take a quick look at a model with Mordell-Weil torsion Z4. This
torsion group does not exist generically for codimension-one elliptic fibers [143, 144, 160] and
even in codimension two there is only a single example as can be seen from table 3.10.
Mordell-Weil torsion was studied extensively in [160] and it was found that it impacts
the global structure of the non-Abelian gauge group. Given a singularity of type An−1,
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v0 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v710
0

01
0

 1−1
0

−10
0

01
2

−10
−2

−1−2
−2

21
2

Table 5.13: Vertices of the three-dimensional reflexive polytope with PALP id 3415.
v8 v9 v10 v11 v12 v13 0−1
−1

10
1

−1−1
−1

00
1

−1−1
−2

00
0

v14 v15 v16 v17 v1811
2

 00
−1

11
1

−10
−1

01
1

Table 5.14: Integral points of the reflexive polytope with PALP id 3415 that are neither ver-
tices nor the origin. In order to fully resolve every fibration of the nef partition
(5.3.55) one must use all of these points as rays of the toric fan.
the universal covering group is SU(n), which, without Mordell-Weil torsion, constitutes the
gauge group of the F-theory model. In the presence of a non-trivial Mordell-Weil torsion
group Zk this changes: The non-Abelian gauge group becomes SU(n)/Zk. By construction
the universal covering group has a trivial first fundamental group, and therefore the effect
of non-trivial Mordell-Weil torsion is that the non-Abelian gauge group of the low-energy
effective theory is no longer simply connected:
π1(SU(n)/Zk) = Zk . (5.3.54)
In the examples studied in [160] Mordell-Weil torsion groups Z2 and Z3 always came accom-
panied by gauge groups of type SU(2n) and SU(3n), respectively. Since SU(n) has a Zn
center generated by the identity matrix times e
2πi
n , one can mod out Zk by eliminating the
center (or a subgroup thereof) of SU(k · n).
The corresponding reflexive polytope has PALP id 3415 and we list its defining data in
table 5.13. It has a single nef partition, namely
∇1 = 〈v0, v3, v5, v6〉conv , ∇2 = 〈v1, v2, v4, v7〉conv . (5.3.55)
In order to write down the most general complete intersection corresponding to this nef
partition, we must use every integral point of the polytope defined in table 5.13 apart from
the origin. The additional eleven points are listed in table 5.14.
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After resolution, the complete intersection defined by (5.3.55) is defined by the following
two polynomials:
p1 = a0z0z3z5z6z8z10z12z15z17 + a1z
2
0z
2
7z8z9z14z15z16 + a2z
2
3z
2
4z10z11z14z17z18
p2 = b0z
2
1z
2
5z12z15z16z17z18 + b1z
2
2z
2
6z8z9z10z11z12 + b2z1z2z4z7z9z11z14z16z18 . (5.3.56)
This time we are not interested in engineering additional singularities, but rather in confirming
that models with this fiber contain the SU(4) gauge factors that we expect to exist. To this
end we compute the discriminant of the elliptic curve and find
f = − 1
48
·
(
16a21a
2
2b
2
0b
2
1 − 16a20a1a2b0b1b22 + a40b42
)
(5.3.57)
g =
1
864
·
(
8a1a2b0b1 − a20b22
)
·
(
8a21a
2
2b
2
0b
2
1 + 16a
2
0a1a2b0b1b
2
2 − a40b42
)
(5.3.58)
∆ = − 1
16
· a20 · b22 · a41 · a42 · b40 · b41 ·
(
−16a1a2b0b1 + a20b22
)
. (5.3.59)
From the vanishing orders we see that there are two I2 and four I4 singularities. Since
9g
2f
∣∣∣
a1=0
=
9g
2f
∣∣∣
a2=0
=
9g
2f
∣∣∣
b1=0
=
9g
2f
∣∣∣
b2=0
= −1
4
a20b
2
3 (5.3.60)
the I4 singularities are of split type (see [134] or Appendix B) and we therefore see that there
is indeed a non-toric SU(2)2 × SU(4)4/Z4 gauge group. One can mod out the Z4 torsion by
identifying it with the diagonal subgroup of the center Z⊕44 of the SU(4) gauge group part.
It is interesting to see that up to a lattice isomorphism the reflexive polytope ∇◦ associ-
ated to the nef partition (5.3.55) is precisely the polytope with PALP id 0. Under the same
lattice isomorphism, the ∆i of (5.3.55) are mapped to the ∇i of (5.3.37) and we therefore
see that the fiber considered in this subsection is mirror-dual to the fiber of subsection 5.3.3.
In particular, it appears that under this duality the discrete gauge group part is mapped to
the torsion part of the Mordell-Weil group and vice versa. The same behavior was observed
in [144] for hypersurface fibers and, as noted in subsection 3.9.4, it is intriguing to speculate
about a possible physical reason underlying this observation.
Finally, let us note that it would be interesting to study explicit realizations of such
fibrations. While this is possible in principle, the large number of involved points might make
it technically challenging to find a triangulation that gives rise to an appropriate toric fan of
the ambient variety. In the recent work [179] it was used that the relevant triangulations are
star triangulations with respect to the origin in order to speed up the calculation. It would
be exciting to incorporate such an algorithm in the Sage software package and apply it to
these spaces.
Part III
Effective Actions
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One of the central objects of field theory, both classical and quantum, is the Lagrangian
action. While there are field theories for which no such Lagrangian can be defined [180–184],
its study is of crucial importance whenever it does exist. In our specific context, we are
not interested in the action at energies near the string scale, but at energies small compared
to both the string scale and the scale of the compactification manifold. Such a low-energy
effective action will usually contain only finitely many fields (as opposed to the infinitely
many massive string excitations) and its computation provides the link between string theory
and the quantum field theories we use to describe our observed universe.
In the third and final part of this dissertation, we therefore study the field theories that
arise as the low-energy limits of F-theory compactifications on the geometries introduced in
the previous chapters. Ideally, one would wish to be able to do two things:
• Given any genus-one fibered Calabi-Yau manifold, one would want to compute the
quantum field theory it gives rise to as precisely as possible.
• Given a set of physical observables, one would like to determine as many geometrical
properties as possible that the compactification manifold must have.
Stated in such generality, these are clearly two very difficult problems and solving them is
currently (and will possibly always be) simply too hard. To nevertheless make progress in
this direction, it has proven very fruitful to isolate particular physical quantities and attempt
to study them on their own. One such example is the local study of GUTs in F-theory [55–
57, 185], in the course of which it was realized that much of the essential information governing
the non-Abelian gauge dynamics is captured already by the geometry of the neighborhood of
the branes the gauge theories are located at.
To study gauge theories with Abelian gauge groups we take a different approach. Since
Abelian gauge symmetries in F-theory are inextricably linked to global properties of the com-
pactification manifold, it does not seem justifiable to take a local limit. However, matter
charged under Abelian gauge groups in F-theory is essentially a six-dimensional quantity in
F-theory, as it is localized along loci of complex codimension two in the base of the com-
pactification manifold. While F-theory compactifications to four dimensions are considerably
richer due to the additional presence of G-flux and Yukawa couplings, it suffices to study
their six-dimensional siblings to understand most of their features. In fact, as we have seen
in Part II, much of the information specifying the gauge theory is contained already in the
fiber geometry (i.e. the top) and does not depend on whether one completes the top to a
Calabi-Yau threefold or a Calabi-Yau fourfold.
Consequently, most of our effort is concentrated on studying F-theory in six dimensions.
As outlined in the introduction of this thesis, we use M-/F-theory duality in order to obtain
the F-theory effective action. We begin in chapter 6 by recalling on the one side the effective
actions of M-theory compactified on a Calabi-Yau threefold with section and reduce on the
other side the general six-dimensional supergravity action with N = (1, 0) supersymmetry
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on a circle. After matching both sides in chapter 7, we obtain the effective F-theory action
in six dimensions for elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau manifolds. This analysis is extended to
compactifications without section in chapter 8, where we encounter massive Abelian gauge
fields. In chapter 9 we illustrate the general concepts obtained thus far by computing the low-
energy effective matter spectrum of various genus-one fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds, including
manifolds with multiple sections and those without section. Finally, we extend our study of
F-theory on genus-one fibrations without section to four-dimensional models by examining the
impact of discrete symmetries on the Yukawa couplings of the effective theory in chapter 10.
Chapter 6
Five-Dimensional Supergravity
Reductions
As discussed in Part I, effective actions of F-theory compactifications can be obtained by
using the chain of S- and T-dualities that connect M-theory on a Calabi-Yau manifold with
torus fibration to Type IIB superstring theory on the base of the fibration times a circle. To
employ the duality to obtain the six-dimensional F-theory effective action for theories with
Abelian gauge symmetries, it is necessary to compute the effective action of M-theory on a
Calabi-Yau threefold as well as to reduce a general N = (1, 0) supergravity theory on a circle.
We illustrated this procedure in figure 2.3.
Since the five- and six-dimensional supergravity theories discussed in this chapter may
not be overly familiar, we summarize the relevant matter multiplets in tables 6.1 and 6.2
before proceeding with the reductions. Note that in six dimensions there is an additional
Multiplet Field Content
Gravity 1 graviton, 1 self-dual two-form, 1 left-handed Weyl gravitino
Vector 1 vector, 1 left-handed Weyl gaugino
Tensor 1 anti-self-dual two-form, 1 real scalar, 1 right-handed Weyl ten-
sorino
Hyper 4 real scalars , 1 right-handed Weyl hyperino
Table 6.1: The massless spectrum of six-dimensional N = (1, 0) supergravity. Note that one
can substitute each Weyl spinor by two symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinors. The
gravity multiplet has 24 real degrees of freedom, while the other three multiplets
all have eight degrees of freedom.
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Multiplet Field Content
Gravity 1 graviton, 1 vector, 1 Dirac gravitino
Vector 1 vector, 1 real scalar, 1 Dirac gaugino
Hyper 4 real scalars, 1 Dirac hyperino
Table 6.2: The massless spectrum of five-dimensional N = 2 supergravity. The gravity
multiplet has 16 real degrees of freedom, while the other two multiplets both
have eight degrees of freedom.
massless multiplet, the tensor multiplet, that contains as part of its bosonic field content an
anti-self-dual two-form. The existence of such a two-form can be understood via group theory.
The massless fields in six dimensions are classified via the representations of SO(4) and, in
particular, there exists a completely antisymmetric tensor εijkl invariant under SO(4) which
can be used to impose an (anti-)self-duality condition on the antisymmetric representation
with two indices. Notably, this does not work anymore for massless five-dimensional fields,
since their representations are those of SO(3). Here the invariant tensor is εijk and it can
be used to dualize the antisymmetric representation into a vector. Upon reduction to five
dimensions, a massless two-form field can therefore be dualized into a massless vector field and
therefore the tensor multiplet reduces to a vector multiplet in five dimensions. We emphasize,
however, that this is true only for massless fields. The representations of massive fields in
six and five dimensions are those of SO(5) and SO(4), respectively and thus there do exist
massive tensor multiplets in five dimensions. For a more detailed discussion of such massive
tensor fields and the reduction of tensor multiplets we refer to [186, 187].
Before proceeding with the reductions of M-theory on a Calabi-Yau threefold in section 6.2
and N = (1, 0)-supergravity on a circle in section 6.3, we first introduce in section 6.1 the
basis of divisors and their respective dual (1, 1)-forms that we will perform the reduction on.
Note that in the following most of our fields will be five-dimensional. To emphasize when
that is not the case, we use hatted fields for fields living in eleven or six dimensions. For
the remainder of this chapter, we assume that our compactification manifold is elliptically
fibered, that is we assume the existence of a (not necessarily holomorphic) section of the torus
fibration.
6.1 A Basis of Divisors for an Elliptically Fibered Calabi-Yau
Let us now fix our notation and choose a convenient divisor basis of the elliptically fibered
Calabi-Yau manifold. Our conventions are essentially the same as in [54, 95, 113, 157]. As
before, we assume Y → Ysing to be the smooth blow-up of Ysing along all singular loci. We then
choose the following basis of divisors DΛ and their respective dual two-forms ωΛ ∈ H1,1(Y,Z):
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• The divisor D0 dual to the two-form along which the M-theory three-form is expanded
to give the Kaluza-Klein vector field A0. D0 is obtained by shifting the zero section s0
according to (6.1.4). We denote the (1, 1)-form dual to s0 by ω0̂.
• Vertical divisors Dα = π∗(Dbα), α = 1, . . . , h1,1(B) obtained as pullbacks of a basis of
divisors Dbα on the base manifold B of the fibration, where π is the projection from Y
to the base manifold B.
• Exceptional divisors DI obtained by resolving singularities of the elliptic fibration Ysing
along the divisor Sb in the base manifold, where Sb is the base divisor along which the
fibration has non-Abelian singularities. The DI are fibrations of an irreducible fiber
component (isomorphic to a P1) over Sb and are also called Cartan divisors.
• U(1) divisors Dm obtained by applying the Shioda map given in (6.1.7) to each of the
independent generators σm, m = 0, . . . , rank MW(Y ) − 1 of the Mordell-Weil group of
the fibration.
In order to define the shifts mentioned above, it is convenient to introduce the intersection
product on the base manifold as
Dbα ·Dbβ = (Dα ·Dβ)B = Dα ·Dβ · s0 ≡ ηαβ , (6.1.1)
so that we can lower and raise Greek indices using ηαβ and its inverse, η
αβ. Furthermore, we
can project a two-cycle C ⊂ Y to the base via
π(C) = (C ·Dα)Dbα . (6.1.2)
As was noted in [41, 113, 188], D0 is obtained by requiring that
D0 ·D0 ·Dα = 0 , (6.1.3)
which can be achieved by choosing
D0 = s0 −
1
2
(s0 · s0 ·Dα)Dα . (6.1.4)
In a similar fashion, the Shioda map shifts the Mordell-Weil generators σm such that
specific intersection numbers of Dm with D0, DI and Dα vanish, as we will see in (6.1.11c).
This orthogonalization procedure turns out to be crucial for the matching of M-theory and
F-theory later. First, however, we must recall the intersection properties of the exceptional
divisors obtained by blowing up the singularity of the elliptic fibration. Given a base divisor
Sb over which the elliptic fiber of Ysing develops non-Abelian singularities, the blow-up divisors
of Y intersect as
DI ·DJ ·Dα = −CIJ
(
Sb ·Dbα
)
, (6.1.5)
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where CIJ denotes the coroot intersection matrix, which we define in the group theory con-
ventions of Appendix D.
Having associated the exceptional blow-up divisors DI with the Cartan generators of g,
one can go a step further and define a rational curve localized over a single point in the base
manifold for each root of g. For the simple roots αI of g, one chooses a base divisor D
b
intersecting Sb exactly once and takes the intersection product between D = π∗(Db) and DI :
CαI = −DI ·D for D
b · Sb = 1 (6.1.6)
From Equation 6.1.5, one can see that the intersection DI ·CαJ reproduces the Ith component
of the simple root αJ in the Dynkin basis of the root system of g. Note that these are the same
conventions as used in the example of subsection 5.3.1. With these definitions, we are ready to
give an explicit formula for the Shioda map relating Mordell-Weil generators σm = sm+1− s0
to their associated U(1)-divisors:
Dm = σm − (σm · s0 ·Dα)Dα − (σm · CαI )
(
C−1
)IJ
DJ (6.1.7)
= sm+1 − s0 − ((sm+1 − s0) · s0 ·Dα)Dα − (sm+1 · CαI )
(
C−1
)IJ
DJ
Let us now discuss the intersection numbers in this basis and emphasize clearly the differ-
ence between a holomorphic and a non-holomorphic zero section s0. We begin by examining
the geometry of the blow-up divisors DI . A holomorphic zero section marks a single point in
each fiber. In particular, when this point lies over Sb, it is on the original fiber component1
and not on the resolution P1s of the rational curves CαI . Therefore the following equation
holds as an identity in the Chow ring of Y :2
s0 ·DI = 0 , if s0 is holomorphic. (6.1.8)
On the other hand, a non-holomorphic zero section may wrap the entire fiber component
over lower-dimensional loci of the base. Since this fiber component intersects the resolution
divisors as the affine node in the extended Dynkin diagram of g, its intersection with a Cartan
divisor can be non-zero. However, since the locus over which a non-holomorphic zero section
can wrap the entire fiber component has at least codimension two in the base, so has s0 ·DI .
The intersection with a vertical divisor therefore vanishes and we find that
Dα · s0 ·DI = 0 (6.1.9)
even for a non-holomorphic zero section.
1Assuming that the resolution locus in the base is Sb, one can associate the divisor π∗(Sb) −
∑
I DI with
the affine node of the Dynkin diagram of g. Intersecting this divisor with π∗(Db) such that Db · Sb = 1 gives
the rational curve associated with the original fiber component.
2The Chow ring of an algebraic variety X is formed by equivalence classes of the subvarieties of X, where
the equivalence relation is given by rational equivalence. The multiplicative structure is defined by taking the
intersection of two subvarieties.
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The other peculiarity of having a non-holomorphic zero section is that one can no longer
evaluate expressions involving s0 by using adjunction to the base manifold. Recall that
s0 · s0 = s0|B = KB , if s0 is holomorphic. (6.1.10)
However, for a non-holomorphic zero section this needs no longer be the case, since the divisors
s0 and B are only birationally equivalent, but not isomorphic.
To put it in a nutshell, a non-holomorphic zero section may intersect blow-up divisors
over points in the base and the divisor corresponding to that section is no longer isomorphic
to the base manifold. With this in mind, we can now list the intersection numbers both for
a non-holomorphic zero section and for its holomorphic counterpart. We begin by stating
intersections that hold both for a non-holomorphic and for a holomorphic zero section:
Dα ·Dβ ·Dγ = 0 , D0 ·Dα ·Dβ = ηαβ , D0 ·D0 ·Dα = 0 , (6.1.11a)
Dα ·Dβ ·DI = 0 , Dα ·D0 ·DI = 0 , Dα ·DI ·DJ = −CIJ(Sb ·Dbα) , (6.1.11b)
Dα ·Dβ ·Dm = 0 , Dα ·DI ·Dm = 0 , D0 ·Dα ·Dm = 0 , (6.1.11c)
Dα ·Dm ·Dn = π(Dm ·Dn)α . (6.1.11d)
All three equations in (6.1.11a) describe intersections on the base manifold. The first one is
a triple intersection product between codimension-one objects in the base and therefore van-
ishes. Using this fact, the second equation simply reduces to the definition in Equation 6.1.1
and the third equation can be verified directly by inserting Equation 6.1.4. Next of all, the
three equations in (6.1.11b) are a direct consequence of the blow-up geometry and were dis-
cussed above. Equation 6.1.11d is just a formal rewriting of the intersection number using
Equation 6.1.2 and we stress that unlike in [113], we do not require Dm and Dn be orthogonal
to each other. Lastly, the remaining three equations (6.1.11c) follow from the orthogonal-
ization properties of the Shioda map. They can be verified by inserting the expression in
Equation 6.1.7 and exploiting that all sections intersect the generic fiber component precisely
once, that is
sm · E = s0 · E = D0 · E = 1 , (6.1.12)
where the class of the generic fiber E is given as
Dα ·Dβ = Eηαβ . (6.1.13)
In a second step, we now assume to have a holomorphic zero section s0. Using the
definition of the Shioda map we evaluate
s0 ·Dm = 0 , if s0 is holomorphic. (6.1.14)
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Exploiting (6.1.8), (6.1.14) and (6.1.10) one can then show that
D0 ·Dm ·Dn = −
1
2
π(Dm ·Dn)αKα , D0 ·DI ·DJ = −
1
2
Kα(Dα ·DI ·DJ) , (6.1.15a)
D0 ·D0 ·DI = 0 , D0 ·D0 ·Dm = 0 , D0 ·DI ·Dm = 0 , (6.1.15b)
D0 ·D0 ·D0 =
1
4
KαKα , (6.1.15c)
where Kα are the expansion coefficients of the canonical class of B in KB = K
αDbα. All
equations in (6.1.15b) are a direct consequence of Equation 6.1.8 and Equation 6.1.14. Equa-
tion 6.1.15c follows from applying the adjunction formula. Finally, the two equations in
(6.1.15a) both follow from applying Equation 6.1.8, Equation 6.1.14 and the adjunction for-
mula. We stress that the relations of (6.1.15) are not valid for a non-holomorphic zero section.
6.2 M-Theory on a Calabi-Yau Threefold
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Figure 6.1: Reducing M-theory on
Y3.
With the preliminary discussion finished, let us now
begin in earnest and present the first of two effec-
tive supergravity theories in five dimensions, namely
the one obtained by reducing M-theory on a smooth
genus-one fibered Calabi-Yau threefold Y . In terms
of figure 2.3, we proceed with the first column, dis-
played again in figure 6.1. To perform the dimensional
reduction one expands the M-theory three-form Ĉ3
along the harmonic forms of Y . Recall that the non-
vanishing Hodge numbers are
h0,0(Y ) = h3,3(Y ) = 1 , h3,0(Y ) = h0,3(Y ) = 1 ,
h1,1(Y ) = h2,2(Y ) , h2,1(Y ) = h1,2(Y ) .
(6.2.1)
The cohomology group H1,1(Y ) consists of the coho-
mology classes Poincaré-dual to the divisors of the
Calabi-Yau threefold introduced in the previous sec-
tion 6.1. For H3(Y ) we introduce a real symplectic basis (αK , β
K), K = 1 . . . h2,1 + 1. The
reduction then reads
Ĉ3 = ξ
KαK − ξ̃KβK +A0 ∧ ω0 +Aα ∧ ωα +AI ∧ ωI +Am ∧ ωm + C3 , (6.2.2)
where we have introduced the vectors
(AΛ) = (A0, Aα, AI , Am) , (6.2.3)
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a five-dimensional three-form C3 and real scalars (ξ
K , ξ̃K). Similarly, one can expand the
Kähler form of Y as
Ĵ = v0ω0 + v
αωα + v
IωI + v
mωm (6.2.4)
to obtain the five-dimensional scalars vΛ. One of the vectors from the Ĉ3-reduction belongs
to the gravity multiplet and comprises the graviphoton, while the remaining vectors form
V = h1,1(Y ) − 1 vector multiplets. The corresponding scalars are the vΛ. Note that these
h1,1(Y ) scalars are distributed among vector multiplets and the universal hypermultiplet. The
vector multiplets contain normalized scalars
LΛ = V−1/3vΛ , (LΛ) ≡ (R,Lα, ξI , ξm) , (6.2.5)
while the total volume, given by
V = 1
3!
VΛΣΘvΛvΣvΘ , (6.2.6)
is part of the universal hypermultiplet. The five-dimensional three-form C3 is dualized into a
real scalar Φ and also sits in the universal hypermultiplet. Concerning the scalars (ξK , ξ̃K),
we note that 2h1,2(Y ) degrees of freedom together with the complex structure moduli form
h1,2(Y ) hypermultiplets. The remaining two degrees of freedom from these scalars enter the
universal hypermultiplet.
Having obtained the above data of the massless modes, we can easily derive the grav-
ity and vector sector in the canonical form of five-dimensional N = 2 supergravity. The
prepotential is given by
N = 1
3!
VΛΣΘLΛLΣLΘ , (6.2.7)
where we have defined the intersection numbers
VΛΣΘ = DΛ ·DΣ ·DΘ . (6.2.8)
Recall that these intersections were discussed in section 6.1 and that they take the special
form (6.1.11) in the case of an elliptic fibration. If the manifold admits a holomorphic zero
section, then the additional relations (6.1.15) hold. We are now in a position to write down
the prepotential. As discussed in more detail in [54, 94, 187, 189], the prepotential of the
resolved threefold contains both classical and one-loop terms when interpreted in the dual
F-theory setup. To distinguish these contributions in M-theory, let us define an ε-scaling for
the five-dimensional M-theory fields. The limit ε→ 0 corresponds to the F-theory limit and
enforces that both the volume of the elliptic fiber and the blow-up divisors shrink to zero.
For the scalar fields vΛ we set3
v0 7→ εv0, vα 7→ ε−1/2vα, vI 7→ ε1/4vI , vm 7→ ε1/4vm . (6.2.9)
3For consistency checks on these scaling relations we refer to [54].
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On the level of the redefined fields this reads
R 7→ εR, Lα 7→ ε−1/2Lα, ξI 7→ ε1/4ξI , ξm 7→ ε1/4ξm . (6.2.10)
In this limit only classical terms are non-zero. Hence, we can divide the prepotential into a
part surviving as ε→ 0 and a part that vanishes in the limit. Accordingly, the classical part
of the prepotential is given by
NMclass =
1
2
ηαβRL
αLβ − 1
2
CIJηαβSb,αLβξIξJ
+
1
2
π(Dm ·Dn)αηαβLβξmξn .
(6.2.11)
The one-loop part of the prepotential cannot be given in such an explicit form. It reads
NMloop =
1
6
V000RRR+
1
2
V00mRRξm +
1
2
V00IRRξI +
1
2
V0IJRξIξJ (6.2.12)
+
1
2
V0mnRξmξn + V0mIRξmξI +
1
6
VIJKξIξJξK
+
1
6
Vmnkξmξnξk +
1
2
VmIJξmξIξJ +
1
2
VImnξIξmξn .
In case there is a holomorphic zero section, one can use (6.1.15) to simplify the above expres-
sion to
NMloop =
1
24
KαKβηαβRRR+
1
4
CIJKαSb,βηαβRξIξJ (6.2.13)
− 1
4
π(Dm ·Dn)αKβηαβRξmξn
+
1
6
VIJKξIξJξK +
1
6
Vmnkξmξnξk
+
1
2
VmIJξmξIξJ +
1
2
VImnξIξmξn .
In fact, by inserting the ε-rescaled fields one can check that NMloop vanishes in the limit ε→ 0,
while NMclass stays finite.
The above analysis leads to an effective action in which massive modes appearing in the
M-theory reduction have been integrated out already. Let us remark on how these massive
states arise in the five-dimensional M-theory reduction. On the Coulomb branch of the
dual circle reduced six-dimensional N = (1, 0) theory, non-Cartan vector multiplets, charged
hypermultiplets and KK-modes become massive. By taking the decompactification limit
r →∞ and by moving to the origin of the Coulomb branch all these modes therefore become
massless again. In the dual M-theory setting they arise from M2 branes wrapping rational
curves in the fiber that shrink to zero volume in the F-theory limit. These modes, which are
massive on the Coulomb branch, wrap the P1s resolving the singularities in the fibration. In
fact, as we move towards the origin of the Coulomb branch, the P1s shrink in size and the
M2 brane states become light. Similarly, the KK-modes arise from M2 branes with volume
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contribution depending on the volume of the generic elliptic fiber. The KK-mass also becomes
zero as r →∞ in the decompactification limit and all such modes become massless.
Before we conclude this section, let us discuss the dimensional reduction of known higher
curvature corrections in M-theory. Their lift to F-theory proceeds along the lines of [54,
128, 129], but we focus here on the term quartic in the curvature two-form and linear in Ĉ3.
Concretely, this term in the eleven-dimensional action is given by
Ŝ
(11)
CR4 = −
1
96
∫
M11
Ĉ3 ∧ [tr R̂4 −
1
4
(tr R̂2)2] . (6.2.14)
Upon dimensional reduction on a general Calabi-Yau threefold, one finds, among other terms,
the five-dimensional Chern-Simons terms [190]
S
(5)M
ARR =
1
48
cΛ
∫
M5
AΛ ∧ tr R∧R , (6.2.15)
where
cΛ =
∫
Y
ωΛ ∧ c2(Y ) . (6.2.16)
The comparison with F-theory will show that the cα-term is a classical Chern-Simons term,
while the other terms involving c0, cI , cm are induced at one-loop. We discuss this matter in
more detail in chapter 7.
On the M-theory side, one can use the geometry of Y to evaluate the various components
(cΛ) = (cα, c0, cI , cm). In the case of cα, it is possible to perform this calculation without
knowledge of the specific manifold. One finds that
cα = −12Kα , (6.2.17)
where Kα = ηαβK
β and Kβ are the expansion coefficients of the canonical class in terms
of vertical divisors. Notably, the result is independent of whether the zero section of Y is
holomorphic or not. For details on the calculation, we refer to section C.1.
If, on the other hand, we do have a holomorphic zero section, then we can explicitly
evaluate another coefficient to find that
c0 = 52− 4h1,1(B) if s0 is holomorphic. (6.2.18)
Again, we defer details to section C.1.
6.3 Six-Dimensional N = (1, 0)-Supergravity on a Cycle
The effective action of F-theory compactified on a singular Calabi-Yau threefold is a six-
dimensional N = (1, 0)-supergravity theory and we proceed with the second step by following
the procedure outlined in figure 6.2. Let us denote the six-dimensional space-time manifold
by M6. In the following, we denote the number of vector multiplets by V , the number of
tensor multiplets by T , and the number of hypermultiplets by H.
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Figure 6.2: Circle reduction of the
six-dimensional super-
gravity theory.
We allow for a non-Abelian gauge group G, which
splits into a simple non-Abelian part GnA and nU(1)
U(1)-factors as
G = GnA × U(1)nU(1) . (6.3.1)
Our goal is to find the F-theory effective action of a
N = (1, 0) theory with gauge group G. Since the
tensors in the spectrum obey (anti-)self-duality con-
straints, we can only give a pseudo-action for this the-
ory for which the additional constraints have to be im-
posed manually at the level of the equations of motion.
For the sake of simplicity we only display the bosonic
part of this pseudo-action. The fermionic couplings
can then be inferred by using the general supergrav-
ity actions found in [191–194]. Our conventions are
summarized in section E.1 and follow largely the ones
used in [54].
Let us collectively denote the anti-self-dual tensors from the tensor multiplets and the
self-dual tensor from the gravity multiplet by B̂α, α = 1 . . . T + 1. The real scalars in the
tensor multiplets parametrize the manifold
SO(1, T )/SO(T ) . (6.3.2)
For a convenient description of this coset space we introduce T + 1 scalars jα and a constant
metric Ωαβ with signature (+,−, . . . ,−). Due to the constraint
Ωαβj
αjβ
!
= 1 (6.3.3)
one scalar degree of freedom is redundant. Furthermore, it is useful to define another non-
constant positive metric
gαβ = 2jαjβ − Ωαβ . (6.3.4)
Here and in the following indices are raised and lowered using Ωαβ.
The gauge connection for the simple non-Abelian group is denoted by Â and the Abelian
ones are denoted by Âm, where m = 1 . . . nU(1). The field strength two-forms read
F̂ = dÂ+ Â ∧ Â , F̂m = dÂm (6.3.5)
and the Chern-Simons forms are defined as
ω̂CS = tr(Â ∧ dÂ+ 2
3
Â ∧ Â ∧ Â) , ω̂CS,mn = Âm ∧ dÂn . (6.3.6)
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Let us now turn to the gravity sector, which is described by the spin connection ω̂ on
M6, the curvature two-form
R̂ = dω̂ + ω̂ ∧ ω̂ (6.3.7)
and the Ricci-Scalar R̂. The gravitational Chern-Simons form is defined as
ω̂CSgrav = tr(ω̂ ∧ dω̂ +
2
3
ω̂ ∧ ω̂ ∧ ω̂) . (6.3.8)
Moreover, there are four real scalars in each hypermultiplet, which we collectively denote
by qU , U = 1 . . . 4H. These parametrize a quaternionic manifold with metric hUV . Since the
hypermultiplets may transform in some representation R of the simple non-Abelian gauge
group and may also carry U(1)-charges, we introduce the covariant derivative
D̂qU = dqU + ÂRqU − iqmÂmqU , (6.3.9)
where ÂR denotes the Lie-algebra valued gauge connection of GnA in the representation R.
Since the six-dimensional N = (1, 0) spectrum is chiral, the theory is potentially anoma-
lous. For some spectra, one can employ the Green-Schwarz mechanism [7, 195, 196] to cancel
these anomalies. We therefore include the Green-Schwarz counterterm in the action, which
reads
ŜGS = −1
2
∫
M6
ΩαβB̂
α ∧ X̂β4 , (6.3.10)
where
X̂α4 =
1
2
aα tr R̂ ∧ R̂+ 2 b
α
λ(g)
tr F̂ ∧ F̂ + 2bαmnF̂m ∧ F̂n . (6.3.11)
The constants aα, bα, bαmn will later be given in terms of geometrical data of the internal
Calabi-Yau space. We have furthermore inserted a group theoretical factor λ(g) defined in
Equation D.0.2 for later convenience. The Green-Schwarz term can be used to cancel those
anomalies whose anomaly polynomial factorizes as
Î8 = −
1
2
ΩαβX̂
α
4 ∧ X̂
β
4 , (6.3.12)
provided that we assign an appropriate transformation to the tensors under gauge and local
Lorentz transformations, which turns out to be
δB̂α = dΛ̂α − 1
2
aα tr l̂dω̂ − 2bα tr λ̂dÂ− 2bαmnλ̂mdÂn , (6.3.13)
where l̂, λ̂, λ̂m are the respective parameters of local Lorentz and gauge transformations
δω̂ = dl̂ + [ω̂, l̂] , δÂ = dλ̂+ [Â, λ̂] , δÂm = dλ̂m (6.3.14)
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and the one-forms Λ̂α encode the standard gauge transformations of two-forms. The precise
conditions the matter spectrum has to satisfy in order for the factorization (6.3.12) to take
place will be reviewed in section 7.4. The gauge invariant field strength for the tensors then
takes the form
Ĝα = dB̂α +
1
2
aαω̂CSgrav + 2
bα
λ(g)
ω̂CS + 2bαmnω̂
CS,mn . (6.3.15)
Note that the Ĝα are subject to a duality constraint
gαβ ∗̂Ĝβ = ΩαβĜβ , (6.3.16)
which has to be enforced in addition to the equations of motion derived from the pseudo-
action. The bosonic part of the pseudo-action for six-dimensional N = (1, 0) supergravity
with gauge group G reads
Ŝ(6) =
∫
M6
+
1
2
R̂∗̂1− 1
4
gαβĜ
α ∧ ∗̂Ĝβ − 1
2
gαβdj
α ∧ ∗̂djβ − hUV D̂qU ∧ ∗̂D̂qV
− 2Ωαβjα
bβ
λ(g)
tr F̂ ∧ ∗̂F̂ − 2ΩαβjαbβmnF̂m ∧ ∗̂F̂n
− Ωαβ
bα
λ(g)
B̂β ∧ tr F̂ ∧ F̂ − ΩαβbαmnB̂β ∧ F̂m ∧ F̂n
− 1
4
Ωαβa
αB̂β ∧ tr R̂ ∧ R̂ − V̂ ∗̂1 ,
(6.3.17)
where V̂ is the scalar potential. In the following we do not need the precise form of V̂ and
refer for example to [191, 192, 197–199] for more details.
In a next step we compactify this theory on a circle of radius r and thus choose the
six-dimensional space-time to be of the form M6 = S
1 ×M5. Let us briefly summarize the
results of this reduction here and defer technical details and conventions to Appendix E. The
coordinate along the circle is denoted by y. We write A0 for the Kaluza-Klein vector and
call the corresponding field-strength F 0 = dA0. Let us also define Dy = dy − A0. Recall
that expressions without hats are of five-dimensional origin and are hence independent of
y. It is important to stress here that we only approach a two-derivative reduction for the
moment. We therefore also neglect higher curvature contributions. This implies that we can
omit the gravitational contribution in the Green-Schwarz terms of Equation 6.3.10 and all
other gravitational contributions from the tensors proportional to aα. Later on, we revisit
these terms and discuss them in more detail.
Hypermultiplets in six dimensions reduce trivially to five-dimensional hypermultiplets.
The six-dimensional vectors Â, Âm reduce to five-dimensional vectors A, Am and scalars ζ, ζm.
Tensors B̂α in the six–dimensional theory reduce to five-dimensional tensors Bα with field-
strength Gα and vectors Aα with field-strength Fα = dAα. These reductions can be inserted
into the six-dimensional pseudo-action. One then has to integrate over the circle direction to
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obtain a five-dimensional pseudo-action. Reducing the (anti-)self-duality constraint (6.3.16)
yields a relation between the tensor field-strength Gα and the vector field-strength Fα given
by
Fα = Fα − 4 b
α
λ(g)
tr(ζF ) + 2
bα
λ(g)
tr(ζζ)F 0 − 4bαmnζmFn + 2bαmnζmζnF 0 . (6.3.18)
This condition can be used to obtain a proper five-dimensional supergravity action depending
only on Fα by eliminating the dependence of the five-dimensional pseudo-action on the tensors
Bα in favor of the vectors Aα. While this is always possible at the massless Kaluza-Klein level
for the compactified tensors, doing so will no longer work at the massive level. Furthermore,
we also perform a Weyl rescaling to arrive at the canonical form of the Einstein-Hilbert term.
The last step is to push the theory onto the five-dimensional Coulomb branch by switching
on vacuum expectation values for the scalars in the vector multiplets. This results in giving
mass terms to the W-bosons (and by supersymmetry also to their fermionic partners) and
the charged hypermultiplets. The massive W-bosons break the simple non-Abelian gauge
group to its maximal torus U(1)rank(GnA). Below the mass scale characteristic of the gauge
group breaking, all massive states have to be integrated out from the five-dimensional effective
action. We discuss the induced corrections in section 7.3. On the massless level we are only
left with the Cartan generators and the generators of the Abelian gauge symmetry, which
generically stay massless. We thus find the residual gauge symmetry
U(1)rank(GnA) × U(1)nU(1) . (6.3.19)
In the following, the U(1)s originating from the non-Abelian Cartan generators are labeled
by I = 1, . . . , rank(GnA).
Let us summarize the massless bosonic fields of the Coulomb branch effective theory
and their completion into five-dimensional N = 2 multiplets. We distinguish three types of
five-dimensional multiplets:
• The gravity multiplet consists of the five-dimensional metric (graviton) and in general
a linear combination of A0 and Aα (graviphoton).
• We find rank(GnA) + nU(1) + T + 1 vector multiplets. The vectors are AI , Am and
T + 1 linear combinations of A0 and Aα. The corresponding scalar degrees of freedom
are provided by ζI , ζm, r and jα supplemented by the constraint Ωαβj
αjβ
!
= 1 from
the six-dimensional theory. Recall that α = 1, . . . , T + 1, m = 1, . . . , nU(1), and I =
1, . . . , rank(GnA).
• The only massless five-dimensional hypermultiplets arise from Hneutral six-dimensional
hypermultiplets that transform trivially under G.
To specify the Coulomb branch action, we first need to introduce some additional nota-
tion. The Cartan generators TI are chosen to be in the coroot basis, i.e. we have the following
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relation to the Cartan generators TM in the usual basis given around Equation D.0.3:
TI = α∨I · T . (6.3.20)
According to the convention (D.0.3), the trace normalization for the Cartan generators in the
coroot basis reads
tr (TITJ) = λ(g)CIJ , (6.3.21)
where the coroot inner product matrix CIJ is defined in (D.0.1).4
To simplify our expressions, we introduce indices Î = (I,m), Ĵ = (J, n), etc. running
over all U(1)s in the Coulomb branch group (6.3.19). In particular, we define
bα
ÎĴ
=
(
bαCIJ 0
0 bαmn
)
, (6.3.22)
where Î , Ĵ = 1, . . . , rank(G) + nU(1).
The five-dimensional action on the Coulomb branch then reads
S(5)F =
∫
M5
+
1
2
R ∗ 1− 2
3
r−2dr ∧ ∗dr − 1
2
gαβdj
α ∧ ∗djβ − huvdqu ∧ ∗dqv (6.3.23)
− 2r−2ΩαβjαbβÎĴ dζ
Î ∧ ∗dζ Ĵ − 1
4
r8/3F 0 ∧ ∗F 0 − 1
2
r−4/3gαβ Fα ∧ ∗Fβ
− 2r2/3ΩαβjαbβÎĴ (F
Î − ζ ÎF 0) ∧ ∗(F Ĵ − ζ ĴF 0) + LpCS + L
np
CS ,
where gauge-invariant Chern-Simons terms are given by
LpCS = −
1
2
Ωαβ A
0 ∧ Fα ∧ F β + 2ΩαβbαÎĴ A
β ∧ F Î ∧ F Ĵ , (6.3.24)
and non-gauge-invariant Chern-Simons terms read
LnpCS =− 2Ωαβb
α
ÎĴ
bβ
K̂L̂
]ζK̂ζL̂ζ ÎAĴ ∧ F 0 ∧ F 0 (6.3.25)
+ 2Ωαβ(b
α
ÎĴ
bβ
K̂L̂
+ 2bα
ÎK̂
bβ
ĴL̂
)ζK̂ζL̂AÎ ∧ F Ĵ ∧ F 0
− 2Ωαβ(2bαÎĴb
β
K̂L̂
+ bα
ÎL̂
bβ
ĴK̂
)ζL̂AÎ ∧ F Ĵ ∧ F K̂ .
Note that the five-dimensional expression LnpCS arises from the reduction of the six-dimensional
non-gauge-invariant Green-Schwarz term (6.3.10). In contrast to six dimensions, LnpCS can be
canceled by adding a one-loop counter-term in five-dimensions that renders the action gauge
invariant [54, 200]. In the vector field sector, we have only kept Cartan and Abelian gauge
fields (and their respective scalar partners) and, similarly, in the hyper sector also only the
massless, i.e. uncharged scalars, denoted by qu, u = 1 . . . 4Hneutral.
4Note that all roots and weights appearing in this work are still associated to the Cartan generators TM
and not to TI .
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The information about the gravity and vector sector of five-dimensionalN = 2 supergrav-
ity is contained entirely in the real prepotential N . In the canonical form of the supergravity,
N is a cubic polynomial in the scalar fields MΛ. The MΛ are so-called very special co-
ordinates and encode the scalar degrees of freedom in the five-dimensional N = 2 vector
multiplets subjected to one normalization constraint
N != 1 , (6.3.26)
which reduces the degrees of freedom by one. Generally, the prepotential can be written as
N = 1
3!
kΛΣΘM
ΛMΣMΘ, (6.3.27)
where kΛΣΘ is constant and symmetric in all indices. The canonical form of the action then
reads
S(5) =
∫
M5
+
1
2
R ∗ 1− 1
2
GΛΣdM
Λ ∧ ∗dMΣ − huvdqu ∧ ∗dqv
− 1
2
GΛΣF
Λ ∧ ∗FΣ − 1
12
kΛΣΘA
Λ ∧ FΣ ∧ FΘ.
(6.3.28)
Note that the fields AΛ comprise the graviphoton and the vectors from the vector multiplet.
Here, we have also defined the metric
GΛΣ = −
1
2
∂MΛ∂MΣ logN |N=1 . (6.3.29)
The effective action (6.3.23) of the circle reduced six-dimensional N = (1, 0) supergravity
is not yet in the canonical form (6.3.28) of five-dimensional N = 2 supergravity and we
therefore have to perform a field redefinition. It turns out that the fields
M0 = r−4/3
Mα = r2/3(jα + 2r−2bα
ÎĴ
ζ Îζ Ĵ)
M Î = r−4/3ζ Î
(6.3.30)
yield the right structure, which is analogous to the redefinition found in [54]. Let us further
define
NFp = ΩαβM0MαMβ − 4ΩαβbαÎĴM
βM ÎM Ĵ , (6.3.31)
which is the polynomial part of the prepotential for our setting. As was already pointed out in
[54], this has to be supplemented by a non-polynomial part N Fnp, which is found by imposing
the special geometry constraint
N Fp +N Fnp
!
= Ωαβj
αjβ = 1 (6.3.32)
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to be
N Fnp = 4ΩαβbαÎĴb
β
K̂L̂
M ÎM ĴM K̂M L̂
M0
. (6.3.33)
Hence, the prepotential is not a cubic polynomial, but still a homogeneous function of degree
three. The reason for deviating from the canonical case lies in the non-trivial transforma-
tion behavior of the six-dimensional tensors under gauge transformations. This required
introducing the redefined field strength (6.3.15), which, when reduced to five dimensions,
yields the modified vector field strength (6.3.18). In this way, all non-gauge-invariance of
the classical six-dimensional action is contained in the Green-Schwarz terms, while all non-
gauge-invariance of the five-dimensional action is encoded in the Chern-Simons terms (6.3.25).
Apart from the Chern-Simons terms (6.3.25), the action is therefore obtained in exactly the
same way as the canonical supergravity action (6.3.28). The metric GΛΣ again has to be
calculated using Equation 6.3.29, this time taking into account both the polynomial and
non-polynomial parts, i.e. the sum NFp + NFnp. More subtleties arise in the analysis of the
Chern-Simons terms. In turns out that the two contributions (6.3.24) and (6.3.25) can be
brought into the form
S
(5)F
CS = −
1
12
∫
M5
(NFp )ΛΣΘAΛ ∧ FΣ ∧ FΘ −
1
16
∫
M5
(NFnp)ÎΣΘA
Î ∧ FΣ ∧ FΘ , (6.3.34)
where the indices on NF indicate that derivatives are taken with respect to the corresponding
scalar fields. Note that the second part is not symmetric in the indices, since one cannot
integrate by parts.
Finally, let us make a short remark on higher curvature terms. Their reduction proceeds
along the same lines as in [54]. By including gravitational contributions in the Green-Schwarz
terms and in the tensor transformations, one induces a five-dimensional Chern-Simons term
S
(5)F
ARR =
1
2
∫
M5
Ωαβa
αAβ ∧ tr R∧R . (6.3.35)
We note that there are additional higher curvature corrections to the circle reduced action
when including higher curvature terms in six dimensions. However, the new Chern-Simons
term (6.3.35) turns out to be sufficient to extract the geometrical interpretation of aα in
F-theory when the matching with M-theory is performed.
Chapter 7
The Six-Dimensional Effective
F-Theory Action
In the previous chapter we found the prepotentials for the five-dimensional reduction of
M-theory on an elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau threefold and the circle reduction of a gen-
eral N = (1, 0)-supergravity in six dimensions that we took as an ansatz for the effec-
tive F-theory action we set out to compute. The crucial missing step in the derivation
of the F-theory effective action is to match these two theories. However, as we have ex-
plained previously, this is not as straightforward as one might have expected it to be.
While the M-theory action as specified by the prepotential of Equation 6.2.7 and Equa-
tion 6.2.12 must be understood as the effective action with all massive fields integrated out,
(12− 2n)d-SUGRA on S1
Circled-reduced supergravity
theory with Kaluza-Klein towers
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Figure 7.1: Integrating out massive
modes of the circle re-
duced theory.
this is not true for the circle reduction: Here infinitely
many additional massive states such as the W-bosons,
the charged matter hypermultiplets, and also all the
Kaluza-Klein towers are still present. Only after in-
tegrating out these additional fields does one expect
the two effective theories of chapter 6 (and hence also
their prepotentials) to be the same.
The main task of this chapter is therefore to deter-
mine the loop corrections to the prepotential of Equa-
tion 6.3.31 and thus to follow the last step of figure 2.3
that is displayed again in figure 7.1. Equivalently, we
can also compute the corrections to the Chern-Simons
terms. First however, we identify in section 7.1 the
part of the prepotential that is unaffected by such loop
correction and that can hence already be matched. We
then recall in section 7.2 the impact that integrating
out fields has on the Chern-Simons terms and use the
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results summarized there to determine the loop-corrections in section 7.3. Importantly, the
loop-corrected Chern-Simons terms depend explicitly on the matter spectrum of the F-theory
model. In the M-theory reduction, however, these Chern-Simons terms are given by intersec-
tion numbers of the elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau manifold and one can use the matching
conditions to determine the matter spectrum of the resulting low-energy effective F-theory
action. Finally, we recall in section 7.4 the role of anomalies in six dimensions and show that
one can at least partially prove that F-theory backgrounds automatically lead to anomaly-free
supergravity theories in six dimensions.
7.1 Classical Matchings
As we have just noted, we are not yet in a position to perform a complete match of the
two prepotentials obtained in chapter 6. However, we can already identify a subset of terms
that are not affected by loop corrections, namely those surviving in the limit ε → 0 of
Equation 6.2.7 and the gravitational Chern-Simons term proportional to cα. Matching the
expressions on both sides one obtains relations among the fields given by
M0 = 2R Mα =
1
2
Lα (7.1.1)
M I =
1
2
ξI Mm =
1
2
ξm .
In addition, the constant couplings specifying the six-dimensional N = (1, 0) action are
identified as
bα = Sb,α bαmn = −π(Dm ·Dn)α (7.1.2)
Ωαβ = ηαβ .
Furthermore, matching the classical higher curvature terms (6.3.35) and (6.2.15) gives
aα = Kα, (7.1.3)
after identifying cα = −12ηαβKβ as in Equation 6.2.17. The identifications (7.1.1), (7.1.2),
(7.1.3) and the discussion of the proceeding subsections imply that the Hodge numbers of the
resolved Calabi-Yau threefold Y and its base B are related to the spectrum as
h1,1(Y ) = 1 + h1,1(B) + rank g + nU(1) (7.1.4)
h1,1(B) = T + 1 , (7.1.5)
h2,1(Y ) = Hneutral − 1 . (7.1.6)
In particular, inverting Equation 7.1.4 provides an easy way of calculating the rank nU(1) of
the Mordell-Weil group of a given Calabi-Yau manifold. These identifications of geometrical
quantities with the characteristic data of the effective action are in accordance with the
matchings found in [49, 50, 54, 122, 125, 196, 201].
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spin-1/2 fermion self-dual tensor Bµν spin-3/2 fermion ψµ
cAFF
1
2 −2
5
2
cARR −1 −8 19
Table 7.1: The different constant multipliers for the shifts of the Chern-Simons terms.
7.2 Loop corrections for Chern-Simons terms
In this section we summarize the general formulae required to evaluate one-loop Chern-Simons
coefficients in a five-dimensional effective theory obtained by circle compactification.
As was found in [94, 187, 189], one can generate new Chern-Simons terms in a five-
dimensional theory by integrating out massive spin-1/2 fermions, spin-3/2 fermions and mas-
sive tensors. In particular, as shown in [186, 187], the five-dimensional tensors contributing in
this loop computation have to be self-dual in the sense of [202], i.e. the tensors must be given
by complex two-forms Bµν with kinetic terms B̄ ∧ dB and mass terms mB̄ ∧ ∗B. Integrating
out a massive state causes the Chern-Simons coefficients to shift according to [187]
kΛΣΘ 7→ kΛΣΘ + cscAFF qΛqΣqΘ sign(m) (7.2.1)
kΛ 7→ kΛ + cscARR qΛ sign(m) , (7.2.2)
where Λ,Σ,Θ 6= α and the constant coefficients cAFF and cARR are given in table 7.1. cs
is an additional multiplier taking the values ±1 depending on the chirality of the original
six-dimensional state.
The external legs of the loops one must evaluate to arrive at these expressions are the
gauge bosons AΛ, AΣ, AΘ for the term in Equation 7.2.1 and two gravitons and a gauge
boson AΛ for the Chern-Simons coefficient of Equation 7.2.2. It is necessary to integrate
out all massive spin-1/2 fermions, spin-3/2 fermions and self-dual tensors. The charge of the
mode under AΛ is written as qΛ, where the conventions are such that the covariant derivative
reads ∂µ − iqAµ. We denoted the mass by m appearing in the equations of motion as
(/∂ −m1/2)ψ = 0 , (γρµν∂µ −m3/2γρν)ψν = 0 , (∗d− imB)B = 0 (7.2.3)
for a spin-1/2 fermion ψ, a spin-3/2 fermion ψµ and a self-dual tensor B.
In our setting we reduce six-dimensional symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinors on a circle.
The symplectic Majorana condition for two fermions ψ1 and ψ2 in six dimensions reads
ψi = εijψj c , (7.2.4)
where ψi c denotes the charge conjugated spinor and εij is the usual antisymmetric epsilon
tensor in two dimensions. One can now expand the spinors in Fourier modes along the circle
direction
ψi(x, y) =
+∞∑
n=−∞
ψi(n)(x)e
iny/r . (7.2.5)
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The ψi(n) are the Kaluza-Klein modes of the fermions. To determine the fermionic degrees of
freedom in the circle reduced theory, we apply the symplectic Majorana condition (7.2.4) to
the expansion (7.2.5)
+∞∑
n=−∞
ψi(n)(x)e
iny/r = εij
+∞∑
n=−∞
ψj c(n)(x)e
−iny/r . (7.2.6)
Comparing coefficients, we obtain the constraint
ψi(n) = ε
ijψj c(−n) , (7.2.7)
which simply states that in five dimensions, the degrees of freedom of two former six-
dimensional symplectic Majorana-Weyl fermions are entirely comprised of the Kaluza-Klein
tower of one of the fermions, e.g. ψ1. This means that one only needs to include one fermion
per multiplet when integrating out massive fermionic modes.
Put together, we have to integrate out hyperini, which gain masses on the Coulomb-
branch, KK-modes of hyperini, massive non-Cartan gaugini, KK-modes of gaugini and ten-
sorini, KK-modes of gravitini, and KK-modes of former six-dimensional (anti-)self-dual ten-
sors1. In general, there can be two separate contributions to their masses. First of all, the
charged hyperini and non-Cartan gaugini have Coulomb branch masses. Secondly, there is a
contribution from the KK-level for all KK-modes. According to [187], the mass terms then
take the form
m1/2 = c1/2
(
mCB + nmKK
)
, mCB = (q1/2)Îζ
Î , (7.2.8)
where n is the Kaluza-Klein level and mCB is the Coulomb branch mass of the fermion under
consideration. The term (q1/2)Îζ
Î denotes the contraction of the charges (q1/2)Î under the
Cartan generators TI in the coroot basis and the U(1)s appearing in Equation 6.3.19 with
the ζ Î carrying indices Î introduced around Equation 6.3.22. The ζ Î are the VEVs of the
scalars corresponding to the U(1)s in Equation 6.3.19. In the reductions of the six-dimensional
theories considered above, the spin-3/2 fermions and the tensors are neutral under the six-
dimensional gauge group. They only can admit a Kaluza-Klein mass at level n of the form
m3/2 = −c3/2 · n ·mKK , mB = cB · n ·mKK . (7.2.9)
The factors c1/2, c3/2, cB are related to the respective representations of SO(4), the massive
little group in five dimensions. In the subsequent calculations, it is important that c1/2,
c3/2 are equal to +1 for modes coming from six-dimensional left-handed fermions and −1 for
those coming from right-handed ones. Similarly, cB is +1 for former six-dimensional self-dual
tensors and −1 for anti-self-dual tensors in six dimensions. In table 7.2 we list the cumulative
contribution of integrating out an entire supersymmetry multiplet.
1KK-modes are charged under the Kaluza-Klein vector A0. The covariant derivative reads ∂µ + inA
0
µ.
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Multiplet Hyper Vector Tensor Gravity
cAFF −12
1
2
1
2
3
2
cARR 1 −1 5 15
Table 7.2: The different constant multipliers for the shifts of the Chern-Simons terms
depending on the type of six-dimensional N = (1, 0)-multiplet whose five-
dimensional analogue is integrated out. Note that this is the contribution of
a single five-dimensional multiplet and not the entire Kaluza-Klein tower. We
remark that in order to obtain the right contribution of a tensor multiplet, one
must take into account that an (anti-)self-dual tensor in six dimensions reduces
to a real five-dimensional tensor and therefore contributes only half the factor of
table 7.1.
7.3 Loop-corrected Matchings
Given the explicit expressions of Equation 7.2.1 and Equation 7.2.2, we can compute the
loop corrections to the prepotential terms that we have so far not been able to match. First,
however, we introduce a bit of notation.
• We write R for a representation of the whole gauge group G, while representations of
GnA are referred to as R.
• For a representation R we denote the weights of the whole representation (including
U(1)-factors) by w. Weights of only GnA are called w. By the roots α of G (and
analogously by the coroots of G) we mean explicitly only the roots of GnA, possibly
embedded into the root lattice of G. The set of roots of G is called Φ(G).
• Expanding the non-Abelian vector fields in the coroot basis of GnA, the charge of a
weight w of a representation R under the Cartan vector field AI is
qwI ≡ 〈α∨I ,w〉 , (7.3.1)
where α∨I is the respective coroot. Similarly, we denote the charge of a root α under A
I
by qαI . Together with the charges qm of the representation R under the Abelian vector
fields Am they can be combined into a vector
qw
Î
= (qwI , qm) (7.3.2)
and similarly for the roots.
• H(R) is the number of hypermultiplets transforming in a representation R. The com-
plete number of involved hypermultiplets is then dim(R) ·H(R), where dim(R) is the
dimension of the representation R. One similarly defines H(R). Let H(qm, qn) denote
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the total number of hypermultiplets with U(1)-charges (qm, qn) and proceed likewise
for H(qm, qn, qk, ql). Furthermore, we write H(R, qm) for the number of hypermulti-
plets transforming in the representation R and carrying U(1)-charge qm. An analogous
statement holds for H(R, qm, qn). Note that when a hypermultiplet transforms in some
representation R in our notation, this actually means that one complex scalar and one
symplectic Majorana-Weyl fermion in the multiplet transform in R, while the other
complex scalar and fermion transform in the conjugate representation R∗.
• Traces with respect to the representation R are denoted by trR and tr refers to the
trace in the fundamental representation.
• We denote the (floored) ratio between the Coulomb branch mass and the Kaluza-Klein
mass of a particle corresponding to a weight w by
lw ≡
⌊
|mwCB|
|mKK |
⌋
= br|w · ζ|c . (7.3.3)
and similarly for W-bosons labeled by roots α. Here we have introduced the contraction
w · ζ ≡ 〈α∨I ,w〉ζI + qmζm = qwÎ ζ
Î (7.3.4)
of the weight w of a representation R of the total gauge group G with the vacuum
expectation value of the scalars ζ Î in the vector multiplets. As before, the scalars ζI
are the expansion coefficients in the coroot basis of G.
• Finally, we write
sign(w) ≡ sign(w · ζ) (7.3.5)
and similarly for the roots α.
To compute the actual loop corrections to the Chern-Simons coefficient kΛΣΘ, one must
integrate out the (possibly infinite) set of massive fields that are charged with respect to all
three vector fields AΛ, AΣ, and AΘ. At the end of the previous section we listed all massive
fields in the circle-reduced theory that can theoretically contribute. In the following, our task
is to identify the correct subset of fields for the Chern-Simons coefficient in question, restrict
the sums of Equation 7.2.1 (or Equation 7.2.2) correspondingly and evaluate the resulting
expressions using the formulas derived in section E.3. In the following, we will carry out these
steps in full detail for the Chern-Simons coefficients k000 and kI , before we then summarize
the results for all the other coefficients in subsection 7.3.2.
7.3.1 Explicit Computation of k000 and k0
The coefficients k000 and kI are generated entirely by the one-loop corrections to the Chern-
Simons coefficients obtained by integrating out the massive states that are still present in the
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circle reduction of section 6.3. To see how this type of computation is performed, we carry
it out in detail for these two coefficients. As all the other formulae of subsection 7.3.2 are
obtained analogously, the reader should be able to reproduce them on his own.
To compute the loop corrections to k000, one must integrate out all matter states charged
under the vector field A0, i.e. every field with non-zero Kaluza-Klein charge. We therefore
have to integrate out all the fields mentioned in section 7.2: the hyperinos, the gauginos, the
antisymmetric two-tensors, the tensorinos, the gravitino and the two-tensor originating in the
six-dimensional gravity multiplet. Using table 7.2, we find
k000 =
∞∑
n=−∞
(−n)3
[
3
2
+
T
2
+
1
2
∑
vectors
sign(m)− 1
2
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
sign(m)
]
. (7.3.6)
Here the first contribution is the Kaluza-Klein tower of the gravity multiplet, and the second
term corresponds to the six-dimensional tensors. The spinors of the third and the fourth term
require additional information in order to perform the sums, as their mass terms include a
contribution from the Coulomb branch:
m = mCB + n ·mKK = qÎζ
Î +
n
r
. (7.3.7)
If the states are neutral (as is the case for the neutral hypermultiplets and the vector fields
whose zero mode remains massless), then m obviously does not depend on the ζ Î anymore
and the sum can be performed. We point out that in our notation, the nth state in the
Kaluza-Klein tower has charge −n. Using Equation E.3.8 to regularize the infinite sum, we
find
k000 =
−1
60
(
3
2
+
T
2
+
V
2
− H
2
)
+
1
4
[ ∑
α∈Φ(G)
l2α (lα + 1)
2 −
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
l2w(lw + 1)
2
]
=
1
120
(H − V − T − 3) + 1
4
[ ∑
α∈Φ(G)
l2α (lα + 1)
2 −
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
l2w(lw + 1)
2
]
. (7.3.8)
Computing kI is very similar, but we nevertheless go through the steps to illustrate how
to compute the corrections for states charged not under A0, but a different vector field. Since
only states charged with respect to AI contribute, we only need to consider hyperinos from
charged hypers and gauginos from the W-bosons of GnA. We thus have that
kI =
∞∑
n=−∞
[∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
qwI sign(m)−
∑
α∈Φ(G)
qαI sign(m)
]
=
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
(2lw + 1)q
w
I sign(w)−
∑
α∈Φ(G)
(2lα + 1)q
α
I sign(α) , (7.3.9)
where we have again inserted the explicit expressions for the mass of the hyperinos and
gauginos and used Equation E.3.4 to evaluate the infinite sum.
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7.3.2 Summary of all Loop-Corrected Chern-Simons Terms
Having illustrated explicitly how to compute the loop corrections, we spare the reader the
detailed computations for the remaining Chern-Simons coefficients and instead give a compre-
hensive summary of all coefficients. We find that the loop-corrected Chern-Simons coefficients
for the A ∧ F ∧ F term are
k000 =
1
120
(H − V − T − 3) + 1
4
[ ∑
α∈Φ(G)
l2α (lα + 1)
2 −
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
l2w(lw + 1)
2
]
(7.3.10a)
k00I =
1
6
[ ∑
α∈Φ(G)
lα(lα + 1)(2lα + 1)q
α
I sign(α) (7.3.10b)
−
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
lw(lw + 1)(2lw + 1)q
w
I sign(w)
]
k00m = −
1
6
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
lw(lw + 1)(2lw + 1)qm sign(w) (7.3.10c)
k0IJ =
1
12
[ ∑
α∈Φ(G)
(1 + 6lα(lα + 1)) q
α
I q
α
J −
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
(1 + 6lw(lw + 1)) q
w
I q
w
J
]
(7.3.10d)
k0Im = −
1
12
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
(1 + 6lw(lw + 1)) q
w
I qm (7.3.10e)
= −1
2
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
lw(lw + 1)q
w
I qm
k0mn = −
1
12
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
(1 + 6lw(lw + 1)) qmqn (7.3.10f)
kIJK =
1
2
[ ∑
α∈Φ(G)
(2lα + 1)q
α
I q
α
J q
α
K sign(α)−
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
(2lw + 1)q
w
I q
w
J q
w
K sign(w)
]
(7.3.10g)
kIJm = −
1
2
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
(2lw + 1)q
w
I q
w
J qm sign(w) (7.3.10h)
kImn = −
1
2
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
(2lw + 1)q
w
I qmqn sign(w) (7.3.10i)
kmnk = −
1
2
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
(2lw + 1)qmqnqk sign(w) . (7.3.10j)
To arrive at the second line of Equation 7.3.10e we used that the weights of any given repre-
sentation all sum up to zero, as we show in Appendix D.
For the higher curvature terms, we determine the loop corrected expressions for kΛ to be
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k0 =
1
6
(H − V + 5T + 15)−
[ ∑
α∈Φ(G)
(lα + 1)lα −
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
(lw + 1)lw
]
(7.3.11a)
kI =
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
(2lw + 1)q
w
I sign(w)−
∑
α∈Φ(G)
(2lα + 1)q
α
I sign(α) (7.3.11b)
km =
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
(2lw + 1)qm sign(w) . (7.3.11c)
7.3.3 Simplified Loop-Corrected Chern-Simons Terms
As is obvious from looking at these results, there is a case for which most of the above
expressions simplify considerably, namely when
lα = lw = 0 ∀α,w . (7.3.12)
From the definition in Equation 7.3.3, one sees that this happens if and only if
mCB < mKK , (7.3.13)
that is, if there is a hierarchy between the Kaluza-Klein mass and the Coulomb branch mass
for all fields. Put differently, there are additional contributions from states whose lightest
Kaluza-Klein mode is not the zero mode. In this case, the contributions of the Kaluza-
Klein levels n and −n do not cancel (nor can they be resummed neatly without incurring
a shift) and there are additional contributions. In all the examples we have encountered so
far, the presence of a holomorphic zero section was a sufficient condition to guarantee that
Equation 7.3.12 is satisfied. However, as we learned in Part II, it is completely natural to
consider non-holomorphic zero sections and we will see in chapter 9 that in such models the
full expressions of Equation 7.3.10 and Equation 7.3.11 must be used in order to be able to
match the circle-reduced theory to the M-theory reduction. Let us emphasize that models
with non-holomorphic zero section illustrate that in the F-theory limit the exceptional blow-
up divisors cannot be shrunk independently from the elliptic fiber. Instead, they must be
taken to zero volume simultaneously, for their volumes satisfy inequalities among each other.
For completeness, we list again the loop-corrected Chern-Simons terms, but this time
assuming that the mass hierarchy of Equation 7.3.13 between Coulomb branch mass and
Kaluza-Klein scale is obeyed. Leaving out the Chern-Simons coefficients that are not cor-
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rected, one finds
k000 =
1
120
(H − V − T − 3) (7.3.14a)
k0IJ =
1
12
[ ∑
α∈Φ(G)
qαI q
α
J −
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
qwI q
w
J
]
(7.3.14b)
=
CIJ
12
λ(g)
(
Aadj −
∑
R
H(R)AR
)
k0mn = −
1
12
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
qmqn (7.3.14c)
kIJK =
1
2
[ ∑
α∈Φ(G)
qαI q
α
J q
α
K sign(α)−
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
qwI q
w
J q
w
K sign(w)
]
(7.3.14d)
kIJm = −
1
2
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
qmq
w
I q
w
J sign(w) (7.3.14e)
kImn = −
1
2
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
qwI qmqn sign(w) (7.3.14f)
kmnk = −
1
2
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
qmqnqk sign(w) , (7.3.14g)
where we used in Equation 7.3.14b a set of group theory identities that we prove in Ap-
pendix D.
Obtained in exactly the same fashion, the Chern-Simons coefficients for the A ∧ R ∧ R
term read
k0 =
1
6
(H − V + 5T + 15) (7.3.15a)
kI =
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
qwI sign(w)−
∑
α∈Φ(G)
qαI sign(α) (7.3.15b)
km =
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
qm sign(w) . (7.3.15c)
To conclude this section, we again stress that the loop-corrected Chern-Simons terms
depend explicitly on the matter content of the low-energy effective F-theory action. However,
on the M-theory side the Chern-Simons coefficients are specified in terms of the topology of
the elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau variety, as can be seen from Equation 6.2.7. If one were
able to solve the equations in (7.2.1) and (7.2.2) explicitly for the multiplicities H(R), one
could find closed expressions for the F-theory spectrum in terms of the intersection data of
the compactification manifold. Unfortunately, the sign(m) functions (whose values depend
on the choice of triangulation of the fan of the ambient space variety), prevent us from doing
that. Nevertheless, it is possible to compute the spectra using the matching conditions for
all concrete examples studied so far. In section 9.1 we will discuss in detail how to determine
these spectra explicitly.
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7.4 Six-Dimensional Anomalies and their Cancelation
Anomalies in quantum field theory describe the breakdown of a classical symmetry of the
Lagrangian under quantization. Even if the classical action is invariant under some symmetry,
the path integral measure need not be. In those cases where it is not, the quantum effective
action does not exhibit the classical symmetry anymore. For gauge symmetries, this spells
a disaster, because certain current conservation laws are violated at the quantum level. For
2n-dimensional theories a useful method of capturing anomalies in a gauge invariant way
proceeds via the anomaly polynomial, a formal polynomial of degree n + 1 in the curvature
two-forms, where two auxiliary dimensions are introduced. These polynomials were worked
out in [203].
In our conventions, the six-dimensional N = (1, 0) anomaly polynomial is given by [203]
Î8 =−
1
360
(H − V + 29T − 273)[tr R̂4 + 5
4
(tr R̂2)2]− 1
8
(9− T )(tr R̂2)2
− 1
6
tr R̂2[tradj F̂ 2 −
∑
R
H(R) trR F̂
2 −
∑
m,n,qm,qn
H(qm, qn)qmqnF̂
mF̂n]
+
2
3
[tradj F̂
4 −
∑
R
H(R) trR F̂
4]− 8
3
∑
R,m,qm
H(R, qm)qm(trR F̂
3)F̂m
− 4
∑
R,m,n,qm,qn
H(R, qm, qn)qmqn(trR F̂
2)F̂mF̂n (7.4.1)
− 2
3
∑
m,n,k,l,qm,qn,qk,ql
H(qm, qn, qk, ql)qmqnqkqlF̂
mF̂nF̂ kF̂ l .
As already mentioned in chapter 6, under suitable conditions these anomalies may be canceled
by a generalized Green-Schwarz mechanism induced by non-trivial transformations of the
tensors. In fact, this is possible if the anomaly polynomial factorizes as
Î8 = −
1
2
ΩαβX
α
4 X
β
4 , (7.4.2)
as can be seen by applying the descent equations to Equation 6.3.10. This factorization
condition gives the anomaly constraints [7, 195].
In this section, we study the remarkable connection2 between anomaly cancelation in the
six-dimensional theory and the coefficients of the Chern-Simons terms in the five-dimensional
theory obtained by reducing the former theory on a circle. Using the loop-corrected Chern-
Simons terms of section 7.3 and comparing them to the expressions of the M-theory reduction,
we deduce a set of matching equations. If every F-theory background gave rise to an anomaly-
free theory in six dimensions, then the anomaly conditions in six dimensions would have to
be implied by the matching equations in one dimension lower. Here we prove that under the
2See also the recent paper [112] for a beautiful application of this link.
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ĝµ̂ν̂
ĝδ̂λ̂
ĝκ̂τ̂
ĝρ̂σ̂
Figure 7.2: The box diagram encoding the purely gravitational anomaly.
assumption of a holomorphic zero section and the condition that all matter states satisfy
mCB < mKK (7.4.3)
the gravitational and the mixed anomalies are automatically canceled.
While we cannot show in full generality that every F-theory background is anomaly-free,
we have not found any counter-examples, and in fact, we believe that it should always be true.
Indeed, we show in chapter 9 that for explicit examples with non-holomorphic zero sections all
anomalies are canceled as well. A more exhaustive proof of automatic anomaly cancelation
in F-theory is given in the recent work of [115] and a previous study of four-dimensional
anomalies was carried out in [113]. We further note that six-dimensional anomalies in F-
theory were also studied in [54, 186, 188].
The structure of this section is as follows: We study gravitational anomalies in subsec-
tion 7.4.1, mixed anomalies in subsection 7.4.2 and pure gauge anomalies in subsection 7.4.3.
Each of these three subsections is structured in a similar fashion. First we present the relevant
six-dimensional anomaly conditions, then we relate the respective box-diagram capturing the
anomaly to a triangle diagram in five dimensions and recall the corresponding Chern-Simons
coefficient. Finally, we attempt to deduce the anomaly conditions from the matching equa-
tions of that particular Chern-Simons term.
7.4.1 Gravitational Anomalies
The purely gravitational anomaly conditions are given by
4(12− T ) =1
6
(H − V + 5T + 15) (7.4.4a)
1
4
aαaβΩαβ =
1
120
(H − V − T − 3) (7.4.4b)
and they are captured by the one-loop box diagram whose vertices are all gravitons. To con-
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A0µ A
0
ρ
A0δ
A0µ gρσ
gδλ
Figure 7.3: The two triangle diagrams inducing k000 and k0, respectively.
nect the gravitational anomalies to Chern-Simons terms in five dimensions, one can perform a
heuristic dimensional reduction of the box diagram as described in [186]. In order to compact-
ify the box graph on a circle, we replace one of the external six-dimensional gravitons by the
S1-component of the metric 〈r2〉 and treat it as a background field. After reducing the other
six-dimensional gravitons to Kaluza-Klein vectors A0, one obtains the first triangle diagram
of figure 7.3. If one instead reduces two of the six-dimensional gravitons to five-dimensional
gravitons, one ends up with the second triangle diagram displayed in the figure.
Crucially, these two diagrams are just the ones whose evaluation yields the loop correc-
tions to the Chern-Simons coefficients k000 and k0. Keeping our intention to show automatic
anomaly cancelation in F-theory in mind, we thus recall the expressions worked out in sec-
tion 7.3. Under the assumption that Equation 7.4.3 is satisfied, they read
k000 =
1
120
(H − V − T − 3) (7.4.5a)
k0 =
1
6
(H − V + 5T + 15) . (7.4.5b)
The matching equations for the Chern-Simons terms are obtained by demanding that these
Chern-Simons coefficients equal the topological quantities
k000 = D0 ·D0 ·D0 , k0 =
∫
D0
c2(Y ) . (7.4.6)
If D0 is obtained by shifting a holomorphic zero section, then we can explicitly evaluate the
intersection numbers to find
1
4
KαKβηαβ =
1
120
(H − V − T − 3) (7.4.7a)
4
(
13− h1,1(B)
)
=
1
6
(H − V + 5T + 15) , (7.4.7b)
where we used Equation 6.1.15c and Equation 6.2.18. After using that T = h1,1(B) − 1 as
noted in Equation 7.1.5, Equation 7.4.7b reduces to the anomaly condition (7.4.4a). Similarly,
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after inserting Equation 7.1.2 and Equation 7.1.3, we find that Equation 7.4.7a implies that
the anomaly condition (7.4.4b) is always canceled.
To actually show that the gravitational anomaly is canceled for a given geometry, one has
to express V , H and T in terms of geometric data of the underlying elliptic fibration. While
we already know how to do this for T , we have not yet discussed H and V . The number of
neutral hypermultiplets can be inferred from the reduction of the M-theory three-form. In
section 7.1 we found it to be
Hneutral = h2,1(Y ) + 1 . (7.4.8)
Computing the number of charged hypermultiplets is more involved, since they arise on the M-
theory side by wrapping M2 branes on rational curves in the fiber. These may be determined
from the topology and intersection numbers of the seven-branes specified by the discriminant
of the elliptic fibration. While we are able to determine them for each explicit example of
chapter 9, a general formula has yet to be found. In contrast, the number of vectors, at least
for the ADE groups, is given generally in terms of the dual Coxeter number cGnA and the
rank of GnA supplemented by the number of Abelian gauge factors as
V = dim(G) = (cGnA + 1) rank(GnA) + nU(1) . (7.4.9)
Using the topological identity KαKβηαβ = 10 − h1,1(B) one finds that the gravitational
anomaly (7.4.4b) is canceled automatically in F-theory provided that can also find a relation
of the type H − V = 302 − 29h1,1(B). Relating H and V to topological data, one might
use index theorems and an explicit expression for the Euler number of Y to prove such an
identity (see e.g. [126]).
7.4.2 Mixed Anomalies
The mixed anomalies can be summarized as
1
2
CIJaαbβΩαβ =
1
12
CIJλ(g)
(
Aadj −
∑
R
H(R)AR
)
(7.4.10a)
1
2
aαbβmnΩαβ = −
1
12
∑
qm,qn
H(qm, qn)qmqn . (7.4.10b)
As before, we have arranged the anomaly conditions in a form that we will reproduce us-
ing the matching equations of the M-/F-theory duality. The two box graphs encoding the
gravitational-non-Abelian anomaly and the gravitational-Abelian anomaly, respectively, are
displayed in figure 7.4.
Performing the same heuristic “dimensional reduction” of the two box diagrams, one
obtains different kinds of triangle diagrams. In figure 7.5 we show the two diagrams that are
obtained by replacing one of the gravitons with the background field value 〈r2〉, reducing the
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Âµ̂
Âν̂
ĝκ̂τ̂
ĝρ̂σ̂
Âmµ̂
ĝκ̂τ̂
Ânν̂
ĝρ̂σ̂
Figure 7.4: The box diagram encoding the gravitational-non-Abelian and the gravitational-
Abelian anomaly.
AIµ A
0
ρ
AJν
Amµ A
0
ρ
Anν
Figure 7.5: The two triangle diagrams inducing k0IJ and k0mn, respectively.
other graviton to the graviphoton and the six-dimensional vectors to their five-dimensional
counterparts. They are the diagrams involved in computing the two Chern-Simons coefficients
k0IJ =
1
12
CIJλ(g)
(
Aadj −
∑
R
H(R)AR
)
(7.4.11a)
k0mn = −
1
12
∑
qm,qn
H(qm, qn)qmqn , (7.4.11b)
where we again assumed that mCB < mKK for all states and recalled Equation 7.3.14. As
before, the matching equations read D0 ·DÎ ·DĴ = k0ÎĴ and in the presence of a holomorphic
zero section, we can use Equation 6.1.15a and Equation 6.1.11b to find
1
2
CIJKα(Sb ·Dbα)B =
1
12
CIJλ(g)
(
Aadj −
∑
R
H(R)AR
)
(7.4.12a)
−1
2
π(Dm ·Dn)αKα = −
1
12
∑
qm,qn
H(qm, qn)qmqn . (7.4.12b)
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Using the classical matchings aα = Kα, bα = Sb,α, bαmn = −π(Dm · Dn)α, and Ωαβ = ηαβ,
these are precisely the mixed anomaly conditions.
The two box diagrams of figure 7.4 give rise to two more diagrams if one instead replaces
one of the vector fields AÎµ by a background field 〈ζ Î〉. These diagrams are the ones that
are used to compute the Chern-Simons coefficients kI and km, but their matching does not
appear to be necessary to show anomaly cancelation.
7.4.3 Pure Gauge Anomalies
At last, the cancelation conditions for pure gauge anomalies read
0 = Badj −
∑
R
H(R)BR (7.4.13a)
bα
λ(g)
bβ
λ(g)
Ωαβ =
1
3
(∑
R
H(R)CR − Cadj
)
(7.4.13b)
0 =
∑
R,qm
H(R)qmER (7.4.13c)
bα
λ(g)
bβmnΩαβ =
∑
R,qm,qn
H(R, qm, qn)qmqnAR (7.4.13d)(
bαmnb
β
kl + b
α
mkb
β
nl + b
α
mlb
β
nk
)
Ωαβ =
∑
qm,qn,qk,ql
H(qm, qn, qk, ql)qmqnqkql . (7.4.13e)
The constants AR, BR, CR, and ER are defined as proportionality factors between traces in
different representations as in
trR F̂
2 = AR tr F̂
2
trR F̂
3 = ER tr F̂
3
trR F̂
4 = BR tr F̂
4 + CR(tr F̂
2)2 .
(7.4.14)
Note that the anomaly cancelation conditions (7.4.13), too, are mapped to non-trivial iden-
tities among five-dimensional Chern-Simons terms by dimensional reduction of box diagrams
whose four legs are given by six-dimensional vector fields. However, unlike for the gravita-
tional and the mixed gravitational-gauge anomaly cancelation conditions, we are not able
to show in full generality that these are automatically satisfied for a given compactification
geometry and we thus refrain from showing the Feynman diagrams. Nevertheless, we can
determine the six-dimensional spectrum using the five-dimensional Chern-Simons terms for
various examples in chapter 9, and check that anomaly cancelation is satisfied on a case by
case basis.
Chapter 8
F-Theory on Manifolds without
Section
Historically, the F-theory literature has almost exclusively focused on studying F-theory com-
pactifications on manifolds whose torus fibration has a section. While such a restriction may
simplify computations, there exists no physical reason to disregard genus-one fibrations with-
out section and recently there has been a flurry of papers [144, 152–155, 159, 177, 178, 204]
exploring these new scenarios. In this chapter, we present the low-energy effective description
of F-theory on a Calabi-Yau manifold without section essentially as it was first understood
in [153].
The starting point of such an analysis is an observation made by Witten in [205]: In the
absence of a section, the metric on the Calabi-Yau manifold cannot be made block-diagonal
with respect to the base and the fiber. Nevertheless reducing M-theory on the manifold leads
to the presence of at least one shift-gauged axion in the reduced theory, as we recall again in
section 8.1.
Applying T-duality to this set-up, the off-diagonal metric components are mapped to
three-form fluxes along the T-dual cycle. These fluxes can in turn be reinterpreted as circle
fluxes for an axion. In section 8.2 we thus extend the discussion of section 6.3 to a fluxed circle
reduction. Of equal importance is the inclusion of an additional Abelian vector field in the
ansatz for the six-dimensional F-theory effective action. The presence of such an additional
U(1) can be motivated by studying the geometry of the manifold without section. Restricting
for simplicity to a fibration with a two-section, there should be a geometrical limit in which
the two-section “disentangles” and splits into two proper sections, as we saw in section 3.9.
Physically, this limit should correspond to tuning the mass parameter of a vector field to
zero. We implement the mass of the vector field by giving a charge to the axion that has a
flux background in the circle reduction. Then the Abelian vector field obtains a Stückelberg
mass after absorbing the axion. In this manner, we thus link the flux background in the circle
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F-theory on Y
6d theory with massless U(1)
F-theory on Y
6d theory with massive U(1)
Stückelberg mechanism
non-linear Higgsing
F-theory on Y× S1
5d theory with 2 massless U(1)s
F-theory on Y × S1
5d theory with 1 massless U(1)
and 1 massive U(1)
compactify on S1
compactify on
S1 with flux
M-theory on Y
5d theory with 2 massless U(1)s
M-theory on Y
5d theory with 1 massless U(1)
and 1 massive U(1)
integrate out
massive states
integrate out
massive states
Higgsing
Conifold transition
Figure 8.1: Overview of our discussion. The object of interest is in the top-right corner,
corresponding to the six-dimensional theories coming from F-theory on a space
without section Y. In the examples we will discuss explicitly these compact-
ifications are closely related (by making some fields massive) to F-theory on
spaces with section Y, giving the six-dimensional theories in the top-left corner.
Compactification of these theories on S1 gives two five-dimensional theories, in
the middle row, which can also be obtained by M-theory on the corresponding
Calabi-Yau threefolds (shown in the bottom row). The five-dimensional theories
are related by Higgsing, or equivalently, by conifold transitions in M-theory.
reduction to the vector field mass and expect the former to disappear if the latter does, too.
Finally, in section 8.3 we summarize in detail the resulting effective F-theory action.
In figure 8.1 we give an overview of the different theories involved in this discussion.
Let us point out that whenever we discuss F-theory compactifications on genus-one fibered
Calabi-Yau manifolds without section, we from now on do not denote the manifolds by Y
anymore. In order to distinguish between the space without section and the space obtained
by taking the limit of disentangling the multisection, we denote the former by Y and the
latter by Y. Both are perfectly smooth spaces, but as we will see in section 9.3, they can
be related by a conifold transition passing through a singular point in moduli space. We
also restrict all of the following discussion to models with a two-section in order to be as
explicit as possible. Nevertheless, we expect the essential points of our discussion to carry
over to multisections of higher degree and remind the reader that we have already studied
their geometries in section 3.9 and in the example in subsection 5.3.3.
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8.1 M-Theory on a Calabi-Yau Manifold without Section
To begin the M-theory reduction, we must consider the differences in the Calabi-Yau metric
depending on whether the genus-one fibered space has, or does not have, a section. Let us
denote by ui the local (complex) coordinates on the base B of Y and by (x, y) local coordinates
on the torus fiber. In the case that the fibration admits a section, it is possible to describe the
base B as a complex (algebraic) hypersurface within Y given locally by a defining equation,
f(x, y, u) = 0. This realization of B as a hypersurface (in fact sub-manifold) of Y makes it
possible to use geodesics to define coordinates normal to B within Y consistently for each
coordinate patch in B, and as a result the three-fold metric takes a complex, Kähler version
of Gaussian normal form [206, 207]. That is, the metric can be made block-diagonal with
respect to the fiber/base with gI5 = gI6 = 0 for I = 1, . . . 4 denoting base directions and 5, 6
fiber directions.
By contrast, it was noted in [205] that in the case that Y has multisections only, the base
is no longer a submanifold of Y and no such hypersurface description exists. As a result, there
must exist some coordinate patch in B for which the diagonalization described above fails and
gI5 and/or gI6 6= 0. Let us consider such a patch and over it, take a semi-flat approximation
to the Calabi-Yau metric [33, 208, 209]. Away from any singular fibers the metric takes the
local form
ds2(Y) = gi̄ duidū̄ +
v0
Imτ
|X − τY |2 , (8.1.1)
where at each point of B one parametrizes the complex structure of the torus fiber by τ(u)
and v0 is the overall area of the T 2 fiber, which is constant over the base. The presence of
off-diagonal (fiber/base) metric components is parametrized here by vectors (X̃, Ỹ ) on B in
X = dx+ X̃ , Y = dy + Ỹ , K = X̃ − τ Ỹ , (8.1.2)
where we have introduced a complex vector K on B in order to re-write the metric in complex
coordinates. Defining z = x− τy, Equation 8.1.1 takes the form
ds2(Y) = gi̄ duidū̄ +
v0
Imτ
|dz − Imz dτ
Imτ
+K|2 (8.1.3)
and we locally define on Y the two-form
ω0 =
1
Imτ
(dz − Imz dτ
Imτ
+K) ∧ (dz̄ − Imz dτ̄
Imτ
+ K̄) = 2Y ∧X . (8.1.4)
In terms of ω0 the globally defined two-form on Y is given by J = Jbase + v0ω0. If K is
a (1, 0)-form then J is of type (1, 1) and we find compatibility of Equation 8.1.1 with the
complex structure [210]. Using that τ is holomorphic in the base coordinates it follows that
d(K/Imτ) and d(K̄/Imτ) are both (1, 1)-forms. Together with the fact that
i(K − K̄)
2Imτ
= Ỹ ,
i(τ̄K − τK̄)
2Imτ
= X̃ , (8.1.5)
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we obtain finally that 〈dX̃〉 and 〈dỸ 〉 are (1, 1)-forms. In the following we will consider the
case that
〈dX̃〉 = −nω̃ , 〈dỸ 〉 = 0 , (8.1.6)
where ω̃ is an appropriately normalized (1, 1)-form on B. The ansatz (8.1.6) implies the
presence of exactly one gauged axion c and has to be generalized accordingly for more involved
situations. In this simplest setup, however, 〈dỸ 〉 has to vanish for the consistency of the
effective theory.
Let us now consider M-theory on the space (8.1.1) and perform the M-theory to F-theory
limit. The eleven-dimensional metric and M-theory three-form are expanded as
ds211 = ds
2
5 + ds
2(Y) , CM3 = BM2 ∧X + CM2 ∧ Y +
1
2
A0 ∧ ω0 + . . . , (8.1.7)
where the dots indicate the expansion into further harmonic (1, 1)-forms of Y irrelevant to
the present discussion. We also expand BM2 = bω̃ and C2 = cω̃ and compute
dCM3 = db ∧X ∧ ω̃ − nb ω̃2 + (dc+ nA0) ∧ Y ∧ ω̃ +
1
2
F 0 ∧ ω0 + . . . , (8.1.8)
where we have used dω0 = 2nY ∧ ω̃. We note that the non-trivial background 〈dX̃〉 implies
that the axion c is gauged by the vector A0. Following the M-theory to F-theory duality,
which we discuss next, one finds that with the expansion (8.1.7) the vector A0 maps precisely
to the Kaluza-Klein vector of the reduction from six to five dimensions.
Due to the presence of non-trivial X̃, Ỹ in Equation 8.1.1 the standard M-theory to F-
theory limit is modified (see [17] for a review). To fix an SL(2,Z) frame, let us pick an A-cycle
and a B-cycle of the genus-one fiber with local coordinates x and y, respectively. In order
to perform the duality we first go from M-theory to Type IIA by splitting the metric with
respect to the A-cycle according to
ds211 = e
4φIIA/3(dx+ CIIA1 )
2 + e−2φIIA/3ds2IIA . (8.1.9)
Comparing with Equation 8.1.1 one finds the Type IIA R-R one-form CIIA1 and metric ds
2
IIA
to be
CIIA1 = Re τ dy + Re K (8.1.10)
ds2IIA =
√
v0
Im τ
( v0
Im τ
(Im τ dy + Im K)2 + gi̄ du
idū̄
)
(8.1.11)
with e4φIIA/3 = vImτ . Using the T-duality rules along the B-cycle one encounters non-trivial
NS-NS and R-R two-forms
CIIB2 = C
M
2 + X̃ ∧ dy , BIIB2 = BM2 + Ỹ ∧ dy . (8.1.12)
In order to make contact with the M-theory reduction on an elliptically fibered manifold,
we only need to set X̃ = Ỹ = 0 and replace ω0 by twice the ω0 defined as the Poincaré-dual of
Equation 6.1.4. Apart from the presence of the flux and the axion c, the remaining M-theory
reduction proceeds as in section 6.2.
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8.2 Fluxed Circle Reduction
Having performed the M-theory reduction in the previous section, we can now modify the
ansatz for the six-dimensional theory that we made in section 6.3. The presence of non-
trivial CIIB2 and B
IIB
2 in Equation 8.1.12 implies that the F-theory reduction should include
three-form fluxes
F3 = 〈dCIIB2 〉 = −n ω̃ ∧ dy . (8.2.1)
Notably, this flux has one leg around the circle used to compactify six to five dimensions
and therefore it can be reinterpreted as a flux background for the axion c whose presence we
motivated in the previous section. That is, we compactify the six-dimensional theory on a
fluxed circle by requiring that ∫
S1
〈dc〉 = n . (8.2.2)
Furthermore, as reasoned in the introduction of this chapter, there should be an additional
six-dimensional massive vector field Â1 under which the axion c must be charged. Let us
denote this charge by m. Using the standard ansatz of Equation E.2.1 for the background
metric this implies implies that the kinetic term of the axion c reduces as
Lc = Gcc|D̂c|2 = Gcc|Dc|2 , (8.2.3)
where Gcc is the metric for the field c. In other words, the six-dimensional invariant derivative
of the axion c is replaced by
Dc = dc+mA1 + nA0 , (8.2.4)
where A0 is the Kaluza-Klein vector of the circle reduction and A1 is the vector field obtained
by reducing Â1. We stress that this modification only appears in the five-dimensional effec-
tive theory and mixes the reduced U(1) vector A1 with the Kaluza-Klein vector A0. After
absorbing the axion c via a Stückelberg mechanism, the mass term in the five-dimensional
theory reads
Lmass = Gcc|mA1 + nA0|2 , (8.2.5)
To evaluate the effective theory for the massless degrees of freedom only, we therefore first
have to choose an appropriate basis of one massless vector field Ã0 and one massive vector
field Ã1. Starting with the two gauge fields A0 and A1, the most general transformation to a
new basis of gauge fields Ã0 and Ã1 can be expressed as
Ãi =
1
a2 + b2
N ij A
j , N ij =
(
b −a
a b
)
. (8.2.6)
Note that the orthogonality of the columns of N ij guarantees that the kinetic terms of Ã
i
remain diagonal under the transformation if they are already diagonal before. In the following
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we would like to identify Ã1 with the massive U(1) with mass term (8.2.5). This implies that
a and b in Equation 8.2.6 are identified to be
a = n , b = m. (8.2.7)
We also need to transform the charges qwj under the A
i of a state w. The transformation
(8.2.6) introduces new charges q̃i as
q̃i = qj (N
T )j i . (8.2.8)
To compare the fluxed circle reduction to the M-theory reduction on Y, we thus rotate into
the new basis Ãi and then drop the couplings of the massive gauge field Ã1. As in section 7.3
we have to consistently integrate out all massive modes before we are able to perform the
matching. In order to check that the reduction of the proposed six-dimensional F-theory
action indeed matches the M-theory reduction, we will compare the five-dimensional Chern-
Simons terms in the following section. First, however, we conclude this section by noting that
the constant couplings kmnk and km transform under the basis change (8.2.6) as
k̃mnk = kabc (N
T )am (N
T )bn (N
T )ck , k̃mnα = kabα (N
T )am (N
T )bn , (8.2.9)
k̃mαβ = kaαβ (N
T )am , k̃m = ka (N
T )am
with k̃αβγ = kαβγ = 0 and k̃α = kα as above and similarly if one replaces α by a non-Abelian
index I.1
Using these expressions together with Equation 8.2.6 and Equation 8.2.7, we find the non-
vanishing classical Chern-Simons terms for the massless five-dimensional gauge fields (Ã0, Aα)
to be
k̃00α = −n2 Ωαβbβ11 , k̃0αβ = mΩαβ , (8.2.10)
k̃α = Ωαβa
β . (8.2.11)
Let us stress that k̃00α is non-zero for models without section and depends on the classical
coupling of the extra U(1). Crucially, this not the case for any of the models with sections
considered in the literature so far. In chapter 9 we show explicitly that for genus-one fibered
Calabi-Yau manifolds without section, the intersection number D0 ·D0 ·Dα that this Chern-
Simons coefficient is mapped to is indeed non-zero.
The Chern-Simons terms induced by integrating out the massive states at one loop level
are obtained from (8.2.9) using Equation 7.3.10. For the triple coupling one finds for the
1Regrettably, we continue to denote here by m, n and k indices of Abelian gauge fields according to the
convention introduced in section 6.1. They are not be confused with the charges m and n of the axion c under
the five-dimensional vector fields A1 and A0.
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massless gauge field Ã0 that
k̃000 = k000m
3 − 3k001nm2 + 3k011n2m− k111n3 (8.2.12)
=
m3
120
(H − V − T − 3)
+
1
4
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
(
−m3l2w(lw + 1)2
+ 2nm2qw1 lw(lw + 1)(2lw + 1) sign(w)
− n2m(qw1 )2 (1 + 6lw(lw + 1))
+ 2n3(qw1 )
3(2lw + 1) sign(w)
)
. (8.2.13)
Furthermore, one finds the one-loop contribution to k̃0 to be
k̃0 = k0m− k1n
=
m
6
(H − V + 5T + 15)
+
∑
R
H(R)
∑
w∈R
(
mlw(lw + 1)− nqw1 (2lw + 1) sign(w)
)
. (8.2.14)
8.3 The Effective Action
Having performed the M-theory reduction on a genus-one fibration without section and
matched it to a fluxed circle reduction of a six-dimensional supergravity theory with an
additional axion and an Abelian vector field Â1, we are finally in a position to summarize the
low-energy effective F-theory action of this class of models.
Much of the data is the same as in section 7.1, including the condition that kΛΘΣ must
equal the intersection number DΛ ·DΘ ·DΣ and the number of neutral hypermultiplets and
tensors. The crucial addition is the presence of the massive vector field Â1 that we describe
(using the Stückelberg mechanism) in terms of a massless Abelian vector field and an axion
c that is non-linearly charged under it.
As for the models with section, we do not have a closed formula to determine the number
of charged hypermultiplets. Instead, they must be determined by making an ansatz for a
spectrum such that the matching equations for the Chern-Simons terms are satisfied. There
is, however, a relation between the charged matter spectra of the theory with a massive
U(1) and the theory in which the U(1) is massless. For simplicity, let us concentrate on the
case without a non-Abelian gauge group and denote by HU(1) the number of hypermultiplets
charged under the massless U(1) vector field. In the transition to the multisection model,
i.e. the one in which Â1 is massive, one of the hypermultiplets disappears and instead there
is now an axion c that is charged non-linearly under Â1. To see how this works explicitly,
let us denote the scalars in the HU(1) − 1 linearly charged matter hypermultiplets by hs. In
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summary one then has2
D̂c = dc+mÂ1 , D̂hs = dhs + qs Â1hs , (8.3.1)
where qs is the charge of the state hs.
After gauge fixing the U(1) gauge symmetry, the kinetic term |D̂c|2 of the axion c becomes
a mass term for Â1, which is proportional to m2. Hence, the U(1) can become massive by
“eating” the axion c. In F-theory the shift gauging (8.3.1) can arise from a geometric Stück-
elberg mechanism [62]. More precisely, if the seven-brane action induces a six-dimensional
coupling
SSt =
∫
M5,1
mc4 ∧ F̂ 1 , (8.3.2)
then the four-form c4 can be dualized into the axion c to obtain the gauging (8.3.1).
For D7-branes at weak coupling the effective coupling (8.3.2) arises indeed from a non-
trivial Chern-Simons coupling
∫
M8 C6 ∧ F , where C6 is the R-R six-form of Type IIB string
theory, and M8 = M5,1 × CD7 is the eight-dimensional subspace wrapped by the D7-brane
and its orientifold image [211]. Comparing Equation 8.3.2 with these Chern-Simons terms one
finds mc4 =
∫
CD7 C6, which determines m as an intersection number at weak string coupling.
Since the axion c is the dual of c4 in six dimensions, it arises in the expansion of the R-R
two-form C2 as
C2 = c ω̃ , (8.3.3)
where ω̃ is a (1, 1)-form on the Type IIB covering space that is negative under the orientifold
involution and should be identified with the form in Equation 8.1.6. Since there is no flux
involved in this mechanism, it was termed geometric Stückelberg mechanism in [62].
In fact, we can determine m from a purely geometric argument. Let us consider the fiber
geometry of a two-section for a moment. By definition, a two-section cuts out two different
points over a generic point in the base manifold. Let us call these points P and Q. Locally,
the two-section is therefore indistinguishable from the sum of two separate sections cutting
out P and Q, respectively. In a given patch, one could try to define divisors V (P ) and V (Q)
and follow the usual procedure of applying the Shioda map [165, 166] to obtain a suitable set
of massless gauge fields. Choosing V (P ) as the zero section, one would thus obtain the two
“local divisors”
D0 = V (P ) , D1 = λ (V (Q)− V (P )) (8.3.4)
up to some irrelevant vertical parts, where λ is an arbitrary normalization constant. However,
since we have a two-section, globally the two points P and Q undergo monodromies and the
2Since the scalars c and hs remain scalars without redefinition when compactifying the theory to five
dimensions, we have slightly abused notation and not put a hat on them to distinguish them from their
five-dimensional counterparts.
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only well-defined quantity is the divisor V (P ) + V (Q). Consequently, as the massless U(1)
gauge field corresponds to the two-section, its associated divisor must satisfy
D̃0 ∼ 2λD0 +D1 , (8.3.5)
where the proportionality constant is just another normalization factor that we can choose
arbitrarily. Comparing Equation 8.3.5 to the expression for Ã0 in Equation 8.2.6, one hence
finds
m = 2λ , n = −1 . (8.3.6)
This geometric argument therefore implies that both the flux present in the circle reduction
and the charge m of the axion under Â1 are in fact fixed uniquely up to physically irrelevant
rescalings of the massless U(1) gauge field.
For completeness, let us consider the effective theory at an energy scale below the mass
of the U(1). In order to obtain this theory we have to integrate out the massive vector mul-
tiplet containing Â1, which was obtained by a massless vector multiplet “eating” a massless
hypermultiplet. In other words one finds
V → V − 1 , H → H − 1 , (8.3.7)
consistent with the cancelation of the gravitational anomaly. Furthermore, all hypermultiplets
charged under the massive U(1) are neutral in the effective theory and one has
Hcharged → 0 , Hneutral → Hneutral +HU(1) − 1 . (8.3.8)
While this theory is a valid effective theory at the massless level, it cannot be used in order
to perform the F-theory to M-theory duality.
In figure 8.2 we give a comprehensive summary of all the theories involved, including
those in five dimensions, and give their matter spectra. While most of the discussion in
this chapter has been abstract and focused on the six-dimensional theories, we will use the
examples in section 9.3 to discuss the actual transitions from a massless U(1) to a massive
one in more detail.
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Figure 8.2: A comprehensive summary of relations between the different theories and their
spectra.
Chapter 9
Explicit Six-Dimensional F-Theory
Models
Having derived the low-energy effective actions of six-dimensional F-theory models both with
and without section in the preceding chapters, one might be tempted to argue that the discus-
sion is complete — after all, the couplings and matter fields that we have been able to match
are now determined in terms of general topological quantities of the compactification mani-
fold. In practice, however, much is learned by nevertheless evaluating the general expressions
for examples that one can explicit construct. Not only do these examples serve as a valuable
additional check of the abstract calculations, but they also provide inspiration to reconsider
and possibly weaken the assumptions that we make when deriving the effective actions. In
the context of F-theory reductions, this led to studying models with non-holomorphic sections
or genus-one fibrations without section, both of which had originally been neglected.
Constructing non-trivial F-theory backgrounds with the features one desires is another
challenge in itself. While the low-energy effective action by itself a priori seems to impose
few restrictions on the spectrum apart from anomaly freedom, there may well exist much
stronger constraints from the geometry. One prominent such example is the rank of the
Abelian gauge group. While one would hardly expect there to be stringent bounds from
a purely field-theoretic argument, obtaining F-theory models with high Abelian rank is of
considerable difficulty. No general bound has so far been proven, but it seems conceivable
that one may exist, as the highest Abelian rank that has so far been explicitly constructed is
only four.
In this chapter, we employ the toolkit developed in Part II of this thesis to construct
genus-one fibered Calabi-Yau manifolds and use them as a test ground for the effective actions
obtained in chapter 7 and chapter 8. We begin in section 9.1 with a general discussion about
how to compute the matter spectrum using the loop-induced Chern-Simons terms derived in
section 7.3. Next, we study three different F-theory compactifications with multiple sections
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in section 9.2 before we finally provide a whole class of genus-one fibrations without section
in section 9.3 and study both the geometry and the physics of their transitions to elliptic
Calabi-Yau manifolds with multiple sections.
9.1 Determining the Charged Spectrum from Chern-Simons Terms
One of the crucial observations of chapter 7 was that the Chern-Simons terms in the circle-
reduced theory contain much information about both the charged and the non-charged spec-
trum of the theory, while they are given by intersection numbers determined purely in terms
of the topology of the Calabi-Yau compactification manifold on the M-theory side. This in-
sight was what allowed us to prove that under certain assumptions the gravitational and the
mixed anomaly conditions are automatically fulfilled for any F-theory model. We however
also noted that it was not possible to explicitly solve the matching equations obtained in
the M-/F-theory duality for the F-theory spectrum — partially because of the sign-functions
appearing in equations (7.3.10) and (7.3.11) that depend on the Mori cone of the compacti-
fication manifold.
Despite the lack of a closed expression for the F-theory matter spectrum, one can still
compute the matter multiplicities for given examples. To do so, one proceeds as follows:
• From the toric data of the compactification manifold Y one extracts the gauge group and
the matter split using the methods discussed in section 4.4. Restricting the intersection
numbers of the sections with the irreducible fiber components to a reasonable range of
integers then allows one to make an ansatz for representations present in the matter
spectrum. If the manifold is not toric, then one must determine this ansatz differently,
for example by analyzing all possible degenerations of the fiber geometry independently
of the base, such as in subsection 4.1.1.
• Keeping the multiplicities of the representations general, one next computes the induced
Chern-Simons terms. The additional geometric input needed for this calculations is the
sign-function for the weights of the matter representation as defined in Equation 7.3.5.
We explain in section C.2 how it can be obtained for a toric Calabi-Yau manifold.
• Finally, one derives equations for the matter multiplicities by demanding that the Chern-
Simons terms of the circle-reduced theory equal the intersection numbers of the Calabi-
Yau geometry.
If one obtains multiple solutions or no solution at all, then the ansatz has been incor-
rectly chosen. However, this has not happened for any of the examples we have studied
so far. Otherwise, we have obtained the matter spectrum of our F-theory model.
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9.2 F-Theory on Calabi-Yau Manifolds with Section
In this section we present three explicit examples of six-dimensional F-theory models obtained
from elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau manifolds with multiple sections.
We begin in subsection 9.2.1 with what might be considered the most involved example:
An F-theory model with gauge group SU(2)×U(1)2 for which one of the sections is non-toric
and, depending on the triangulation of the ambient space, the zero section may further be
non-holomorphic. The remaining two F-theory models both have an SU(5) × U(1)2 group.
While the first one has a holomorphic zero section, the ambient space of the second one admits
triangulations leading to a non-holomorphic zero section.
9.2.1 Example with Gauge Group SU(2)× U(1)
The example that we discuss here has both a phase with a holomorphic zero section and
a phase in which the zero section is non-holomorphic. Specifically, we take our Calabi-Yau
threefold to be embedded in the toric ambient space whose rays are listed in table 9.1. Since
Homogeneous coordinate z Divisor V (z) Point nz ∈ ∇ ∩N
u1 H −1 −1 −1 −1
u2 0 0 0 1
e0 −2 −1 1 0
e1 D1 −1 0 1 0
f0 F0 −1 0 0 0
f1 F1 0 1 0 0
f2 1 0 0 0
f3 −1 −1 0 0
Table 9.1: The toric data of the ambient space XI of the smooth Calabi-Yau threefold YI
with Hodge numbers are h1,1(YI) = 4 and h
2,1(YI) = 84. We give names to only
the divisors that we use as a homology basis.
the projection onto the last two lattice coordinates is a well-defined fan morphism, it induces
a toric morphism π′ : XI → P2 from the toric ambient space XI to the base manifold B = P2.
The kernel of the fan morphism is a two-dimensional reflexive polytope and therefore an
anticanonical hypersurface will in fact cut out an elliptic curve inside the generic fiber of
π′. Hence, the anticanonical hypersurface inside XI indeed defines an elliptically fibered
Calabi-Yau threefold with its projection map given by π = π′|YI .
Next of all, one can confirm that there exists a total of four fine star triangulations. To
see that these descend to only two inequivalent triangulations of the hypersurface, we examine
their Stanley-Reisner ideals. All four of them share the common elements
e1f3, f1f3, f0f2, u1u2e1, e0f1f2, u1u2e0f2, u1u2e0f1 . (9.2.1)
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The additional elements depend on the choice of triangulation and the four possible combi-
nations are {
e1f0
e0f1
}
×
{
u1u2e0
f0f3
}
. (9.2.2)
However, by writing down the equation p = 0 for a generic anticanonical hypersurface inside
this toric ambient space, one can confirm that
p|f0=f3=0 ∼ f1e1f22 and p|u1=u2=e0=0 ∼ f1e1f22 . (9.2.3)
In both cases the common elements of the Stanley-Reisner ideals make it impossible to find
solutions to p = 0 and hence there are no points on the Calabi-Yau threefold for which
f0 = f3 = 0 or u1 = u2 = e0 = 0. We therefore find that the second factor of Equation 9.2.2 is
irrelevant and there are only two inequivalent triangulations of the Calabi-Yau threefold — one
corresponding to including e1f0 in the Stanley-Reisner ideal and the other corresponding to
choosing e0f1 instead. Their respective fans are given in Equation C.4.2 and Equation C.4.3.
To proceed further, we define a basis of divisors. Since h1,1(B) = 1, there is precisely one
independent vertical divisor, namely
H = π−1([1 : 1 : 0]) . (9.2.4)
There is only a single exceptional divisor D1 and therefore the gauge group of the resulting
low-energy effective theory is SU(2).
In this example, the most interesting feature are the sections. From the Hodge numbers
of YI and the fact that the gauge group is SU(2), we see that the Mordell-Weil group must
have rank one. First, however, we concentrate on the zero section s0, which is realized as the
toric divisor F0. In order to understand the impact of the two different triangulations, we
try to find an explicit form for the section by using the equation defining YI inside the toric
ambient space XI . Since f0f2 is contained in both Stanley-Reisner ideals, we set f0 = 0 and
f2 = 1 to find
p(f0 = 0, f2 = 1) = f3
(
α1d
2
0d
2
1 + α2h0d0d1 + α3h1d0d1 + α4h
2
0 + α5h0h1 + α6h
2
1
)
− βd1f1 ,
(9.2.5)
where αi and β are generic constants. We can now see the crucial difference between the two
inequivalent triangulations:
1. Let us first assume that e1f0 is an element of the Stanley-Reisner ideal. In this case we
can safely scale e1 to one. Furthermore, for generic β, f3 = 0 would imply that f1 = 0,
too, which is excluded by Equation 9.2.1. Hence we can assume that f3 6= 0 and scale
it to one as well. One thus obtains the explicit form for the section
s0 : [u1 : u2 : e0] 7→ [u1 : u2 : e0 : 1 : 0 : f1(u1, u2, e0) : 1 : 1] , (9.2.6)
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where
f1(u1, u2, e0) =
1
β
(
α1d
2
0d
2
1 + α2h0d0d1 + α3h1d0d1 + α4h
2
0 + α5h0h1 + α6h
2
1
)
. (9.2.7)
In particular, one sees that the zero section is holomorphic and we call the corresponding
Calabi-Yau threefold YI, hol..
2. Alternatively, we can take e0f1 to be contained in the Stanley-Reisner ideal. In this case
there is nothing that prevents e1 from becoming zero and therefore we cannot simply
scale it to one anymore. As a consequence, we cannot find a holomorphic expression
for f1 in terms of the base coordinates. With this triangulation, s0 defines a non-
holomorphic zero section and we denote the corresponding threefold by YI, non-hol..
Furthermore, note that after setting f0 = e1 = 0, we can scale f2 and f3 to one and find
p(e1 = 0, f0 = 0, f2 = 1, f3 = 1) = α4h
2
0 + α5h0h1 + α6h
2
1 (9.2.8)
with f1 left unconstrained. Since u1 and u2 cannot both be zero at the same time and
the above equation implies that u1 = 0 ↔ u2 = 0 for generic αi, we can set u2 = 1.
This leaves us with the quadratic constraint
0 = α4u
2
1 + α5u1 + α6 (9.2.9)
on u1 and two unconstrained coordinates e0 and f1. So far we have used three out of
four scaling relations and therefore the intersection between s0 and D1 has complex
dimension one and, in particular,
s0 ·D1 6= 0 (9.2.10)
in the Chow ring of the Calabi-Yau threefold. This is exactly what we expect from
Equation 6.1.8 for a non-holomorphic zero section.
Let us therefore quickly summarize the content of the Stanley-Reisner ideal and its rela-
tion to the properties of the zero section:
e1f3, f1f3, f0f2, f0f3, u1u2e0, u1u2e1, e0f1f2,×
{
e1f0 : s0 holomorphic
e0f1 : s0 non-holomorphic
(9.2.11)
Unfortunately, we cannot repeat the same discussion for the second section, the generator of
the Mordell-Weil group, since only one section is realized torically. Nevertheless, one can still
determine its homology class, namely
[s1] = [F1]− [F0] , (9.2.12)
which can be shown to have the correct intersection numbers with the remaining divisors and
contains a unique global section over the Calabi-Yau threefold, as can be checked using the
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techniques of subsection 3.7.2. Lastly, plugging in the defining equations, the shifted base
divisor D0 and the U(1)-divisor DU(1) are
D0 = s0 +
3
2
H (9.2.13)
DU(1) = 2s1 − 2s0 − 16H + 2D1 , (9.2.14)
where we have taken the freedom to re-scale the U(1)-divisor by a factor of two in order to
obtain integer charges.
Going through the algorithm outlined at the beginning of this section, one can determine
the cones M̂ for both triangulations of the reflexive polytope and finds
M̂ (YI, hol.) = 〈e2 + 4eU(1) + eKK ,−6eU(1) − eKK , e1〉 (9.2.15a)
M̂ (YI, non-hol.) = 〈−e2 − 4eU(1) − eKK , 4eU(1) + eKK ,−e1 − 2eU(1)〉 . (9.2.15b)
Here we have picked ei, i = 1, 2 to be the generators of the su(2) weight lattice and imposed
the equivalence relation
∑
i ei ∼ 0. Clearly, the curve corresponding to the weight m̃ =
e2 + 4eU(1) + eKK is flopped in the transition from one triangulation to another. In the
Calabi-Yau threefold with holomorphic zero section sign(m̃) = 1, while convexity of the Mori
cone implies that sign(m̃) = −1 for the threefold with non-holomorphic zero section.
Next of all, we wish to determine the matter spectrum. As mentioned above, one can
either try to extract this data from M̂(YI), or examine the singularity enhancements by
studying the explicit hypersurface equation. In this particular case, the charged matter
spectrum can be found to consist of the representations
20, 22, 24, 12, 14 , (9.2.16)
where the subscript indicates the U(1)-charge of the state. Note that even though there is
matter transforming under the antisymmetric representation Λ2(2) = 1 of SU(2), it carries
no charge under any of the Cartan generators and can therefore be neglected in the following
analysis. Given this set of representations, we now wish to determine whether or not there
exist multiplicities H(R) such that all Chern-Simons coefficients can be matched. Before
doing so, we remark on the crucial difference between the two triangulations. In the case of
the holomorphic zero section, one can use Equation 9.2.15a to confirm that
sign(w, nKK) = 1 for nKK ≥ 1 (9.2.17)
and
sign(w, nKK) = −1 for nKK ≤ −1 (9.2.18)
for all weights w of the representations R in (9.2.16). As a consequence, all contributions
from Kaluza-Klein modes running in the loops either cancel among each other perfectly or
add up in a simply summable way discussed in section 7.3. For the non-holomorphic zero
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section this is no longer true. As noted above, there is a single curve which undergoes a flop
transition from one triangulation to another and therefore
e2 + 4eU(1) + eKK (9.2.19)
is no longer contained in M̂(YI, non-hol.). No curve with negative Kaluza-Klein charge lies in
M̂(YI, non-hol.). As a consequence, there are two Kaluza-Klein modes whose contributions to
the Chern-Simons terms have to be treated differently in the calculation. This corresponds
to violating the hierarchy in Equation 7.3.13 and was discussed at length in section 7.3.
Taking this into account, one can calculate the induced Chern-Simons terms on the field
theoretic side for generic matter multiplicities H(R). Matching them with the intersection
numbers on the M-theory side gives a system of linear equations whose unique solution is
H(20) = 12 , H(22) = 8 , H(24) = 2 ,
H(12) = 112 , H(14) = 36 . (9.2.20)
To check anomaly cancelation for this spectrum one also needs to read off the anomaly
coefficients. For the base B = P2 one has
Ω11 = H ·H = 1 , a1 = −3 , (9.2.21)
where the basis element generating H1,1(B) is H. In this example the location of the seven-
branes are specified by
b1SU(2) = 1 , b
1
U(1) = 64 . (9.2.22)
Given these explicit expressions and the spectrum (9.2.20), it is straightforward to check that
all six-dimensional anomalies are canceled.
An Intriguing Observation
Before finishing with this example, we would like to make one further observation. First of
all, let us make contact with the analysis of phase transitions in [189]. As we have just noted,
there are exactly two points in the base manifold B over which matter in the 14 representation
is located. To each of these matter points belong two isolated fibral curves, represented by
the weights e1 + 4eU(1) and e2 + 4eU(1), plus the whole tower of Kaluza-Klein states for each
weight. Flopping C ≡ e2 + 4eU(1) + eKK in the transition from one triangulation to another,
one therefore flops two curves in the manifold, one associated to each matter point. According
to Witten’s analysis, we therefore expect all intersection numbers
DΛ ·DΣ ·DΘ (9.2.23)
to jump by
2(DΛ · C)(DΣ · C)(DΘ · C) , (9.2.24)
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which is precisely what we find.
In the triangulation with a non-holomorphic zero section, there is one more intriguing
fact. In the previous analysis, we observed that there are precisely two points in the base
manifold over which the zero section wraps an entire fiber component instead of marking a
single point, namely those for which Equation 9.2.9 was fulfilled. Notably, these are precisely
the points over which matter in the 14 representation is located.
9.2.2 Example with Gauge Group SU(5)× U(1)2
Next, we consider a Calabi-Yau threefold that gives rise to a U(1)2 Abelian gauge factor.
Its defining reflexive polytope is given in table 9.2. As before, we choose the base manifold
to be B = P2. The 216 different fine star triangulations of the toric ambient space result
Homogeneous coordinate z Divisor V (z) Point nz ∈ ∇ ∩N
u1 H 3 2 1 1
u2 3 2 0 −1
e0 3 2 −1 0
e1 D1 2 1 −1 0
e2 D2 1 0 −1 0
e3 D3 0 0 −1 0
e4 D4 1 1 −1 0
f0 F0 3 2 0 0
f1 F1 −1 −1 0 0
f2 F2 −1 0 0 0
f3 1 0 0 0
f4 −2 −1 0 0
Table 9.2: The toric data of the ambient space XII of the smooth Calabi-Yau threefold YII
with Hodge numbers are h1,1(YII) = 8 and h
2,1(YII) = 75.
in twelve inequivalent triangulations of the embedded hypersurface YII . Since all of these
triangulations have a holomorphic zero section, we limit ourselves to studying the particular
triangulation whose fan is given by Equation C.4.4. Compared to the previous example,
the main difference lies in the sections. There are now two independent Mordell-Weil group
generators and, conveniently, they are both realized as toric divisors f1 = 0 and f2 = 0,
respectively. Furthermore, the sections s1 = F1 and s2 = F2 do not intersect the zero section
s0 = F0, i.e. s0 · si = 0, i = 1, 2.
Since the base manifold is again a P2, the shifted base divisor reads D0 = s0 + 32H as
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before. Applying the Shioda map and rescaling by a factor of five yields the U(1)-generators
D5 = 5σ1 − 5s0 − 15H + 3D1 + 6D2 + 4D3 + 2D4 (9.2.25a)
D6 = 5σ2 − 5s0 − 15H + 1D1 + 2D2 + 3D3 + 4D4 . (9.2.25b)
By the same logic as before, one calculates that
M̂(YII) = 〈−e4 − 3eU(1)1 − eU(1)2 , e4 − 2eU(1)1 − 4eU(1)2 , e3 + 33eU(1)1 + eU(1)2 ,
e1 + e5 + eU(1)1 − 3eU(1)2 , e2 + e4 + eU(1)1 + 2eU(1)2 ,
e1 − e2.− e1 + e5 + eKK ,−5eU(1)1 + 5eU(1)2 + eKK〉.
(9.2.26)
The matter spectrum turns out to be
5−2,−4, 5−2,1, 53,1, 101,2, 15,0, 10,5, 15,5 . (9.2.27)
As before, the non-Abelian sector can be determined directly from demanding that the sign
function on the weight space is well-defined. Having determined the set of all possible rep-
resentations, we search for a solution for the match of the five-dimensional Chern-Simons
coefficients in order to determine the number of representations the low-energy effective the-
ory contains. Again, a unique solution exists and it reads
H(5−2,−4) = 5 , H(5−2,1) = 7 , H(53,1) = 7 ,
H(101,2) = 3 , H(15,0) = 28 , H(10,5) = 35 , H(15,5) = 35 . (9.2.28)
To conclude, we check that all six-dimensional anomalies are canceled for this example. Since
the base is again P2 we use Equation 9.2.21 and the brane locations specified by
b1SU(5) = 1 , b
1
U(1) 11 = 120 , b
1
U(1) 12 = 65 , b
1
U(1) 22 = 130 (9.2.29)
to show anomaly cancelation for the spectrum (9.2.28).
9.2.3 Example with Gauge Group SU(5)× U(1)2
Lastly, we present an example with gauge group SU(5) × U(1)2, which, unlike the previous
one, has triangulations in which the zero section is non-holomorphic. Of the 324 different
triangulations admitted by the toric ambient space, only 18 descend to inequivalent triangu-
lations of the anticanonical hypersurface. Half of these possess a holomorphic zero section.
Apart from the holomorphy of the zero section, the only other difference between the different
phases is the sub-wedge of the Weyl chamber that the vacuum expectation value of the adjoint
scalar lies in [94–96]. We therefore concentrate on one triangulation with a holomorphic zero
section and another one in which the zero section is non-holomorphic. Their respective fans
are given by Equation C.4.5 and Equation C.4.6.
Choosing an appropriate basis of divisors is fairly straightforward, since both Mordell-
Weil group generators are realized torically and we again have si = Fi for i = 0, 1, 2. After
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Homogeneous coordinate z Divisor V (z) Point nz ∈ ∇ ∩N
u1 H 3 1 −1 −1
u2 0 −3 0 1
e0 −1 −1 1 0
e1 D1 −1 0 1 0
e2 D2 0 1 1 0
e3 D3 0 0 1 0
e4 D4 0 −1 1 0
f0 F0 −1 −1 0 0
f1 F1 1 2 0 0
f2 F2 −1 0 0 0
f3 0 1 0 0
f4 1 −1 0 0
Table 9.3: The toric data of the ambient space XIII of the smooth Calabi-Yau threefold
YIII with Hodge numbers are h
1,1(YIII) = 8 and h
2,1(YIII) = 75.
rescaling by a factor of five in order to avoid fractional charges, we therefore find that the
shifted divisors are
D0 = s0 +
3
2
H (9.2.30a)
DU(1)1 = 5s1 − 5s0 − 15H + 3D1 + 6D2 + 4D3 + 2D4 (9.2.30b)
DU(1)2 = 5s2 − 5s0 − 40H + 4D1 + 3D2 + 2D3 +D4 . (9.2.30c)
Next of all, one calculates that the cones are given by
M̂(YIII, hol.) = 〈e5 − 2eU(1)1 − 6eU(1)2 , e2 + 3eU(1)1 + 4eU(1)2 ,
− e1 + 2eU(1)1 + 6eU(1)2 + eKK ,−5eU(1)1 − 15eU(1)2 − eKK ,
5eU(1)1 ,−5eU(1)1 − 5eU(1)2 , e3 − e4,
− e1 − e5 − eU(1)1 − 3eU(1)2 , e1 + e4 + eU(1)1 + 3eU(1)2〉 (9.2.31)
and
M̂(YIII, non-hol.) = 〈e2 + 3eU(1)1 + 4eU(1)2 , e1 − 2eU(1)1 − 6eU(1)2 − eKK ,
− e1 + e5 + eKK , 5eU(1)1 ,−5eU(1)1 − 5eU(1)2 , e3 − e4,
− e1 − e5 − eU(1)1 − 3eU(1)2 , e1 + e4 + eU(1)1 + 3eU(1)2〉 . (9.2.32)
Comparing these two cones, one finds a number of differences corresponding to changing the
sub-wedge of the Weyl chamber [96]. However, there is one additional flop
− e1 + 2eU(1)1 + 6eU(1)2 + eKK ↔ e1 − 2eU(1)1 − 6eU(1)2 − eKK (9.2.33)
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which has the effect that the two weights e1 − 2eU(1)1 − 6eU(1)2 ± eKK do not have opposite
signs anymore. Therefore the contributions of the corresponding Kaluza-Klein modes do not
cancel and must be taken into account when matching their Chern-Simons terms.
The matter spectrum can be determined to be
5−2,−6, 5−2,−1, 53,4, 101,3, 10,5, 15,5, 15,10 . (9.2.34)
Taking the Kaluza-Klein modes into account, one can match the Chern-Simons coefficients
obtained from integrating out matter on the field theory with those given by intersection num-
bers of the M-theory geometry. Once again, there is a unique solution and the multiplicities
one obtains are
H(10,5) = 35 , H(15,5) = 28 , H(15,10) = 35
H(5−2,−6) = 5 , H(5−2,−1) = 7 , H(53,4) = 7 (9.2.35)
H(101,3) = 3 .
One can easily check that all six-dimensional anomalies are canceled for this example. To do
so, we use Equation 9.2.21 and the brane locations specified by
b1SU(5) = 1 , b
1
U(1) 11 = 120 , b
1
U(1) 12 = 185 , b
1
U(1) 22 = 380 . (9.2.36)
9.3 F-Theory on Calabi-Yau Manifolds without Section
Having studied examples with multiple section, we now turn to the no-section case whose
effective physics were discussed in chapter 8. We illustrate how the physics, and in particular
the transition between a phase with a massive Abelian vector field to a phase with a massless
U(1), work in an especially transparent set of examples. These examples are given by pairs of
Calabi-Yau threefolds (Y,Y) related by a conifold transition, where Y has two independent
sections and Y has no section, but rather a multisection. Our discussion begins in subsec-
tion 9.3.1 by keeping the treatment of the (Y,Y) pairs independent of the base manifolds.
In subsection 9.3.2 we review some well-known facts about the physics of conifold transition,
before we proceed in subsection 9.3.3 by constructing explicit Calabi-Yau manifolds with base
manifold P2. Finally, we evaluate the Chern-Simons terms of some of the specific examples
in subsection 9.3.4 and give a general argument explaining why they have to match. In fig-
ure 9.1 we give a pictorial description of the essential physical process studied in the following
subsections.
9.3.1 Constructing (Y,Y) Pairs with General Base Manifold
The basic observation allowing us to construct large numbers of such pairs is that there is a
natural conifold transition implicit in most recent constructions of spaces with two sections.
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M-theory on Y
Massless sector:
2 gauge fields Aa
Hneutral neutral hypers
M-theory on Y
Massless sector:
1 gauge field Ã0
Hneutral + δ − 1 neutral hypers
Conifold transition
Figure 9.1: The two theories obtained by compactifying M-theory on Y and Y, respectively,
are connected by a conifold transition in which δ hypermultiplets become light.
As described in [52], for example, the generic model with two sections is obtained by taking
a Calabi-Yau hypersurface in P̂112. Let us parametrize P̂112 by the coordinates
y1 y2 w t
C∗1 1 1 2 0
C∗2 0 0 1 1
, (9.3.1)
where here we choose a GLSM representation of the toric variety. For a dictionary between the
GLSM picture and the representation of a toric variety using fans, we refer to subsection A.1.1.
We blow-up the Z2 singularity in the fiber to have a nicer ambient space, and to be able to
realize torically the Cartan divisor in some of the examples below. The Stanley-Reisner ideal
(SRI in what follows) is generated by 〈y1y2, wt〉. The generic Calabi-Yau hypersurface is a
degree (4, 2) hypersurface in these coordinates, which we parametrize as
gw2 + wtP (y1, y2) + t
2Q(y1, y2) = 0 , (9.3.2)
with P (y1, y2) a quadratic function in yi
P (y1, y2) = αy
2
1 + βy1y2 + fy
2
2 (9.3.3)
and Q(y1, y2) a quartic
Q = y1(by
3
1 + cy
2
1y2 + dy1y
2
2 + ey
3
2) + ay
4
2 ≡ y1Q′(y1, y2) + ay42 . (9.3.4)
Since the elliptic fiber will be fibered over a base, g and the coefficients of P,Q will be sections
of appropriate degree in the coordinates of the base (we will study some explicit examples
below).1 In order to have two sections, we set a = 0, so Q takes the form
Q = y1(by
3
1 + cy
2
1y2 + dy1y
2
2 + ey
3
2) = y1Q
′(y1, y2) . (9.3.5)
The restricted Calabi-Yau equation becomes
φ ≡ gw2 + wtP (y1, y2) + t2y1Q′(y1, y2) = 0 . (9.3.6)
1The models constructed in [52] correspond to taking g = 1, which imposes some restrictions on the allowed
fibrations. We do not impose such restriction.
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When the coefficients are chosen in this way, there are two sections of (9.3.6) that can easily
be found. Take y1 = 0. Since y1y2 belongs to the SRI of P̂112, we can set y2 = 1. We end up
with
w(gw + tf) = 0 . (9.3.7)
We thus find a first section at w = 0 (we can then set t = 1 using C∗2), and a second section
at gw = −tf . For generic choices of g, f and at generic points of the base, this equation has a
unique solution, giving a second section, but at the zeroes of g, f it will behave in interesting
ways.
Singularities. The hypersurface (9.3.6) will be singular when φ = dφ = 0. It is easy to
check that solutions of this set of equations exist for w = y1 = e = f = 0. For two-dimensional
bases of the fibration, e = f = 0 generically has a set of solutions given by points. Close to
one such zero, for generic values of the coefficients, Equation 9.3.6 becomes
λ1w
2 + λ2wf + λ3wy1 + λ4y
2
1 + λ4y1e = 0 (9.3.8)
where λi are constants,
2 and one should see w, y1, f, e as local variables for a C4 neighborhood
of the singularity in the ambient space. Generically this is a non-degenerate quadratic form
on the ambient space variables, defining locally a conifold singularity. For later reference,
note that the number of such singularities is given by the number of points in e = f = 0, or
slightly more formally by the intersection of the homology classes of the divisors [e] · [f ] on
the base. Associated with these singularities there will be massless hypermultiplets coming
from wrapped M2 branes, which will be the essential states in our discussion.
Deformation. Since the singularities are conifolds, we expect that there are two ways
of smoothing out the singularities. The first is by deformation, i.e. changing the Calabi-
Yau Equation 9.3.6. Our only option is to consider deformations away from a = 0. This
indeed modifies the analysis above in that a singularity would require a = f = e = 0,
but for non-vanishing a and a two-dimensional base there is generically no solution to this
system (by simple dimension counting), so there is no singularity anymore. An important
observation for our purposes below is that under this deformation the two sections no longer
exist independently, but they rather recombine into a unique global object. Setting y1 = 0 in
Equation 9.3.2 gives
gw2 + wtf + at2 = 0 , (9.3.9)
which no longer factorizes globally. The two sections above still exist locally and can be
found by solving for w, but there is a Z2 monodromy coming from going around zeros of
the discriminant t2(f2 − 4ag), which exchanges the two roots. This is thus a case with a
2These constants can be easily read from Equation 9.3.6, but we only need that they are non-vanishing
constants.
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bi-section, but no section. In the examples below the non-existence of a section can also be
easily verified using Oguiso’s criteria [49, 212] and we collect some of the relevant details in
subsection C.3.2. All in all, this gives the first element of our pair, the deformed Calabi-Yau
threefold Y.
Resolution. On the other hand, one can do a blow-up of the conifold in order to desingu-
larize the geometry. A simple toric way of achieving this is by blowing up the y1 = w = 0
point, which is the point of intersection of the conifolds with the fiber, as done in [52]. More
concretely, we replace the fiber by the following GLSM:
y1 y2 w t s
C∗1 1 1 2 0 0
C∗2 0 0 1 1 0
C∗3 1 0 1 0 −1
(9.3.10)
The new Stanley-Reisner ideal is given by 〈wy1, wt, st, sy2, y1y2〉. Notice in particular that
w = y1 = 0 does not belong to the ambient space anymore. The Calabi-Yau hypersurface in
this space is of degree (4, 2, 1) and can be parametrized, matching with the proper transform
of (9.3.6), by
φ̃ ≡ gw2s+ wtP (sy1, y2) + t2y1Q′(sy1, y2) = 0 . (9.3.11)
The sections transform naturally under the blow-up. In particular, the w = y1 = 0 section
transforms to s = 0. Setting s = 0 in Equation 9.3.11, and setting t = y2 = 1 since they
cannot vanish when s = 0, one gets
wf + y1e = 0 (9.3.12)
so this section maps to (y1, y2, w, t, s) = (−f, 1, e, 1, 0). Let us denote this section by σ0. We
will take it to be our zero section, parametrizing the F-theory limit.
The other section is given by y1 = 0. Plugging this into Equation 9.3.11, and setting
w = y2 = 1, one gets
gs+ tf = 0 . (9.3.13)
We thus find a second section at (y1, y2, w, t, s) = (0, 1, 1,−g, f), which we denote by σ. We
think of this section as generating a U(1) symmetry in the six-dimensional theory obtained
by putting F-theory on Y, choosing σ0 as the zero section.
So, as expected, deformation does not recombine the sections, but rather we stay with
two independent sections of the fibration. It is also not hard to see that the resulting space
is generically non-singular, as one may have expected from the fact that we are considering
the most general equation over the blown-up fiber. We denote the resulting space by Y.
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σ0 ×
σ{s = 0}
{Σ = 0}
{Ξ
=
0}
{t = 0}
{y
1
=
0}
σ
σ0
×
Figure 9.2: Schematic behavior of the fiber geometry over the two non-holomorphic loci. On
the left, the locus {e = f = 0} is depicted. σ0 wraps the entire fiber component,
while σ cuts out a single point. On the right, the locus {f = g = 0} is shown,
where σ becomes non-holomorphic and σ0 cuts out a point in the same fiber
component. Fiber components wrapped by a section are colored dark red.
Holomorphy of the sections. Looking at the sections we just found, we see that they are
ill-defined over some points in the base. In particular, σ0 is ill-defined over f = e = 0, since
over these points σ0 would be (0, 1, 0, 1, 0), but y1w is in the Stanley-Reisner ideal. Similarly,
σ becomes ill-defined over g = f = 0, since st is in the Stanley-Reisner ideal. This is a
hallmark of rationality of the sections (as opposed to holomorphy): the sections are not given
by a single point in the fiber everywhere, but over some subspaces (where σ0 and σ becomes
ill-defined in our examples) they wrap components of the fiber.
It is not hard to be more explicit about the behavior of these sections at the problematic
points. Setting f = e = 0, and s = 0, the Calabi-Yau equation (9.3.11) becomes identically
satisfied, so the section at this point jumps in dimension. Similarly for σ, since at y1 = f =
g = 0 Equation 9.3.11 is identically satisfied, so σ again jumps in dimension at these points.
Let us study the behavior of the elliptic fiber at these points more carefully. For f = e = 0,
the Calabi-Yau equation becomes
s(gw2 + wty1P
′(sy1, y2) + t
2y21Q
′′(sy1, y2)) ≡ sΣ = 0 (9.3.14)
where P ′ = P/(sy1), and Q
′′ = Q′/(sy1), which are homogeneous polynomials when f and e
vanish, of degrees 1 and 2 respectively in the yi. We see that at this locus the elliptic fiber
degenerates into two components, given by s = 0 and Σ = 0. When s = 0 we can gauge fix
C∗1 and C∗2 in Equation 9.3.10 by setting t = y2 = 0, so we end up with the y1, w coordinates,
with relative SRI 〈wy1〉, and identified by the C∗ action (y1, w) = (λy1, λw). This is the
usual description of P1, as one could have expected from the fact that s = 0 was the blow-up
divisor. The curve Σ defines a degree (4, 2, 2) divisor on the ambient space, and a simple
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adjunction computation gives then that Σ has genus 0, i.e. it is also a P1. More explicitly
χ(Σ) =
∫
Σ
c1(TΣ) =
∫
A
(c1(TA)− Σ)Σ
= −
∫
A
[0, 0, 1] ∧ [4, 2, 2] = 2
∫
A
[w] ∧ [s]
= 2 ,
(9.3.15)
where A denotes the ambient toric space (9.3.10), and on the second line we have denoted
the divisor classes by their toric weights.
These two spheres intersect over a point. Setting s = 0 (and thus y2 = t = 1) in the
equation for Σ we get:
gw2 + wy1P
′(0, y2) + y
2
1Q
′′(0, y2) = 0 . (9.3.16)
This is a quadratic on the exceptional P1, which has exactly two solutions. So we recover
the usual picture of the T 2 fiber degenerating into two spheres, touching at two points. The
rational section σ0 wraps one of the two sphere components, namely s = 0.
A similar analysis holds for σ. Setting g = f = 0 in Equation 9.3.11, the Calabi-Yau
equation factorizes as
y1t(wsP
′(sy1, y2) + tQ
′(sy1, y2)) ≡ y1tΞ = 0 . (9.3.17)
We find that there are three components in the fiber. By the same kind of analysis as above
we find that they are P1s: for y1 = 0 and t = 0 this is immediately obvious by looking at
Equation 9.3.10. One also has that Ξ = 0 is an equation of degree (3, 1, 0), and an adjunction
computation gives that it has genus zero.
The intersections between the three spheres can be computed easily, with the result that
any two of the three spheres intersect at exactly one point. Our section σ wraps the y1 = 0
component. A summary of the fiber geometry is contained in figure 9.2.
9.3.2 Physics of the Conifold Transition
The low energy description of the conifold transition is well understood, starting with the
seminal paper by Strominger [213] (see also [214, 215], and [216] for a treatment specialized
to M-theory on Calabi-Yau threefolds), so we will be brief here.
The basic physics mechanism in effective field theory language is simply a Coulomb/Higgs
branch transition: at the conifold point there are a number of massless hypermultiplets,
coming from M2 branes wrapped on the collapsed S2 cycles. We can smooth the conifold
points in two ways: deformation or resolution. On the resolved side the two-spheres take
finite size, and this corresponds to making the M2 states massive. In field theoretic terms,
this mass terms are associated with the introduction of (geometry dependent) mass terms
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for the hypermultiplets. More in detail, in M-theory compactified on a smooth Calabi-Yau
threefold Y, there are nH = h2,1(Y) + 1 hypermultiplets, and h1,1(Y) U(1) gauge fields.
A particular combination of these belongs to the gravity multiplet, and the other nV =
h1,1(Y) − 1 U(1) fields belong to vector multiplets. These vector multiplets have a real
bosonic scalar component. The size of the resolved two-spheres (keeping the overall size of
the Calabi-Yau threefold fixed) is precisely encoded in the values of these scalars, so resolving
the conifold singularities corresponds to going into a Coulomb branch of the field theory.
On the other hand, there is a Higgs branch obtained by giving vacuum expectation values
to the massless hypermultiplets. This corresponds to smoothing out the conifold singularities
by complex deformations. Since the massless hypermultiplets are naturally charged under the
U(1) symmetries (M2 branes couple electrically to C3), giving a vacuum expectation value
will make some of the U(1) vector multiplets massive.
There is a simple relation between the counting of massless fields in the five-dimensional
theory and the Hodge numbers of the spaces related by the conifold transition. Assume
that there are P two-spheres degenerating at P conifold points. Typically not all of these
two-spheres are linearly independent, but there are R homology relations between them (so
P −R independent classes vanish). Writing down the low energy effective field theory for the
hypermultiplets at the conifold point, one can easily see [214, 215] that there are precisely
R flat directions of the hypermultiplets, along which one can Higgs them. A generic such
Higgsing will then give mass to P−R vectors. All in all, M-theory on the resolved Calabi-Yau
threefold Y gives rise to a massless spectrum with (nH(Y), nV (Y)) = (h2,1(Y)+1, h1,1(Y)−1).
At the conifold point, P extra hypers become massless: (n0H , n
0
V ) = (h
2,1(Y)+1+P, h1,1(Y)−
1). Higgsing then removes P − R hyper-vector pairs: (nH(Y), nV (Y)) = (h2,1(Y) + 1 +
R, h1,1(Y)−1−P+R). On the other hand, these numbers are just h2,1(Y)+1 and h1,1(Y)−1,
respectively, so we learn that the conifold transition acts on the Hodge numbers as
(h2,1(Y), h1,1(Y)) = (h2,1(Y) +R, h1,1(Y)− P +R) . (9.3.18)
This formula will provide a nice consistency check that we are identifying the geometry
properly in our forthcoming examples (in our examples, P −R = 1, so h1,1(Y)−h1,1(Y) = 1).
A simple quantity to check, in particular, is the difference in Euler numbers
χ(Y)− χ(Y) = 2(h2,1(Y)− h2,1(Y))− 2(h1,1(Y)− h1,1(Y))
= 2P
(9.3.19)
giving the number of conifold points involved in the transition.
9.3.3 Explicit Examples with Base P2
Having described the general setup for our main class of examples, we are now ready to
construct a number of examples of conifold transitions removing the section. For simplicity,
we will stay with a P2 base.
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Let us start on the deformed side Y. The set of Calabi-Yau threefolds T 2-fibered over P2
can be described as hypersurfaces on the toric ambient space described by the GLSM
x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 w t
C∗1 1 1 1 0 a b 0
C∗2 0 0 0 1 1 2 0
C∗3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
(9.3.20)
The last four coordinates parametrize the fiber P̂112, while the first three coordinates parametrize
the base P2. The fibration map π : X → P2 simply “forgets” about the last four coordinates
of any point in X. In principle the last four entries in the first row (the charges of y1, y2, w, t
under C∗1) can be arbitrary integers, but it is easy to convince oneself that by redefining (if
necessary) the yi and the C∗i , any such fibration can be brought to the canonical form (9.3.20),
with a ≥ 0.
The generic equation in these variables is given by Equation 9.3.2. In order to have
a Calabi-Yau threefold, Equation 9.3.2 must be a homogeneous polynomial of degree (3 +
a + b, 4, 2). Tracing the definitions above, this implies that the interesting coefficients of
Equation 9.3.2 are homogeneous functions on the xi of degrees
deg(a) = 3− 3a+ b (9.3.21)
deg(e) = 3− 2a+ b (9.3.22)
deg(f) = 3− a (9.3.23)
deg(g) = 3 + a− b . (9.3.24)
There are a finite number of allowed values for (a, b), obtained by imposing that all the
coefficients of (9.3.2) be holomorphic functions on the xi (in particular, there should be no
poles). These conditions define a polygon in the (a, b) plane, as pointed out in chapter 5, and
the different cases, given in table 9.4, correspond to integral points of this auxiliary polygon.
There are some interesting features in this table. Notice that the first three entries have
deg(g) = 0. Taking g a generic non-zero constant, we find that Q becomes a holomorphic
section, since the f = g = 0 locus does not exist anymore. Similarly, for the (0,−3) example
the σ0 section is holomorphic, and for the (3, 6) example both sections are holomorphic. In
the rest of the cases both sections are rational.
The resolved side Y is given by hypersurfaces on toric ambient spaces described by GLSMs
of the following form:
x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 w t s
C∗1 1 1 1 0 a b 0 0
C∗2 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0
C∗3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
C∗4 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 −1
(9.3.25)
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(a, b) h1,1(Y) h2,1(Y) deg(a) deg(e) deg(f) deg(g)
(0, 3) 2 128 6 6 3 0
(1, 4) 2 132 4 5 2 0
(2, 5) 2 144 2 4 1 0
(0,−2) 3 59 1 1 3 5
(0,−1) 3 65 2 2 3 4
(0, 0) 3 75 3 3 3 3
(0, 1) 3 89 4 4 3 2
(0, 2) 3 107 5 5 3 1
(1, 0) 3 69 0 1 2 4
(1, 1) 3 79 1 2 2 3
(1, 2) 3 93 2 3 2 2
(1, 3) 3 111 3 4 2 1
(2, 3) 3 105 0 2 1 2
(2, 4) 3 123 1 3 1 1
(3, 6) 3 165 0 3 0 0
(0,−3) 6 60 0 0 3 6
Table 9.4: Hodge numbers and polynomials degrees for various fibrations over P2
As before, we could in principle have given a charge to s under C∗1, but there is always a way
of redefining the fields and C∗ symmetries in order to set this charge to 0. Imposing that
the coefficients of Equation 9.3.11 are sections of line bundles of non-negative degree on the
P2 base, one finds 31 different possible values for (a, b). All those in table 9.4 are included,
and in addition there are a few models which are only possible on the resolved side, since the
blow-up fixes the coefficient of the y42 term in Q to vanish, so there is one less constraint. We
will only be interested in the ones coming from conifold transitions on Y.
Identifying the models in the canonical way, we can immediately compute the Hodge
numbers of the resolved spaces using PALP, for instance, and the results are given in table 9.5.
Computing from here the expected number of conifold points, with the results shown in the
last column of table 9.5, one sees easily by comparing with the values in table 9.4 that in all
cases the expected number of conifold points precisely agrees with the expectation from the
discussion given above:
1
2
(χ(Y)− χ(Y)) = deg(e) · deg(f) . (9.3.26)
In table 9.5 we summarize information about the models obtained by resolving the man-
ifolds from table 9.4, including the chiral spectrum in six dimensions, obtained via the tech-
niques described in [95, 114]. Here H(R) denotes the net amount of chiral matter (six-
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(a, b) h1,1(Y) h2,1(Y) P H(12) H(14) H(21) H(23) H(30)
(0, 3) 3 111 18 144 18 0 0 0
(1, 4) 3 123 10 140 10 0 0 0
(2, 5) 3 141 4 128 4 0 0 0
(0,−2) 4 57 3 64 3 55 15 6
(0,−1) 4 60 6 76 6 52 12 3
(0, 0) 4 67 9 90 9 45 9 1
(0, 1) 4 78 12 106 12 34 6 0
(0, 2) 4 93 15 124 15 19 3 0
(1, 0) 4 68 2 72 2 56 8 3
(1, 1) 4 76 4 86 4 48 6 1
(1, 2) 4 88 6 102 6 36 4 0
(1, 3) 4 104 8 120 8 20 2 0
(2, 3) 4 104 2 90 2 38 2 0
(2, 4) 4 121 3 108 3 21 1 0
(3, 6) 3 165 0 108 0 0 0 0
(0,−3) 6 60 0 − − − − −
Table 9.5: Hodge numbers and chiral spectra for the resolved versions of the manifolds in
table 9.4. All U(1) charges have been rescaled by 2. P denotes the expected
number of conifold points, obtained from Equation 9.3.19. The last entry in the
table corresponds to a space with many non-torically realized divisors, so we will
not analyze it here.
dimensional hypers) in the representation R. We denote the representation by Nm, where
N is the representation under the gauge group SU(2) (to be explained below), and m the
U(1)-charge. We define the divisor class generating the U(1)-charge as [114]
DU(1) = 2σ − 2σ0 − 4π∗c1(TB) + E . (9.3.27)
We have denoted by π : Y→ P2 the fibration map, π∗ its pullback to cohomology on X, σ, σ0
denote the extra section and the zero section described above, and E is the divisor associated
with the Cartan of SU(2). The single manifold with h1,1(Y) = 6 has three divisors that do
not descend from the ambient space and it is unclear what the full gauge group and matter
spectrum are, so we will not analyze it here. Lastly, let us remark that we find that
H(14) =
1
2
(χ(Y)− χ(Y)) = [e] · [f ] (9.3.28)
which strongly suggests that it is precisely the 14 multiplets that are involved in the conifold
transition.
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The existence of an SU(2) symmetry in the cases with h1,1(Y) > 3 can be argued for as
follows. Consider the g = 0 locus on the base (this is only possible if deg(g) > 0). Over this
divisor, the Calabi-Yau equation becomes
φ̃|g=0 = t(wP + ty1Q′) ≡ tΛ = 0 . (9.3.29)
We see that over this divisor on the base the T 2 factorizes. The t = 0 piece defines a
P1, and it is not hard to prove that Λ = 0 is also a P1, intersecting t = 0 at two points.
This is the familiar affine SU(2) structure over a zero of the discriminant, so we expect a
SU(2) enhancement over g = 0. A short computation shows, in addition, that the section
σ0 intersects Λ at a point, and σ intersects t = 0 at a point. Since we chose σ0 as our zero
section, we interpret the component not intersecting it, namely t = 0, as the one associated
with the W bosons enhancing the gauge symmetry to SU(2). All in all, we learn that E in
Equation 9.3.27 is just {t = 0} ∩ {φ̃ = 0}, or [t] in brief (abusing notation slightly).
In fact, we are now in a position to compute the charges of some of the multiplets in
table 9.5 from first principles. We start by discussing the 14 multiplets, which are the main
actors in the conifold transition. The other representations can be obtained analogously,
with some extra effort. Since these representations are less directly relevant for the conifold
transition, we demote their discussion to subsection C.3.1.
We claim that the 14 multiplets comes from f = e = 0. We have explained above that
when f = e = 0 the fiber becomes split into two components, given by {s = 0} ∪ {Σ = 0}.
Since st belongs in the Stanley-Reisner ideal, the hyper wrapping s = 0 has no charge under
the SU(2) symmetry. Its charge under the U(1) is given by
QU(1) = Cs · (2σ − 2σ0 − 12[x1] + [t]) . (9.3.30)
We have denoted by Cs the component of the fiber over f = e = 0 given by s = 0, and we used
the fact that [x1] is the pullback of the hyperplane on P2. Since x1 = 0 will generically not
intersect f = e = 0, we have Cs · [x1] = 0. Similarly, since st is in the Stanley-Reisner ideal,
Cs · [t] = 0. We have already determined above that σ intersects Cs at a point, so Cs ·σ = 1. On
the other hand, σ0 becomes rational at f = e = 0, so the calculation is less straightforward.
Consider the total class of the (factorized) T 2 fiber, given by Cs+CΣ, with the last component
being the Σ = 0 locus. Since the total fiber can move as a holomorphic divisor into a smooth
T 2, which intersects σ0 at a point, it must be the case that (Cs + CΣ) · σ0 = 1. On the
other hand, on the factorized locus it is clear that CΣ · σ0 = 2 (the two points where the P1
components touch). So we conclude Cs · σ0 = −1. Substituting all this into Equation 9.3.30
we obtain QU(1) = 4, as claimed.
9.3.4 Chern-Simons Terms
In this final subsection, we confirm geometrically that the Chern-Simons terms of the theory
obtained by compactifying M-theory on Y are in fact related to the Chern-Simons terms of
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M-theory on Y as described in Equation 8.2.9. Instead of delving into concrete examples right
away and showing explicitly that this prescription is correct on a case by case basis, let us
make a general geometric argument first. As the Chern-Simons terms of the five-dimensional
models are given in terms of intersection numbers, we need to understand how the intersection
form on Y is obtained from the intersection form of Y. Fortunately for us, this was studied
long ago, see for example [216]. Denoting by Ki, i = 1, . . . , h1,1(Y) a basis of the Kähler cone
on Y and by K̃i, i = 1, . . . , h1,1(Y) the corresponding Kähler cone basis on Y, we choose the
Ki such that under the conifold transition they are mapped to divisors on Y according to
Ki 7→
{
K̃i if i ≤ h1,1(Y)
0 otherwise.
(9.3.31)
Then the intersection numbers of the K̃i on Y are the same as of the Ki on Y, i.e.
K̃i · K̃j · K̃k = Ki · Kj · Kk . (9.3.32)
Put differently, the intersection form on Y is obtained by restricting the intersection form on
Y. That is, given expressions for the volumes V and Ṽ of Y and Y in terms of the Kähler
parameters vi and ṽi, one has that
Ṽ = V(v1 = ṽ1, . . . , vh1,1(Y) = ṽh1,1(Y), 0, . . . ) . (9.3.33)
Presented with this simple relation between triple intersections on Y and Y, let us now return
to the discussion of the Chern-Simons terms of M-theory on Y. Given two independent
sections on Y we know that only a certain linear combination DU(1) is left untouched by the
conifold transition – the other U(1)-divisor is eliminated as the corresponding gauge field
gains a mass term. Identifying the surviving U(1) amounts to making the same clever choice
of basis as for the Ki above. Then, Equation 9.3.32 tells us that the intersection numbers of
the surviving U(1)-divisor are precisely the same as on the resolved side. Therefore, we are
left with two questions to examine in our specific examples, namely:
1. Which divisor DU(1) survives the conifold transition?
2. Why is DU(1) · c2(Y) = D̃U(1) · c2(Y)?
Around Equation 8.3.5 we gave a general argument for how to identify DU(1) and, in fact,
we will show explicitly that this prescription does in fact select the correct divisor for the
examples below. The second point is more difficult to answer generally, but we can confirm
it on a case by case basis.
Put in a nutshell, we have explained generally that after a clever change of basis the
Chern-Simons terms of the theories corresponding to Y and Y are simply obtained by ”drop-
ping” the massive U(1). Of course, one can also confirm this statement explicitly through
the calculation of intersection numbers and in the remainder of this section we will perform
an example calculation.
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A Close Look at the Model with (a, b) = (0, 3)
For concreteness, let us study the manifold with (a, b) = (0, 3) by beginning on the resolved
side. We find that the Mori cone is generated by the three curves
x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 w s
C1 1 1 1 −3 0 0 3
C2 0 0 0 −1 1 0 2
C3 0 0 0 1 0 1 −1
(9.3.34)
and we can hence choose
K1 = x1 , K2 = y2 , K3 = w (9.3.35)
as a basis of the Kähler cone satisfying Ki · Cj = δji . Expressing the Kähler form J =∑3
i=1 v
i[Ki] in terms of two-forms dual to these divisors, one finds that the overall volume of
the Calabi-Yau can be written as
V = (v1)2v2 + 3
2
(v1)2v3 + 6v1v2v3 +
15
2
v1(v3)2 + 9v2(v3)2 +
21
2
(v3)3 . (9.3.36)
Let us turn to the two divisors generating the U(1) symmetries in five dimensions. One is
obtained by appropriately shifting the zero section [52, 114], while the other can be computed
by applying the Shioda map to the other section. Naturally, a different choice of zero section
will lead to interchanged results for the divisor expansions. Since the resulting physics remain
unaffected, we choose the divisor s = 0, or σ0 in the notation of subsection 9.3.1, as the zero
section during the rest of this discussion. Note that in this particular basis the divisors
generating the two U(1)s have the expansion
D0 =
9
2
K1 + 2K2 −K3 , D1 = −24K1 − 6K2 + 4K3 . (9.3.37)
Now we discuss the deformed manifold Y. Its Mori cone is spanned by
x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 w
C̃1 1 1 1 0 0 3
C̃2 0 0 0 1 1 2
(9.3.38)
and a good choice of Kähler basis is for example given by
K̃1 = x1 , K̃2 = y2 . (9.3.39)
Then the volume of the deformed manifold is
Ṽ = (ṽ1)2ṽ2 . (9.3.40)
Obviously, the intersection rings of Y and Y are related as in Equation 9.3.33, with K3 the
divisor eliminated during the conifold transition. Up to an overall rescaling, there is hence a
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unique combination of D0 and D1 that is left invariant under the conifold map, namely the
one not containing K3. It is3
DU(1) ∼ 4D0 +D1 . (9.3.41)
Since we rescaled the six-dimensional U(1) divisor on Y by λ = 2, this is precisely the
expression that we expect from Equation 8.3.5. Lastly, we can check by explicit computation
that DU(1) · c2(Y) = D̃U(1) · c2(Y).
A Close Look at the Model with (a, b) = (0,−2)
As a second example, we repeat the analysis for one of the models that contain an additional
SU(2) factor to show that the above discussion is independent of the existence of additional
gauge group factors. Again, we begin with the resolved manifold Y, whose Mori cone is this
time spanned by the curves
x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 w s t
C1 1 1 1 0 0 −2 0 0
C2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 −2
C3 0 0 0 1 0 1 −1 0
C4 0 0 0 −1 0 0 1 1
(9.3.42)
and we pick
K1 = x1 , K2 = y2 , K3 = t+ 2y2 , K4 = w + 2x1 (9.3.43)
as the basis of the Kähler cone. The volume of the resolved manifold is then
V = (v1)2v2 + 2(v1)2v3 + 5v1v2v3 + 5v1(v3)2 + 5v2(v3)2 + 10
3
(v3)3 +
3
2
(v1)2v4
+ 5v1v2v4 + 10v1v3v4 + 10v2v3v4 + 10(v3)2v4 +
7
2
v1(v4)2
+ 5v2(v4)2 + 10v3(v4)2 +
7
3
(v4)3 . (9.3.44)
Choosing σ0 = {s = 0} as zero section and expanding the U(1) divisors of the five-dimensional
theory in a basis of Ki one finds
D0 =
3
2
K1 +K3 −K4 , D1 = −12K1 − 3K3 + 4K4 . (9.3.45)
Additionally, there is a third U(1) which is enhanced to the non-Abelian SU(2) factor in the
F-theory limit. We denote it by E and its expansion reads
E = −2K1 +K2 . (9.3.46)
3Note that in chapter 8 we denoted the U(1)-divisor remaining massless by D̃0. Here we call it DU(1) to
emphasize that it not necessarily a divisor on Y.
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Changing to the deformed manifold Y corresponding to F-theory with a massive U(1), we
find that its Mori cone is generated by
x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 w t
C̃1 1 1 1 0 0 −2 0
C̃2 0 0 0 1 1 0 −2
C̃3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
(9.3.47)
and we parametrize the Kähler form in terms of two-forms Poincaré-dual to
K̃1 = x1 , K̃2 = y2 , K̃3 = t+ 2y2 . (9.3.48)
The volume of Y is given by
Ṽ = (ṽ1)2ṽ2 + 2(ṽ1)2ṽ3 + 5ṽ1ṽ2ṽ3 + 5ṽ1(ṽ3)2 + 5ṽ2(ṽ3)2 + 10
3
(ṽ3)3 (9.3.49)
and one can see that it is obtained by restricting the volume of the resolved phase according
to
Ṽ = V|v4=0,vi=ṽi . (9.3.50)
Consequently, we see that the above choice of Ki is again a good one in the sense of equations
(9.3.31) and (9.3.33) and one transitions from Y to Y by dropping K4. Since Equation 9.3.46
does not contain K4, we observe that it is left untouched by the conifold transition and does
not take part in the mixing involving the remaining two U(1)s. Requiring again that the
surviving U(1) must not contain K4, one finds that, up to an overall rescaling, it is given by
DU(1) = 4D0 +D1 , (9.3.51)
which, as before, matches the prescription of Equation 8.3.5 with λ = 2. In summary, we find
that the discussion of the case with additional SU(2) gauge symmetry is almost identical to
the one of the simpler models with only Abelian gauge groups. As before, we identify a curve
shrinking to zero volume in the conifold limit. The intersection form of the deformed model
is then obtained by dropping the divisor dual to that curve from the intersection form of the
resolved phase. As the SU(2) Cartan divisor does not contain the divisor that is eliminated
in the conifold transition, it does not mix with any of the other U(1)s during the conifold
transition. Finally, one can again confirm that DU(1) · c2(Y) = D̃U(1) · c2(Y), thereby showing
that the Chern-Simons terms corresponding to the higher curvature terms are matched as
well.
Explicit Formulas for the Chern-Simons Terms
Technically, the previous discussion already ensures the matching of the Chern-Simons terms
as discussed in section 8.2. Nevertheless, it may be illuminating to consider the discussion from
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a different angle. Let us therefore evaluate formulas (8.2.13) and (8.2.14) for the examples
at hand and show that they predict the correct intersection numbers. Turning the discussion
around, one can also use these relations to compute the spectrum of Y without making use to
the resolved manifold Y.
(a, b) V Hneutral H(12) H(14) k̃0 k̃000
(0, 3) 1 112 144 18 −168 432
(1, 4) 1 124 140 10 −128 304
(2, 5) 1 142 128 4 −80 208
(3, 6) 1 166 108 0 −24 144
Table 9.6: Spectra and Chern-Simons coefficients of Ã0 for the models with two sections
and h1,1 = 3. Here, the Chern-Simons terms are obtained from the geometry
and can be shown to match the field theory computation. All U(1) charges have
been rescaled by two.
This time, we restrict ourselves to models with purely Abelian gauge group, where we
know the spectrum to consist of 12 and 14 states. Assuming furthermore that
l12 = 0 , l14 = 1 (9.3.52)
as is the case when Y has a non-holomorphic zero section (corresponding to σ0 as above), the
formulas for k̃000 and k̃0 simplify to
k̃000 =
m3
120
(H − V − T − 3)
+
1
4
H(12)
(
−4n2m+ 16n3 sign(12)
)
+
1
4
H(14)
(
−4m3 − 208n2m+ (384n3 + 48nm2) sign(14)
)
. (9.3.53)
and
k̃0 =
m
6
(H − V + 5T + 15)
+H(12)(−2n sign(12)) +H(14) (2m− 12n sign(14)) . (9.3.54)
To be as concrete as possible, we plug in n = −1 and m = 4 as we found above and use that
for these manifolds sign(12) = sign(14) = −1 and T = 0 to find
k̃000 =
8
15
(H − V − 3) + 16H(14) (9.3.55)
k̃0 =
2
3
(H − V + 15)− 2H(12)− 4H(14) . (9.3.56)
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Evaluating the formulas, one easily confirms that they indeed match the intersection numbers
given in table 9.6. Note that table 9.6 contains the spectra of the F-theory models on the
resolved manifolds Y. However, they can easily be translated to the case of a massive U(1)
corresponding to F-theory on Y. F-theory on Y has Hneutral− 1 neutral hypermultiplets and
V = 0 massless vectors as shown in figure 8.2. In six dimensions, the charged spectrum is the
same on Y and Y with the difference that the U(1) field in F-theory on Y is massive. However,
upon doing the fluxed circle reduction to five dimensions, the 14 states with KK-level n̂ = −1
are neutral under the mixed massless U(1) gauge field Ã0 and must therefore be counted as
additional neutral states not counted by h2,1(Y).
We remark that these are the same results as one would get by starting with the conjec-
tured six-dimensional F-theory set-up with a massive U(1). In fact, by computing the Mori
cones of Y and X̃ one can show that the sign functions for the states 12 and 14 agree in the
deformed and the resolved phases.
Finally, let us comment on directly computing spectra of F-theory models Y without
section. In the examples studied, we gained an computational advantage by finding models Y
with section that are related to Y by conifold transitions. Ideally, however, one would like to
compute the spectra of F-theory on Y without making this detour. In general, this is going to
be more difficult due to the fact that there are less divisors on Y and therefore less intersection
numbers to extract information from even though the spectra are equally complicated. As
it turns out, for cases with a single U(1) there are generally more unknown variables than
equations obtained from matching the Chern-Simons terms. However, if one also requires
all anomalies to be canceled, it is possible to compute the spectra directly from Y for the
cases presented here. Incorporating these methods into a general approach by extending the
variety of models studied here seems to be a promising direction of study.

Chapter 10
Yukawas in the Presence of Massive
U(1)s
Compared to F-theory compactifications to six dimensions, four-dimensional F-theory models
are considerably richer. Two of the key features present are G-flux, the flux of the M-theory
three-form, and Yukawa couplings in the effective theory that are controlled by geometric
quantities located at codimension three in the base manifold.
G-flux induces chirality in the four-dimensional matter spectrum [95, 217] and integrals
over the flux are thus the quantities that the three-dimensional equivalents of the loop-
corrected Chern-Simons terms in Equation 7.3.10 and Equation 7.3.11 have to be matched
to [95]. In order to compute not only chiral indices, but the actual number of representations
present in the four-dimensional effective F-theory action, one needs more precise information
about the flux data, namely that specified in terms of the Deligne cohomology of the flux
[218].
Compared to fluxes, Yukawa couplings in global compactifications have been much less
studied so far, both those that involve singlets and those that do not. While their assumed
geometrical counterparts, intersections of different matter curves in codimension three in the
base manifold, have received attention [144, 156, 157, 163, 164, 167, 219, 220], it appears
crucial to point out that the relation to T-branes [83, 221], and in particular the low energy
effective theory and local models [66, 70, 222–225] remain to be explored. Since the strength
of a Yukawa coupling is not an integer, one does not expect it to be given by a topological
quantity and its precise value is therefore expected to be much harder to calculate. In this
chapter, we therefore limit ourselves to checking whether a codimension-three intersection
exists in order to determine whether a Yukawa coupling is expected to be realized.
Following this reasoning, we show in this chapter that certain Yukawa couplings allowed
by the continuous gauge symmetry of the four-dimensional effective F-theory action are not
present in F-theory models without section. We argue that this is due to discrete symmetries
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surviving as remnants of the massive U(1) vector field that exists in such models as we learned
chapter 8. A similar analysis was performed in [152] and later extended in [204].
Before beginning in earnest, let us emphasize that unlike in the six-dimensional case that
most of this part of the dissertation has dealt with, we do not derive the four-dimensional
effective F-theory action. Instead, we use the results of [53] and focus entirely on extending
the study of F-theory compactifications without section in chapter 8 to four dimensions. In
order to distinguish the four-dimensional case from the six-dimensional one, we use subscripts
to denote the complex dimensions of the Calabi-Yau manifolds.
10.1 The Stückelberg Axion in Four Dimensions
In a four-dimensional theory with N = 1 supersymmetry the axion c must arise from a
complex field. We take it to be the real part of a complex field G, Re G = c. The field G is
obtained when expanding the M-theory three-form as [53, 226]
C3 = iGΨ̄− iḠΨ , (10.1.1)
where Ψ is a (2, 1)-form on the Calabi-Yau fourfold Y4. Using this definition of G, one can
derive the four-dimensional effective theory. The relevant U(1) gauging appears in the kinetic
term of G given by
L4 = KGḠD̂µG D̂µḠ , D̂G = dG+mÂ1 . (10.1.2)
Upon ‘eating’ the axion Re G, the kinetic term (10.1.2) becomes a mass term for Â1, and the
mass is simply given by KGḠ. Furthermore, it was shown in [53, 226] that for a massless G
KGḠ takes the form
KGḠ =
i
2V
∫
Y4
J ∧ Ψ̄ ∧Ψ . (10.1.3)
Note that since Ψ is a (2, 1)-form on Y4, it depends on the complex structure moduli zk of Y4.
Remarkably, the moduli dependence of Ψ can be specified by a holomorphic function h(z).
In the simplest situation one finds that [53, 74]
KGḠ ∝ (Imh)−1 . (10.1.4)
Moving along the complex structure moduli space, the coupling KGḠ setting the mass of the
U(1) can become zero.
Let us comment on the points at which the U(1) becomes massless. In order to do that,
we extrapolate the behavior of KGḠ using the results from a Calabi-Yau threefold. Indeed,
the analogous coupling in a Calabi-Yau threefold compactification depends crucially on the
complex structure moduli and can be specified by a holomorphic pre-potential F(z). In this
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case, the function h can be thought of as a second derivative of the pre-potential F(z). One
then expects that at special points zi ≈ 0, i = 1, . . . , ncon in complex structure moduli space
one has
h(z) =
∑
i
ai log z
i + . . . , (10.1.5)
where ai are constants and the dots indicate terms that are polynomial in the complex struc-
ture parameter zi. Geometrically, as we discuss in more detail below, this indicates that the
points zi = 0 are conifold points and a geometric transition takes place. In fact, as discussed
already in the previous chapter, the Calabi-Yau threefold with a bi-section Y3 can transition
to a Calabi-Yau threefold with two sections Y3 by means of a conifold transition. In the
Calabi-Yau fourfold case a similar transition from Y4 to Y4 can take place. In this case,
however, one finds a whole curve of conifold points:
Y3
tune zi−−−−−−−→ Ysing3 with conifold points
resolve−−−−−−→ Y3 (10.1.6)
Y4
tune zi−−−−−−−→ Ysing4 with conifold curve
resolve−−−−−−→ Y4 (10.1.7)
We stress that the resolved branch Y can only be accessed in the lower-dimensional theory,
i.e. in M-theory on Y. Nevertheless, the existence of the branch Y naturally leads us to
another interpretation of the setup with a U(1) made massive by a linear Higgs mechanism.
To introduce the linear Higgs mechanism picture, let us approach the singular geometry
from the side of Y4. At the singular point one also finds that there are new matter states in
the four-dimensional effective theory that are charged under the U(1). In other words, these
admit the couplings
D̂φ = dφ+ iq̂Â1φ , (10.1.8)
where q̂ is the U(1)-charge of the complex field φ. This implies that one can also think of
giving a mass to the U(1) by turning on a vacuum expectation value for the field φ. In the
F-theory compactifications under consideration the field φ will be a matter field arising from
the open string sector on intersecting seven-branes. It will further be a singlet under any
additional non-Abelian group and therefore be denoted by 1q̂, where the subscript indicates
the U(1)-charge. Working with the open string matter field φ should be considered as the
dual picture to working with the closed string field G. In order to match the charges one
expects an identification
1q̂ (open string) ↔ A(z)e2πirG (closed string) , (10.1.9)
where mr = −q̂, and A(z) is a coefficient that generally depends on the complex structure
moduli of Y4. Working with either 1q̂ or G degrees of freedom should give a dual description
of the same physical effective theory.
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Let us close this section by noting that the fact that the U(1) is massive implies that it
will be absent in the effective theory at energy scales below its mass. In this effective theory
the selection rules originally imposed by the U(1) gauge symmetry will remain as discrete
symmetries.
10.2 Yukawa Structures
In the following we discuss the Yukawa structures of SU(5) GUTs engineered in an F-theory
compactification without section. Therefore, let us consider a SU(5) GUT with 10 repre-
sentations and 5 representations. Furthermore, we include a number of GUT singlets 1. In
order to make contact with the discussion of section 10.1 we distinguish representations by
an additional U(1)1 charge, corresponding to the Abelian gauge field Â
1 introduced above.
We indicate the U(1)1 charges of the 10, 5 and 1 states will by a subscript q as in
10q , 5q , 1q : Rq → e2πiqΛRq , (10.2.1)
where a gauge transformation of Â1 acts as Â1 → Â1 + dΛ.
Since we are interested in Yukawa couplings, the relevant terms in the U(1)-invariant
perturbative superpotential are
Wpert :
∑
q1+q2+q3=0
10q110q25q3 ,
∑
q1+q2+q3=0
10q1 5̄q2 5̄q3 . (10.2.2)
This generically implies that various couplings are absent. As an example, which we will
realize in F-theory below, let us assume that we have a 4-split, i.e. k = 4 in Equation 4.4.3,
with the representations
5−6, 5−1, 54, 103, 15, 110 . (10.2.3)
The perturbatively permitted cubic Yukawas are then
103 × 103 × 5−6 , 103 × 5̄1 × 5̄−4 , (10.2.4)
plus additional couplings involving the singlet states.
Let us now contrast this to the case in which the U(1) vector field has gained a mass
term. As discussed above, this implies that the low-energy gauge symmetry is reduced to
Z2 × SU(5). For our specific set-up we find that the Z2 charges are as follows:
QZ2(54) = 0 , QZ2(5−1) = 1 , QZ2(5−6) = 0 ,
QZ2(103) = 1 , QZ2(15) = 1 , QZ2(110) = 0 (10.2.5)
In particular, this means that at masses below the Stückelberg mass of our U(1) gauge field,
the two curves 54 and 5−6 should be indistinguishable. Furthermore, the singlets 110 are not
charged under any massless gauge field anymore.
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Under the remaining gauge symmetry, we expect to find the Yukawa couplings
103 × 103 × 5−6 , 103 × 103 × 54 , 103 × 5̄1 × 5̄−4 , 103 × 5̄1 × 5̄6 (10.2.6)
plus additional couplings involving the singlet states. It is crucial to point out, however, that
the coupling 103 × 103 × 5−1 is still ruled out by the Z2 symmetry and we do not expect it
to be realized in our example geometries.
It is particularly interesting to stress the role of the singlets in the setup. In the example
of section 10.4, we show that the singlet states 110 are involved in the Higgsing described in
section 10.1. In fact, the spectrum (10.2.3) arises in the open string interpretation of the F-
theory setting. The closed string axion appears as the phase of the 110 using the identification
(10.1.9). Furthermore, we will find in our concrete example that there are couplings of the
form
110 × 5−6 × 5̄−4 . (10.2.7)
Given such a coupling in the open string picture, one may thus wonder whether from the closed
string point of view a non-perturbative superpotential appears that involves the complex field
G. Concretely, inspired by the identification (10.1.9) we have in mind terms of the form
Wnon−pert = . . . +
∑
q1+q2−rm=0
A(z)e2πirG5q1 5̄q2 . (10.2.8)
As we will explain in section 10.3, some of these couplings are indeed present, and can be
reinterpreted in terms of the classical couplings (10.2.7).
Let us close this subsection with some comments on the non-perturbative couplings
(10.2.8). Superpotential couplings of a similar type induced by stringy instantons have been
studied intensively in orientifold compactifications as reviewed in detail in [227]. Remarkably,
the couplings (10.2.8) appear to be of somewhat different nature. They do not depend on
the Kähler moduli and therefore are not suppressed at large volume. However, this is not a
contradiction to a de-compactification argument, since these couplings are localized near the
intersection of seven-branes. The instantons give a mass for certain 5-states that will there-
fore be absent in the effective theory for the massless modes only. We will see in our concrete
examples that this picture is indeed consistent. It would be very interesting to perform a
more thorough study of the instantons inducing the couplings (10.2.8). Interestingly, this can
already be done in the weak coupling limit.
10.3 String Interpretation of the Higgsing
Let us now try to understand better the link between geometric quantities on the one hand and
field theory quantities on the other. We emphasize that the fact that a new branch of moduli
space opens up in the M-theory compactification, connecting via a geometric transition our
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Calabi-Yau background to a large network of spaces, is not essential for our discussion. An
alternative, more self-contained, viewpoint is that we are studying the physics of the Higgsed
(i.e. deformed) branch close to a particular point in moduli space where extra degrees of
freedom appear. Nevertheless, we will keep using the M-theory viewpoint for convenience,
since discussions about geometry and M2 brane states can be easily understood there.
Let us start with the case of the five-dimensional transition, i.e. a conifold transition for
a Calabi-Yau threefold in M-theory. This case is well understood by now and we briefly recall
the discussion of the transition given in [213, 214]. Take a Calabi-Yau threefold Y. As we
tune some of the complex structure moduli, there are codimension R subspaces in complex
structure moduli space where Y develops conifold singularities. Geometrically, this implies
the simultaneous vanishing of a number of periods
zi =
∫
Πi
Ω , i = 1, . . . , P (10.3.1)
with Πi a set of elements of H
3(Y,Z), and Ω the holomorphic three-form of Y. More pic-
torially, we have P three-spheres contracting to zero size. Not all of these three-spheres are
homologically independent, only R of them are. Our examples all have P − R = 1, and
henceforth we restrict the discussion to this case for concreteness.
Consider the defining equation of the Calabi-Yau fourfold without a section that we will
study later. As in section 9.3, we choose to embed the fiber inside P112 and we saw already
in section 3.9 that this gives rise to a two-section. We call our variables1
p112 = ã0w
2 + ã1y
2
1w + ã2y1y2w + ã3y
2
2w + ã4y
4
1
+ ã5y
3
1y2 + ã6y
2
1y
2
2 + ã7y1y
3
2 + ã8y
4
2
= 0 ,
(10.3.2)
with the ãi being sections of line bundles of appropriate degree in the base. The conifold
locus in moduli space is obtained by tuning R coefficients in this equation, which allow us
to set ã8 = 0, modulo local coordinate redefinitions. The same argument as in the previous
chapter then shows that there are conifold singularities at the P points in the base given by
the solutions of ã3 = ã7 = 0.
In the five-dimensional effective field theory, as we approach the conifold locus, a massive
U(1) vector multiplet becomes light. When we hit the conifold locus in moduli space the
massive vector multiplet becomes massless, and it splits into a massless vector multiplet and
a massless charged hyper. The physics is thus that of an unHiggsing process. Going in the
reverse direction, i.e. taking ã8 6= 0, corresponds to giving a vacuum expectation value to the
charged hyper, and thus an ordinary five-dimensional Higgsing process.
For our purposes it will be useful to understand the geometric manifestation of this
Higgsing in more detail. (The basic picture was given in [228].) Consider the theory at the
1We changed notation with respect to section 9.3, the most relevant part of the dictionary for comparison
to that section is {ã8, ã3, ã7} → {a, f, e}.
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conifold locus. We have a massless U(1) vector multiplet2, which in M-theory comes from a
supergravity reduction of the form C3 = A∧ω, with A the five-dimensional vector boson and
ω a harmonic two-form in the threefold Y. By Poincaré duality, we can also think of ω as
defining a four-cycle D in Y.
As we start making ã8 6= 0, the U(1) should acquire a mass. The geometric manifestation
of this fact is that ω is no longer a harmonic form, but rather becomes a low-lying eigenform
of the Laplacian of Y, or dually, the four-cycle D becomes a four-chain with boundary. In
fact, the four-chain is easy to describe: as we deform away from the conifold locus, the P
conifold singularities are replaced by P three-spheres Si. There is a relation in homology
between these spheres, i.e. there is a four-chain in homology with boundary on these spheres.
This four-cycle is D.
Coming back to the ã8 = 0 conifold locus, we have that there are also P hypermultiplets
charged under the U(1). They come from M2 branes wrapping the vanishing size holomorphic
S2 at the conifold singularity. As we deform away from the conifold locus, R = P − 1
hypermultiplets stay massless, and get reinterpreted in the geometry as complex structure
moduli of the R growing classes in homology, plus the integrals of C3 and C6 over the same
homology classes. The massive vector boson comes from reducing C3 over the (non-zero)
eigenform of the Laplacian connected to the four-cycle becoming a four-chain in the conifold
transition. From this discussion, it follows that one should identify the closed string axion
entering the Stückelberg mechanism in the geometric description of the massive U(1) given
above with the phase of the charged hypermultiplet getting a vacuum expectation value and
entering the non-linear realization of the U(1) gauge symmetry becoming massive.
One take-home message from this discussion is that there is a deep interrelation between
the field theory and the geometry, and a duality dictionary of sorts: what we see in the
field theory as a Higgsing of a field appears in the geometry as a particular four-cycle getting
boundaries and becoming a four-chain. There is also a nice interplay between field theory and
string theory when it comes to the corrections to the theory: as explained in [228], and further
substantiated in [229], in order to reproduce the right hypermultiplet moduli space metric
one expects from field theory, one should sum an infinite set of non-perturbative corrections
coming from M2 brane instantons in M-theory.
A similar picture will hold in the case of compactifications on a Calabi-Yau fourfold.
We now have an M-theory compactification down to three dimensions, and there is a U(1)
symmetry that becomes Higgsed as we resolve the conifold singularities. The U(1) vector
boson comes from the reduction of C3 = A ∧ ω. Poincaré duality now tells us that we
should be looking for a six -cycle in the geometry that opens up in the resolution process
and has boundaries on five-cycles. These five-cycles have a simple interpretation: instead of
having conifold points in the total space, we now have conifold curves. As we deform the
2Typically there will be other U(1) vector multiplets in the low energy theory, but one can choose a basis
in which they decouple from the physics of the transition.
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defining equation, we obtain a set of five-cycles given by fibrations of the deformation S3
over the matter curve being Higgsed.3 The massive U(1) is associated with the open chain
with boundaries on these five-cycles. The conifold periods analog to Equation 10.3.1 can be
studied using the recent results of [132, 231]. However, the relevant couplings, as discussed
in section 10.1, should rather be encoded by J ∧Ψ integrated over the five-cycles involved in
the transition.
We now obtain a possible reinterpretation of the perturbative field theory discussion in
terms of geometry: the cubic terms that give rise upon Higgsing to mass couplings between
the two 5 curves that recombine can be understood geometrically as being given by M2
instanton corrections wrapping the contracting three-cycle, as we approach the conifold point
at ã8 = 0. Notice that the discussion is reminiscent of the N = 2 discussion in [228, 229].
It would be quite interesting here, for the same reasons, to elucidate the microscopics of the
instanton viewpoint.
10.4 A Class of Examples with Discrete Symmetries
In this section, we present a class of Calabi-Yau manifolds that realize the effects discussed
in the preceding discussion. To do so, we start in subsection 10.4.1 by constructing a class of
elliptically fibered manifolds without section, with fiber a generic quartic in P112. Next, we
enforce an SU(5) singularity along a divisor of the base manifold and study the low-energy
effective action of F-theory on the Calabi-Yau manifold. In subsection 10.4.2 we find that
despite the absence of massless U(1) gauge factors in the effective action, there are different
matter curves distinguished by a discrete gauge symmetry that is a remnant of a massive
U(1) vector field. Furthermore, we encounter that not all the Yukawa couplings that would
naively be allowed by the SU(5) gauge symmetry are realized geometrically. In fact, we show
that those couplings that do exist correspond precisely to those invariant under the additional
discrete symmetry.
Moving to the conifold locus in complex structure moduli space we note in subsec-
tion 10.4.3 that one of the matter curves becomes reducible and splits into two parts. We
note that this is a manifestation of the U(1) becoming massless at the singular point and the
restoration of the full Abelian gauge symmetry. Resolving the conifold singularities allows
us to confirm that the map between the full U(1)-charges and the charge under the discrete
remnant group left over after the Higgsing process is as expected.
3Note that this kind of setup has been studied before in [230].
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10.4.1 Hypersurface Equation in P112
Following the discussion of chapter 8, we embed a genus-one curve inside P112. The most
general such genus-one curve is given by Equation 10.3.2, which we reproduce here
p112 = ã0w
2 + ã1y
2
1w + ã2y1y2w + ã3y
2
2w + ã4y
4
1 + ã5y
3
1y2 + ã6y
2
1y
2
2 + ã7y1y
3
2 + ã8y
4
2
= 0 ,
(10.4.1)
where the ãi determine the complex structure of the genus-one curve. After fibering the
curve over a suitable base, the ãi become sections of line bundles over the base manifold. As
discussed before, an elliptic fibration with such a generic fiber does not have a section, but
rather a two-section defined by y1 = 0. However, after tuning ã8 → 0 the genus-one curve
becomes singular and the two-section splits into two independent sections. These can then
be most conveniently described after resolving the singularity obtained by the tuning. Note
further that P112 exhibits an orbifold singularity at the origin and, in general, this singularity
should be resolved. Here, however, we restrain from doing so and instead impose a condition
on ã0 later on that makes sure that our hypersurface does not hit the orbifold singularity.
Next, let us tune the complex structure coefficients in such a manner that the elliptic
fibration obtains an SU(5) singularity and then resolve this singularity using the methods of
chapter 4. As we saw there, the ambient fiber space P112 has three inequivalent SU(5) tops.
Let us pick the first one, called τ4,1 in figure 4.3, and denote the four blow-up variables and
the variable corresponding to the affine node by ei, i = 0, . . . , 4. Then this choice of SU(5)
top implies that the coefficients ai must factor according to
ã0 = e
2
0e1e4 · a0 ã1 = e1e2 · a1 ã3 = e0e3e4 · a3 ã4 = e31e42e23e4 · a4
ã5 = e
2
1e
3
2e
2
3e4 · a5 ã6 = e1e22e23e4 · a6 ã7 = e2e23e4 · a7 ã8 = e0e2e33e24 · a8 , (10.4.2)
where the ai are irreducible polynomials and ã2 = a2. Unlike the ãi, it is crucial that the ai
depend on ei only through the combination e0e1e2e3e4.
10.4.2 Non-Abelian Matter Curves and Yukawa Points
Having tuned the complex structure coefficients in the above manner, the next step is to
verify that this does produce an SU(5) singularity and to examine what sort of matter
representations arise at codimension two in the base manifold.
To do this, let us now compute the Weierstrass form (3.1.2) of the Jacobian of the above
genus-one curve. One finds that the Weierstrass coefficients f and g also depend on the
ei only through the combination e0e1e2e3e4 and we can therefore go to a patch in which
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e1 = e2 = e3 = e4 = 1 without losing any information. In that case f and g read
f = − 1
48
·
(
a42 − 8e0 · a1 · a22 · a3 + 8e20 · (2a21a23 − a0a22a6 + 3a0a1a2a7)
+ 8e30 · a0 · (3a2a3a5 − 2a1a3a6 − 6a21a8)
+ 16e40 · a0 · (−3a23a4 + a0a26 − 3a0a5a7) + 192e50 · a20a4a8
)
(10.4.3)
and
g =
1
864
·
(
a62 − 12e0 · a1 · a42 · a3 + 12e20 · a22 · (4a21a23 − a0a22a6 + 3a0a1a2a7)
+ 4e30 · (−16a31a33 + 9a0a32a3a5 + 6a0a1a22a3a6 − 36a0a21a2a3a7 − 18a0a21a22a8)
+ 12e40 · a0 · (−6a22a23a4 − 12a1a2a23a5 + 8a21a23a6 + 4a0a22a26
− 6a20a22a5a7 − 12a20a1a2a6a7 + 18a20a21a27 + 24a0a31a3a8)
+ 48e50 · a0 · (6a1a33a4 − 3a0a2a3a5a6 + 2a0a1a3a26 + 18a0a2a3a4a7
− 3a0a1a3a5a7 − 12a0a22a4a8 + 18a0a1a2a5a8 − 12a0a21a6a8)
+ 8e60 · a20 · (27a23a25 − 72a23a4a6 − 8a0a36 + 36a0a5a6a7 − 108a0a4a27 − 144a1a3a4a8)
+ 288e70 · a30 · (−3a25a8 + 8a4a6a8)
)
. (10.4.4)
From that it follows directly that the discriminant, defined by ∆ = 4f3 + 27g2, obeys
∆ =
a20
16
·
(
e50 · a42 · (−a3a7 + a2a8) · (−a32a4 + a1a22a5 − a21a2a6 + a31a7)
− e60 · a22 · (a42a23a4a6 − a1a32a23a5a6 + a21a22a23a26 + 11a1a32a23a4a7
− 10a21a22a23a5a7 + 8a31a2a23a6a7 − 8a41a23a27 + a0a42a4a27
− a0a1a32a5a27 + a0a21a22a6a27 − a0a31a2a37 − 12a1a42a3a4a8
+ 11a21a
3
2a3a5a8 − 10a31a22a3a6a8 + 8a41a2a3a7a8 + a41a22a28)
+ e70 · (a52a33a4a5 − a1a42a33a25 + 10a1a42a33a4a6 − 8a21a32a33a5a6 + 8a31a22a33a26
+ 40a21a
3
2a
3
3a4a7 − 32a31a22a33a5a7 + a0a52a3a25a7 + 16a41a2a33a6a7
− 12a0a52a3a4a6a7 + 8a0a1a42a3a5a6a7 − 8a0a21a32a3a26a7 − 16a51a33a27
+ 48a0a1a
4
2a3a4a
2
7 − 41a0a21a32a3a5a27 + 46a0a31a22a3a6a27
− 36a0a41a2a3a37 − 50a21a42a23a4a8 + 40a31a32a23a5a8 − a0a62a25a8
− 32a41a22a23a6a8 + 16a0a62a4a6a8 − 12a0a1a52a5a6a8 + 12a0a21a42a26a8
+ 16a51a2a
2
3a7a8 − 40a0a1a52a4a7a8 + 34a0a21a42a5a7a8
− 44a0a31a32a6a7a8 + 30a0a41a22a27a8 + 8a51a22a3a28) +O(e80)
)
. (10.4.5)
Obviously, there is an SU(5) singularity along the GUT divisor defined by e0 = 0. Addi-
tionally, if a0 has zeros, there will be a further SU(2) singularity whose Cartan divisor is
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precisely the divisor obtained from blowing up the Z2 orbifold singularity of P112. Here we
ignore this additional part by making sure later on that a0 is in fact a constant, which implies
that the Calabi-Yau hypersurface avoids the orbifold singularity. Furthermore, there are three
different curves on the GUT divisor over which the SU(5) singularity is enhanced, namely
T ≡ a2 = 0 (10.4.6)
F1 ≡ −a32a4 + a1a22a5 − a21a2a6 + a31a7 = 0 (10.4.7)
F2 ≡ −a3a7 + a2a8 = 0 . (10.4.8)
Since we have that
f |T=0 = O(e20) , g|T=0 = O(e30) , ∆|T=0 = O(e70) (10.4.9)
f |F1=0 = O(e00) , g|F1=0 = O(e00) , ∆|F1=0 = O(e60) (10.4.10)
f |F2=0 = O(e00) , g|F2=0 = O(e00) , ∆|F2=0 = O(e60) (10.4.11)
we find that there are SU(6) singularities along the curves Fi = 0 and that there is an
SO(10) singularity at T = 0. Consequently, the Fi = 0 curves host fundamental matter
representations, while the T = 0 curve is the location of the antisymmetric 10 representation
of SU(5). We denote the representation located at F1 = 0 and F2 by 5
′ and 5′′, respectively.
Before proceeding any further, let us remark here already that without further gauge
symmetries than SU(5), one would not expect to find different 5-curves as we just have. We
therefore expect there to be an additional gauge symmetry that can differentiate the two
curves. However, from the absence of sections we know that it cannot be an Abelian gauge
group. It will, in fact, turn out to be a discrete symmetry that distinguishes the 5-curves.
Next, let us consider the Yukawa points on the GUT divisor, i.e. those points at which
several of the curves meet and the singularity is enhanced even further. We first consider
points that involve the 10 representation. Since we have that
f |T=0 = −
1
3
·
(
e20 · a21 · a23 − e30 · a0 · a1 · (a3a6 + 3a1a8)
+ e40 · a0 · (−3a23a4 + a0a26 − 3a0a5a7) + 12e50 · a20a4a8
)
(10.4.12)
g|T=0 =
1
864
·
(
− 64e30 · a31 · a33 + 24e40 · a0 · a21 · (4a23a6 + 9a20a27 + 12a0a1a3a8)
+ 48e50 · a0 · a1 · (6a33a4 + 2a0a3a26 − 3a0a3a5a7 − 12a0a1a6a8) +O(e60)
)
(10.4.13)
we find the enhancements listed in table 10.1.
Additionally, there are couplings between the two 5-curves and singlets under the non-
Abelian gauge group. We do not give the explicit equation of the singlet curve here, but note
that we find the couplings list in table 10.2.
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Equation Involved curves Singularity Coupling Multiplicity
{a1 = 0} ∩ {a2 = 0} T , F1 non-minimal - 0
{a2 = 0} ∩ {a3 = 0} T , F2 E6 10× 10× 5′′ 27
{a2 = 0} ∩ {a7 = 0} T , F1, F2 SO(12) 10× 5̄′ × 5̄′′ 18
Table 10.1: Yukawa couplings involving only non-Abelian representations. Note that all the
couplings are located on the GUT divisor defined by e0 = 0. The multiplicities
were evaluated explicitly for the example manifold given in subsection 10.4.5.
Involved curves Singularity Coupling Multiplicity
F1, F2 SU(7) 1× 5′ × 5̄′′ 108
Table 10.2: Yukawa couplings involving both non-Abelian and Abelian representations.
Note that all the couplings are located on the GUT divisor defined by e0 = 0.
The multiplicities were evaluated explicitly for the example manifold given in
subsection 10.4.5.
10.4.3 Curve Splitting and Conifold Transition
Before going into the details of the particular base we used in order to compute the precise
number of Yukawa points given in the above tables, let us first, in the spirit of chapter 9, go to
the conifold locus in moduli space, where we obtain a model with two sections, or equivalently
an extra massless U(1). This gives a curve of conifold singularities located at a3 = a7 = 0.
As noted above, this corresponds to tuning a8 → 0. Interestingly, this transition has an effect
on the 5-curves in the geometry, since F2 becomes reducible:
F2|a8=0 = − a3︸︷︷︸
F2,1
· a7︸︷︷︸
F2,2
(10.4.14)
If we denote the fundamentals at F2,1 = 0 by 5
′′ and those at F2,2 = 0 by 5
′′′ then we find
the Yukawa couplings listed in table 10.3.
In table 10.4 we summarize the couplings that do not involve the antisymmetric repre-
sentation. We do not give explicit expressions for the singlet curve involved in the first two
couplings, as they are not complete intersections and contain a large number of terms.
At the conifold locus in complex structure moduli space, we can also compute the U(1)-
charges of the matter states using the techniques from section 9.1. After rescaling the U(1)
factor to avoid fractional charges, we find the following charge assignments:
10 = 103 , 5
′ = 5−1 , 5
′′ = 5−6 , 5
′′′ = 54 (10.4.15)
Furthermore, we find that the singlet involved in the 1 × 5′′ × 5̄′′′ coupling has U(1)-charge
10, while the singlets in the other two 5× 5̄ couplings have U(1)-charge 5.
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Equation Involved curves Singularity Coupling Multiplicity
{a1 = 0} ∩ {a2 = 0} T , F1 non-minimal - 0
{a2 = 0} ∩ {a3 = 0} T , F2,1 E6 10× 10× 5′′ 27
{a2 = 0} ∩ {a7 = 0} T , F1, F2,2 SO(12) 10× 5̄′ × 5̄′′′ 18
Table 10.3: Yukawa couplings involving only non-Abelian representations. Note that all the
couplings are located on the GUT divisor defined by e0 = 0. The multiplicities
were evaluated explicitly for the example manifold given in subsection 10.4.5
after transitioning to the conifold point and resolving the singularities appearing
there.
Equation Involved curves Singularity Coupling Multiplicity
- F1, F2,1 SU(7) 1× 5′ × 5̄′′ 54
- F1, F2,2 SU(7) 1× 5′ × 5̄′′′ 54
{a3 = 0} ∩ {a7 = 0} F2,1, F2,2 SU(7) 1× 5′′ × 5̄′′′ 54
Table 10.4: Yukawa couplings involving both non-Abelian and Abelian representations.
Note that all the couplings are located on the GUT divisor defined by e0 = 0.
The multiplicities were evaluated explicitly for the example manifold given in
subsection 10.4.5 after transitioning to the conifold point and resolving the sin-
gularities appearing there.
10.4.4 Discrete Charges and Forbidden Yukawa Couplings
Finally, let us move away from the conifold locus again by deforming ã8 6= 0. Looking at the
multiplicities of the Yukawa couplings given in tables 10.1, 10.2, 10.3, and 10.4, the following
picture about the physics of the deformation process suggests itself rather naturally. The
action takes place on the 5′′ = 5−6 and 5
′′′ = 54 curves, since they have the same Z2 charge
according to (10.2.5). We observe that precisely where these two curves intersect, they have
a Yukawa coupling with the 110 singlet parameterizing the deformation. As this singlet gets
a vacuum expectation value, the two curves recombine into a single object that we called 5′′
in subsection 10.4.2. Since this is a local operation close to the intersection of the two curves,
we expect the rest of the Yukawa couplings involving the 15 singlets to simply come along for
the ride. And indeed, the multiplicities of the Yukawa points are conserved, if one compares
with the results in the previous section.
To finish this subsection, let us quickly summarize the Z2 charges of the matter curves
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away from the conifold locus. There one finds that4
QZ2(5
′) = 1 , QZ2(5
′′) = 0 , QZ2(10) = 1 , (10.4.16)
which is compatible with the couplings we found in table 10.1. Note that this is precisely what
we expect based on the discussion of section 10.2. In particular, we find that the coupling
10× 10× 5′ (10.4.17)
is not invariant under the Z2 action and is not realized geometrically, although it would be
allowed by all massless continuous symmetries.
10.4.5 An Explicit Example without Non-Minimal Singularities
After keeping much of the previous discussion independent of the actual choice of base man-
ifold, let us now present the toric data of an explicit example here. In doing this, it is
important to recall that as soon as one considers three-dimensional base manifolds, there will
generally be non-minimal singularities corresponding to non-flat points of the fibration. We
took this into account in the above discussion, making tables 10.1 and 10.3 both contain an
entry corresponding to such a non-minimal singularity. The relevant conditions will gener-
ically have non-trivial solutions at codimension three in the base manifold. The fact that
there generically are such non-flat points does not imply that examples without them are
impossible, or particularly convoluted. The condition one needs to satisfy is
{a1 = 0} ∩ {a2 = 0} = ∅ (10.4.18)
and as we will now show some simple geometries admit solutions to this equation.
Our explicit model is as follows. Take a toric ambient space defined by a fine star
triangulation of the rays given in table 10.5. As can be seen from the defining data, the
generic ambient fiber space is P112.
The base manifold is P1 × P2 and the resolved SU(5) singularity discussed in subsec-
tion 10.4.1 lies on the base divisor {pt} × P2 ⊂ P1 × P2. Note that making the geometric
transition by going to the conifold locus and resolving the conifold singularities corresponds
torically to introducing another ray with entries (0, 1, 0, 0, 0) as in section 9.3, which auto-
matically imposes a8 = 0.
Given the explicit data of the ambient space in which our Calabi-Yau manifold is em-
bedded, there is an easy way of confirming the absence of non-flat points. As discussed in
chapter 5, at the non-flat points one of the irreducible fiber components grows an extra di-
mension. In the notation of table 10.5, the irreducible fiber components are the horizontal
parts of the exceptional divisors ei = 0. The irreducible fiber component which generically
4Note that since we are not at the conifold locus anymore, 5′′ corresponds to the matter curve F2 = 0.
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Homogeneous coordinate z Point nz ∈ ∇ ∩N
v0 −3 −3 0 1 0
v1 0 0 0 0 1
v2 0 0 0 −1 −1
u1 0 −1 −1 0 0
e0 0 0 1 0 0
e1 −1 1 1 0 0
e2 −2 1 1 0 0
e3 −2 0 1 0 0
e4 −1 0 1 0 0
y2 −1 −1 0 0 0
y1 −1 1 0 0 0
w 1 0 0 0 0
Table 10.5: Homogeneous coordinates of the ambient toric space and the corresponding rays
of the toric fan.
jumps in dimension is the one whose ray does not correspond to a vertex of the top, i.e.
e4 = 0.
Let us therefore examine this component with care. On the divisor e4 = 0 the hypersur-
face equation (10.4.1) reduces to
p112|e4=0 = ã1 · y21w + ã2 · y22w . (10.4.19)
However, for the above choice of space, one finds that
ã1 = e1e2 · (α1e0 + α2v1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
a1
, (10.4.20)
with αi two generically non-zero constants. In the base, e0 and v1 are just the homogeneous
coordinates of a P1 and in particular e0 = v1 = 0 is forbidden. As a consequence, there are
no solutions to e0 = a1 = 0.

Part IV
Closing Remarks
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Chapter 11
Conclusion
In this final chapter we conclude by briefly summarizing the contents of this thesis and
pointing out several open research question that could potentially be relevant to future in-
vestigations.
11.1 A Brief Summary
The work presented in this work can largely be categorized into two subjects, as is reflected in
the structure of this thesis: First, we established a framework in order to systematically con-
struct and analyze genus-one fibered Calabi-Yau manifolds of different dimensions. Second,
we used these manifolds in order to compute the low-energy effective theories that F-theory
compactifications on them give rise to. Given how clearly separated the two topics are in this
thesis, it is important to keep in mind that there is no advantage in pursuing them individually
when carrying out actual research. Instead, many of the advances come through the interplay
of geometric and physical problems. Oftentimes physical questions provide the motivation
to study the “relevant” geometric quantities or give an intuition for what the answer should
be. Naturally, this exchange works in the opposite direction as well: As we have emphasized
repeatedly, much of the computational control that we have over F-theory vacua comes from
the advanced geometrical tools that complex algebraic geometry provides. Nevertheless, let
us adhere to the structure of this thesis and begin by recapitulating the contents of Part II.
The first step in a systematic construction of genus-one fibered Calabi-Yau manifolds is
to identify the building blocks that can be studied separately. Our analysis led to a three-step
procedure: Begin by constructing the genus-one fiber by embedding it into an appropriate
ambient space, use reducible ambient spaces in order to engineer reducible fibers that become
singular in some blow-down limit, and complete the top that one has thus obtained into a
fibered ambient space. Apart from a few exceptions, all of our computational control over
the Calabi-Yau manifolds is inherited from the power that we have over the ambient spaces
in which these are embedded and which can be controlled using toric geometry.
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To understand the geometry of the genus-one fibers, one must essentially control two
quantities: The discriminant and the Mordell-Weil group. While discriminants can always be
computed from a Weierstrass model and every genus-one curve has an associated Weierstrass
model that shares the same discriminant, finding the map to this Weierstrass model is in
general an unsolved problem. In fact, it is the key technical obstacle that we needed to
overcome. To solve this problem for a large range of genus-one curves defined as complete
intersections, we presented an algorithm that uses an old idea of Deligne to embed the genus-
one curve into one of four toric ambient spaces for which the maps to Weierstrass form have
been worked out. Notably, the details of the algorithm are independent of toric methods.
Given the map from a genus-one curve inside a certain ambient space to its Weierstrass
form, one can immediately compute the Mordell-Weil group of the curve. After fibering
the curve over a base manifold, additional generators may appear, but the generators of the
generic genus-one curve in this ambient space will still form a subgroup, that we call the toric
Mordell-Weil group. To assess the effectiveness of our algorithm, we successfully applied it to
the 3134 genus-one curves obtained as complete intersections of codimension two. We used
the Weierstrass forms that we thus obtained in order to classify the toric Mordell-Weil groups
of all hypersurface and codimension-two complete intersections fibers and furthermore also
determined all possible non-toric non-Abelian gauge groups. For the first time, we identified
torsional Mordell-Weil groups, extended the Mordell-Weil ranks that one can construct and
explained in detail the properties of non-holomorphic sections.
In the next step, we carefully studied the formalism of toric fibrations and their degen-
erations that are captured by tops. We computed all possible SU(5) tops for hypersurface
fibers and explained how constraints on the Abelian matter charges can be directly read off
from the combinatorial data of the top. Furthermore, we provided a rigorous proof that
hypersurface fibers will never lead to multiple antisymmetric SU(5) representations in the
low-energy effective theory and that motivates the study of the more complicated class of
complete intersection fibers.
Finally, we suggested the first algorithm to systematically and quickly enumerate all
possible ways in which a given top can be fibered over a base manifold. We explained that
full-fledged fibrations must satisfy at least one additional consistency condition, namely the
flatness of the fibration. To check for flatness, we formulated a combinatorial condition on
the data of the toric ambient space and showed that flatness is non-generic with respect to an
auxiliary polytope encoding the full set of fibrations. As an illustration of our methods, we
constructed a number of example fibrations, showed how to use toric methods in order to com-
pute matter charges, constructed SU(5) models with multiple antisymmetric representations
and explained how to obtain the discrete symmetry group Z4.
Having developed a framework to generate large classes of appropriately fibered Calabi-
Yau manifolds, we turned to computing the low-energy effective actions that result from
considering F-theory on these compactification manifolds. Gauge groups and matter are
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already present in six-dimensional F-theory models and we therefore focused on computing
the six-dimensional effective action in the presence of Abelian gauge groups by extending
the work of [54]. Finding the effective action of F-theory in a given dimension consists
of several parts: First one reduces M-theory on the relevant Calabi-Yau manifold, then one
computes a circle-compactification of a generic even-dimensional supergravity, and finally one
integrates out massive modes to match the quantum-corrected circle theory to the M-theory
compactification.
For the first time, we determined the low-energy effective theory of F-theory on Calabi-
Yau manifolds with multiple and possibly non-holomorphic sections. We found that non-
holomorphy of the zero section can lead to a shift in the Kaluza-Klein hierarchy such that
the zero mode of the Kaluza-Klein tower of a charged field may no longer be the lightest
mode. In the absence of such shifts, we proved that the gravitational and mixed anomalies
of a general six-dimensional F-theory model are automatically canceled.
With the Abelian gauge groups under control, we then proceeded to study the effective
action of F-theory on a genus-one fibered Calabi-Yau manifold without section. We found
that the physical implication of such a model is the presence of an additional massive Abelian
gauge field. In order to carry out the M-/F-theory duality, it is necessary to perform a fluxed
circle reduction, where the Stückelberg axion of the massive gauge field has a non-trivial
flux background. Furthermore, we showed that one can employ a conifold transition from
the circle-reduced theory of F-theory with a massive U(1) to a circle-reduction of another
F-theory model with a massless gauge field. Geometrically, this process can easily be under-
stood: Under the conifold transition, the two-section is disentangled and transformed into
two separate independent global sections that give rise to a rank-one Mordell-Weil group.
Last of all, we explored another feature of F-theory models without section, namely the
presence of discrete symmetries. Since the axion that gives a mass to the gauge field is
doubly-charged in the models with a two-section1, we expect a Z2 remnant of the formerly
massless Abelian symmetry to survive. And in fact, a close analysis of the relevant geometry
shows that the only realized Yukawa couplings are those with neutral charges under the
discrete symmetry, leading to the conclusion that discrete symmetries in F-theory models can
be implemented by models without sections. Notably, this is another example of physical
intuition motivating a mathematical result, namely that certain matter curves should be
distinguishable and therefore consist of multiple reducible components. This is a well-defined
geometric property property that one would a priori not have associated with the presence of
a multisection.
1In the case of an n-section, the charge of the axion is adjusted correspondingly.
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11.2 Future Areas of Research
There are various exciting ways in which the research presented in this work could be ex-
tended. In addition to the more global long-term research objectives mentioned at the end
of this section, there exist several very specific, albeit somewhat technical projects that one
could initiate immediately. The most obvious objective would be to understand the large
number of complete intersection fibrations that have become accessible with the introduction
of the algorithm to compute their Weierstrass forms. Repeatedly, we have had to revise our
understanding of F-theory models upon encountering more general cases and there is good
reason to expect the same to happen again for the much larger set of models that have now
been unlocked.
In order to carry out the same manipulations for complete intersection fibers that we
can already perform for hypersurface fibers, it might be helpful to first solve two technical
problems: Classifying three-dimensional tops and speeding up star triangulations of poly-
topes. A classification of higher-dimensional tops similar to that of [161] would allow one
to systematically and quickly construct all toric singularity resolutions inside a given fiber.
In the two-dimensional case, the geometry of the tops is closely related to the intersection
matrix of the exceptional divisors. Generalized to higher dimensions, the relation is not as
obvious, but we would expect it to exist nevertheless. Easier and yet possibly of more prac-
tical importance is an efficient implementation of star triangulations in Sage. As suggested
in [179], the type of triangulation relevant to our set-ups can be made considerably faster by
exploiting that they are star triangulations with respect to the origin, since the full triangula-
tion can then be reduced to triangulating the facets. In fact, one could go further and repeat
this step recursively, which should ideally allow for a massive parallelization of the problem.
Another feature ubiquitous in complete intersection fiber models is the presence of product
gauge groups. It would be important to understand their geometry in detail and control the
singularity enhancement along the overlap of different gauge singularities.
Compared to just over a year ago, multisections in F-theory are now much better un-
derstood. Nevertheless, only the simplest examples have been tackled yet and a systematic
treatment of an arbitrary genus-one fibered Calabi-Yau manifold may still prove difficult.
One of the simplest questions concerns the type of divisor basis one can choose for a general
genus-one fibration: Can one possibly have multiple independent multisections but no sec-
tion? Would it be possible to construct models with a two-section and a three-section that
are independent in homology and that do not have a globally defined section? If so, what
is the effective physics of such a set-up? Moreover, we have seen that multisections lead to
discrete symmetry groups. So far, they have all been Abelian — can one also construct non-
Abelian groups? Clearly, this may be less straightforward, as the Abelian symmetry groups
appear to be related to the Mordell-Weil group of the mirror dual of the fiber, which must
always be Abelian. However, it is conceivable that the Mordell-Weil group only captures the
center of the discrete symmetry, similarly to how only the Cartan generators are present in
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the M-theory reduction and the W-bosons are supplied by additional M2 brane states.
Another promising and ambitious direction of research is to improve our understanding
of the entire landscape of F-theory models. It is already known that many F-theory compact-
ifications can be connected to each other by Higgsings or transitions between different wedges
in the Coulomb branch of the field theory. Given how enticing a global understanding of the
set all of F-theory vacua would be, it seems promising to extend the network mapped out in
[144] to complete intersections. A more difficult, but possibly very rewarding question to ask
is whether complicated field theoretic dualities, for example in four and six dimensions, can
be incorporated into such a network of F-theory vacua. A program of this kind was initiated
in [232, 233] and in would be interesting to pursue this further. Insights into such dualities
may also benefit from a better understanding of the duality between F-theory with Abelian
gauge factors and the Heterotic String as well as a better control over the weak-coupling limit
of F-theory. Both are interesting and complex topics on their own and merit detailed study.
Finally, there is a plethora of issues that we touched only briefly on in section 2.6 and
which need to be addressed if F-theory is ever to produce a realistic GUT model. Of all the
problems mentioned here, this is very likely the most complex. And yet, it must eventually
be answered if string theory studied through F-theory is some day to be taken seriously as a
candidate for a theory of everything.

Part V
Appendices
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Appendix A
A Brief Introduction to Toric
Geometry
In this appendix, we would like to briefly introduce a few of the key concepts of toric geometry
used in this work. All of the results mentioned here have long been known in the math
literature and we would like to point out two of the standard works on toric geometry,
namely [234, 235]. There also exists a number of introductions to toric geometry in the
physics literature, such as [215, 236–238] and we draw from all of them here.
Toric varieties owe their name to a very special property that is the underlying reason
for the ease with which many calculations can be reduced to combinatorial problems: A toric
variety X of dimension d contains a d-dimensional algebraic torus Td ∼= (C∗)d together with
a action of this torus on the variety itself:
Td ×X → X (A.0.1)
Every d-dimensional toric variety can be obtained from a quotient
X =
Cn\Z
(C∗)m × Γ
, (A.0.2)
where d = n − m and Z is the union of a set of hyperplanes containing the origin. In
particular, this means that Td ⊆ Cn\Z. Then the algebraic torus inside in X is contained in
what survives after quotienting Cn\Z by Tm. In the next subsection, we will explain how to
encode the explicit torus action and the data in Equation A.0.2 using a set of combinatorial
objects.
A.1 Toric Varieties from Fans
Before making a connection to toric varieties, let us introduce a few conventions and define
the key objects.
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Let N ∼= Zd = Zn−m be a lattice and denote its dual lattice by M ∼= Zd. The tensor
product with R, NR = N ⊗ R, is the d-dimensional vector space obtained by allowing real
coefficients for the generators of N . By a rational polyhedral cone σ in NR we mean the set
σ = 〈v1 . . . vk〉 ≡
{∑
i
aivi , ai ∈ R≥0
}
(A.1.1)
generated by k vectors {vi ∈ N}. We denote by −σ the cone generated by {−vi ∈ N}. If
σ ∩ −σ = {0}, then σ is called strongly convex. A cone σ′ that is spanned by a subset of the
generators of σ and is part of the boundary of σ is called a face of σ. If σ′ is k-dimensional,
then it is called an k-face of σ.
A collection of strictly convex rational polyhedral cones {σi} is called a fan Σ if it satisfies
the following two properties:
• Every face of a cone is also a cone of the fan.
• Given two cones σi and σj , their intersection σi ∩ σj is a face of both cones.
The one-dimensional cones, Σ(1), are called rays and the (dim Σ− 1)-dimensional cones are
the facets of Σ.
A fan Σ determines a toric variety XΣ completely. Denote by v1, . . . , vn the rays of Σ
and associate a homogeneous coordinate zi to each of them. These zi parametrize the space
Cn appearing in the numerator of Equation A.0.2. Next, to every subset of rays vi1 , . . . , vik
that does not generate a cone of Σ, assign a hyperplane zi1 = · · · = zik = 0. The point set Z
excluded from Cn in Equation A.0.2 is the union of these hyperplanes. Furthermore, one can
associate to each such subset of rays (or alternatively each such hyperplane) the monomial∏k
j=1 zij . The ideal in the coordinate ring Q[z1, . . . , zn] generated by these monomials is
called the Stanley-Reisner ideal of X and we denote it by SRI(X).
The torus action is also determined in terms of the rays. Consider the map
φ : (C∗)n → (C∗)n−m , (z1, . . . , zn) 7→ (
∏
i
z
v1i
i , . . . ,
∏
i
z
vn−mi
i ) . (A.1.2)
The preimage I ≡ φ−1 ((1, . . . , 1)) ∼= (C∗)m then determines the action that is divided out in
Equation A.0.2. Let us understand how this works in detail: (C∗)n has of course a natural
action on Cn simply by componentwise multiplication:
(C∗)n × Cn → Cn : ((λ1, . . . , λn), (z1, . . . , zn)) 7→ (λ1z1, . . . , λnzn) (A.1.3)
We can abbreviate this by writing λ · z. Note that if z ∈ (C∗)n, then λ · z ∈ (C∗)n, too. Now
let λ ∈ I. Then φ(λ · z) = φ(z) for all z ∈ (C∗)n. One can hence divide out the group action
generated by all elements of I and use the coordinates {
∏
i z
vji
i , j = 1, . . . , n −m} as affine
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coordinates for the resulting space. It is easy to find an explicit expression for the group
action generated by I ∼= (C∗)m. By plugging a general ansatz into Equation A.1.2, one finds
that I consists of elements (
λQ
1
a , . . . , λQ
n
a
)
(A.1.4)
with charges Qna satisfying
n∑
i=1
viQ
i
a = 0 . (A.1.5)
Put differently, the m charge vectors Qa are the linear relations that the rays vi satisfy among
each other.
The last missing ingredient in (A.0.2) is the discrete finite group Γ. Denote by N ′ the
lattice generated by the rays of Σ. Then
Γ =
N
N ′
. (A.1.6)
If the rays do not generate all of N , there are thus additional orbifold singularities.
A.1.1 Examples and Connection to GLSM Description
Let us close this section by studying a few examples and by comparing this approach to the
definition of a toric variety as the vacuum moduli space of a gauged linear sigma model.
To understand how this alternative description arises, consider n chiral superfields Zi ∈ C,
i = 1, . . . , n charged under the gauge group U(1)m and let the charge of the ith field under
the U(1) factors be Qia, a = 1, . . . ,m. Furthermore, denote by zi the scalar components of
the superfields and by ζa ∈ R, a = 1, . . . ,m the m Kähler (or, in physics language, Fayet-
Iliopoulos) parameters. Now consider the classical moduli space of vacua of this Abelian
theory. As one learns in a lecture on supersymmetry, one obtains the moduli space by a
two-step procedure. First, one has to solve the m real D-term constraints
n∑
i=1
Qia|zi|2 = ζa ∀ζa , a = 1, . . . ,m (A.1.7)
and secondly, one must fix the remaining U(1)m gauge freedom. If the choice of ζa is such that
the resulting space is (n−m)-complex-dimensional, then it is the toric variety corresponding
to this GLSM.1
We thus find the following dictionary between the description via a fan and the description
in terms of a vacuum moduli space of a GLSM:
scalar fields zi ↔ rays vi (A.1.8)
charge vectors Qa ↔ linear relations between rays vi
1For a general values of ζa and in particular ζa < 0, there exist other non-geometric phases. A very nice
discussion of such phases and the transitions between them is contained in [239].
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The map between the two sides is not as obvious for the excluded set of points Z. In the
fan picture Z can just be read off, while in the GLSM approach it generally depends on the
choice of ζa. This difference might appear startling, as the ζa seem to be additional input.
However, the same information is contained in the fan. While the Qa depend solely on the
rays of the fan, Z is determined also by higher-dimensional cones. In two dimensions there is
a unique fan for a given set of rays. However, in higher dimensions this is no longer true and
in general, there will be many different fans with the same set of rays.
To understand this, we start with the two-dimensional case. Given a set of rays {vi}
i = 1, . . . , n, there is a unique way to order them, for instance by the angle between a ray
and the positive part of the x-axis. Assuming that the rays obey this particular ordering, we
can choose as two-dimensional cones
σi = 〈vivi+1〉 , (A.1.9)
where we set vn+1 = v1 and together with the rays that gives us a fan Σ. For example,
consider the four rays
ΣdP1(1) =
{(
1
0
)(
1
1
)(
0
1
)(
−1
−1
)}
. (A.1.10)
The unique fan with these rays is displayed in figure A.1. To illustrate how to obtain a toric
variety from a fan, let us follow the steps outlined above. Since there are n = 4 rays we start
with four homogeneous coordinate parametrizing a C4. Neither v2 and v4, nor v1 and v3 are
contained simultaneously in any of the cones, and therefore we must exclude the point set
Z = {z2 = z4 = 0} ∪ {z1 = z3 = 0}. The lattice is two-dimensional and thus there must be
m = n − 2 = 2 independent relations between the four rays giving rise to two independent
C∗-actions. Two such relations are, for instance,
v1 + v3 + v4 = 0 , v2 + v4 = 0 . (A.1.11)
From their coefficients, we see that the two charge vectors are Q1 =
(
1 0 1 1
)T
and Q2 =(
0 1 0 1
)T
. Put differently, we quotient out the following two equivalence relations:
[z1 : z2 : z3 : z4] ∼ [λz1 : z2 : λz3 : λz4] , [z1 : z2 : z3 : z4] ∼ [z1 : µz2 : z3 : µz4] , (A.1.12)
where λ, µ ∈ C∗. Since the rays of Equation A.1.10 generate Z2, there is no additional discrete
quotient.
In higher dimensions, there is no such unique ordering. As a simple illustration, consider
the conifold whose fan has the following four rays:
Σ(1) =

00
1

10
1

11
1

01
1

 (A.1.13)
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v1
v2
v3
v4
σ0
σ1
σ2
σ3
Figure A.1: Toric fan of dP1.
There are two inequivalent ways of splitting these four rays into two three-dimensional cones,
namely either
Σ(3) = {〈v1v2v3〉, 〈v3v4v1〉} (A.1.14)
or
Σ′(3) = {〈v1v2v4〉, 〈v2v3v4〉} . (A.1.15)
Both of them generate perfectly valid fans, but they correspond to different resolutions of the
space defined by
z1z2 − z3z4 = 0 (A.1.16)
with zi ∈ C, which is singular at the origin zi = 0. Neither Σ nor Σ′ contain the singular
point, but they exclude different point regions. We have
ZΣ = {z2 = z4 = 0} , ZΣ′ = {z1 = z3 = 0} . (A.1.17)
Since the toric varieties XΣ and XΣ′ associated with the two fans have different excluded
point sets, their intersection numbers will generally by different, too. Furthermore, also their
Kähler and Mori cones disagree. In this sense the additional information contained in the ζa
in the GLSM construction corresponds to choosing a fan given a fixed set of rays, as it is the
Kähler and the Mori cones that depend directly on the ζa in the GLSM picture.
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A.2 Compactness, Smoothness, and Orbit-Cone Correspondence
In this section we further explore the description of toric varieties using fans. We explain how
to map subsets of the toric variety to associated cones of the fan and discuss how to read off
complex properties of XΣ such as smoothness and compactness from properties of the fan Σ.
A.2.1 Orbit-Cone Correspondence
The orbit-cone correspondence provides a neat visual interpretation of a toric fan Σ by asso-
ciating the k-dimensional cones with k-codimensional subsets of XΣ. To understand how the
correspondence works, one must consider the orbits under the torus action.
First, recall that given a group G and an element x ∈ X on which G acts the orbit G.x
is defined as
G.x = {gx,∀g ∈ G} (A.2.1)
and the set of all different orbits is the familiar quotient X/G. Consider now the orbits of
Cn under the multiplicative action of (C∗)n. There is a total of 2n orbits,
(
n
k
)
of which one
obtains by setting k coordinates of Cn to zero. To be explicit, let n = 3. Then the eight
different orbits are given by
(0, 0, 0),︸ ︷︷ ︸
zero-dimensional
(λ1, 0, 0), (0, λ1, 0), (0, 0, λ1),︸ ︷︷ ︸
one-dimensional
(λ1, λ2, 0), (λ1, 0, λ2), (0, λ1, λ2),︸ ︷︷ ︸
two-dimensional
(λ1, λ2, λ3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
three-dimensional
(A.2.2)
with λi ∈ C∗. Put differently, there is always one n-dimensional orbit defined by zi 6= 0 ∀i,(
n
1
)
= n (n−1)-dimensional orbits defined by allowing precisely one coordinate to be zero, and
similarly
(
n
k
)
k-dimensional orbits defined by demanding that exactly k coordinates vanish.
Next, consider the closure of these torus orbits. The closure of a k-dimensional orbit is
obtained by requiring that at least k coordinates vanish, i.e. one has the same expression as
in Equation A.2.2, but with λi ∈ C. These closures form a poset, a partially ordered set, with
respect to inclusion ⊆. For the above example, the poset structure is illustrated in figure A.2.
After this lengthy introduction, let us make the connection with toric varieties and their
fans. Given a toric variety with n homogeneous coordinates as defined in Equation A.0.2, we
can analyze its orbits under the action of (C∗)n. The analysis is essentially the same as for
Cn, with the slight modification that the orbits contained in the excluded set Z are absent.
The orbit closures of P2, for example, are the same as those in figure A.2 apart from the
point (0, 0, 0) that does not belong to P2. Next, to every k-dimensional cone σ = 〈vi1 . . . vik〉
associate the orbit closure of codimension k defined as {zi1 = · · · = zik = 0} and denote it by
V (σ). Conveniently, this map is bijective: There are exactly as many cones in Σ as there are
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(0, 0, 0)
(λ1, 0, 0)
(0, λ1, 0)
(0, 0, λ1)
(λ1, λ2, 0)
(λ1, 0, λ2)
(0, λ1, λ2)
(λ1, λ2, λ3)
Figure A.2: Hasse diagram for the poset of the closures of the eight orbits of C3 under the
action of (C∗)3. An arrow from A to B indicates that A ⊆ B. Here λi ∈ C.
orbits in XΣ with respect to the action of (C∗)n. Furthermore the cones of Σ form a poset
with respect to inclusion as well and once has that V (σ) ⊆ V (σ′) if and only if σ′ ⊆ σ.
Applied to one-dimensional cones, this means that one can associate the torus-invariant
divisors defined by zi = 0 for fixed i with the rays vi of the fan.
A.2.2 Smoothness
Proving that a space is smooth is generally a difficult problem. However, in toric geometry the
smoothness of a variety Σ can be translated into simple conditions on the fan Σ. Concretely,
one can show that the following conditions hold:
• If all cones σ ⊆ Σ are simplicial2 and have unit volume3, then XΣ is smooth.
• If all cones σ ⊆ Σ are simplicial, then XΣ has at most orbifold singularities.
• If there exists a cone σ ⊆ Σ that is not simplicial, then XΣ has non-orbifold singularities.
We will not prove these statements here, but instead present an example for each case. To
begin with the most singular case, we recall the rays of the conifold given in Equation A.1.13
and this time let the fan be generated by a single maximal-dimensional cone
σ = 〈v1v2v3v4〉 . (A.2.3)
2A k-cone is simplicial if it is generated by k rays.
3Here we measure the volume of a k-cone by computing the volume of the complex hull of the cone generators
and the origin. If its volume is the same as the volume of the convex hull of k of the basis vectors of the lattice
N and the origin, then we say that σ has unit volume.
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Clearly, σ is not simplicial, since it is a three-dimensional cone that is generated by four rays.
This toric variety is4 the hypersurface in C4 defined by
p = z1z2 − z3z4 = 0 . (A.2.4)
Since ∂zip = p = 0 at the origin, the variety has a singularity. Furthermore, it is not
an orbifold singularity. In the previous section we saw how to remove the singularity by
splitting the single three-cone into two three-cones. Each of these cones is simplicial and, as
a quick computation shows, has unit volume and therefore both resolved toric varieties with
fans generated by (A.1.14) and (A.1.15) are smooth spaces. As we have observed before,
the singularity is removed by excluding the origin from the variety. In the unresolved case
the excluded point set Z is empty, since all four rays are contained in the three-cone of
Equation A.2.3. After subdividing this cone into two other cones, there no longer exists a
cone containing all four rays and the origin is removed.
Next, consider the two-dimensional fan generated by the three rays
ΣP2/Z3(1) =
{(
−1
2
)(
2
−1
)(
−1
−1
)}
(A.2.5)
and the two-cone σ = 〈v1v2〉. It is simplicial and its volume is
1
2
det
(
2 −1
−1 2
)
=
3
2
, (A.2.6)
which is three times the volume of the unit cell generated by the two canonical basis vectors
of Z2. One finds the same for the other two cones. In fact, we can see directly from the
definition of Equation A.0.2 that this variety has an orbifold singularity. There are n = 3
rays, the excluded point set is Z = {(0, 0, 0)}, and the C∗-action by which we quotient is
zi ∼ λzi with λ ∈ C∗. However, the lattice N ′ generated by the three rays of Equation A.2.5
is a proper sublattice of N of index three. Therefore the discrete subgroup Γ appearing in
the definition of the toric variety is Z3 in this case and the resulting toric variety is P2/Z3.
Finally, the toric variety with the fan from figure A.1 is an example of a smooth toric
variety. Obviously, all cones are simplicial and one easily computes that all cones have unit
volume.
Let us remark that the results from toric geometry that we use in order to do cohomology
and intersection theory computations still hold for compact varieties with orbifold singular-
ities, but not for more general varieties such as the conifold. From now on we assume that
the fans of our toric varieties are simplicial and complete.
4Unfortunately, we have not introduced the necessary framework in order to show this here. Roughly
speaking, one can associate an affine patch to every cone of the fan, where the dimension of the patch equals
the dimension of the cone. Since the fan of the unresolved conifold consists of only one maximal cone, the
toric variety is defined by just a single affine patch (i.e. it is an affine toric variety) and one can show that this
affine patch is given by Equation A.2.4.
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A.3 Intersection Theory
A key quantity occurring again and again in F-theory calculations is the intersection form
of the toric variety. Here we first introduce the general notion of divisors and line bundle
in subsection A.3.1 before giving a very loose definition of intersections between divisors in
compact toric varieties in subsection A.3.2.
A.3.1 Divisors and Line Bundles
There are different notions of divisors, but at our informal level we will consider a divisor to
be a formal sum of holomorphic hypersurfaces5 with integer coefficients.
In a given affine patch Uα, every holomorphic hypersurface Di is specified as the vanishing
locus of a holomorphic polynomial (pi)α = 0. Naturally, (pi)α is only determined up to
functions that do not vanish on Uα. On the overlap between two patches Uα and Uβ,
pα
pβ
is holomorphic and non-zero, since the vanishing loci of (pi)α and (pi)β inside Uα ∩ Uβ are
identical. Given a divisor
D =
∑
i
niDi with ni ∈ Z (A.3.1)
and an affine patch Uα one can assign to it a meromorphic function
pα =
∏
i
(pi)
ni
α . (A.3.2)
The zeros (poles) of pα correspond to the positive (negative) components of D. On the
overlaps Uα ∩ Uβ, the functions gαβ = pαpβ have neither poles nor zeros and one can interpret
them as the transition functions of a holomorphic line bundle, which one denotes by O(D).
To reverse this procedure and obtain a divisor from a given line bundle O(D), consider
global meromorphic sections sa of O(D). By definition, these sections satisfy
(sa)α
(sa)β
= gαβ for sa ∈ H0(X,O(D)) (A.3.3)
and therefore their zeros and poles (and their respective degrees) agree on the overlaps.
Here X is the manifold whose divisors we are studying. Hence, we can assign a divisor
D(a) = V (sa) to each one of these sections. While the divisors D
(a) are distinct, they lie in
the same homology class and in particular, they are homologous to D:
[D] = [D(a)] = [V (sa)] (A.3.4)
5A hypersurface is a subvariety of codimension one. As an example, consider P2 with homogeneous coor-
dinates [z0 : z1 : z2]. Then the equation z0 = 0 defines a holomorphic hypersurface and we denote the divisor
consisting only of this hypersurface by V (z0).
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Let us make a few more remarks. Firstly, a divisor is called effective if all the coefficients
ni in Equation A.3.1 are non-negative. Then the sections of the associated line bundle are
holomorphic. Secondly, since you can add two divisors by adding the coefficients ni, the set
of divisors forms a natural group. Assigning a line bundle to a divisor is a homomorphism
with respect to this group action and the addition is mapped to the tensor product on the
line bundle side:
O(D1 +D2) = O(D1)⊗O(D2) (A.3.5)
Finally, let us mention Poincaré duality. Assume that our manifold X is d-dimensional,
compact and has no boundary. Then there exists an isomorphism
Hn−k(X) ∼= Hk(X) (A.3.6)
mapping homology classes to their dual cohomology classes and vice versa. Denoting by ωY
a form representing the cohomology class Poincaré-dual to the homology class [Y ] of a cycle
Y ⊂ X, one has that ∫
Y
ω =
∫
X
ωY ∧ ω (A.3.7)
for closed forms ω. A common case we will encounter is the (1, 1)-form dual to (the homology
class of) a divisor D and according to the conventions above, we will denote it by ωD.
A.3.2 Homology and Intersection Theory
The homology class [D] of a divisor D inside a toric variety X is easy to determine. Assuming
that X is not too singular6 the homology class depends only on the charges of the polynomials
defining the divisor.
As we just explained, there is a one-to-one correspondence between homologically inde-
pendent divisors and holomorphic line bundles. In particular, the most general polynomial
defining a divisor of class [D] is given by
p =
∑
a
casa = 0 , where ca ∈ C , sa ∈ H0(X,O(D)) . (A.3.8)
Hence, two divisors are homologous if their defining polynomials are sections of the same line
bundle. For toric varieties this is the case if and only if the two sections have the same charges
under the (C∗)m action. Note that this immediately implies that the group of holomorphic
line bundles has rank m, as there are only m linearly independent charge vectors. From
Poincaré duality it then follows that h1,1 = dimH1,1(X) = m.
6Whenever we do (co-)homology computations, we assume that our toric variety is compact and has at
most orbifold singularities.
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As an example, consider again P2 with homogeneous coordinates [z0 : z1 : z2]. Since P2
is obtained by quotienting out a single C∗ action, we have that H2(P2,Z) = H1,1(P2,Z) = Z.
The generator of H2(P2,Z) is usually called [H], the hyperplane class. All three fields zi have
charge one under the C∗ action and therefore they are all sections of O(H). Now consider
a divisor of class n[H]. The sections of O(nH) are the monomials with charge n and there
exist
(
n+2
2
)
= (n+1)(n+2)2 of them. Then the most general polynomial defining a divisor of
class n[H] reads
p =
∑
i+j+k=n
cijkz
i
0z
j
1z
k
2 = 0 . (A.3.9)
Next, let us briefly introduce the intersection product. Given a manifold X of complex
dimension d and d divisors Di = 1, . . . , d we would like to consider the intersection product
[D1] · ... · [Dd] ≡ [D1] ∩ · · · ∩ [Dd] . (A.3.10)
Inside a toric variety, this is easy to compute. In fact, using Poincaré-duality, it is simply
[D1] · ... · [Dd] =
∫
X
ωD1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωDd , (A.3.11)
for which there exists a simple combinatorial formula, implemented for example in many
computer algebra systems. In simple cases, the intersection products yields what one would
intuitively expect: If X has no singularities and one can find representatives Di of the classes
[Di], such that the intersection of all these divisors is only a point set, then the result of
Equation A.3.10 is just the number of these points counted with multiplicities.
In fact, returning to the familiar example of Pn, we have that
H · ... ·H︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
= 1 (A.3.12)
since we can just pick zi = 0 as a representative for the i
th factor. These n equations leave
only z0 undetermined and they thus have the single solution [1 : 0 : · · · : 0].
A.4 The Chern Class and the Calabi-Yau Condition
According to Yau’s proof [240, 241] of the Calabi conjecture, the vanishing of the first Chern
class of a manifold implies that there it has a unique Ricci-flat Kähler metric and therefore
we are interested in computing the Chern class of a given toric variety. In subsection A.4.1
we explain how to do that before noting in subsection A.4.2 that the first Chern class of a
compact toric variety can never vanish.
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A.4.1 Chern Classes
The total Chern class of a rank r holomorphic vector bundle V over X is the sum
c(V ) = 1 +
r∑
i=1
cr(V ) , (A.4.1)
where cr ∈ H2r(X). Chern classes (and more generally, other characteristic classes) have
many mathematical applications: For example, two smooth complex line bundles are the
same if and only if their first Chern classes agree7. More importantly to us, Chern classes
also appear in the effective actions obtained from compactifying on a Calabi-Yau.
For toric varieties X it is easy to compute the Chern class of their tangent bundle TX.
Denoting by
Di = V (zi) (A.4.2)
the divisor obtained from setting the ith homogeneous variable to zero, the total Chern class
of TX is
c(TX) =
∏
i
(1 + ωDi) , (A.4.3)
where the product is the wedge product of forms. In particular, this implies that the first
Chern class is just the dual of the sum of all divisors Di:
c1(TX) =
∑
i
ωDi . (A.4.4)
Next, consider a hypersurface Y ⊂ X. In order to compute c(TY ), we split
TX = TY ⊕NY (A.4.5)
and use one of the key properties of the Chern class:
c(TX)|Y = c(TY )c(NY ) (A.4.6)
Furthermore, one has that c(NY ) = 1 + ωY and therefore one finds that
c(TY ) =
c(TX)|Y
1 + ωY
=
∏
i(1 + ωDi)
1 + ωY
. (A.4.7)
As a consequence,
c1(TY ) = c1(TX)|Y − ωY . (A.4.8)
7Note that for holomorphic line bundles this need not be true.
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In particular, a hypersurface Y ⊂ X defines a Calabi-Yau manifold if its homology class is
Poincaré-dual to the first Chern class of the ambient space.
As an example, let us consider once again P2. Denote by ωH the two-form dual to the
hyperplane class generating H2 as in subsection A.3.2. Then we have that
c(TP2) = (1 +H)3 = 1 + 3ωH + 3ωH ∧ ωH + ωH ∧ ωH ∧ ωH (A.4.9)
and in particular c1(TP2) = 3ωH . The bundle associated with the divisor dual to c1 is the
anticanonical bundle of B, i.e.
K−1P2 = O([c1(TP
2)]PD) . (A.4.10)
Finally, let us note that in the physics literature one often speaks of the Chern class of
X, where X is a complex manifold (and generally does not have the structure of a vector
bundle), even though what is meant is usually the Chern class of the tangent bundle TX of
X.
A.4.2 Compactness and the Calabi-Yau Condition
A toric variety is compact if and only if its fan Σ spans the whole lattice N . Such a fan Σ is
called complete. For a proof of this statement see for example Chapter 2 of [234]. Here we
just give examples.
Since this thesis is concerned with F-theory compactifications, most of the examples given
here are by design compact varieties, such as the ubiquitous P2, the dP1 whose fan is given by
figure A.1 or the P2/Z3 in Equation A.2.5. Obviously, their fans cover all of Z2. An example
of a non-compact variety is the conifold of Equation A.2.4. Since the zi run over C4 without
any additional equivalence relation, it is clearly non-compact and its fan does not cover all of
Z3.
Next, let us answer a seemingly unrelated question: When does a toric variety’s first
Chern class vanish? After all, we eventually wish to construct compact Calabi-Yau manifolds.
In the previous subsection we found that the first Chern class is Poincaré-dual to the homology
class
[D] =
n∑
i=1
[Di] , (A.4.11)
where Di is the torus-invariant divisor corresponding to the ray vi. In coordinates it is defined
by zi = 0. Furthermore, we found that the homology class of Di depends only on the charges
of zi under the (C∗)m-action. In particular, the class of [D] is trivial if and only if
n∑
i=1
Qia = 0 ∀a . (A.4.12)
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However, that implies directly that all vi lie in a plane.
8 Since all rays end on a hyperplane,
toric varieties with vanishing first Chern class can never be compact.
A.5 Reflexive Polytopes and Calabi-Yau Hypersurfaces
In the previous subsection we learned that Calabi-Yau manifolds constructed as toric varieties
can never be compact. To nevertheless construct compact Calabi-Yau manifolds by using tools
from toric geometry, we must look to hypersurfaces, or more generally complete intersections
inside toric varieties.
In subsection A.4.1 we described how to compute the Chern class of a hypersurface using
the adjunction formula and found that
c1(TY ) = c1(TX)− ωD (A.5.1)
where Y is the hypersurface in X cut out by the divisor D. For c1(TY ) to vanish, the divisor
defining the hypersurface must be Poincaré-dual to the first Chern class of TX. In other
words, the polynomials defining Y must be sections of K−1X , the anticanonical line bundle on
X. One also says that Y must be an anticanonical hypersurface.
While it is easy to find the homology class of the divisor defining a Calabi-Yau hyper-
surface Y inside a toric variety X, ensuring that Y is smooth is much more involved. The
conditions from subsection A.2.2 allow us to check that X itself is smooth, but that still
allows Y to be singular. Fortunately, there exists a convenient combinatorial construction
ensuring that Y is smooth. Proving it is quite involved [242], but its application is not. Ne-
glecting some mathematical details, the essence of the construction is as follows: There exists
a class of toric varieties called smooth Gorenstein Fano varieties whose anticanonical divisor
satisfies a set of regularity conditions, namely that it is Cartier and ample. The generic an-
ticanonical hypersurface inside such a smooth Gorenstein Fano variety can be resolved to be
smooth.9 These smooth Gorenstein Fano varieties are specified by reflexive polytopes, which
we introduce next.
A lattice polytope in a lattice N is the convex hull of finitely many points in N , i.e.
P = 〈v1, . . . , vn〉conv. , vi ∈ N . (A.5.2)
If dimP = 2, it is called a lattice polygon. We call set all elements of N lying inside P integral
points of P . The minimal set of integral points spanning P are called its set of vertices and
8To see this, note that if
∑
i viQ
i
a = 0 and
∑
iQ
i
a = 0, then also
∑
i(vi − v1)Q
i
a = 0. Since the shifted
vectors vi − v1 still satisfy the same number of relations as before, they span a plane together with the origin.
After shifting back the origin becomes v1 and therefore the vi all lie in a hyperplane.
9More precisely, Batyrev’s paper [242] states that the first singularities have at least codimension 4, which
may become relevant in the construction of Calabi-Yau fourfolds.
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Dimension 2 3 4 ≥ 5
Reflexive polytopes 16 4, 319 473, 800, 776 ?
Table A.1: The number of reflexive polytopes in different dimensions. Reflexive polytopes
in three and four dimensions were classified in [243] and [244], respectively.
the integral points of P not lying on a boundary are called interior points. Given a lattice
polytope P , its dual (or polar) polytope is defined as
P ◦ = 〈x ∈M |〈x, y〉 ≥ −1 ∀y ∈ P 〉conv. , (A.5.3)
where M is the dual lattice to N . Since Equation A.5.3 maps every vertex y of P to an
inequality that defines a facet of P ◦, there is a correspondence between vertices of a polytope
and facets of the dual polytope. If P ◦ is a lattice polytope, too, then P is called a reflexive
polytope. Note that P and P ◦ really are dual to each other in the sense that (P ◦)◦ = P
and hence P ◦ is reflexive if and only if P is reflexive. Reflexive polytopes are very special.
One can show that a reflexive polytope contains only the origin as an interior point and that
up to SL(Z) transformations, there are only finitely many reflexive polytopes in any given
dimension d.
To obtain a smooth Gorenstein Fano variety XΣ from such a polytope P , one must take
all of its integral points and compute a fine, regular star triangulation10 with respect to the
origin of this point set. The faces of this triangulation can then be used as generating cones
of the toric fan Σ of XΣ. Note that if we are just interested in a smooth hypersurface Y
inside XΣ and allow XΣ to have singularities as long as Y misses them, then we do not need
to use all points of P . Instead, we can restrict to those points that are not interior points of
facets of P , since their rays in Σ correspond to divisors whose restriction to Y is trivial. The
hypersurface equation p = 0 defining Y then reads
p =
∑
yj∈P ◦
cj
∏
xi∈P
z
〈yj ,xi〉+1
i . (A.5.4)
In summary, there exists a straightforward algorithm to construct compact Calabi-Yau
manifolds that are smooth at least up to codimension four. Given a reflexive polytope P , one
must find a regular fine star triangulation of the integral points of P that are not interior to
facets. Then the fan constructed from this triangulation defines a toric variety whose generic
anticanonical hypersurface is the Calabi-Yau manifold we are looking for. If dimP = 2,
then the resulting hypersurface is one-dimensional and has the topology of a genus-one curve,
i.e. a torus. For dimP = 3, the anticanonical hypersurface has two complex dimensions and
is called a K3 surface. Finally, if dimP = n ≥ 3, then the embedded manifold is a Calabi-Yau
n-fold.
10Computer packages such as TOPCOM or Sage provide the algorithms to compute triangulations.
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A.6 Calabi-Yau Manifolds as Complete Intersections in Toric Varieties
Extending his work of [242], Batyrev described in [245] a combinatorial method of construct-
ing complete intersection Calabi-Yau manifolds inside toric varieties. In order to generalize
the construction of hypersurfaces to complete intersections, one must specify additional infor-
mation. In the hypersurface case, the homology class of the divisor defined by the vanishing
of Equation A.5.4 must be Poincaré-dual to the cohomology class of the first Chern class of
the ambient space in order for the hypersurface to be Calabi-Yau. If instead the Calabi-Yau
manifold is to be the intersection of several divisors, then their sum must still be dual to the
first Chern class of the ambient space. However, the classes of the individual divisors are not
fixed anymore.
One such way of additionally specifying the classes of the divisors defining the complete
intersection proceeds by giving a nef partition of the reflexive polytope ∆◦. A nef partition
of ∆◦ into r parts is a set of lattices polytopes ∆i and ∇i with i = 1, . . . , r satisfying
∆ = ∆1 + · · ·+ ∆r ∆◦ = 〈∇1, . . . ,∇r〉conv
∇◦ = 〈∆1, . . . ,∆r〉conv ∇ = ∇1 + · · ·+∇r (A.6.1)
with 〈·, . . . , ·〉conv the convex hull, + Minkowski addition, and
(∇n,∆m) ≥ −δnm , (A.6.2)
where here we mean this to hold for every pair of points from ∇n and ∆m. Effectively, we
have split the vertices of ∆◦ into r disjoint subsets spanning the polytopes ∇i and made sure
that they fulfill certain additional constraints. Given such a nef partition, we again define
Xn+r to be the ambient variety obtained from ∆
◦ as above. Furthermore, the nef partition
specifies the following r equations defining the Calabi-Yau manifold Yn:
pm =
∑
yj∈∆m
am,j
r∏
n=1
∏
xi∈∇n
z
〈yj ,xi〉+δnm
i , m = 1, . . . , r . (A.6.3)
Note that one can also interpret a nef partition of ∆◦ as a nef partition of ∇◦. In doing so,
one exchanges Yn by its mirror. Let us point out that the ambient space of a mirror manifold
can differ for different nef partitions of the same polytope.
Finally, we remark that there are two special cases of nef partitions. The simplest one is
a direct product. Given nef partitions of two reflexive polytopes ∆(1)
◦
and ∆(2)
◦
, these define
a nef partition of the polytope ∆(1)×∆(2). The corresponding complete intersection manifold
is then a direct product of complete intersections inside the direct product of the varieties
corresponding to ∆(1)
◦
and ∆(2)
◦
. The other special case corresponds to projections. If a nef
partition has one component ∇i that is spanned only by a single vertex v, then the complete
intersection can be reduced to a complete intersection in a toric variety of one dimension less
whose reflexive polytope is obtained by projecting ∆◦ along v.
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A.6.1 Ids for Nef Partitions
Since reflexive polytopes of dimension smaller or equal to four have been classified, it is rea-
sonable to assign a given nef partition a unique identifier within this classification. Reflexive
polytopes already have a unique id as assigned by the PALP database. This id obeys
#points(P ) < #points(P
′) ⇒ id(P ) < id(P ′) (A.6.4)
and
#points(P ) = #points(P
′) ∧ #vertices(P ) < #vertices(P ′) ⇒ id(P ) < id(P ′) , (A.6.5)
that is, the polytopes are ordered by the number of integral points and the number of vertices.
Sage can be used to compute the PALP index of a given reflexive polytope. To furthermore
identify the nef partitions uniquely, we run nef.x via the
ReflexivePolytope.nef partitions() (A.6.6)
method of Sage on a given reflexive polytope in PALP normal form. This output is uniquely
ordered and allows us to assign ids to the different nef partitions. By a nef partition with id
(i, j) we therefore mean the (j+1)th nef partition of the three-dimensional reflexive polytope
with PALP id i as determined by the nef partitions() method of Sage.
A.7 The Kähler and the Mori Cone
Consider a complex variety X and in particular the set of irreducible holomorphic curves {Ci}
on it. Then the cone consisting of the formal expressions
M(X) =
{∑
i
ai[Ci] , ai ∈ R≥0
}
(A.7.1)
where [Ci] is the homology class of Ci is called the Mori cone of X. One can obtain the
generators of M(X) by taking the transversal intersection of all combinations of dimC(X)−1
divisors on X.
Given the Mori cone, one can also consider its dual cone, the Kähler cone. It is given by
the following formal expression:
K(X) =
∑
j
aj [Dj ] , aj ∈ R≥0, Dj ∩ C ≥ 0 ∀C ∈M(X)
 (A.7.2)
Employing Poincaré-duality the Kähler cone can equivalently be considered to be generated
by all (1, 1)-forms satisfying
K(X) =
{
J ∈ H1,1(X,R) ,
∫
C
J ≥ 0 ∀C ∈M(X)
}
. (A.7.3)
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Denoting the (1, 1)-form in Equation A.7.3 by J already suggests that we can identify
it with the Kähler form of the complex variety. In fact, since the volume element can be
constructed by taking powers of the Kähler form, the above condition can be translated
to demanding that the volume of a holomorphic curve is non-zero inside away from the
boundaries of the Kähler cone. Hence the coordinates ai on K(X) can be interpreted as
the Kähler moduli of the complex manifold. As one approaches the boundary of the Kähler
cone, the volume of one of the Mori cone generators becomes zero. Since the volume of this
particular curve becomes negative after crossing the boundary, this can be interpreted as the
curve flopping out of the Mori cone.11
While the Kähler cone and the Mori cone are defined for more general spaces than toric
varieties, there exist simple combinatorial formulas to compute them for a toric variety. These
are implemented in various computer algebra systems such as [139].
Lastly, let us note that, as the name already suggests, the Kähler parameters ζa used in
the GLSM picture described in subsection A.1.1 are related to the ai used here. Since Cn has
a natural Kähler form, the toric variety obtained as a quotient of Cn inherits this form. The
inherited Kähler form will depend on the ζa and by identifying it with an element of K(X)
as in Equation A.7.3, one can find a map between the ai and the ζa.
A.7.1 The Kähler and the Mori Cone of Complete Intersections
The Kähler cone K(Y ) of a hypersurface or more generally a complete intersection Y inside a
variety X is not necessarily the same as the Kähler cone K(X) of the ambient variety. If the
curve that is flopped (i.e. whose volume become negative) as one approaches the boundary of
the Kähler cone K(X) does not lie on Y , then the neighboring Kähler cone K ′(X ′) bordering
on K(X) should still be considered part of the Kähler cone of Y . We therefore define K(Y )
to be the union of K(X) with all Kähler cones K ′(X ′) whose X ′ are related to X via a flop
transition that does not affect Y . Similarly, as M(Y ) is still the dual cone of K(Y ), M(Y ) is
the intersection of all Mori cones M(X ′) with M(X) for the same set of X ′.
Fortunately, it is easy to compute K(Y ) and M(Y ) for toric ambient spaces X. All
one needs to so is to compute all fine regular triangulations of the rays of the fan of X
with the origin as the star and construct the toric varieties corresponding to the fans these
triangulations define. Next, one computes the intersection form restricted to the complete
intersection Y . The ambient varieties whose intersection form is the same on Y are exactly the
sets of ambient varieties that are related to each other by flop transitions leaving Y invariant.
A.8 Toric morphisms and Toric Fibrations
The Calabi-Yau manifolds Y relevant for F-theory compactifications are genus-one fibrations,
which means that there is a map π′ : Y → B, whose generic fiber is a torus. B is a
11See [189] for further discussions on this matter.
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(dimC Y − 1)-complex-dimensional manifold called the base manifold. From now on we will
write Yn to indicate that dimC Y = n. In order to construct such Yn, one can consider
toric ambient spaces Xn+1 that are fibered themselves. Then we have the following maps:
F Xn+c Bn−1
E Yn
π
π′
Here F is the fiber of the toric ambient space fibration π and E is the genus-one fiber of
the fibration π′ of the Calabi-Yau n-fold Yn. Since Xn+c is a toric variety and hence easy
to manipulate, a good strategy is to focus on Xn+c and the projection map π
′. To this end,
let us review some material on toric morphisms and toric fibrations. For proofs and more
technical details we refer to the original work of [174].
A fan morphism ϕ is a map from a fan Σ′ ⊂ N ′ to another fan Σ ⊂ N such that for every
cone σ′ ∈ Σ′ there exists a cone σ ∈ Σ with ϕ(σ′) ⊆ σ, i.e. ϕ maps cones of Σ′ into cones of
Σ. Then ϕ induces a morphism ϕ̃ from XΣ′ to XΣ with the following properties relevant to
us:
• ϕ is equivariant with respect to the homomorphism TN ′ → TN induced by ϕ and maps
the full-dimensional torus orbit of XΣ′ into the full-dimensional torus orbit of XΣ.
• The fiber of ϕ̃ over a point p ∈ XΣ depends only on the TN orbit that p is an element
of.
• Every fiber of ϕ̃ is a (possibly reducible) toric variety.
• The generic fiber (that is the fiber over the full-dimensional torus) is irreducible and its
embedding is a toric morphism.
If all the fibers of ϕ̃ have the same dimension, then ϕ is called a fibration.12 Note that
this does not mean that all fibers have to be isomorphic to each other. In order to understand
these properties, we present a couple of examples illustrating how toric morphisms work.
A.8.1 The Hirzebruch Surfaces
Consider the Hirzebruch surface Fn, whose fan is generated by the rays
ΣFn(1) =
{(
1
n
)(
−1
0
)(
0
1
)(
0
−1
)}
. (A.8.1)
12Whether or not ϕ̃ is a fibration is already encoded in the fan morphism ϕ: ϕ must be surjective and for
any cone σ ∈ Σ and any primitive preimage cone σ′ ∈ Σ′ mapped to σ the linear map of vector spaces ϕR
must induce a bijection between σ and σ′.
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Denoting the homogeneous variables by zi, the (C∗)2-action is
[z1 : z2 : z3 : z4] = [λz1 : λz2 : z3 : λ
nz4] , [z1 : z2 : z3 : z4] = [z1 : z2 : µz3 : µz4] (A.8.2)
and the excluded point set is ZFn = {z1 = z2 = 0} ∪ {z3 = z4 = 0}. Then a fan morphism is
induced by the following lattice map Z2 → Z:
ϕ =
(
1 0
)
(A.8.3)
The image ϕ(ΣFn) is the fan of a P1. To find the coordinate expression of the corresponding
toric morphism ϕ̃, one must express the images ϕ(vi), vi ∈ ΣbFn(1) through linear combina-
tions of rays of ΣP1 with non-negative coefficients:
ϕ(vi) =
∑
j
ϕijwj , wj ∈ ΣP1 (A.8.4)
The toric morphism ϕ̃ can then be written in homogeneous coordinates as
ϕ̃ : Fn → P1 , [z1 : z2 : z3 : z4] 7→ [
∏
i
zϕi1i ,
∏
i
zϕi2i ] = [z1 : z2] . (A.8.5)
It is easy to study the fibers of ϕ̃ over the different torus orbits of the base manifold P1. P1
has only three torus orbits: The two points [1 : 0] and [0 : 1] and the big orbit [1 : λ] with
λ ∈ C∗. They correspond to the two rays (−1) and (1) and to the zero-cone, respectively.
Evaluating the preimages of (A.8.5) one finds that
ϕ̃−1([1 : 0]) = [1 : 0 : z3 : z4] ∼= P1
ϕ̃−1([0 : 1]) = [0 : 1 : z3 : z4] ∼= P1 (A.8.6)
ϕ̃−1([1 : λ]) = [1 : λ : z3 : z4] ∼= P1 .
To see that z3 and z4 really parametrize a P1, note that we have used the first C∗ action from
Equation A.8.2 to pick a representative of the P1 locus. The remaining C∗ action is that of
a P1 and since z3 = z4 = 0 is contained in the excluded point set, the fibers really are P1s.
Since all fibers are P1s, we say that ϕ̃ is not only a P1-fibration, but a P1-bundle.
A.8.2 A Fibration with a Reducible Fiber
Next, we examine a toric variety with a fibration that is not a bundle. Its rays are given by
Σ(1) =

01
0

10
0

−3−2
0

−5−3
1

−1−1
−1

 00
−1

 , (A.8.7)
but since they are three-dimensional, we must also provide the three-dimensional cones in
order to specify the fan:
Σ(3) = {〈v1v2v4〉, 〈v1v2v6〉, 〈v1v3v4〉, 〈v1v3v6〉, 〈v2v3v4〉, 〈v2v3v5〉, 〈v2v5v6〉, 〈v3v5v6〉} (A.8.8)
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This time the (C∗)3 action is given by
[z1 : z2 : z3 : z4 : z5 : z6] = [λ
2z1 : λ
3z2 : λz3 : z4 : z5 : z6]
[z1 : z2 : z3 : z4 : z5 : z6] = [µ
4z1 : µ
6z2 : z3 : µz4 : µz5 : z6] (A.8.9)
[z1 : z2 : z3 : z4 : z5 : z6] = [ρ
3z1 : ρ
5z2 : z3 : ρz4 : z5 : ρz6]
and the excluded point set ZXΣ is
ZXΣ = {z1 = z5 = 0} ∪ {z4 = z5 = 0} ∪ {z4 = z6 = 0} (A.8.10)
∪ {z1 = z2 = z3 = 0} ∪ {z2 = z3 = z6 = 0} .
Similarly to before, the projection onto the last coordinate is a fan morphism given by
ϕ : Z3 → Z , ϕ =
(
1 0 0
)
. (A.8.11)
One can check that ϕ is indeed a fan morphism by explicitly computing the images ϕ(σ)
for every cone σ ∈ Σ. It induces a toric morphism from XΣ to P1 that has the coordinate
expression
ϕ̃ : XΣ → P1 , [z1 : z2 : z3 : z4 : z5 : z6] 7→ [z4, z5z6] . (A.8.12)
Let us now repeat what we did with the previous example and examine the fibers of the three
torus orbits of the base. The generic fiber is
ϕ̃−1([1 : λ]) = [z1 : z2 : z3 : 1 : λ : 1] , (A.8.13)
where we have used the last two C∗ actions to set z4 and z6 to 1. Since the generic fiber
is parametrized by three homogeneous coordinates z1, z2 and z3 with a single C∗ action
[z1 : z2 : z3] = [λ
2z1 : λ
3z2 : λ1z3] and the origin z1 = z2 = z3 = 0 excluded, it is the
weighted projective space P231. ϕ̃ is therefore a P231-fibration, but as we will see, it is not a
P231-bundle.
Over [0 : 1] the fiber is
ϕ̃−1([0 : 1]) = [z1 : z2 : z3 : 0 : 1 : 1] ∼= P231 (A.8.14)
due to the same reasons as for the generic fiber. However, things change over the point [1 : 0].
Since the second P1 coordinate entry of Equation A.8.12 is a product, we must differentiate
between two cases:
• z5 = 0: We have ϕ̃−1([1 : 0])|z5=0 = [z1 : z2 : z3 : 1 : 0 : z6]. However, since
z1 = z5 = 0 ⊂ ZXΣ , z1 must be non-zero and we can scale it to one. The remaining
coordinates are z2, z3 and z6. The C∗ action leaving z1 = z4 = 1 invariant is
[z2 : z3 : z6] = [λz2 : λz3 : λ
2z6] (A.8.15)
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and together with the excluded point set {z2 = z3 = z6 = 0} this fiber component is a
weighted projective space P112. It can be embedded into XΣ via
ι1 : P112 ↪→ XΣ, [u, v, w] 7→ [1 : u : v : 1 : 0 : w] . (A.8.16)
Note that this morphism is not a toric morphism, since it does not map the big torus
orbit of P112 defined by uvw 6= 0 into the big torus orbit of XΣ.
• z6 = 0: We have ϕ̃−1([1 : 0])|z6=0 = [z1 : z2 : z3 : 1 : z5 : 0]. This time, we cannot
scale any additional coordinates to one and therefore the fiber over the divisor z6 = 0
is parametrized by four coordinates subject to the two equivalence relations
[z1 : z2 : z3 : z5] = [λ
2z1 : λ
3z2 : λz3 : z5] (A.8.17)
[z1 : z2 : z3 : z5] = [z1 : µz2 : µz3 : µ
−2z5] .
The excluded point set is {z1 = z5 = 0} ∪ {z2 = z3 = 0}. The resulting variety F can
be represented by the fan spanned by the four rays{(
1
0
)(
0
1
)(
−2
−3
)(
−1
−1
)}
(A.8.18)
and the map embedding this fiber component into XΣ is
ι2 : F ↪→ XΣ , [x : y : z : w] 7→ [x : y : z : 1 : w : 0] . (A.8.19)
F is a blowup of P231 at the point y = z = 0,
13 as one can see either from the C∗-actions
in Equation A.8.17 or from the rays directly: The first three rays of Equation A.8.18
define the weighted projective space P231. The fourth ray subdivides the cone spanned
by the rays corresponding to y and z and therefore the resulting variety is the blowup
along the closure of the torus orbit dual to this cone.
In summary, ϕ̃ is a P231 fibration over the base P1, which means that the fiber of ϕ̃ is a
P231 over a generic point in the base. However, over the point [0 : 1] the fiber changes and
becomes a reducible toric variety consisting of a P112 and the blowup of P231. In fact, it is
already visible from the toric data in Equation A.8.7 that the fiber splits into two parts over
[1 : 0]: The number of fiber components over a base cone is equal to the number of primitive
preimage cones14 of that cone. The point [1 : 0] corresponds to the ray (−1) and there are
two rays of Σ that are mapped onto (−1).
If the fan is obtained from a reflexive polytope P , as it often is in practice, there exists
a direct way of searching for a toric fibration. Since the fiber of the fan morphism ϕ must be
13Here we assume that P231 is parametrized by homogeneous coordinates x, y and z.
14Let ϕ : Σ→ Σ′ be a fan morphism, let σ ∈ Σ, and let σ′ = φ(σ). Then σ is a primitive cone corresponding
to σ′ if there is no proper face τ of σ such that ϕ(τ) = σ′.
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the fan of another reflexive polytope P ′, P must have a reflexive subpolytope in order for a
toric fibration to exist. In particular, the subpolytope must have the origin as its only interior
point. Software packages such as Sage [139] provide methods for enumerating subpolytopes
of different dimensions.
Finally, let us point out that one can also compute the toric fans of the fiber components
directly. For more information on that construction, we refer to [174].

Appendix B
Non-toric Non-Abelian Gauge
Groups
Here we give a summary of the non-toric non-Abelian gauge groups that the generic fibrations
with genus-one fibers inside three-dimensional Gorenstein Fano toric varieties have. For more
details on how these were obtained we refer to section 3.6 and remind the reader that the
database
http://wwwth.mpp.mpg.de/members/jkeitel/Weierstrass/ (B.0.1)
contains the precise locations of the singularities for each nef partition.
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Generic non-toric Kodaira singularities Occurrences
No singularity 88
IV ∗ 3
IV ∗ × I2 8
IV ∗ × I2 × I3 9
IV ∗ × I22 4
IV ∗ × I22 × I3 4
IV ∗ × I32 × I3 1
IV ∗ × I33 1
IV ∗ × I43 1
III∗ × I2 2
III∗ × I2 × I3 4
III∗ × I22 1
III∗ × I22 × I4 1
III∗ × I32 × I4 1
II∗ × I2 × I3 1
Table B.1: List of generic non-toric E- and F4-type Kodaira singularities of codimension-two
genus-one fibers and the number of times they occur.
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Generic non-toric Kodaira singularities Occurrences
I∗0 39
I∗0 × I2 47
I∗0 × I2 × I3 15
I∗0 × I2 × I23 4
I∗0 × I22 27
I∗0 × I22 × I3 17
I∗0 × I22 × I4 5
I∗0 × I22 × I24 4
I∗0 × I32 15
I∗0 × I32 × I4 4
I∗0 × I42 2
I∗0 × I42 × I4 3
I∗0 × I52 2
I∗1 9
I∗1 × I2 20
I∗1 × I2 × I3 9
I∗1 × I22 13
I∗1 × I22 × I3 8
I∗1 × I22 × I23 2
I∗1 × I32 4
I∗1 × I32 × I3 2
I∗2 × I2 3
I∗2 × I2 × I3 7
I∗2 × I22 5
I∗2 × I22 × I4 2
I∗2 × I32 × I4 2
I∗2 × I42 1
I∗2 × I52 1
I∗3 × I2 × I3 2
I∗3 × I22 × I3 1
I∗4 × I22 × I4 1
Table B.2: List of generic non-toric G2 and SO-type Kodaira singularities of codimension-
two genus-one fibers and the number of times they occur.
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Generic non-toric Kodaira singularities Occurrences
I2 263
I2 × I3 141
I2 × I3 × I4 41
I2 × I3 × I5 12
I2 × I3 × I6 32
I2 × I3 × I7 6
I2 × I23 41
I2 × I23 × I4 15
I2 × I33 13
I2 × I4 136
I2 × I24 4
I2 × I44 1
I2 × I5 26
I2 × I6 6
I22 326
I22 × I3 170
I22 × I3 × I4 69
I22 × I3 × I5 14
I22 × I3 × I6 12
I22 × I3 × I7 4
I22 × I3 × I8 2
I22 × I23 54
I22 × I23 × I4 15
I22 × I23 × I5 6
I22 × I33 3
I22 × I33 × I4 2
I22 × I4 134
I22 × I4 × I6 6
I22 × I4 × I8 8
I22 × I24 27
I22 × I34 12
I22 × I44 1
I22 × I5 28
I22 × I6 22
I22 × I7 2
Table B.3: List of generic non-toric Sp and SU -type Kodaira singularities of codimension-
two genus-one fibers and the number of times they occur, part I.
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Generic non-toric Kodaira singularities Occurrences
I32 260
I32 × I3 121
I32 × I3 × I4 24
I32 × I3 × I5 4
I32 × I3 × I6 4
I32 × I23 16
I32 × I4 85
I32 × I4 × I6 6
I32 × I24 10
I32 × I5 10
I42 133
I42 × I3 30
I42 × I3 × I4 2
I42 × I23 4
I42 × I4 29
I42 × I24 10
I42 × I5 2
I42 × I6 4
I42 × I8 2
I52 32
I52 × I4 22
I52 × I6 4
I62 14
I62 × I4 2
I72 1
I82 1
I3 93
I23 2
I33 4
I33 × I6 4
I33 × I9 2
I43 6
I43 × I6 4
I53 2
I4 95
I44 1
I5 12
I6 2
Table B.4: List of generic non-toric Sp and SU -type Kodaira singularities of codimension-
two genus-one fibers and the number of times they occur, part II.

Appendix C
Details on the Calabi-Yau
Geometries
In this appendix, we collect several geometric calculations and results that are too specific
to our F-theory models to be included in the general introduction to toric geometry in Ap-
pendix A.
We begin with a proof in section C.1 of the identities for the second Chern class of an
elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau manifold that we used in section 6.2. Next, we describe in
section C.2 how to compute the sign of a matter curve with a given weight using the Mori
cone of the Calabi-Yau manifold. In section C.3 we examine the pairs of manifolds with and
without section that we studied in section 9.3 more rigorously. Finally, in section C.4 we list
the generating cones of the fans of some of the ambient spaces used as examples in this work.
C.1 Exact identities for the Second Chern Class
Let us show explicitly that an elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau threefold Y obeys∫
Y
ωα ∧ c2(Y ) = −12Kα , (C.1.1)
where ωα = π
∗(ωbα) is obtained by pulling back the (1, 1)-form ω
b
α ∈ H1,1(B). To do so, we
first note that the adjunction formula implies that
c2(Dα) = c2(Y )|Dα + ωα ∧ ωα − ωα ∧ c1(Y )|Dα
= c2(Y )|Dα + ωα ∧ ωα ,
(C.1.2)
since Y is Calabi-Yau. Recalling that triple intersections of vertical divisors vanish, we can
therefore rewrite the above integral as∫
Y
ωα ∧ c2(Y ) =
∫
Y
ωα ∧ c2(Dα) =
∫
Dα
c2(Dα) = χ(Dα) . (C.1.3)
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We are left with calculating the Euler characteristic of the vertical divisor Dα. Fortunately,
we can exploit that Dα is obtained by smoothly fibering the generic fiber manifold over D
b
α.
In particular, Dbα is a smooth manifold of complex dimension 1 and we have rid ourselves
of the reducible fiber components that Y has. Hence, we can use Theorem 4.3 of [88] and
reduce the integral over Dα to an integral over only the base of the fibration. In fact, for
one-dimensional base manifolds one finds that
χ(Dα) = 12
∫
Dbα
c1(B)|Dbα = −12Kα , (C.1.4)
no matter whether the elliptic fiber is embedded in an E6, E7 or E8 model, which concludes
our short proof.
For completeness, let us briefly show how to calculate c0 assuming now that the zero
section is holomorphic. Note that this merely reproduces the calculation in [54]. Using
(C.1.2) for the zero section instead of Dα, one finds that∫
Y
ω0̂ ∧ c2(Y ) =
∫
Y
ω0̂ ∧
(
c2(B)− ω0̂
)
=
∫
B
c2(B)− c1(B) ∧ c1(B)
= −8 + 2h1,1(B) ,
(C.1.5)
where we have used adjunction for a second time in order to obtain ω2
0̂
= −ω0̂ ∧ c1(B).
Inserting (6.1.4), one finds that c0 = c0̂ −
1
2K
αKα and computes
KαKα =
∫
B
c1(B) ∧ c1(B) = 10− h1,1(B) . (C.1.6)
Putting everything together, one finally ends up with
c0 = 52− 4h1,1(B) if s0 is holomorphic. (C.1.7)
C.2 Signs of Matter Curves from the Mori Cone
To compute the sign of a matter curve labeled by a weight w, one can use the Mori cone
M(Y )1 of the Calabi-Yau manifold Y defining the F-theory compactification. Given M(Y ),
we construct the extended relative Mori cone M̂(Y ) as follows:
• Take the intersection of M(Y ) with the cone of all curves that have zero intersection
with vertical divisors Dα.
• Strictly speaking, this is all we need in order to obtain the extended relative Mori cone
of Y . However, it is useful to choose a different basis. Hence, for each element m of
this newly obtained cone do:
1We refer to subsection A.7.1 for more information on how to compute the Mori cone of a complete
intersection inside a toric ambient space.
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– Find the unique weight w of the weight space of g = Lie(GnA) such that
−〈αI ,w〉 = DI ·m (C.2.1)
for all simple roots αI . Here, the right hand side is the intersection product between
the exceptional divisor associated to minus the simple root αI and the curve m.
– Determine the U(1) charges (qKK , qn) of m under the Kaluza-Klein vector A
0 and
the Abelian gauge group factor U(1)nU(1) by taking intersection products
qKK = D0 ·m (C.2.2a)
qn = Dn ·m n = 1, . . . , nU(1) . (C.2.2b)
– The charges (qKK , qn) together with the weight w determine an element
m̃ = (w, qKK , qm) ∈ V ⊗ ZnU(1)+1 , (C.2.3)
where V is the weight space of g.
• M̂(Y ) is the cone spanned by all elements m̃.
Note that there are
h1,1(Y )− h1,1(B) = rank g + nU(1) + 1 (C.2.4)
independent intersection numbers that an element m which does not intersect vertical divisors
can have. It is therefore crucial to include the charge under the Kaluza-Klein vector field A0 to
obtain a one-to-one map between fields on the circle reduced side and the intersection number
between the curve m and an arbitrary divisor of Y . In the early calculations of [52, 95, 113], all
fibral curves were assumed to have vanishing intersection with the zero section and therefore
to carry no KK-charge. However, this works only as long as the Kaluza-Klein modes do not
contribute to the loop-induced Chern-Simons coefficients. Given a weight w = (w, qn), one
can easily define its sign using the extended relative Mori cone M̂(Y ):
sign (w, nKK) ≡
{
+1 if (w, nKK , qn) ∈ M̂(Y )
−1 otherwise
(C.2.5)
Note that the above definition gives an actual sign function, that is one satisfying
sign(w, nKK) = − sign(−w,−nKK) , (C.2.6)
only if either the curve associated with the weight w or its conjugate, −w, is contained in
the extended relative Mori cone. Since the Mori cone is convex, they can never both be
contained in M̂(Y ). However, since physical states correspond to M2 branes wrapping either
holomorphic or anti-holomorphic curves in the fiber [189], one has in fact that either w or
−w is an element of M̂(Y ) as long as these weights belong to representations that actually
occur in the low-energy effective theory and hence the above definition makes sense.
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C.3 Further Details on the No-Section Examples
In this section we include a few more details on the class of examples studied in section 9.3.
First we study in subsection C.3.1 in more detail the loci of the resolved manifolds Y along
which the matter multiplets are located and then we prove carefully in subsection C.3.2 that
the deformed manifolds Y do indeed not have a section.
C.3.1 Geometric Description of the Matter Multiplets in Y
For the purposes of understanding the conifold transition, it was sufficient to understand the
14 states in table 9.5. It is nevertheless interesting and somewhat illuminating to describe
the geometric origin of the rest of the matter multiplets in the six-dimensional theory arising
from F-theory on Y.
We start with the 12 multiplets. In fact, the relevant curves have already been described
in the h1,1 = 3 cases explicitly in [52] (under the names Tn, 0 ≤ n ≤ 3). We now review the
discussion in that paper (using a slightly different approach). Let us assume f 6= 0. We want
to understand under which conditions Equation 9.3.11 factorizes into two P1s. This happens
whenever the Calabi-Yau equation factorizes as
φ̃ = (w +B)(ws+ C) = 0 (C.3.1)
for B,C to be determined. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case with deg(g) = 0,
and set g = 1. In this case, an easy argument shows that a holomorphic redefinition of w
allows one to set α = β = 0 in Equation 9.3.3. In what follows we will implicitly perform
such a redefinition.
Expanding Equation C.3.1, and comparing with Equation 9.3.11, we immediately con-
clude that
BC = y1Q
′
C + sB = fy22 .
(C.3.2)
By homogeneity and holomorphy, the most general form for B is given by
B = Fy21s+Gy1y2 (C.3.3)
with F,G polynomials in the xi variables of the appropriate degree. (A term linear in w is
also possible, but this can be reabsorbed in a redefinition of w.) Expanding the equations,
and comparing order by order, we arrive at the equations
b = −F 2 (C.3.4)
c = −2FG (C.3.5)
d = Ff −G2 (C.3.6)
e = fG (C.3.7)
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which can be solved by
G =
e
f
F =
1
f3
(df2 + e2)
(C.3.8)
as long as
b = − 1
f6
(d2f4 + 2df2e2 + e4)
c = − 2
f4
(df2e+ e3) .
(C.3.9)
The 12 multiplets live at the points in the base where this equation is satisfied. In order to
count these points, we multiply the whole equation by appropriate powers of f (recall that
f 6= 0 by assumption), obtaining the equations
P1 ≡ bf6 + d2f4 + 2df2e2 + e4 = 0
P2 ≡ cf4 + 2df2e+ 2e3 = 0 .
(C.3.10)
This set of equations has (3 deg(e))(4 deg(e)) = 12 deg(e)2 solutions. Not all of these solutions
correspond to 12 states, though, some solutions come from f = e = 0, which as discussed
in section 9.3 correspond to 14 multiplets instead. Each one of the solutions of f = e = 0
contributes dege(Resf (P1, P2)) = 16 spurious solutions to (C.3.10) (see [157]), so the final
count for 12 multiplets is given by
H(12) = 12 deg(e)
2 − 16 deg(f) · deg(e) . (C.3.11)
It is easy to check that this formula gives the right values for the entries with deg(g) = 0 in
table 9.5.
Over the solutions of (C.3.10) with f 6= 0 in the base, the elliptic fiber factorizes into the
curves
cB = {w + Fy21s+Gy1y2 = 0}
cC = {ws+ fy22 − F (sy1)2 −G(sy1)y2 = 0} .
(C.3.12)
The claim is that the hypermultiplets coming from wrapping M2 branes on these curves have
charge two under Equation 9.3.27. Notice first that, since we are assuming f 6= 0, both
sections are holomorphic, and in particular (cB + cC) · σ0 = (cB + cC) · σ = 1, since the two
components of the fiber, taken together, span the class of the elliptic fiber. By the same
token, the intersection is transversal, so necessarily one of the intersections vanishes, and the
other is equal to one. More explicitly, an easy calculation gives
cB · σ0 = cC · σ = 1 , (C.3.13)
cB · σ = cC · σ0 = 0 . (C.3.14)
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In addition, it is clear that cB · [x1] = cC · [x1] = 0, since the curves are localized over points
in the base P2, and for the g 6= 0 case that we are considering there is no intersection with
the non-Abelian divisor. All in all, we obtain that QU(1) = 2.
We now consider H(23). We claim that these hypers come from the contracting spheres
at f = g = 0. As discussed above, over this locus the T 2 fiber decomposes into three P1
components. We denote these components by Ct, Cy1 and CΞ, and claim that the 23 hypers
come from Cy1 and CΞ (the M2 states wrapping Ct are rather associated with W bosons of
SU(2)).
Consider first CΞ. From the discussion above, we know that CΞ · σ = 1, CΞ · σ0 = 0
(since σ0 intersects the σ rational component), CΞ · [x1] = 0 (by genericity) and CΞ · [t] = 1.
Plugging into the charge formula, we conclude that QU(1) = 3. In addition, the SU(2) Cartan
is associated with [t], so this is a charged state in the fundamental, with charge one under
the Cartan.
Similarly, for Cy1 we have that Cy1 ·σ0 = 1, Cy1 · [x1] = 0 and Cy1 · [t] = 1. The intersection
with σ is again somewhat subtle, since σ is non-holomorphic, wrapping the whole Cy1 . By
the moving fiber argument, (Cy1 + CΞ + Ct) · σ = 1, and from (CΞ + Ct) · σ = 2 we conclude
that QU(1) = −1. Plugging these values into the charge formula, we obtain QU(1) = −3. This
state is also charged under the SU(2) Cartan with charge one. Taking the conjugate state,
we can complete the 23 multiplet, as advertised.
Let us now consider the 21 states. We consider factorizations of the form
φ̃ = t(b0y1s+ b1y2)(b2y
3
1 + b3y
2
1y2st+ b4y1y
2
2t+ b5y1ws+ b6y2w) . (C.3.15)
Here the bi are coefficients to be determined, and will depend on the coefficients b, c, . . . of
the Calabi-Yau equation. Such a splitting exists whenever
g(xi) = I1(xi) = 0 , (C.3.16)
with I1(xi) = b
2f3 + . . . a certain polynomial of the P2 coordinates xi.2 This will hold at
deg(g) · deg(I1) = deg(g) · (2 deg(b) + 3 deg(f))
= −a2 + 3ab− 2b2 + 12a− 9b+ 45
(C.3.17)
points in the base. Comparing with table 9.5 one easily sees that this expression repro-
duces the H(21) multiplicities, so we expect that these hypermultiplets come from M2 branes
wrapping these degenerations. Let us check this claim explicitly.
Over a point satisfying Equation C.3.16 we have that the fiber degenerates, and in addi-
tion, generically b1 6= 0 in Equation C.3.15, since otherwise we would have three polynomials
2We computed (C.3.16) by computing the elimination ideal associated to solving for the bi variables
in (C.3.15) in terms of the Calabi-Yau coefficients, using SAGE [139].
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intersecting over a point in P2, which is non-generic. We can thus locally redefine y2 in such
a way that Equation C.3.15 becomes
φ̃ = ty2(b2s
2y31 + b3y
2
1y2st+ b4y1y
2
2t+ b5y1ws+ b6y2w) . (C.3.18)
(This redefinition of y2 is not necessary, but it simplifies the presentation of the analysis.)
Furthermore, comparing with the generic form (9.3.6) we can immediately identify b4 = e,
b6 = f , and similarly for the other coefficients. We see that the fiber degenerates into
three components: Ct = {t = 0}, Cy2 = {y2 = 0} and CΞ′ = {b2y31 + . . .}. Computing the
intersections amongst the components, and between the components and the sections, is a
completely straightforward exercise. The resulting non-vanishing intersections are
Ct · Cy2 = Cy2 · CΞ′ = CΞ′ · Ct = 1 (C.3.19)
CΞ′ · P = Ct ·Q = 1 . (C.3.20)
Plugging into the charge formula (9.3.30), we obtain that the M2 branes wrapped on Cy2 , CΞ′
form a doublet under SU(2) (since they are charged under the Cartan) with U(1) charge one,
as expected from the counting above.
The last remaining set of states is 30. These have a somewhat different origin. Notice that
they are adjoints of the SU(2) group, this suggests that their origin comes from Wilson lines
on the SU(2) divisor, which we will call G. Recall that this divisor is given by {g = 0} ⊂ P2,
so its Euler character is, by adjunction:
χ(G) =
∫
G
c1(TG) =
∫
P2
[g] ∧ (3[x1]− [g])
= deg(g)(3− deg(g))
(C.3.21)
or, equivalently, in terms of the genus gG of G
gG = 1−
deg(g)
2
(3− deg(g)) . (C.3.22)
From the SU(2) Wilson lines on the (two) one-cycles associated with each element of gG,
together with scalars coming from reduction of C3 on the same set of one-cycles (plus the
contracting Cartan divisor), one obtains exactly gG five-dimensional hypers in the adjoint
representation, which lift to gG six-dimensional hypers in F-theory. This reproduces precisely
the count displayed in table 9.5.
As an aside, let us highlight a small subtlety in checking six-dimensional anomaly cancel-
lation. If one naively plugs the matter content in table 9.5 into the six-dimensional anomaly
cancellation conditions, one will see that the examples with 30 multiplets do not satisfy gravi-
tational anomaly cancellation. The explanation is simple: deformations of G can be described
by complex structure moduli variation of the total Calabi-Yau, i.e. elements of h2,1(Y), but
they are also encoded in the values of the Wilson lines over G. In particular, since the gauge
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group is SU(2), there is a single Casimir invariant, and each Wilson line degree of freedom
encodes one deformation modulus. We can see this a bit more precisely: as emphasized in
[56], for instance, deformations of the G locus are counted by sections the anticanonical bundle
KG of G, and using Serre duality
dimH0(KG) = dimH
1(OG) = h0,1(G) (C.3.23)
which is precisely equal to gG for a connected Riemann surface, such as G. All in all, in order
to avoid overcounting one should subtract gG neutral hypers from the contribution of h
2,1(Y)
to the gravitational anomaly, or alternatively count the 30 multiplets with a multiplicity of
two, instead of three.
C.3.2 Non-Existence of a Section for Y
We would now like to show that the deformed spaces Y considered in section 9.3 do not admit
a section, but rather a bi-section. That is, there is no rational embedding of the base P2 into
the total space such that the fiber is generically intersected at a single point. The best that
we can do is to find divisors of the total space that project down to the base, but generically
intersect the fiber twice, i.e. a two-section or a bi-section. The basic idea was described in
[49, 212].
In order to prove this, we need to identify the fiber curve first. This is easy, it is simply
given by T = [x1]2 ∩ Y, which is is intuitively easy to understand: the fiber is obtained by
taking the preimage of a point (with class [x1]
2) in the base P2.
Now we need to prove that there is no section S. In all of our examples, the Kähler cone
of the Calabi-Yau Y can be generated by the restrictions of the toric divisors [x1], [y1], and
in the cases with h1,1(Y) = 3, also [w]. We thus parametrize
S = a[x1] + b[y1] + c[w] (C.3.24)
with coefficients (a priori not necessarily integral) to be determined. The generic intersection
between the T 2 fiber and the section is given by
T · S = 2b+ 4c . (C.3.25)
Showing that this can never be equal to one would follow if b, c ∈ Z. This is indeed the case,
as we now show. Consider first the case with h1,1(Y) = 3, since it is somewhat simpler. Over
a locus in the base given by
g(xi) = I2(xi) = 0 (C.3.26)
with3
I2(xi) = f
4b2 − βf3bc+ αf3c2 + β2f2bd− 2αf3bd− αβf2cd+ α2f2d2 − β3fbe
+ 3αβf2be+ αβ2fce− 2α2f2ce− α2βfde+ α3fe2 + β4ba− 4αβ2fba
+ 2α2f2ba− αβ3ca+ 3α2βfca+ α2β2da− 2α3fda− α3βea+ α4a2 ,
(C.3.27)
3As in subsection C.3.1 this is obtained using SAGE [139].
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the Calabi-Yau equation (9.3.2) factorizes into three factors
φ = t(b0y1 + b1y2)(b2y
3
1 + b3y
2
1y2t+ b4y1y
2
2t+ b5y
3
2t+ b6y1w + b7y2w) . (C.3.28)
The important part for our analysis is that this defines three holomorphic curves in the
Calabi-Yau: Ct = {t = 0}, Cy = {b0y1 + b1y2 = 0} and CΞ for the other component. (The
notation is intended to be reminiscent of that used in subsection C.3.1. Indeed, the matter we
just found is precisely the 21 and 23 multiplets on the resolved side taken together, since after
the Higgsing of the U(1) they cannot be separated anymore.) Computing the intersection
numbers with the generators of the Kähler cone chosen in (C.3.24) is an easy exercise, we get
Ct · [y1] = 1
Cy · [w] = 1
(C.3.29)
with all other intersections vanishing. Since the intersection between a divisor and a curve
in a smooth space has to be integral, by intersecting S with these curves we conclude that
b, c ∈ Z, and thus T · S ∈ 2Z. In conclusion, there is no section, but rather a bi-section.
This argument fails for the cases with h1,1(Y) = 2, since g = 0 has no solutions. From the
previous discussion it is nevertheless clear what to do, though: the 12 states on the resolved
side Y that we described in subsection C.3.1 will survive the conifold transition, and appear
on the deformed side Y as loci on the P2 base where the fiber degenerates as
φ = (w +B)(w +D) . (C.3.30)
Computing the intersection numbers one gets
CB · [y1] = CC · [y1] = 1
CB · [x1] = CC · [x1] = 0
(C.3.31)
and since a putative section S = a[x1] + b[y1] has intersection S · T = 2b with the fiber T , this
shows that indeed we have no section, but rather a bi-section.
C.4 Fans of various Ambient Spaces
Toric varieties whose dimension is larger than two are not uniquely specified by the rays of
the fan, since there are usually many different ways of obtaining a regular fan with these rays.
In this part of the appendix we therefore provide the generating cones of the fans for the toric
ambient spaces of some of the Calabi-Yau geometries studied in the main text of this work.
C.4.1 Fan of the Threefold with Non-Toric Section
In table 5.4 we listed the rays of the fan defining a Calabi-Yau threefold with non-toric section.
Different choices for the fan will result in different intersection numbers, but not in different
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U(1) charges. Nevertheless, we give the fan to be as concrete as possible. For the threefold
hypersurface, we pick
Σ =
{〈
u1f0u2f1
〉
,
〈
u1f2u2f1
〉
,
〈
e0u1f3f0
〉
,
〈
e0f3f0u2
〉
,
〈
u1f3f0u2
〉
,〈
u1f3f2e3
〉
,
〈
f3f2e3u2
〉
,
〈
u1f3f2u2
〉
,
〈
u1e1e2f1
〉
,
〈
u1f2e2f1
〉
,〈
u1f2e3e2
〉
,
〈
e1u2e2f1
〉
,
〈
f2u2e2f1
〉
,
〈
f2e3u2e2
〉
,
〈
e0u1e1f1
〉
,〈
e0u1f0f1
〉
,
〈
e0u1e1e2
〉
,
〈
e0f0u2f1
〉
,
〈
e0e1u2f1
〉
,
〈
e0e1u2e2
〉
,〈
u1f3e3e4
〉
,
〈
e0u1f3e4
〉
,
〈
e0f3u2e4
〉
,
〈
f3e3u2e4
〉
,
〈
e0u1e2e4
〉
,〈
u1e3e2e4
〉
,
〈
e3u2e2e4
〉
,
〈
e0u2e2e4
〉}
.
(C.4.1)
C.4.2 Fans of the Threefolds with Abelian Gauge Groups
Here we display the fans of the three Calabi-Yau threefolds presented in section 9.2. Note
that two of the varieties had phases where the zero-section was either holomorphic or not. In
those cases, we provide fans for both phases. We denote the generating cones by listing the
homogeneous coordinates corresponding to the rays that span the cone.
ΣI, hol. =
{
〈u1u2f0f1〉, 〈u1u2f0f3〉, 〈u1u2f1f2〉, 〈u1u2f2f3〉, 〈u1e0e1f1〉,
〈u1e0e1f2〉, 〈u1e0f0f1〉, 〈u1e0f0f3〉, 〈u1e0f2f3〉, 〈u1e1f1f2〉,
〈u2e0e1f1〉, 〈u2e0e1f2〉, 〈u2e0f0f1〉, 〈u2e0f0f3〉, 〈u2e0f2f3〉,
〈u2e1f1f2〉
} (C.4.2)
ΣI, non-hol. =
{
〈u1u2f0f1〉, 〈u1u2f0f3〉, 〈u1u2f1f2〉, 〈u1u2f2f3〉, 〈u1e0e1f0〉,
〈u1e0e1f2〉, 〈u1e0f0f3〉, 〈u1e0f2f3〉, 〈u1e1f0f1〉, 〈u1e1f1f2〉,
〈u2e0e1f0〉, 〈u2e0e1f2〉, 〈u2e0f0f3〉, 〈u2e0f2f3〉, 〈u2e1f0f1〉,
〈u2e1f1f2〉
} (C.4.3)
ΣII =
{
〈u1u2f0f2〉, 〈u1u2f0f3〉, 〈u1u2f1f3〉, 〈u1u2f1f4〉, 〈u1u2f2f4〉,
〈u1e0e1e4〉, 〈u1e0e1f0〉, 〈u1e0e4f0〉, 〈u1e1e2e4〉, 〈u1e1e2f0〉,
〈u1e2e3e4〉, 〈u1e2e3f1〉, 〈u1e2f0f3〉, 〈u1e2f1f3〉, 〈u1e3e4f4〉,
〈u1e3f1f4〉, 〈u1e4f0f2〉, 〈u1e4f2f4〉, 〈u2e0e1e4〉, 〈u2e0e1f0〉,
〈u2e0e4f0〉, 〈u2e1e2e4〉, 〈u2e1e2f0〉, 〈u2e2e3e4〉, 〈u2e2e3f1〉,
〈u2e2f0f3〉, 〈u2e2f1f3〉, 〈u2e3e4f4〉, 〈u2e3f1f4〉, 〈u2e4f0f2〉,
〈u2e4f2f4〉
}
(C.4.4)
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ΣIII, hol. =
{
〈u1u2f0f2〉, 〈u1u2f0f4〉, 〈u1u2f1f3〉, 〈u1u2f1f4〉, 〈u1u2f2f3〉,
〈u1e0e1e4〉, 〈u1e0e1f2〉, 〈u1e0e4f0〉, 〈u1e0f0f2〉, 〈u1e1e2e3〉,
〈u1e1e2f2〉, 〈u1e1e3e4〉, 〈u1e2e3f1〉, 〈u1e2f1f3〉, 〈u1e2f2f3〉,
〈u1e3e4f4〉, 〈u1e3f1f4〉, 〈u1e4f0f4〉, 〈u2e0e1e4〉, 〈u2e0e1f2〉,
〈u2e0e4f0〉, 〈u2e0f0f2〉, 〈u2e1e2e3〉, 〈u2e1e2f2〉, 〈u2e1e3e4〉,
〈u2e2e3f1〉, 〈u2e2f1f3〉, 〈u2e2f2f3〉, 〈u2e3e4f4〉, 〈u2e3f1f4〉,
〈u2e4f0f4〉
}
(C.4.5)
ΣIII, non-hol. =
{
〈u1u2f0f2〉, 〈u1u2f0f4〉, 〈u1u2f1f3〉, 〈u1u2f1f4〉, 〈u1u2f2f3〉,
〈u1e0e1e4〉, 〈u1e0e1f0〉, 〈u1e0e4f0〉, 〈u1e1e2e3〉, 〈u1e1e2f2〉,
〈u1e1e3e4〉, 〈u1e1f0f2〉, 〈u1e2e3f1〉, 〈u1e2f1f3〉, 〈u1e2f2f3〉,
〈u1e3e4f1〉, 〈u1e4f0f4〉, 〈u1e4f1f4〉, 〈u2e0e1e4〉, 〈u2e0e1f0〉,
〈u2e0e4f0〉, 〈u2e1e2e3〉, 〈u2e1e2f2〉, 〈u2e1e3e4〉, 〈u2e1f0f2〉,
〈u2e2e3f1〉, 〈u2e2f1f3〉, 〈u2e2f2f3〉, 〈u2e3e4f1〉, 〈u2e4f0f4〉,
〈u2e4f1f4〉
}
(C.4.6)

Appendix D
Representation Theory
In this appendix, we briefly state the group theory conventions used in this paper and then
proceed to prove three identities used to match one-loop Chern-Simons terms from five-
dimensional F-theory with intersection numbers on the M-theory side in section 7.3. For the
sake of brevity, we denote the roots of the non-Abelian group by α instead of αnA. For an
introduction to the theory of Lie algebras and their representations, we refer for example to
[246].
Let us begin by defining the coroot intersection matrix as
CIJ =
1
λ(g)
〈α∨I , α∨J 〉 =
1
λ(g)
2
〈αJ , αJ〉
CIJ , (D.0.1)
where 〈α∨I , α∨J 〉 denotes the inner product between two coroots of the Lie algebra g and αI
are the simple roots of g. We also define
λ(g) =
2
〈αmax, αmax〉
, (D.0.2)
where αmax is the root of the Lie algebra g with maximal length. The Cartan matrix is
referred to as CIJ . Note that for the simply-laced groups of ADE-type, CIJ and the Cartan
matrix CIJ coincide. Throughout this work the conventions for the normalization of the
Cartan generators TM are chosen such that
tr (TMTN ) = δMN , (D.0.3)
where the trace is taken in the fundamental representation of g. Note that this also fixes the
normalization of the roots and weights.
Having fixed all notation, we proceed by proving the second equality in Equation 7.3.14b.
To do so, we show that
Aadjλ(g)CIJ =
∑
roots
〈α∨I , α〉〈α∨J , α〉 (D.0.4)
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ARλ(g)CIJ =
∑
w∈R
〈α∨I , w〉〈α∨J , w〉 , (D.0.5)
where the second equation is a generalization of the first. These hold for any simple Lie
algebra g and for all non-trivial, finite-dimensional irreducible representations R.
Following [246] we first define an inner product on the Lie algebra g
κ : g× g→ C
x, y 7→ tr(adx ◦ ady) ,
(D.0.6)
where the trace is taken in the adjoint representation of the Lie algebra. The above product
is called the Killing form and it is bilinear and symmetric. It was proven by Cartan that for
finite-dimensional semi-simple Lie algebras the Killing form κ is non-degenerate and, hence,
so is its restriction to any Cartan sub-algebra g◦ ⊂ g. We can therefore use the Killing form
to identify the Cartan sub-algebra g◦ with the dual space g
?
◦, the space spanned by the roots.
In particular, we identify α ∈ g?◦ with Tα ∈ g◦ such that
α(T ) = cα κ(T
α, T ) ∀T ∈ g◦ , (D.0.7)
where cα is some normalization constant. If one then chooses a basis of the Cartan sub-
algebra {TM}M=1,...,dim(g◦) generating the non-Abelian gauge group, one can expand every
Tα as
Tα = aαMT
M , (D.0.8)
In accordance with Equation D.0.3 we have normalized the Cartan generators as
κ(TMTN ) = Aadjδ
MN . (D.0.9)
Identifying g◦ and g
?
◦ enables us to define a non-degenerate product on g
?
◦ via the Killing form
by setting
(α, β) := cαcβκ(T
αT β) = cβα(T
β) . (D.0.10)
for any two roots α, β ∈ g?◦. By bilinearity, this extends to all of g?◦.
Let us now use the following identity from [246] for any λ, µ ∈ g?◦:
(λ, µ) =
∑
roots
(α, λ)(α, µ) . (D.0.11)
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The right hand side of this equation can be expanded as∑
roots
(α, λ)(α, µ) =
∑
roots
cαcλκ(T
α, T λ)cαcµκ(T
α, Tµ)
=
∑
roots
cαcλa
α
Ma
λ
Nκ(T
M , TN )cαcµa
α
Ka
µ
Lκ(T
K , TL)
=
∑
roots
cαcλ
1
cαAadj
α(TM )
1
cλAadj
λ(TN )Aadjδ
MN×
cαcµ
1
cαAadj
α(TK)
1
cµAadj
µ(TL)Aadjδ
KL
=
∑
roots
1
A2adj
α(TM )λ(TM )α(TK)µ(TK)
=
∑
roots
1
A2adj
〈α, λ〉〈α, µ〉 .
(D.0.12)
Similarly, the left hand side can be rewritten as
(λ, µ) = cλcµκ(T
λ, Tµ) = cλcµa
λ
Ma
µ
Nκ(T
M , TN ) = cλcµ
1
cλAadj
λ(TM )
1
cµAadj
µ(TN )Aadjδ
MN
=
1
Aadj
λ(TM )µ(TM ) =
1
Aadj
〈λ, µ〉 .
(D.0.13)
Combining the two equations then yields
Aadj〈λ, µ〉 =
∑
roots
〈α, λ〉〈α, µ〉 . (D.0.14)
Now note that
〈α∨I , α∨J 〉 =
4〈αI , αJ〉
〈αI , αI〉〈αJ , αJ〉
= λ(g)CIJ (D.0.15)
and insert the coroots α∨I and α
∨
J for λ and µ to obtain
Aadjλ(g)CIJ =
∑
roots
〈α, α∨I 〉〈α, α∨J 〉 , (D.0.16)
which is exactly Equation D.0.4.
Let us now proceed and prove Equation D.0.5. As shown in [246], for any simple Lie
algebra g and any finite-dimensional, non-trivial irreducible representation R, the trace over
R is proportional to the trace in the adjoint representation. Hence,
κR(x, y) := tr(R(x)R(y)) = KRκ(x, y) (D.0.17)
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for all x, y ∈ g with the proportionality factor KR depending of course on the representation
R. Using the definition of the inner product in Equation D.0.10, we then have for λ, µ ∈ g?◦
that
(λ, µ) = cλcµκadj(T
λ, Tµ) = cλcµa
λ
Ma
µ
N
1
KR
κR(T
M , TN )
= cλcµ
1
cλAadj
λ(TM )
1
cµAadj
µ(TN )
1
KR
∑
w∈R
w(TM )w(TN )
=
1
A2adj
λ(TM )µ(TN )
1
KR
∑
w∈R
w(TM )w(TN ) =
1
A2adj
1
KR
∑
w∈R
〈λ,w〉〈µ,w〉 .
(D.0.18)
In the third equality we used that the weights can be chosen to form an orthonormal basis of
the representation space. Inserting Equation D.0.13, one then finds
KRAadj〈λ, µ〉 =
∑
w∈R
〈λ,w〉〈µ,w〉
⇒AR〈λ, µ〉 =
∑
w∈R
〈λ,w〉〈µ,w〉 ,
(D.0.19)
which, after plugging in the coroots, finally yields Equation D.0.5:
ARλ(g)CIJ =
∑
w∈R
〈α∨I ,w〉〈α∨J ,w〉 . (D.0.20)
Last of all, we prove the identity ∑
w∈R
〈α,w〉 = 0 (D.0.21)
for any root α and any highest weight representation R.
Given a representation R of a Lie algebra g and a simple root α, g always contains an
sl(2,C) subalgebra defined as
sα = gα ⊕ g−α ⊕ [gα, g−α] . (D.0.22)
Here, gα is the linear subspace of g spanned by elements l ∈ g such that [TM , l] = αM ,
where TM form the basis of the Cartan subalgebra of g. Now, the idea is to decompose R
into chains of representations of sα in order to reduce the problem to dealing with sl(2,C)
representations. And in fact, this can easily be accomplished as follows. Given any weight w
of R, acting with g±α either annihilates w or gives another weight w
′ = w ± α of R, since
sα is a subalgebra of g. The different orbits under the action of sα therefore form a partition
of the weights w ∈ R. For each such orbit, we pick the highest weight v with of the sl(2,C)
representation associated with sα and denote its dimension by dv. Then R decomposes as
R =
⊕
v
(
Vv ⊕ Vv−α . . .⊕ Vv−(dv−1)α
)
, (D.0.23)
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where v ranges over highest weights of sα orbits and Vw is the subspace of R spanned by
w. One can now rearrange Equation D.0.21 into sums over sl(2,C) representations and take
advantage of the fact that the representation theory of highest weight representations of
sl(2,C) is very simple. Since the weights of a such a representation with dimension d are just
integer numbers given by
d− 1, d− 3, . . . ,−(d− 1),−(d− 3) , (D.0.24)
one can evaluate
∑
w∈R
〈w, α〉 =
∑
v
dv−1∑
i=0
〈v − iα, α〉 =
∑
v
dv−1∑
i=0
(d− 1− 2i) = 0 . (D.0.25)

Appendix E
Circle Reduction of the
Six-Dimensional Action
In this appendix we explicitly carry out in section E.2 the circle reduction of six-dimensional
N = (1, 0) supergravity as sketched in section 6.3 and provide in section E.3 some of the
necessary formulae for the loop calculations that one encounters when integrating out the
massive states of the circle-reduced theory. First, however, we summarize our conventions.
E.1 Supergravity Conventions
For all spacetime dimensions d, let us adopt the mostly plus convention for the metric gµν ,
and the (+ + +) conventions of [247] for the Riemann tensor. Furthermore, we denote the
Levi-Civita tensor by εµ1...µd and use the above metric to raise its indices. With this definition
we have in any coordinate system (x0, x1, . . . , xd−1) that
ε01...(d−1) = +
√
−det gµν . (E.1.1)
Then the following identity is satisfied for arbitrary k = 0, ..., d:
εµ1...µkλk+1...λdε
ν1...νkλk+1...λd = −k!(d− k!)δν1[µ1 . . . δ
νk
µk]
. (E.1.2)
We expand differential p-forms as
λ = 1p!λµ1...µp dx
µ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxµp , (E.1.3)
such that the wedge product of a p- and a q-form satisfies
(α ∧ β)µ1...µp+q =
(p+q)!
p!q! α[µ1...µpβµp+1...µp+q ] . (E.1.4)
Next of all, exterior differentiation of a p-form yields
(dα)µ0...µp = (p+ 1)∂[µ0αµ1...µp] . (E.1.5)
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In real coordinates and arbitrary spacetime dimension d, we take the Hodge dual of a p-form
to be defined by the following expression:
(∗α)µ1...µd−p = 1p!α
ν1...νpεν1...νpµ1...µd−p . (E.1.6)
As a consequence,
α ∧ ∗β = 1p!αµ1...µpβ
µ1...µp ∗ 1 (E.1.7)
is satisfied identically for arbitrary p-forms α, β.
E.2 The Circle Reduction
To perform the circle reduction, we closely follow [54]. Upon compactification on a circle of
radius r the six-dimensional metric is reduced to
dŝ2 = g̃µνdx
µdxν + r2Dy2 , (E.2.1)
where
Dy = dy −A0, A0 = A0µdxµ F 0 = dA0 . (E.2.2)
Here g̃µν is the five-dimensional metric and the tilde indicates that one still has to perform
a Weyl rescaling to obtain the Einstein-Hilbert term in the canonical form. Recall that six-
dimensional quantities and indices are denoted by a hat and that five-dimensional fields do not
depend on the circle coordinate y. The Kaluza-Klein vector A0 enjoys a U(1) gauge symmetry
from S1-diffeomorphisms and has the usual Abelian field strength F 0. The reduction of the
Vielbeine is found to be
êa = ẽaµdx
µ , ê5 = rDy . (E.2.3)
The spin connection reduces to
ω̂ab = ω̃ab + ã
(0)
ab Dy , ω̂a5 = b̃
(1)
a + c̃
(0)
a Dy , (E.2.4)
where we have introduced the functions ã
(0)
ab , c̃
(0)
a and the one-form b̃
(1)
a given by
ã
(0)
ab =
1
2
r2ẽµa ẽ
ν
bF
0
µν , b̃
(1)
a =
1
2
rẽλaF
0
λµdx
µ , c̃(0)a = −ẽλa∇̃λr . (E.2.5)
At leading order, the reduction of the Ricci-scalar is
R̂ = R̃+ . . . , (E.2.6)
where we neglect higher curvature contributions.1 The vectors are reduced according to
Â = A+ ζDy , Âm = Am + ζmDy , (E.2.7)
1We stress that for the moment we approach only a two-derivative reduction and therefore higher curvature
contributions are omitted in the following. This affects the Green-Schwarz term, the tensor kinetic terms and
the Einstein-Hilbert term, see also section 6.3.
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where A, Am are five-dimensional vectors and ζ, ζm are five-dimensional scalars. The reduc-
tion of the tensors reads
B̂α = Bα − [Aα − 1
2
aα tr(ã(0)ω̃)− 2 b
α
λ(g)
tr(ζA)− 2bαmnζmAn)] ∧Dy (E.2.8)
with a five-dimensional tensor Bα and a five-dimensional vector Aα. While the Abelian vector
Aα has the usual field strength Fα = dAα, the gauge invariant field strength for Bα turns
out to be
Gα = dBα −Aα ∧ F 0 + 1
2
aαω̃CSgrav + 2
bα
λ(g)
ωCS + 2bαmnω
CS,mn . (E.2.9)
As already mentioned in section 6.3, the six-dimensional scalars reduce trivially to five-
dimensional scalars.
One can now insert these reductions into the six-dimensional action (6.3.17). We show
the results for the different terms separately. The Einstein-Hilbert term is reduced to
Ŝ
(6)
EH =
∫
M6
1
2
R̂∗̂1 =
∫
M6
1
2
rR̃∗̃1 ∧Dy . (E.2.10)
To obtain the corresponding term in the five-dimensional effective action, one has to integrate
over the circle direction, which is just a trivial integration of Dy. Now the reduction of the
Green-Schwarz terms takes the form2
S
(6)
GS =
∫
M6
−Ωαβ
bα
λ(g)
B̂β ∧ tr F̂ ∧ F̂ − ΩαβbαmnB̂β ∧ tr F̂m ∧ F̂n (E.2.11)
=
∫
M6
−1
2
ΩαβG
α ∧ (Fβ − F β) ∧Dy + Ωαβ
bα
λ(g)
Aβ ∧ tr(F ∧ F ) ∧Dy
+ Ωαβb
α
mnA
β ∧ Fm ∧ Fn ∧Dy − 2Ωαβ
bα
λ(g)
ωCS ∧
[
2
bβ
λ(g)
tr(ζF )
− b
β
λ(g)
tr(ζζ)F 0 + 2bβmnζ
mFn − bβmnζmζnF 0
]
∧Dy − 2ΩαβbαklωCS,kl∧[
2
bβ
λ(g)
tr(ζF )− b
β
λ(g)
tr(ζζ)F 0 + 2bβmnζ
mFn − bβmnζmζnF 0
]
∧Dy
− 2Ωαβ
bα
λ(g)
bβ
λ(g)
tr ζA ∧
[
trF ∧ F + tr ζζF 0 ∧ F 0 − 2 tr ζF ∧ F 0
]
∧Dy
− 2Ωαβ
bα
λ(g)
bβmnζ
mAn ∧
[
trF ∧ F + tr ζζF 0 ∧ F 0 − 2 tr ζF ∧ F 0
]
∧Dy
− 2Ωαβbαmn
bβ
λ(g)
tr ζA ∧
[
Fm ∧ Fn + ζmζnF 0 ∧ F 0 − 2ζmFn ∧ F 0
]
∧Dy
− 2Ωαβbαmnb
β
klζ
kAl ∧
[
Fm ∧ Fn + ζmζnF 0 ∧ F 0 − 2ζmFn ∧ F 0
]
∧Dy .
2In the following we omit terms without a Dy-factor, since these forms are integrated to zero along the
circle direction.
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The kinetic terms for the Abelian vectors are reduced to∫
M6
− 2ΩαβjαbβmnF̂m ∧ ∗̂F̂n (E.2.12)
=
∫
M6
−2rΩαβjαbβmn(Fm − ζmF 0) ∧ ∗̃(Fn − ζnF 0) ∧Dy
− 2r−1Ωαβjαbβmndζm ∧ ∗̃dζn ∧Dy ,
while the reduction for the non-Abelian vectors was found in [54] to be∫
M6
− 2Ωαβjαbβ tr F̂ ∧ ∗̂F̂ (E.2.13)
=
∫
M6
−2rΩαβjαbβ tr(F − ζF 0) ∧ ∗̃(F − ζF 0) ∧Dy
− 2r−1Ωαβjαbβ trDζ ∧ ∗̃Dζ ∧Dy ,
where we have introduced the covariant derivative for the adjoint scalars in the vector mul-
tiplets as
Dζ = dζ + [A, ζ] . (E.2.14)
The kinetic terms of the six-dimensional tensors are found to reduce to∫
M6
− 1
4
gαβĜ
α ∧ ∗̂Ĝβ (E.2.15)
=
∫
M6
−1
4
rgαβG
α ∧ ∗̃Gβ ∧Dy − 1
4
r−1gαβFα ∧ ∗̃Fβ ∧Dy ,
where Fα was defined in (6.3.18). While terms involving neutral six-dimensional scalars
reduce trivially to five dimensions, this is not true for terms with charged scalars. One
computes ∫
M6
− hUV D̂qU ∧ ∗̂D̂qV (E.2.16)
=
∫
M6
−rhUVDqU ∧ ∗̃DqV ∧Dy
− r−1hUV (ζRU qU + ζmq(U)m qU )(ζRV qV + ζmq(V )m qV )∗̃1 ∧Dy .
The expression DqU encodes the five-dimensional covariant derivative
DqU = dqU +ARU qU − iq(U)m AmqU (E.2.17)
and the ζRU denote the scalars from the five-dimensional vector multiplet in the representation
RU of the Lie-algebra, where RU is the representation q
U transforms in. The last line in
(E.2.16) only contributes to the five-dimensional scalar potential. It is completed by reducing
the six-dimensional scalar potential, which we did not carry out. Finally, the combination
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of all of these terms makes up the full circle reduced classical bosonic two-derivative pseudo-
action.
As in six dimensions, there is still some redundancy in this five-dimensional pseudo-
action. In contrast to the six-dimensional case, we are nevertheless able to write down a
proper action without any additional duality constraints. This works by dualizing the action,
in particular replacing all tensors Gα by the vectors Fα. The connection between the vectors
and tensors can be seen by reducing the duality constraint (6.3.16) to
rgαβ ∗̃Gβ = −ΩαβFβ . (E.2.18)
We can safely modify the Lagrangian by adding a total derivative
∆S(5)F =
∫
M5
−1
2
ΩαβdB
α ∧ F β (E.2.19)
=
∫
M5
−1
2
ΩαβG
α ∧ F β + 1
2
Ωαβ(−Aα ∧ F 0 + 2
bα
λ(g)
ωCS + 2bαmnω
CS,mn) ∧ F β .
Varying the new action with respect to Gα gives precisely the reduced duality constraint
(E.2.18). The terms in the five-dimensional action that change in the dualization procedure
are ∫
M5
− 1
4
rgαβG
α ∧ ∗̃Gβ − 1
4
r−1gαβFα ∧ ∗̃Fβ (E.2.20)
− 1
2
ΩαβG
α ∧ (Fβ − F β) + Ωαβ
bα
λ(g)
Aβ ∧ tr(F ∧ F )
+ Ωαβb
α
mnA
β ∧ Fm ∧ Fn − 1
2
ΩαβG
α ∧ F β
− 1
2
ΩαβA
α ∧ F 0 ∧ F β + Ωαβ
bα
λ(G)
ωCS ∧ F β + ΩαβbαmnωCS,mn ∧ F β
=
∫
M5
−1
2
r−1gαβFα ∧ ∗̃Fβ + 2Ωαβ
bα
λ(g)
Aβ ∧ trF ∧ F
+ 2Ωαβb
α
mnA
β ∧ Fm ∧ Fn − 1
2
ΩαβA
0 ∧ Fα ∧ F β ,
where we inserted the reduced duality constraint (E.2.18).
The Einstein-Hilbert term is not in its canonical form yet. Performing the Weyl rescaling
g̃µν = r
−2/3gµν turns out to give the right result
S
(5)F
EH =
∫
M5
1
2
R ∗ 1 . (E.2.21)
Note that the Hodge star operator scales as ∗̃α = r−5/3(r2/3)p ∗ α , where α is a p-form.
The final step is to push the theory onto the Coulomb branch, which means that we give
a VEV to the scalars in the five-dimensional vector multiplets. The W-bosons get massive
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and break the gauge group to its maximal torus. Additionally, the charged hypermultiplets
acquire a mass and do not appear in the effective action. Including only massless modes,
one obtains the final form (6.3.23) for the classical five-dimensional action on the Coulomb
branch.
S(5)F =
∫
M5
+
1
2
R ∗ 1− 2
3
r−2dr ∧ ∗dr − 1
2
gαβdj
α ∧ ∗djβ − huvdqu ∧ ∗dqv (E.2.22)
− 2r−2ΩαβjαbβÎĴ dζ
Î ∧ ∗dζ Ĵ − 1
4
r8/3F 0 ∧ ∗F 0 − 1
2
r−4/3gαβ Fα ∧ ∗Fβ
− 2r2/3ΩαβjαbβÎĴ (F
Î − ζ ÎF 0) ∧ ∗(F Ĵ − ζ ĴF 0)
− 1
2
Ωαβ A
0 ∧ Fα ∧ F β + 2ΩαβbαÎĴ A
β ∧ F Î ∧ F Ĵ
− 2ΩαβbαÎĴb
β
ÎĴ
ζK̂ζL̂ζ ÎAĴ ∧ F 0 ∧ F 0
+ 2Ωαβ(b
α
ÎĴ
bβ
K̂L̂
+ 2bα
ÎK̂
bβ
ĴL̂
)ζK̂ζL̂AÎ ∧ F Ĵ ∧ F 0
− 2Ωαβ(2bαÎĴb
β
K̂L̂
+ bα
ÎL̂
bβ
ĴK̂
)ζL̂AÎ ∧ F Ĵ ∧ F K̂ ,
where we have chosen the Cartan generators to be in the coroot basis and used the notation
introduced around (6.3.22). In order to obtain the full quantum effective action one has
to integrate out the massive modes. This is partly done in section 7.3 and induces new
Chern-Simons couplings.
E.3 Zeta Regularization for the Loop Calculations
In this section we explicitly derive expressions for the infinite sums appearing in the loop
calculations of section 7.3. Since the nth Kaluza-Klein-mode carries charge n under the
Kaluza-Klein vector A0, the infinite sums over the KK-towers take in principle one of the
following four forms
+∞∑
n=−∞
sign(x+ n)
+∞∑
n=−∞
n sign(x+ n)
+∞∑
n=−∞
n2 sign(x+ n)
+∞∑
n=−∞
n3 sign(x+ n).
(E.3.1)
Here, the parameter x is the ratio of Coulomb branch mass and Kaluza-Klein mass, that is
x =
{
rα · ζ
rw · ζ .
(E.3.2)
Let us now define the floored ratio of Coulomb branch mass and Kaluza-Klein mass
l :=
⌊
|x|
⌋
, (E.3.3)
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as much depends only on this quantity. Then the first equation in (E.3.1) reads
+∞∑
n=−∞
sign(x+ n) =
+l∑
n=−l
sign(x+ n) +
+∞∑
n=l+1
sign(x+ n) +
−l−1∑
n=−∞
sign(x+ n)
=
+l∑
n=−l
sign(x) +
+∞∑
n=l+1
sign(n) +
−l−1∑
n=−∞
sign(n) = (2l + 1) sign(x) .
(E.3.4)
Next, we calculate
+∞∑
n=−∞
n2 sign(x+ n) =
+l∑
n=−l
n2 sign(x) +
+∞∑
n=l+1
n2 sign(n) +
−l−1∑
n=−∞
n2 sign(n)
= 2
l∑
n=1
n2 sign(x) =
l(l + 1)(2l + 1)
3
sign(x) ,
(E.3.5)
where we performed the sum in the last step. The remaining two sums require zeta function
regularization. Using
ζ(−1) = − 1
12
ζ(−3) = 1
120
, (E.3.6)
we compute that
+∞∑
n=−∞
n sign(x+ n) =
+l∑
n=−l
n sign(x) +
+∞∑
n=l+1
n sign(n) +
−l−1∑
n=−∞
n sign(n)
=
+∞∑
n=l+1
n+
l∑
n=1
n−
l∑
n=1
n+
−l−1∑
n=−∞
(−n) +
−1∑
n=−l
(−n)−
−1∑
n=−l
(−n)
= 2ζ(−1)− 2
l∑
n=1
n = −1
6
− (l + 1)l
(E.3.7)
and
+∞∑
n=−∞
n3 sign(x+ n) =
+l∑
n=−l
n3 sign(x) +
+∞∑
n=l+1
n3 sign(n) +
−l−1∑
n=−∞
n3 sign(n)
=
+∞∑
n=l+1
n3 +
l∑
n=1
n3 −
l∑
n=1
n3 +
−l−1∑
n=−∞
(−n3) +
−1∑
n=−l
(−n3)−
−1∑
n=−l
(−n3)
= 2ζ(−3)− 2
l∑
n=1
n3 =
1
60
− l
2(l + 1)2
2
.
(E.3.8)
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